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The purpose of this dissertation was to contribute to the current understanding
about identity development in young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia.
The article in Chapter 2 Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the Stigmatization of
Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia examined the literature on
identity development for young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia and
how stigma affects that process. The article used two theories of young adult authentic
identity development to illuminate the typical developmental processes and experiences of
young people. The article used these theories to understanding about how psychosis and
schizophrenia might influence identity development in young adults. The article presented
a platform for the need to use developmentally informed frameworks for this group to
combat stigma. The article also presented the potential clinical implications, mental health
treatment practice suggestions, and future research suggestions from the crossroads of
typical experiences of young adult identity formation, stigma, and the unique experiences
of young people with psychosis and schizophrenia. Chapter 3, Making Sense of Psychosis:
Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis and Schizophrenia Becoming Who They
Really Are, used qualitative research grounded theory methodology to explore identity
development in young adults who experienced psychosis and schizophrenia. The study
gave voice to the experiences of seven young adult research participants who have lived

experiences of psychosis and schizophrenia. The study used methodology consistent with
grounded theory research practices. Throughout the research process, participants were
individually interviewed three times. All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed.
Data analysis generated the central category of identity construction, called
“making sense of psychosis”. Analysis also illuminated the properties of making sense of
psychosis, which were called developing beliefs about psychosis and degrees of freedom.
These properties and their dimensions influenced and were influenced by the contexts
exploring relationships and relating to personal potential. The general consequence of
participants’ process and experience of making sense of psychosis was called “becoming
who I really am”, which best described participants incorporating psychosis into their sense
of identity. The potential for a reciprocal action process existing between making sense of
psychosis and becoming who I really am was also explored. This study provides a
qualitative description, grounded in data, of identity development in young adults who
experience psychosis and schizophrenia. The potential implications of these findings for
mental health treatment providers, clinical supervisors, counselor educators, and future
research suggestions were also discussed.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
Dissertation Overview
The purpose of this dissertation was to demonstrate scholarly work by using the
manuscript document dissertation format as outlined by The Oregon State University
Graduate School. In following this format, Chapter 1 provides an overview and
background for the topic of young adult identity development and stigma and describes the
journal-formatted manuscripts found in Chapters 2 and 3, which are thematically tied.
Chapter 2 is an article titled, Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the
Stigmatization of Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia. Chapter 3
is an article titled, Making Sense of Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced
Psychosis and Schizophrenia Becoming Who They Really Are and provides a detailed
qualitative exploration of the young adult experience of identity construction after they
develop psychosis and schizophrenia. Both manuscripts focus on identity development in
young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia and attempt to move beyond
conventional ways of viewing this population.
Thematic Introduction
Adolescence and emerging adulthood is a time of significant developmental gains
related to authentic identity development (Arnett, 2000; Benson and Elder, 2011; Bruce &
Cockerham, 2004; Cheon & Canda, 2010). It is also the stage of life when psychosis and
schizophrenia often develop (Brown, 2011; Cadario, Stanton, Nicholls, Crengle, Wouldes,
Gillard, & Merry, 2011). Young adult identity development is a complex social process
(Geldens, Lincoln, & Hodkinson, 2011; Hernandez, Montgomery, & Kurtines, 2006;
Hunsberger, Pratt, & Pancer, 2001; Janssen, Dechesne, & Knippenberg, 1999; Meeus,
2011).
Young adults who experience schizophrenia and psychosis face unexpected complex social
processes into their lives (Herschfeld, Smith, Trower, & Griffin, 2005; Iyer, loohuis,
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Pawliuk, Joober, & Malla, 2011). New experiences that often accompany having psychosis
are superimposed on young adults typical developmental experiences (Larsen, 2004;
Redmond, Larkin, & Harrop, 2010). One of those experiences is stigma.
Individuals’ who develop symptoms of psychosis often experience stigma
(Birchwood, Trower, Brunet, Gilbert, Iqbal, & Jackson, 2006; Yanos, Roe, & Lysaker,
2010). Experiences of stigma probably influence how a person negotiates social
interactions and likely affects their sense of identity (Berna, Bennouna-Greene,
Potheegadoo, Verry, Conway, & Danion, 2011; Lampshire, 2012). Better understandings
of identity development in these individuals might lead to innovative solutions that would
enable mental health treatment providers to support this group’s authentic identity
development.
Adults with schizophrenia likely experience stigma as an influential force that
shapes how they experience their sense of identity. Experiences of stigma in this group
probably have long term and debilitating consequences on the lives and identities of these
individuals. (Brohan, Slade, Clement, & Thornicroft, 2010; Harrison & Gill, 2010;
Noyman-Veksler, Weinberg, Fennig, Davidson, & Shahar, 2012). Some current treatment
approaches that are used with young people who experience psychosis and schizophrenia
are likely stigmatizing and negatively affect their sense of identity (Achim, Ouellet, Roy, &
Jackson, 2010; Conus, Cotton, Abdel-Baki, Lambert, Berk, & McGorry, 2006).
Approaches that omit developmentally typical frameworks and understandings about the
young adult developmental life stage are inherently stigmatizing (Elkington, Hackler,
McKinnon, Borges, Wright, & Wainberg, 2012; Karow, Pajnok, Reimer, Hirdes,
Osterwald, Naber, & Moritz, 2008; Tranulis, Corin, & Kirmayer, 2008). There literature
calls for mental health treatment approaches designed to support young adults who
experience psychosis and schizophrenia to adopt developmentally informed approaches,
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interventions, and models of care (e.g., McGorry & Goldstone, 2011; McGowan, Iqbal, &
Birchwood, 2009). The absence of a theory about identity construction in these young
adults presents a barrier to respond to that call.
Mental health professionals who work with young people who experience
psychosis and schizophrenia need to better understand the processes and experiences that
account for their identity development. This understanding might provide useful
frameworks to support providers’ capacity to foster healthy identity construction in this
group. Such frameworks lead to the development of skills and strategies that foster young
people’s capacity to protect their identity from stigma. The current gap in the literature
about identity construction in young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia might
contribute to their experiences of stigma. The literature clearly calls for a theory of identity
development to emerge from the lived experiences of these young adults (Iyer et al., 2011;
Lester, Marshall, Jones, Fowler, Amos, Khan, & Birchwood, 2011).
Young Adult Identity Development and Experiences of Stigma for Young People with
Psychosis and Schizophrenia
This manuscript, Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the Stigmatization of
Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia, critically examines existing
literature on typical young adult identity development and stigma’s influence on that
process. There is evidence in the literature (Berna et al., 2011; Brown, 2011; Herschfeld et
al., 2005) experiences of psychosis influence young adult identity development. The
inclusion of developmentally informed frameworks into mental health treatment providers
and researchers would benefit this population (Myers, 2012; Ng, 2007; Shiers, Rosen, &
Shiers, 2009). There is also evidence the absence of developmentally informed frameworks
in mental health treatment approaches and research that explores the life experiences of
this group is problematic (Kirmayer, 2009; Ng, 2007; Saranavan, David, Bhugra, Prince, &
Jacob, 2005; Saranavan, Jacob, Johnson, Prince, Bhugra, & David, 2007). There is a call in
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the literature (Iyer et al., 2011; Herschfeld et al., 2005; Redmond et al., 2010) to better
understand identity development in this group. There is strong evidence in the literature
that identity formation for this group is affected by stigma and, if left unattended, will
continue to have a detrimental impact on their lives (e.g., Ertugrul & Ulug, 2004; Ng,
2007).
The manuscript drew from two theories on authentic identity development in young
adults (Jones, Kim, & Skendall, 2012; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010) to understand their
typical developmental experiences. Those theories suggest that the central task of young
adulthood is developing an authentic sense of identity. Both theories highlight young adult
identity development as shaped by life experiences and young people’s relationships with
other people and society. Scharf and Mayseless emphasize young people’s need to
experience a sense of autonomy and support during this developmental stage. They also
contend that young people employ reflective processes to give meaning to their life
experiences. Scharf and Mayseless suggest these processes foster a young person’s
exploration of identity and probably reinforce his or her sense of connection to community
and the world.
Jones, Kim, and Skendall (2012) contend that authentic identity development in
young adults involves young people’s negotiation of life experiences shaped by their
relationship to society and informed by their sense of difference. They argue that authentic
identity construction involves young people giving individualized meaning to their life
experiences, and integrating that sense of meaning into their identity. The theories posit
that experiences of oppression and marginalization influence young adult identity
formation.
The manuscript identifies commonalities and gaps in the literature.
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Clinical implications of the intersections of the literature and Jones, Kim, and Skendall’s
(2012) and Scharf and Mayseless’s (2010) theories are discussed and clinical implications
are addressed. Implications for mental health treatment approaches, professional training
opportunities, and policy makers were drawn from the intersection of that literature.
Highlighting the Need for a Better Understanding of Identity Construction in Young
Adults Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia
This article is a qualitative research grounded theory study titled Making Sense of
Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis Becoming Who They Really
Are. The article discussed the existing research relevant to identity development in young
adults who experienced psychosis and schizophrenia. It examined the literature on typical
young adult identity development and the influence of stigma on identity development of
young people with psychosis and schizophrenia. The manuscript presented an argument
found in the literature that the absence of a theory on identity development for this group is
problematic. The manuscript also justified the use of grounded theory research
methodology as an appropriate way to study identity construction in these young people.
The study focused on the grand research question of “How do young adults who
experience psychosis and schizophrenia also develop their sense of identity”. The
exploration of participant responses to interview questions and the rigorous analysis of
those responses facilitated the emergence of a theory of authentic identity development for
young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia.
The manuscript explained the data gathering method used in grounded theory,
namely, interviewing individuals whose life experiences are relevant to the study topic
(Charmaz, 2006; Morrow, 2005). The study results drew from interviews, member checks,
researcher journaling, and reflective practices in accordance with grounded theory research
methodology (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Morrow). The manuscript also discussed the use of
levels of analysis in grounded theory to illuminate the themes that best describe
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participants lived experiences that are relative to the research topic (Charmaz; Corbin &
Strauss). The ways in which the researcher collaborated in the meaning making processes
with study participants (Charmaz; Corbin & Strauss); and ways in which she accounted for
her biases and assumptions (Charmaz; Morrow) are described in the manuscript. Consistent
with grounded theory research methods, the manuscript further described procedures she
used to promote the study’s social validity and trustworthiness (Morrow). It also presented
the procedures and processes used in participant recruitment, data collection, and member
checking.
Criteria consistent with grounded theory research practices described how the
researcher made every effort to engage in a rigorous analysis of data (Morrow). Open,
axial, focused, and theoretical coding revealed the central category that best explained
participants’ processes and experience of identity construction, “making sense of
psychosis”. Axial coding included using narrative descriptions to further develop the
emergent categories and their interactions with contexts, as well as identify negative cases.
Negative cases and themes already consistent in the data, were used to inform the third
round of interview questions. Making sense of psychosis was defined as participants’
incorporating psychosis into their sense of identity. Member checking validated making
sense of psychosis, its contextual influences, and the general consequence, “becoming who
I really am”. Becoming who I really am was defined as the consequence of the interactions
between the central category, its properties, dimensions, and their interactions with the
contexts, exploring relationships and degrees of freedom.
The grounded theory that emerged illuminated how young adults who experience
psychosis and schizophrenia develop their sense of identity. The theory presented
participants’ process, experience, and characteristics of identity construction, called
“making sense of psychosis”. The theory explained how the contexts, exploring
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relationships and relating to personal potential, influence and are influenced by the
process and experience of making sense of psychosis. Making sense of psychosis, in turn,
was characterized by participants beliefs about psychosis and described by the properties,
developing beliefs about psychosis as well as experiences they had of varying degrees of
freedom to ascribe meaningful sense to psychosis.
The general consequence of making sense of psychosis and its interactions with the
contextual influences on participant identity construction was called “becoming who I
really am”. Becoming who I really am described participants’ incorporation of psychosis
into identity. Participants who positively incorporated psychosis into identity developed an
integrated sense of identity. Participants who negatively incorporated psychosis into
identity developed a restricted sense of identity. The results explore the possibility a
process of reciprocal action existed between making sense of psychosis and becoming who
I really am.
Implications for mental health treatment providers, professional trainers, counselor
educators, and policy makers were discussed. Future research suggestions were shared.
One suggestion is to include developmentally informed frameworks for mental health
treatment approaches and research that affect young people who experience psychosis and
schizophrenia. Another suggestion is for mental health providers, counselor educators,
professional trainers, and clinical supervisors to explore the biases and assumptions they,
their supervisees, and students, bring to their work with this group. An additional
suggestion is for mental health providers to offer skills and strategies for young people to
protect their identity from stigma.

Rationale
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The development of an authentic identity is part of typical growth for young adults
(Alisat & Pratt, 2012; Arnett, 2000; Beyers & Seiffge-Krenke, 2010; Hunsberger & Pratt,
2001; Kerpelman, Pittman, & Lamke, 1997; Schwartz, Beyers, Luyckx, Soenens,
Zamboanga, Forthun, …& Waterman, 2011). There are significant implications the
absence of such a theory might have on young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia
(e.g., Myers, 2012; Ng, 2007; Shiers et al., 2009). Those implications include mental health
treatment approaches that fail to incorporate typical developmental frameworks for this
group are likely stigmatizing (e.g. Berna et al., 2011; Estroff, 1989; Larsen, 2005). Further,
experiences of stigma are probably detrimental to this group’s sense of identity (e.g.,
Brohan et al., 2010; Cavelti, Kvrgic, Beck, Rushc, & Vauth, 2012; Daumerie, Bacle,
Giordana, Mannone, Caria, & Roelandt, 2012; Jenkins & Carpenter-Song, 2009).
Prior to this study, there was no theory that used typical developmental frameworks
to understand identity development in young adults who experience psychosis and
schizophrenia. The study is one response to a call in the literature for a theory about the
topic. It discussed how grounded theory research methodology was the most appropriate
approach to better understand identity development in young people with psychosis and
schizophrenia.
Publication Venues
The journal of Early Intervention in Psychiatry publishes articles on first episode
psychosis in adolescents and emerging adults. The journal publishes quantitative and
qualitative research. The journal’s articles often contain emerging concepts and approaches
in the field. The publication editor is one of the leading researchers and psychiatrists in the
field of first episodes of psychosis. The editorial review board is composed of
professionals with expertise in adolescent and emerging adult mental health care issues.
The journal’s audience is likely researchers, mental health professionals, and policy makers
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who are invested in the development and implementation of fiscally sound and effective
mental health practices for young people. These reasons make Early Intervention in
Psychiatry journal a likely venue for publication of both articles found in Chapters 2 and 3
of the dissertation, Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the Stigmatization of
Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia and Making Sense of
Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis and Schizophrenia Becoming
Who They Really Are.
Thematic Links
This dissertation is organized into two article style manuscripts, chapter 2, article 1,
Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the Stigmatization of Young People Who
Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia and chapter 3, article 2, Making Sense of
Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis and Schizophrenia Becoming
Who They Really Are. The first article is a critical examination of existing literature that
explores identity development in typical young adults, identity development in young
people who experience psychosis and schizophrenia, and the influence of stigma on that
group’s typical developmental process. The article examined young adult identity and
stigma and authentic identity development in young adults. The article builds an argument
that young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia, like their peers without
these diagnoses, share a central developmental task of authentic identity formation. The
article used two theories that describe authentic identity development in young adults to
critically examine typical developmental experiences for this life stage. An intersection
was drawn between the literature on stigma, young adult identity development, and
experiences unique to young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. The
article discussed clinical implications and suggested future research. The article argued that
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there is a vital need for a theory that explores identity development in young adults with
psychosis and schizophrenia.
Organization
This dissertation used a manuscript style format in fulfillment of Oregon State
University’s article style dissertation requirements. The dissertation’s format reflected
those requirements in the following structure: Chapter 1 gave a broad overview of the topic
and described the themes of the two articles that made up Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2’s
article, Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the Stigmatization of Young People
Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia, is a theoretical exploration of identity
development in young people and in individuals who experience schizophrenia. Chapter
3’s article, Making Sense of Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis
and Schizophrenia Becoming Who They Really Are, is a qualitative research grounded
theory study about how these young adults develop a sense of identity. Chapter 4 presents a
general discussion of the article on the critical examination of authentic identity
development in young people and stigma (Chapter 1), the article that described a
qualitative research grounded theory study and its results (Chapter 2), the implications of
the two articles and suggestions for future research.

11
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Katherine A. Hayden-Lewis
Oregon State University
Deborah J. Rubel, PhD.
Oregon State University
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Abstract
The purpose of this article was to characterize and summarize the existing literature on
stigma and young adult identity development. This article addressed a call in the literature
for a need to use developmentally informed perspectives to understand experiences of
identity development for young people who develop psychosis and schizophrenia. The
article focused on stigma’s influence on identity construction in young people who
experience marginalization and on individuals who develop severe mental illnesses. It also
focused on two existing theories on authentic identity development in young adults (Jones,
Kim, & Skendall, 2012; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010). The article drew clinical implications
about how mental health providers, counselor educators, clinical supervisors, and policy
makers might better support identity construction in young adults who experience
psychosis and schizophrenia. Future research topics relevant to young adult identity
development and experiences of stigma were identified and discussed.
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The world’s youth account for a quarter of the world’s population, the largest
cohort of young people in recorded history (Sawyer, Afifi, Bearinger, Blakemore, Ezeh, &
Patton, 2012). Many will negotiate physical and mental health challenges and require
access to effective healthcare resources. The service needs that accompany these
challenges will affect fiscal and social resources (Sawyer et al.; Viner, Ozer, Denny,
Marmot, Resnick, Fatusi, & Currie, 2012). There is a growing international response to use
preventative mental health initiatives to meet young people’s anticipated mental health
needs.
The literature (e.g., McGorry, 2009) strongly suggests that preventative initiatives
rely on early intervention approaches that are likely to reduce the fiscal and social costs of
young people’s heathcare needs. This cohort will include individuals who develop
schizophrenia. The literature identifies schizophrenia as one of the costliest illnesses in the
world (e.g., Insel, 2010; McEvoy, 2007). There is ample evidence (Andrew, Knapp,
McCrone, Parsonage, & Tracjtenberg, 2012; Bird, Premkumar, Kendall, Whittington,
Mitchell, & Kuipers, 2010; Collier, 2010; Cocchi, Mapelli, Meneghelli, & Preti, 2011;
Larsen, Melle, Auestad, Haahr, Johannessen, Opjordsmoen, Rund, Rossberg, Simonsen,
Vaglum, Friis, & McGlashan, 2011; McGowan, Iqbal, & Birchwood, 2009; Mihalopoulos,
McCrone, Knapp, Johannsessen, Malla, & McGorry, 2012; Singh, 2010; Wong, Chan,
Lam, Hui, Hung, Tay,…& Chen, 2011) that early intervention mental health treatment
approaches for schizophrenia are the most effective way to reduce the direct and indirect
costs associated with treating schizophrenia and associated psychotic disorders. McGorry
contends that developmentally informed early intervention mental health services offer the
most significant reduction in fiscal and social costs. McGorry maintains that these kinds of
services offer young people the supports necessary to succeed in achieving
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developmentally typical life goals and making social and financial contributions to the
resources of their countries.
Early intervention services are a viable solution to the complex problems
communities face to meet the needs of these young people and conserve community
resources. There is compelling evidence that in order to meet these goals, early
intervention treatment methods, approaches, and policies must undergo ongoing, rigorous
evaluation and development. The critical examination of early intervention delivery models
is likely to identify barriers to achieving successful outcomes for the young people they
serve (Bird et. al., 2010; Collier, 2010; Larsen et. al., 2011; McGorry, 2009; McGowan et.
al., 2009; Singh, 2010). The literature identifies several barriers to successful outcomes
(e.g., McGorry, Killackey, & Yung, 2013).
One barrier is delays encountered by individuals with sociocultural differences who
are seeking treatment services. A second barrier is the dearth of healthcare providers’
understanding about the benefits of early intervention services. A third barrier is the lack of
fiscal resources to fund early intervention for psychosis programs (McGorry et. al., 2013).
There is compelling evidence in the literature that stigma is also a significant barrier (e.g.,
Ertugrul & Ulug, 2004). The literature strongly implies that mental health providers who
work with young people with psychosis and schizophrenia might benefit from educational
and training opportunities that target reducing these barriers.
This article contributes to the discourse on barriers that stigma presents to treatment
efficacy by exploring identity development in emerging adults with psychosis and
schizophrenia. Two recent emerging adult identity theories (Jones, Kim, & Skendall, 2012;
Scharf & Mayseless, 2010) provide a framework for understanding the significance of
identity development during young adulthood. That framework offers a unique lens
illuminating some potential implications that emerging adult identity development has for
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young people who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. The next section examines the
literature on stigma in young people with schizophrenia.
Stigma and Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia
Stigma is described in the literature (Davidson & Stayner, 1997; Ertugrul & Ulug,
2004; Estroff, 1989; Livingston & Boyd, 2010; Raffard, D’Argembeau, Lardi, Bayard,
Boulenger, & Van der Linden, 2009; Yanos et al., 2012) as a multifaceted social process
that excludes individuals from their typical social group. The literature (e.g., Martin,
Mangalore, & Simon, 2004; McGrath, 2007; McGorry et al., 2013) suggests that
individuals with schizophrenia might be uniquely vulnerable to stigma. Experiences
associated with stigma likely lead to complex losses for young people who develop
psychosis and schizophrenia (e.g., Daumerie, Vasseur Bacle, GIordana, Bourdais
Mannone, Caria, & Roelandt, 2012; Insel, 2010; Thornicroft, Brohan, Rose, Sartorius,
Leese, & INDIGO Study Group, 2012; Ucok, Brohan, Rose, Sartorius, Leese, Yoon,
Plooy, Ertekin, MIley, Thornicroft, & INDIGO Study Group, 2012). There is compelling
evidence in the literature (e.g., Cavelti, Kurgic, Beck, Rusch, & Vauth, 2012) that stigma
negatively affects the sense of identity in individuals with schizophrenia. This literature
also suggests that stigma likely contributes to the development of chronic disability in
individuals with schizophrenia. It appears that young people who experience schizophrenia
are especially vulnerable to developing a devalued sense of identity (Bhugra, 2006;
Forrester-Jones & Barnes, 2008).
Stigma can undermine individuals’ ability to participate in life experiences that are
important to their human growth and development (Bhugra, 2006; Forrester-Jones &
Barnes, 2008; Greenleaf & Williams, 2009). Young people in general rely on social
experiences to engage in tasks that are crucial to their identity development. Young people
with psychosis and schizophrenia might be susceptible to have their identity development
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negatively affected by stigma. Evidence in the literature suggests (Whitaker, 2010) this
stigma might contribute to young people’s experience of disability and compound social
and fiscal losses. Threats to a young person’s involvement in typical social experiences and
developmental tasks need to be taken seriously.
Identity Development and Stigma
Developing mental health treatment frameworks and interventions that reduce
stigma on young people’s typical developmental experiences is vital to their mental health,
their growth as human beings, and their emerging sense of identity. The literature (Bhugra,
2006; Buckley-Walker & Crowe, 2010; Crowe, 2008; Farone & Pickens, 2007; ForresterJones & Barnes, 2008; Jenkins & Carpenter-Song, 2009; Jivanjee & Kruzich, 2011;
Larsen, 2005) substantiates that young people with psychosis and schizophrenia are aware
of the stigma they experience. The literature also suggests that young people and their
families are aware that stigma might affect their identity (Boydell et al., 2010; Iyer et
al.,2011; Tan et al., 2012). There is no clear understanding in the literature about the
changes to sense of identity for young people with psychosis and schizophrenia.
The literature (Bhugra, 2006; Forrester-Jones & Barnes, 2008; Lam et al., 2010;
Larsen, 2007; Tan et al., 2012) indicates that mental health treatment providers likely
overlook the impact of experiencing psychosis and schizophrenia on a young person’s
sense of identity. That oversight is problematic. The literature raises suspicions that mental
health treatment frameworks that are not informed by young adults identity experiences
likely contribute to experiences of stigmatization in identity development (Bhugra, 2006;
Forrester-Jones & Barnes, 2008; Lam et al., 2010; Larsen, 2007; Tan et al., 2012). The
literature contends that including typical developmental perspectives in research and in
mental health treatment practices might also combat stigma. The literature implies this
might contribute to the emergence of ways young people can access life experiences that
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encourage their holistic identity development (Bora, Erkan, Kayahan, & Veznederoglu,
2007; Boydell, Stasiulis, Volpe, & Gladstone, 2010; Braehler & Schwannauer, 2012; Iyer,
Loohuis, Pawliuk, Joober, & Malla, 2011; Joel, Sathyasseelan, Jayakaran, Vikayakumar, &
Jacob, 2003; Larsen, 2004; Lysaker et al., 2010; Saranavan, David, Bhugra, Prince, &
Jacob, 2005; Tan et al., 2012). The early intervention field needs to examine obstacles to
young adults’ ability to have the experiences they need to develop a non-stigmatized sense
of identity.
The literature suggests that young people like their peers without psychosis or
schizophrenia have similar developmental aspirations (Tan et al., 2012); namely, they hope
to develop an authentic sense of identity (Arnett, 2000; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010). The
literature (Arnett; Jones et al., 2012; Scharf & Mayseless) describes “authentic identity” as
one that is enhanced by life experiences and can change over a lifetime. Young adult
authentic identity development likely emerges from young people’s continuous supported
exploration of autonomy and sense of belonging to family, friends, and social support
networks (Arnett; Benson & Elder, 2011; Beyers & Seiffrge-Krenke, 2010; Bradfield &
Knight, 2008; Bruve & Cockerham, 2004; Crowe, 2008; Hernandez, Montgomery, &
Kurtines, 2006; Inder, 2008; Hunsbereger, Pratt, & Pancer, 2011; King, 2003; Larsen,
2007; Saranvan et al., 2005; Redmond, Larkin, & Harrop, 2010; Rew, 2007; Tanti et al.,
2011; Teuton, 2007; Tranulis, Corin, & Kirmayer, 2008; Viner et al., 2012). The literature
suggests that these exploratory processes might shape a young person’s values, thoughts,
beliefs, and feelings, which become part of his or her sense of identity (Jones et al.).
Identity development in young people is a highly complex social process,
influenced by their relationships with families, peers, and society. Emerging adults who
have experienced psychosis and schizophrenia are involved in typical life experiences that
affect identity development. These relationships likely influence in unique ways the sense
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of identity of those who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. The literature indicates
that their relationships might influence their sense about being valuable people (Arnett,
2000; Benson & Elder, 2011; Beyers & Seiffrge-Krenke, 2010; Bradfield and Knight,
2008; Bruce & Cockerham, 2004; Crowe, 2008; Hernandez, Montgomery & Kurtines,
2006; Inder, 2008; Hunsberger, Pratt, & Prancer, 2011; King, 2003; Larsen, 2007;
Saranavan et al., 2005; Redmond, Larkin & Harrop, 2010; Rew, 2007; Tanti et al., 2011,
Teuton, 2007; Tranulis, Corin, & Kirmayer, 2008; Viner et al., 2012). Identity
development in young people with psychosis and schizophrenia might be sensitized to
experiences of stigma that are detrimental to their authentic identity formation.
Two theoretical frameworks exist in the literature about emerging adults (Jones et
al., 2012; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010). These frameworks might contribute to understanding
identity development in young people with psychosis and schizophrenia. They might also
provide useful information that enriches developmentally informed early intervention
treatment approaches and interventions. The theories of Scharf and Mayseless, as well as
those of Jones, Kim, and Skendall emphasize authentic identity construction is the central
developmental task of young adults. The next two sections describe these theories and their
potential contributions to understanding how young people with psychosis and
schizophrenia might experience identity development. The following section examines
Scharf and Mayseless’ theory about young adult identity development.
Young Adult Authentic Identity Development
Scharf and Mayseless (2010) argue that emerging adults engage in exploratory
processes that involve giving meaning to new life experiences. They suggest that these
processes help young adults identify beliefs, thoughts, and values that influence their sense
of uniqueness. Their theory also suggests that this is a typical developmental experience
associated with separation from a young person’s family and culture of origin. Scharf and
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Mayseless contend that exploratory processes that facilitate developing individualized
thoughts, feelings, and beliefs probably contribute to a young person’s authentic identity
formation, arguing that this is the central developmental task of young adulthood.
Scharf and Mayseless (2010) hypothesize that the social support networks of young
adults probably serve important roles in their process of identity formation. One of these
roles is to provide relationships for the young person to explore similarities and differences
with other people. They suggest that the exploration of similarities and differences in
relationships facilitates the development of a unique sense of identity. Sharf and Mayseless
argue that these experiences likely affect the meaning young adults give to their life
experiences. Their theory posits that these relational and exploratory processes are vital
experiences to a young adult’s development of an authentic sense of identity. They contend
that an authentic identity emerges from the integration of a young person’s experience of
support from her or his social network, life experiences, and meaning-making processes.
Scharf and Mayseless (2010) argue that young adults use reflective processes to
integrate new life experiences into their identity. In their view, these reflective processes
probably are characterized by malleable and nonlinear ways of thinking about themselves
and the world. Scharf and Mayseless contend reflective processes that contribute to a
young adult’s authentic identity formation likely require that the individual be supported in
having a sense of autonomy. They also suggest that young adults probably need social
support that gives them experiences of autonomy while providing them a sense of
belongingness to their social group. Scharf and Mayseless argue that authentic identity
development in young adults relies on these social conditions.
Scharf and Mayseless’ (2010) theory on young adult authentic identity development
has several implications about the influence of social conditions on identity formation. One
of these is that people in a young adult’s social support networks need to communicate
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their support for the young person’s exploratory process. Another is that these relationships
are more likely to support authentic identity formation if they allow interactions that
involve exploring similarities and differences. This exploratory process probably conveys a
sense of belongingness to the young person. A third implication is that young people
probably use complex reflective processes that help them give meaning to their life
experiences and facilitate a process that supports integrating those experiences into what
emerges as an authentic sense of identity.
Scharf and Mayseless’ (2010) theory highlights typical life experiences and social
processes that compose authentic identity development in young adults. They also provide
some understanding about how experiences of oppression might affect young adult identity
development. The next section explores Jones, Kim, and Skendall’s (2012) authentic
identity development theory and will help shed light on this process.
Jones, Kim, and Skendall’s (2012) theory about authentic identity development
identity assumes identity development is the central focus of this life stage. They suggest
experiences that influence identity formation are highly social and likely involve complex
social processes. This theory suggests that young adults develop thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs about their life experiences that shape their sense of identity. They contend that
these thoughts, feelings, and beliefs share similarities and differences with their social
networks. They posit that young adults likely use reflective processes to explore their own
unique experiences. They suggest that these reflective processes are an important and
influential mechanism that allows them to integrate their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs into
their sense of identity.
Jones, Kim, and Skendall (2012) argue that social interactions young adults have
with other people influence their own reflective process. The researchers contend that
young people’s experiences of marginalization and stigma are likely integrated into their
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sense of identity through these reflective processes. They also argue that individuals and
social institutions with access to social privileges and power are likely to convey stigmatic
messages to young people who experience identity differences. Further, they suggest that
young adults who experience stigma are probably aware of existing power differentials
between themselves and individuals and social institutions with privilege and power. They
argue that these young adults are likely aware of when their interactions with these people
and institutions are stigmatizing. Jones, Kim, and Skendall suggest young people
incorporate these kinds of stigmatizing experiences into their overall life decisions.
Jones, Kim, and Skendall’s (2012) theory proposes that young people who
experience stigma would benefit from developing skills and strategies to help them
negotiate those experiences in ways that are beneficial to their authentic identity
development. One suggestion is to develop the ability to identify social cues and
interactions for signs of stigma. These skills, they maintain, might help young people to
decide about what or what not to disclose in potentially stigmatizing interactions. Jones,
Kim, and Skendall surmise that the use of reflective skills to evaluate social interactions for
stigma, as well as for decision-making processes about personal disclosure, might protect
young adults’ emerging sense of identity from the detrimental impact of stigma. They
argue that the use of these reflective and evaluative skills to inform decision-making
processes is a characteristic of authentic identity formation in young adults who are
vulnerable to experiencing stigma.
Discussion
Several implications emerge from these two theories (Jones et al., 2012; Scharf &
Mayseless, 2012) and provide important information about future directions for early
intervention treatment programs. One implication is that disclosure is a socially constructed
process that influences a young person’s sense of identity. Another is that social
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interactions involve the young person receiving and processing social feedback. This
implies that people who are influential in the lives of emerging adults give them important
social cues. Social feedback likely influences how a young person experiences stigma,
which can be detrimental to a young person’s emerging sense of identity. However,
because these young people are also negotiating typical developmental experiences of
authentic identity development, stigma might present unique opportunities that augment
their authentic identity formation under the right circumstances. It is possible that mental
healthcare providers can adopt specific clinical interventions to this group of emerging
adults to help them with their authentic identity development. It is also possible that these
mental healthcare providers might learn skills that increase their ability to offer nonstigmatizing mental health treatment services to these young people.
These two theories point to several possibly unmet needs of emerging adults with
psychosis and schizophrenia and their mental health care providers. One of those needs is
for mental health treatment providers to enrich their current understanding of the
connection between authenticity and emerging adult identity development. Part of that
need is to examine the unique implications authentic identity has for emerging adults with
psychosis and schizophrenia who negotiate marginalization and oppression. Another is to
develop mental health treatment practices that reflect a comprehensive understanding of
the role stigma might play in authentic identity formation for this population. The critical
examination of these unmet needs will likely lead to strategic and effective mental health
treatment interventions that address problems associated with stigma for emerging adults
with psychosis and schizophrenia. The next section explores several possible solutions to
these challenges.
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Implications for Early Intervention Programs
Several assumptions can be drawn from the intersection of developmental theories
posited by Jones, Kim, and Skendall (2010) and Scharf and Mayseless (2012). These
assumptions have clinical applications for mental health providers working with young
people who develop psychosis and schizophrenia. One assumption is that, like their peers,
this group shares typical developmental tasks of identity formation. A second is that young
people with psychosis and schizophrenia likely experience intended and unintended
stigmatizing social feedback. A third assumption is that the experiences of stigma likely
affect processes of authentic identity formation of these young people. A fourth assumption
is that these messages might present unique opportunities for mental health professionals
who provide early intervention mental health services to this group. These mental health
professionals might help augment authentic identity developmental processes by using
frameworks that are typical for emerging adults. Mental health professionals can likely
develop clinical skills that will help reduce the detrimental impact of stigma on the
emerging identities of young people with psychosis and schizophrenia.
Implications for Future Research and Practice
The intersection of these assumptions suggests that early intervention treatment
programs may be able to offer innovative treatment interventions. Those interventions
would be inclusive of typical developmental processes that would augment emerging adult
identity formation in young people with psychosis. Mental health professionals could, for
example, offer educational interventions that address the social, historical, and systemic
nature of stigma. Educational interventions likely provide specific social experiences for
young people that reduce the impact of stigma on individuals in this age group who
experience stigma. Another possible intervention is for young people to learn certain
communications skills that will help them navigate and manage stigmatizing social
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feedback. Such communications skills would likely mitigate the probability that a young
person would become socially isolated when she or he encounters stigma. The ability to
stay engaged in developmentally typical social experiences is an important part of young
adult identity formation. A third option is to ensure that early intervention mental health
treatment providers receive key clinical skills that would likely strengthen their ability to
avoid sending clients unintended stigmatizing messages and promote authentic identity
formation. These clinical skills are a crucial component of effective early intervention for
psychosis treatment services. Next, this article will describe the three possible clinical
interventions derived from the intersection of the assumptions described earlier.
The first domain of clinical solutions is to offer psycho-educational interventions
that address the social, historical, and systemic nature of stigma and how that stigma often
affects a person’s sense of identity (Ayres, Paiva, Franca, Gravato, Lacerda, Negra, de
Sousa Marques, Galano,…& Silva, 2006; Corrigan, 2001; Fielden et al., 2011; Knifton,
2012; Knifton, Gervais, Newbigging, Mirza, Quinn, Wilson, & Hunkins-Hutchison, 2010;
O’Brien, 2011). These kinds of educational interventions provide young people with an
important framework about experiences of stigma. Some of the literature indicates that, in
addition to helping young people develop a contextual framework for stigma, these
educational interventions create a valuable forum, with their peers, to develop shared
understandings about experiences of stigma (e.g., Knifton, 2012; Fielden et al., 2011). That
shared understanding probably provides young people with developmentally typical social
support that is vital to their identity formation. That framework might also reduce the sense
of isolation and rejection a young person can experience when she or he negotiates
experiences of stigma (e.g., O’Brien, 2011).
Including adult advocates with social privilege and power in these psychoeducational interventions will likely make efforts to reduce the negative impact of stigma
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on young people more effective (Knifton, 2012; Knifton et al., 2010; O’Brien, 2011). It is
also likely that the presence and inclusion of these adult advocates send a powerful
message both to these young people and to the broader community that they are valuable
community members (Kakuma, 2010; O’Brien; Fielden et al., 2011; Knifton; Knifton et
al.; Center for AIDS Prevention Studies University of California San Francisco AIDS
Research Institute, n.d.). These forms of social messaging could play a significant role in
strengthening the processes associated with authentic identity formation. It is likely that
these educational interventions offer a range of skill-building opportunities for young
people (Ayers et al., 2006; Fielden et al.; O’Brien).
The second domain of clinical solutions is to help young people develop specific
communications skills to address problems associated with stigma (Chaudoir & Fisher,
2010; Elkington, Hackler, McKinnon, Borges, Wright, & Wainberg, 2011; Fielden et al.,
2011; O’Brien, 2011; Quinn & Chaudoir, 2009; Quinn & Earnshaw, 2013). These kinds of
communications skills help individuals disclose personal thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
while reducing the likelihood that they will experience stigmatizing responses from other
people (e.g., Elkington et al., 2013). One skill a young person might need to learn is the
ability to give socially normative responses to stigmatizing feedback (Fielden et al.;
Knifton et al., 2010; O’Brien, 2011). An individual’s ability to choose her or his given
response to stigmatizing feedback likely protects the young person from internalizing
stigma (e.g., O’Brien). Intentional silence might be an additional communications skill for
these young people. They might also benefit from learning skills associated with the
intentional use of silence in stigmatizing social encounters (Fielden et al.; O’Brien). It is
likely that young people who employ silence, as a form of protection, will need a social
network that accepts and affirms their sense of identity (Elkington et al.; O’Brien). Mental
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health professionals need to help young people decide about when to disclose personal
information that could result in detrimental experiences of stigma.
Young people who experience stigma likely engage in decision-making processes
about disclosing personal information to others (Quinn & Chaudoir, 2009). This decisionmaking process probably involves a young person evaluating social encounters for the
potential benefits and risks of sharing potentially stigmatizing personal information with
others (Quinn & Chaudoir). It is likely that assessment includes having the young person
consider the impact of the disclosure on her or his social, emotional, physical, and mental
well-being (Ayres et al., 2006; Chaudoir & Fisher, 2010; Fielden et al., 2011; O’Brien,
2011). Affirming disclosure experiences probably contribute to a greater sense of
belongingness and acceptance for the young person (Chaudoir & Fisher; O’Brien). For
young people who experience stigma, sharing personal information in stigmatizing
interactions probably reinforces the likelihood they will internalize those experiences and
contribute to a sense of social isolation (Chaudoir & Fisher). Young people likely assess
potential confidants for verbal and nonverbal cues that indicate whether these confidants
will affirm their sense of identity after a personal disclosure (e.g., Chaudoir & Fisher).
Avenues to address issues related to disclosure likely exist. Those avenues probably
include mental health professionals learning and employing specific skills to help their
young adult clients identify the benefits and risks of disclosure processes and the potential
impact of those disclosures on their emerging sense of identity (e.g., Ayres et al., 2006).
Mental health professionals who work with emerging adults with psychosis and
schizophrenia are positioned to be potential confidants, given their involvement in the
young person’s life. That makes training mental health professionals in skills associated
with addressing stigma paramount to the mental health and well-being of emerging adults
with psychosis and schizophrenia.
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The third domain of clinical solutions addresses the need for mental health
professionals to learn specific clinical skills that will address stigma. One widely accepted
principle of socially just mental healthcare practices is that mental health professionals
need to examine the role of power and privilege in their counseling relationships with their
clients (e.g., Aldorando, 2007). Socially just practices are a cornerstone of mental
healthcare professionals’ ethical responsibility when they work with client populations who
are particularly susceptible to experiences of marginalization, oppression, and stigma (e.g.,
Alegria, Atkins, Farmer, Slaton, & Stelk, 2010; Knifton et al., 2010; Owens, Richerson,
Murphy, Jagelewski, & Rossi, 2007). Mental healthcare providers who work with young
people with psychosis and schizophrenia have an important responsibility to critically
examine how their worldviews, biases, and assumptions influence their clinical work with
this group (e.g., Myers, 2012; Ng, 2010). Left unaddressed, those biases and assumptions
not only will likely significantly influence a young person’s experience of marginalization
and internalized oppression, but also might become barriers to these emerging adults’
ability to engage in processes pivotal to their authentic identity development.
Ayers (et al., 2006) argue that the unchecked biases and assumptions of healthcare
professionals and the systems of care within which they work have an impact on young
people’s experience of stigma. They contend that, because those providers and systems of
care often inform, influence, and direct public messages about stigma, it is likely these
messages are inherently shaped by underlying stigmatizing assumptions (Ayres et al.,
2006). Consequently, the efficacy of mental health interventions, public initiatives, and
institutional policies that aim to reduce the impact of stigma on young people is
compromised (Ayres et al.; Fielden et al., 2011; Kakuma et al., 2010; Center for AIDS
Prevention Studies University of California San Francisco AIDS Research Institute, n.d.;
Knifton, 2012). Given the potential magnitude that professional biases and assumptions
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have on young people who experience psychosis and schizophrenia, and the likelihood that
society holds oppressive views about this group, every effort must be made to support the
fight against stigma.
Conclusion
In summary, the clinical implications suggest that developmentally informed
frameworks and approaches for young people with psychosis and schizophrenia that
include the beliefs, thoughts, and feelings of this group should augment typical processes
of authentic identity development. Using strategies that consider emerging adults’ typical
central developmental task-- identity development-- is particularly important for young
people with psychosis and schizophrenia. Strategies that emerge from the intersection of
these frameworks will likely lead to interventions that reduce the impact of stigma,
marginalization, and oppression on the authentic identity development of these emerging
adults. The application of these strategies by their mental healthcare providers will likely
send vital messages to these young people about their intrinsic worth and fundamental
well-being.
Mental health initiatives that support early intervention for psychosis and
schizophrenia are a crucial part of effective mental healthcare for young people. These
programs are positioned to move young people with psychosis and schizophrenia away
from a trajectory of chronic disability after the onset of their illness. There is a substantial
call in the literature to develop mental health treatment approaches that respond to the
potentially unique impact of stigma on these young people’s emerging identities. It is
imperative that early intervention mental health providers, as well as the organizations and
institutions that administer mental health services and fund them, use their social power
and privilege to respond to this call.
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Abstract
First episodes of psychosis often emerge during adolescence and early adulthood. Identity
formation is a central developmental task of these life stages. It is likely that identity
development for young people with psychosis and schizophrenia involves the negotiation
of unique and unanticipated life experiences. There is evidence in the first episode
psychosis literature that a greater understanding of identity development is needed for
adolescents and emerging adults who develop schizophrenia spectrum psychosis. This
research study used grounded theory methodology to explore emic perspectives about the
experience of identity development with young adults who experience psychosis and
schizophrenia. Throughout the article, first episodes of psychosis are discussed in the
context of schizophrenia and schizophrenia spectrum disorders.
Key words: first episode psychosis, early intervention psychosis, young adult
identity development, schizophrenia spectrum disorders, identity and schizophrenia,
identity and psychosis
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Psychosis and schizophrenia often develop initially during adolescence and
emerging adulthood (Heckers, Barch, Bustillo, Gaebel, Gur, Malaspina, Owen, Schultz,
Tandon, Tsuang, Van Os, & Carpenter, 2013). The onset of psychosis and schizophrenia
occurs while young people are engaged in typical developmental processes and
experiences for their life stage, including identity development. Mental health treatment
efforts exist around the world to identify early signs of psychosis and provide clinical
interventions aimed at reducing symptoms that might be detrimental to an individual’s
ability to engage in typical developmental life experiences related to education, vocation,
and social relationships. (Boydell, Stasiulis, Volpe, & Gladstone, 2010; Cavelti, Kvrgic,
Beck, Rusch, & Vauth, 2012; Iyer, Loohuis, Pawliuk, Joober, & Malla, 2011; Karow,
Pajnok, Reimer, Hirdes, Osterwald, …& Moritz, 2008; Rusch, Corrigan, Heekeren,
Theodoridou, Dvorsky, Metzler, Muller, Walitza, & Rossler, 2014; Yanos, West,
Gonzales, Smith, Roe, & Lysaker, 2012). Early mental health treatment approaches for
psychosis have gained worldwide recognition for those interventions reducing the impact
untreated symptoms might have on a young person’s ability to succeed in life, school, and
work.
Emerging adult identity development is a complex process shaped by typical life
experiences unique to young adulthood (Crowe, Inder, Joyce, Moor, Carter, & Luty, 2008;
Rew, 2007). The literature substantiates that the central developmental task of young adult
development is the formation of an authentic identity (Alisat & Pratt, 2012; King, 2003;
Tanti, Stukas, Halloran, & Foddy, 2011). The literature contends that identity development
is a complex internal and social process, which occurs in the context of a person’s life
experiences (Boydell et al., 2010). The development of an authentic sense of identity
occurs within the context of a young person’s interactions with family members, peers,
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friends, society (Beyers & Seiffge-Krenke, 2010; Bruce & Cockerham, 2004; King, 2003;
Rew, 2007; Tanti et al., 2011), and faith communities (Cheon & Canda, 2010).
The literature suggests that for young people with psychosis and their family
members identity development as a critical life experience that needs to be supported in
young adults in the aftermath of psychosis and schizophrenia (Iyer et al., 2011). Some of
the literature argues that young people with psychosis and schizophrenia likely engage in
typical developmental tasks for their age group and negotiate unique tasks that accompany
having psychosis or schizophrenia. Rusch et al. (2014) surmise that these young people
probably experience unanticipated challenges in their relationships with family members,
peers, society, and mental health treatment providers. It is likely that a young person’s
experience of relational challenges influences their process of identity formation (e.g.,
Larsen, 2007; McGowan, Iqbal, Birchwood, 2009; Rew, 2007). The literature (Jones, Kim,
& Skendall, 2012; O’Brien, 2011) also hints that young people who experience identity
differences are uniquely vulnerable to having their sense of identity impacted by negative
experiences in relationships with other people and social institutions. How young people
with psychosis and schizophrenia experience identity formation, negotiate unexpected
challenges, and navigate changes in their relationships, is largely missing in the literature.
The literature contends that a sense of identity in young adults with psychosis and
schizophrenia is vulnerable to stigma, and indicates that there likely are ways to mitigate
the negative influence. (Birchwood, Trower, Brunet, Gilbert, Iqbal, & Jackson, 2006;
Calveti et al., 2012; Redmond, Larkin, & Harrop, 2010; Saranavan, David, Bhugra, Prince,
& Jacob, 2005; Wisdom, Bruce, Saedi, Weis, & Green, 2008; Yanos, Lysaker, & Roe,
2010). There is compelling evidence in the literature that some of the common mental
health treatment approaches and interventions for young people with psychosis and
schizophrenia contribute to experiences of stigma.
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There is some evidence (Grealish, Tai, Hunter, & Morrison, 2011) that symptom
measurement tools, used by mental health providers to evaluate symptoms of psychosis
and schizophrenia, might contribute to a young person’s experience of stigma. Grealish et
al. (2011) suggest that symptom measurement tools are not designed to include
developmentally informed perspectives about a young adult’s life experiences, interests, or
typical tasks that accompany that life stage. They (Grealish et al., 2011) argue that these
oversights likely reinforce stigmatizing messages about this group’s life experiences. It is
likely that experience of stigma comes from symptom measurement tools positioning a
young person’s experience of psychosis as central to their life experiences rather than their
sense of identity (Calveti e.t al., 2012; Larsen, 2004; Lysaker & Roe, 2012; Saranavan,
Jacob, Johnson, Prince, & Bhugra, 2007; Tranulis, Corin, & Kirmayer, 2008). The
evidence suggests that this group would benefit from a therapeutic emphasis on identity
development.
The omission of developmentally typical frameworks from mental health treatment
approaches and interventions for young people with psychosis and schizophrenia is
problematic (Braehler & Schwannauer, 2012; Calveti et al., 2012; Larsen, 2004;
Saranavan, Jacob, Johnson, Prince, & Bhugra, 2007; Tranulis, Corin, & Kirmayer, 2008).
Unexamined similarities and differences between mental health treatment providers and
this group’s explanation for why they experience psychosis might account for some of the
challenges both groups face (Braeheler & Schwannauer, 2012; Brown, 2011; Buck, Roe,
Yanos, Buck, Fogley, Grant, …& Lysaker, 2012; Calveti, Kvrgic, Beck, Rusch, & Vauth,
2012; Larsen, 2004). The use of explanatory models that emphasize the biological and
social reasons behind symptoms of psychosis might exclude young people’s explanations
for experiencing symptoms of psychosis (Boydell et al., 2010; Hershcfeld, Smith, Trower,
& Griffin, 2005). Mental health treatment models that focus on biological and social
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explanations of experiences of psychosis and schizophrenia probably omit additional
explanations that might reflect a young person’s beliefs, worldviews, and cultural values
(e.g., Saranavan, David, Bhugra, Prince, & Jacob, 2005). Mental health treatment models
and their providers that fail to include developmentally informed and culturally inclusive
explanations for experiences of psychosis and schizophrenia likely stigmatize young
people (e.g., Grealish et al., 2011; Larsen, 2007). Larsen (2007) suggests this approach
relies on strategies and interventions that approach individuals with psychosis and
schizophrenia as if their identity was centered on their mental health experiences.
Young people with psychosis and schizophrenia would likely benefit from models
of care and treatment providers that incorporate developmentally typical frameworks into
their explanations for psychosis and relationships with their young adult clients (e.g.,
Saranavan et al., 2005). The use of developmentally informed frameworks might support
young people’s engagement with typical developmental experiences that contribute to
identity formation after developing psychosis and schizophrenia (Amador & David, 1998;
Bora, Erkan’a, Kayahan, Veznedaroglu, 2007; Fekete, 2004; Forchuk, Jewell, Tweedwell,
& Steinnagel, 2003; Huguelet, Mohr, Gillieron, Brandt, & Borras, 2010; Karow, Pajonk,
Reimer, Hirdes, Oswterwald . . . & Moritz, 2008; Koivisto, Janhonen, & Vaisanan, 2003;
Romme & Escher, 1989; Saranavan et al., 2005; Tranulis et al., 2008). However, these
frameworks are largely omitted from the literature.
The purpose of this grounded theory study was to develop an understanding of
identity development in young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia.
Identity development was defined as a central task of the young adult developmental stage
and a highly social process influenced by young adults’ relationships with others and with
social institutions. The process and experience of forming a sense of identity included
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young people’s exploration of thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and worldviews. These
experiences shaped their emerging sense of identity.
The study’s central question explored how young adults experience identity
construction after being diagnosed with psychosis and schizophrenia. The study resulted in
a grounded theory emerging from the rigorous analysis of participant interviews about their
lived experiences. The intention of this researcher was to contribute to existing literature
new understandings about identity development in young adults who experience psychosis
and schizophrenia. This understanding might inform the mental health treatment
approaches and interventions, as well as the education, of counselor educators, clinical
supervisors, and policy makers whose practices and decisions affect identity development
in young adults.
Method
Qualitative research relies on gathering human experiences as the primary source
of research data. Researchers who employ qualitative methods gather research participants
lived experiences about the research topic. Research data are collected in various formats
including interviews, observations, and nonverbal communication. Qualitative researchers
assume an engaged and interactive stance with study participants. They are responsible for
developing and implementing research methods to account for their active role in the
research process (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008).
This research proposal used grounded theory methods to explore the young adult
experience of identity development. These methods of data collection and analysis ensured
the emerging theory was grounded in the lived experiences of study participants. Grounded
theory methodology gave voice to young adults’ experience of identity development and
the influence of psychosis on that typical developmental experience. The study used a
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critical lens to work toward a broader understanding of potential influences marginalization
and stigma had on these young people’s process and experience of identity construction.
Approach
Grounded theory is an approach to qualitative research researchers may choose to
use when they are seeking a better understanding of the lived experiences of a group of
people. It uses collaborative processes that involve interactions and exchanges between the
researcher, participants, and data (Fassinger, 2005). The use of collaborative processes also
allows participants and the researcher to gain new insights and meanings about study
participants lived experiences (Fassinger). Grounded theory’s methodological structure,
flexibility, and rigor create conditions that support new perspectives and understandings to
emerge that help address complex social problems (Charmaz, 2006). This researcher used a
constructivist approach to explore the research topic which allowed for a theory to emerge
from the rigorous analysis of data and the process of shared meaning making between
researcher and study participants about their experience of the general research topic and
lived experiences.
A constructivist approach acknowledges the emergent theory is an interpretation of
study participants’ lived experiences of the topic. This researcher used an oppressionsensitive constructivist approach to the study. Consistent with grounded theory
constructivist approaches (Charmaz, 2006) this researcher accepts stigma and
marginalization as social conditions young adults who experience psychosis and
schizophrenia face. This researcher views her use of a social constructivist position as a
lens to promote a greater understanding of how to reduce the impact of stigma on the life
experiences and sense of identity of young people with psychosis and schizophrenia.
Grounded theory approaches were well- suited to the topic of this study. The
literature strongly suggests the need for a better understanding about processes and
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experiences of identity development in young adults who experience psychosis and
schizophrenia. The literature contends that this new understanding needs to include
developmentally informed frameworks and emic perspectives. Boydell’s (2010) literature
review of first episode psychosis highlights a call to better understand authentic identity
development in this group. It is likely that a theory that describes the lived experiences of
identity formation in young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia would help guide
mental health treatment approaches and interventions that combat stigma and benefit
identity construction in this group (e.g., Jones et al., 2012; Scharf and Mayseless, 2010).
This study was a response to that call.
Researcher Disclosure
One assumption of qualitative research is that the researcher’s personal views,
biases, and life experiences influence the research process. Accordingly, this researcher
accounted for her personal perspectives about the central phenomenon of the study. This
researcher identified as part of an interpretive community with sensitized lens to the
intersectional variables of oppression. This lens positioned her to acknowledge the power
differential between herself and the study’s participants as a way to make every effort to
co-construct meaning about the study topic from participants’ lived experiences.
The researcher’s lens is partially informed by her professional experience as a
mental health provider in an early intervention for psychosis treatment program. This
professional position promoted her development of a unique sensitivity to lived
experiences of young people with psychosis and schizophrenia. This researcher employed
methods to explore biases she brought to the researcher process. She used established
methods in qualitative research (Charmaz, 2006; Fassinger, 2005) to account for these
potential tendencies and biases. Those methods included memo-writing, discussions with
her dissertation chair about the topic, data analysis, and researchers’ stance. The use of
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these methods helped the researcher account for biases that if left unchecked might lead to
false confirmation of study participants experiencing stigma.
At the time of participant recruitment and the first round of data collection and
analysis, this researcher held a clinical leadership role within the mental health treatment
sites that participated in recruitment efforts. The researcher acknowledged the potential
influence her position might have on the recruitment process. The researcher took steps in
developing recruitment materials and strategies to account for potential problems her
position of power might have over study participants’ decision to participate. Those efforts
follow. The researcher did not discuss the study with potential participants before or during
the recruitment process. She did not display recruitment material in her office. She directed
inquiries from potential participants about recruitment criteria to their treatment team
members. The researcher did not discuss the study with participants at any time other than
during scheduled interviews with participants who met study criteria and completed the
verbal consent process. The researcher acknowledges an additional bias she brought to the
research process: her belief that young adults have the capacity to reach toward their
human potential, in whatever form that takes.
Participant Selection
Participants in qualitative research studies provide the most relevant experiences to
elucidate the research question (Charmaz, 2006). For this study, mental health treatment
providers associated with early intervention for psychosis and schizophrenia treatment
programs in Oregon identified cases and suggested settings to give the researcher access to
potential study participants (Charmaz). These mental health treatment providers were given
criteria for study participants and recruitment fliers.
Participant criteria included individuals who were a) active clients or alumni within
the Oregon statewide Early Assessment and Support Alliance, b) between the ages of 18
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and 25, c) identified by treatment providers as stable with current symptoms, d) not
actively at risk for self-harm or harm toward others, e) lived in rural and urban settings, f)
represented diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, including sexual orientation, gender
identity, ability status, socioeconomic status, and religious and spiritual faiths, g) spoke
fluent conversational English to accommodate the primary language of the researcher, h)
voluntarily participated in the study with the choice to discontinue their involvement in the
study at any time.
Corbin and Strauss (2008) suggest that grounded theory research uses 10-15
participants that represent a diversity of eligible individuals. This researcher followed
Corbin and Strauss’ recommendation for number and diversity of participants. There were
7 study participants who completed all three rounds of interviews. Of the 7 study
participants, 6 identified as male, 1 identified as female. The gender identity of 1
participant changed during the course of the study. Five study participants identified as
heterosexual, two identified as LGBTQQI. Study participants age ranged from 19 to 24.
Five of the study participants identified as Caucasian. One study participant identified as
Latino/Hispanic. One study participant identified as non-Caucasian and did not clarify
his/her racial identity preference. Participants came from a range of religious, faith, and
spiritual orientations. Five participants lived in rural and semi-rural settings; two lived in
urban settings. Participants came from a range of socioeconomic backgrounds. Participants
were employed, unemployed, seeking employment, in college, and not pursuing formal
academic education at the time of the study. Early intervention treatment teams were asked
to distribute study recruitment materials to potentially qualified participants. Prospective
participants were given appropriate verbal informed consent about the intent of the study,
as well as its process, procedures, and participant rights before any data collection or
research agreements were initiated.
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As a member of an early intervention treatment team, the researcher anticipated she
would be able to seek participants in her program and in other program sites. Site
leadership and key stakeholders were consulted before she arrived at a site and prior to
research interviews. This researcher spent time at the site closest to her community and
engaged in correspondence with other site community leaders in order to build community
membership status. This researcher was introduced by phone, email, and in person to
potential study participants’ contact information by someone trusted by the individual. This
researcher discussed the purpose of the study, assessed participants for risk, obtained
confirmation of potential participants’ participation interest, completed each section of the
verbal consent process, solicited and answered additional questions from potential
participants, and confirmed study participants’ interest in proceeding with next steps in the
research study. First rounds of interviews were scheduled at this time. This manner of
introduction and inclusion was consistent with Oregon early intervention culture and
Fassinger’s (2005) recommendation for cultural considerations in data collection.
Data Collection
Grounded theory research methods give qualitative researchers the structure and
flexibility they need to conduct grounded theory research (Charmaz, 2006). Grounded
theory researchers rely on specific procedural steps of data collection to rigorously analyze
data so that a theory can emerge directly from the data (Charmaz). Data collection can
change during the course of the study to enhance the richness of the data. The researcher
relied on ongoing data analysis, along with her reflection about the data and the topic, to
determine what data collection methods would support the emerging theory (Charmaz).
A common method of data collection in grounded theory research is the use of
interview questions (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). This study employed interview questions
with participants as the only method of data collection. The questions were broad and
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open-ended (Charmaz, 2006). These types of questions are useful in grounded theory
research to allow the emergence of unexpected stories and statements (Charmaz; Corbin &
Strauss). This study used intensive interviewing, which allows for an in-depth exploration
of a specific topic with individuals who have lived experiences relevant to the topic
(Charmaz). The intensive interviewing method in grounded theory research involves the
researcher asking broad open-ended questions that elicit rich discussions about the topic
(Charmaz).
The intensive interviewing method used in this study relied on semi-structured
interview questions. Semi-structured interview questions are open-ended and focus on the
topic (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Intensive interviewing, semi-structured interview method,
and researcher sensitization to the topic promotes a non-judgmental forum for the study
participants to discuss their experiences of the topic (Charmaz, 2006). Study participants
were given the opportunity to select or be assigned a de-identified code to protect their
identity from being revealed due to any unforeseen breaches in the confidentiality of their
participation status, personal information, and answers to interview questions at any time
during the study or after its completion. The method of using codes for these purposes is
consistent with grounded theory methods (Charmaz; Corbin & Strauss). This researcher
gave her participants the choice to select or be assigned a code as a way to initiate the cocreation of the meaning of lived experiences, including participating in a research study.
The process of giving shared meaning to participants lived experiences, and for those to
have a social focus, is consistent with grounded theory methods and social constructivist
approaches to qualitative research. (Charmaz). The researcher consulted with her
chairperson as part of that decision making process.
Answers given during the interviews were taken as salient responses. The interview
and researcher’s conversational style reflected genuine interest and eagerness to know
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more about the participants’ lived experiences (Charmaz, 2006). This style allowed
participants to express personal views, share and reflect on their stories, be the experts,
make choices about what and how they share information, teach the interviewer about how
to make meaning of their experiences, express thoughts and feelings that may not be
invited in other settings, and receive confirmation and understanding for the stories they
shared (Charmaz).
Participants were encouraged to describe experiences they had before, during, and
after developing psychosis while the questions remained open-ended and focused on the
topic (Charmaz, 2006; Fassinger, 2005). The first round of interview questions were a)
What has it been like to be (18 to 25) years old and have symptoms of psychosis? b) In
what ways have you changed since these experiences started? Stayed the same? c) How do
your friends and family see you? d) How do you think your treatment team sees/saw you?
e) How do your symptoms impact their views of you? Your friends and family’s view of
you? f) What do you feel/think about your experiences? g) What do you think those
experiences might mean about who you are? h) Describe yourself now that you have
experienced this. i) What are your hopes and dreams?
Second rounds of interviews are used in grounded theory research to clarify and
help shed light on concepts that emerged during the analysis of first round interviews. They
were conducted after this researcher analyzed the first round of interviews. The second
round interview questions were a) What is it like for you to share your life views, thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs in your relationships (with family, friends, treatment team)? b) How
do you make decisions about sharing your life views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs, with
other people? c) What happens for you when you are unable/unwilling to express these
things to other people? d) In what ways do these experiences influence you as a person? e)
What helps you grow as a person?
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Several rounds of interviews in grounded theory methodology lead to the saturation
of emergent categories. The researcher used three rounds of interviews in order to achieve
saturation. A third round of interviews was conducted to further clarify and illuminate
emerging concepts. The third round questions were a) How do experiences of feeling
judged by other people influence your sense of who you are as a person? b) How does
making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your personal growth? c) How
have your experiences with mental health providers affected your sense of who you are? d)
In what ways does being connected to something bigger in the world and/or in life relate to
your personal potential?
Theoretical sampling is a purposeful data collection method. It promotes the
credibility and trustworthiness of the research by guiding the researcher on where to look
in the data for information about the central research question (Charmaz, 2006; Morrow,
2005). Qualitative researchers use theoretical sampling so that categories emerging from
the data accurately represent the lived experiences of research participants. (Charmaz).
This form of data collection expands and enhances emerging categories to develop a
credible grounded theory (Charmaz; Morrow). Theoretical sampling methods are used until
no new data emerge or until saturation is achieved (Charmaz). Charmaz contends that the
rigors of theoretical sampling likely prevent researchers from prematurely ending data
collection in grounded theory studies.
Saturation is the term qualitative researcher’s use to refer to the point when
additional data will not yield any new insights into the emerging theory (Charmaz, 2006).
Qualitative researchers identify saturation in their research process when comparisons
within and between categories stop producing new information about those categories
(Charmaz). One way qualitative researchers ensure they will reach saturation is to take the
time to thoroughly immerse themselves in the data (Morrow, 2005). In this study, the
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researcher took every reasonable step to ensure she had enough time with research
participants in order to adhere to the rigors and guidelines described in the qualitative
research literature (e.g., Charmaz; Morrow). To account for her geographic distance
between this researcher and study participants, she allowed enough time in her schedule to
reflect on the natural environments of the study participants and was immersed in
participants’ interactions.
Data Analysis
Grounded theory methods entail specific analytical techniques to analyze data so
that a theory about the central concept of the study (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss,
2008). Open coding methods require the researcher to accurately reflect participants’
experiences that are found in the data (Charmaz). These analytic methods, or coding
methods, have four stages in the research process. The first stage is open coding, which
happens at the beginning of the analytic process. In open coding the researcher closely
examines the data through identifying action that is taking place in the data (Charmaz).
That process of identification involves constantly comparing the action to discover
similarities and differences in the data to identify emerging concepts (Charmaz). That
process of comparison facilitates the emergence of concepts that most accurately represent
categories that are emerging from the data and relate to the central research question
(Charmaz). During open coding analysis, themes emerged from the data that centered on
experiences of identity development and involved facing adversity; reflecting on thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs; sharing personal information; protecting themselves from stigma;
making meaning of symptoms; having a voice; relating to personal potential; and
acknowledging the roles they played in relationships with other people.
The second coding stage, focused coding, synthesizes and describes larger parts of
the data (Charmaz, 2006). The researcher uses focused coding to sift through the data and
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identify which concepts most accurately reflect the categories found in the data (Charmaz).
The researcher also used focused coding to decide which categories to use for further
analysis (Charmaz). At this stage, the researcher decides what data might need further
exploration by returning to participants to clarify topics that will lead to a better
understanding of the emerging categories (Charmaz). Focused coding revealed a growing a
sense of identity as the central process, along with patterns that connected this experience
with participants’ relationships with other people, social institutions, and experience of
stigma.
The next coding stage, axial coding, involves analytic methods that the researcher
uses to develop broader, overarching concepts that include subcategories (Charmaz, 2006;
Fassinger, 2005). Axial coding methods allow the researcher to develop a central category
from the data that represents the concepts, categories, and their interactions (Charmaz). In
axial coding, the researcher continues to analyze and refine emerging categories
(Charmaz). Fassinger suggests that grounded theory researchers use axial coding to
identify data that does not fit into current categories. This researcher developed two
narratives as a method to better understand the interactions of concepts and categories.
Axial coding methods lead the researcher to develop a visual diagram that represents the
dynamic analytic process that occurs between the researcher and the data (Charmaz). This
stage of data analysis revealed participants’ process and experience of making sense of
psychosis as the central feature of their identity development.
The final coding stage in grounded theory research methods is theoretical coding
(Charmaz, 2006). This stage uses the codes developed in focused coding to create
integrated relationships between categories, properties, and dimensions (Charmaz; Corbin
& Strauss, 2008). In this way, the researcher uses theoretical codes to form a cohesive
analytical story that emerges from the data (Charmaz). Those codes incorporate the
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categories and relationships between categories that emerge from the previous coding
methods (Charmaz). Charmaz suggests that researchers employ reflective practices during
this coding process to support the researcher’s ability to take the necessary time for
theoretical codes to emerge. Focused coding facilitated an understanding of the
relationships between the contexts and participants’ experiences of identity construction.
At this stage of data analysis the central category was called “making sense of psychosis”
and appeared to have a general consequence on identity formation, which was called
“becoming who I really am”.
Memo writing is one method the literature (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss,
2008) suggests grounded theory researchers use to facilitate ongoing reflective process and
protect the data from preemptive analytic conclusions. Memo writing helped this
researcher identify her beliefs and assumptions about categories and concepts so that she
stayed engaged in using analytic coding methods with precision (Charmaz). Memo writing
also helped this researcher gather her thoughts and develop visual a representation of the
emerging categories and codes (Charmaz). The continuous development of the central
categories’ properties led to saturation of those categories. That saturation is in indicator
that new data would not develop the categories any further (Charmaz). A theory emerges
from the dynamic interactions of the researcher with the data through these analytic coding
methods (Charmaz).
Promoting Quality and Trustworthiness
Qualitative research describes the ability of the qualitative researcher to skillfully
use methodologies to generate accurate and rich descriptions of the participants’ lived
experiences (Morrow, 2005). The literature identifies four standards of trustworthiness
across qualitative research designs (Morrow). Those standards are social validity,
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accountability for researcher subjectivity, sufficient data collection, and interpretive
adequacy.
Social validity refers to the applied social value of the research (e.g., Morrow,
2005). The study’s social value speaks to how it addresses issues of social justice, clinical
significance, cultural validity, and relevance to the education and training of professionals
(Morrow). The study’s ability to add value to the current clinical understanding of the
participants’ life experiences helps augment the study’s social validity.
Adequate data collection involved the researcher meeting five criteria put forth by
Morrow (2005). The researcher gathered appropriate amounts of quality data. The data
represented a variety of participants lived experiences that represented evidence of the
topic of how they form a sense of identity. Data analysis was a rigorous process that
included negative case analysis. Negative case analysis involved the identification and
exploration of data that did not fit with existing concepts and challenged the researcher’s
tendency to seek confirmation of initial analytic conclusions. This researcher adhered to
the criteria outlined by Morrow to ensure adequate data collection and to promote
trustworthiness.
Charmaz (2006) suggests methods to ensure the collection of rich data, contending
that quality data collection is based in a trusting rapport between researcher and study
participants. This researcher allocated time during the recruitment process, interviews, and
member checking to establish trust and rapport. She spent time during the recruitment and
interview processes to explore typical socially appropriate topics with study participants as
a means to promote a sense of trust and foster the researcher-participant relationship. These
practices contributed to good data collection and were consistent with the culture of the
treatment model participants to which they were accustomed.
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Interpretative adequacy comes from researchers immersing themselves in the data
via continuous exposure to the data (Morrow, 2005). That process occurs throughout the
data gathering and transcription stages (Morrow). Practicing interpretative adequacy can
lead the researcher back to the field to seek additional data and negative cases (Morrow).
This process fosters the researcher’s development of a multi-layered and dynamic
understanding of how the data interacts and answers the general research question
(Morrow). The researcher employed analytic memos to enhance her immersion in the data,
as well as to explore her intuitive responses, interpretations, and questions throughout data
collection and analysis (Morrow). A balance of interpretations and direct quotation in the
final writing of the study demonstrates that the study has interpretive adequacy (Morrow).
Qualitative research design acknowledges that the subjective nature of data
gathering and data analysis involves the researcher’s biases (Morrow, 2005). This stance
allows the researcher to actively engage with the co-creation of meaning and
interpretations she derives from the data (Morrow). This positioning of the researcher as an
active part of the research process requires methods that account for her biases (Morrow).
Qualitative research methods require researchers to use methods to account for biases and
promote the trustworthiness of their study results. There are specific methods qualitative
researchers use to achieve trustworthiness. Charmaz (2006), Corbin and Strauss (2008),
and Morrow suggest that qualitative researchers write in journals to maintain their active
role in the research process. That reflective practice is consistent with accepted qualitative
research methods (Charmaz; Fassinger, 2005). Charmaz, Corbin & Strauss, and Morrow
recommend that qualitative researchers use these practices throughout the course of the
study. This researcher used those recommendations (Charmaz; Corbin & Strauss; Morrow)
throughout the study.
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This researcher spoke with her committee chairperson about thoughts, fears, and
concerns that arose during the research process. Those conversations supported her ability
to stay accountable for biases and worldviews that she brought into the research process.
Maintaining personal contemplative practices throughout the research process provided a
place for reflection and containment of emerging thoughts, feelings, and beliefs that arose
as part of learning about the lived experiences of study participants and during data
analysis. This researcher was transformed professionally and personally by her engagement
with the research practices described above.
Results
Data collection and analysis over a six-month period led to a theory describing how
participants’ identity development was influenced by the sense they made of their
experiences of psychosis. This result occurred within and was shaped by the contexts of
their relationships and their sense of and access to personal potential. The theory describes
participants’ experience of identity development in terms of the consequence, becoming
who I really am, and its interactions with the central category, making sense of psychosis,
based on conditions occurring within the contexts of exploring relationships and relating
to personal potential. Making sense of psychosis is the central category, as it best
describes participants’ process of identity construction while they also experienced
psychosis. Becoming who I really am is the consequence of that dual process as it best
describes how making sense of psychosis affects identity. The contexts that influenced
participants’ identity development were called, exploring relationships and relating to
personal potential.
Becoming who I really am is the outcome of participants’ process of incorporating
psychosis into their sense of identity. Participants experienced psychosis in the context of
relationships and personal potential, either contributed to or took away from their sense of
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identity. This involved participants developing beliefs about their experiences of psychosis
and developing a sense of empowerment to make meaningful sense of psychosis.
Participants made sense of psychosis as they explored relationships with family members,
friends, peers, and mental health providers, interacted with social institutions, and related
to their sense of personal potential. Participants experienced a pervasive sense of stigma
throughout their process of identity construction.
Figure 1 shows how the contexts serve as a foundation for the interaction of
becoming who I really am and making sense of psychosis. The following sections
describe more in depth participants’ experience first of making sense of psychosis and then
the contexts of exploring relationships and relating to personal potential. Next the influence
of the context on making sense of psychosis is described. Finally, becoming who I really
am is described as the consequence of making sense of psychosis.

Making Sense of Psychosis
Making sense of psychosis is defined as participants’ process of determining how
psychosis affected them and them incorporating their experiences of psychosis into their
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sense of identity, and was conceptualized as the theory’s central category. It involved
participants developing beliefs about psychosis, which was conceptualized as one property
of making sense of psychosis. In addition to developing beliefs about psychosis,
participants experienced varying degrees of freedom to make sense of psychosis in ways
that were meaningful and unique to their sense of individuality. The amount or magnitude
of that felt sense of freedom was conceptualized as the property degrees of freedom. The
next section explains how participants’ beliefs about psychosis not only were part of
making sense of psychosis but also influenced their process of identity development.
Developing beliefs about psychosis. Participants developed beliefs about
psychosis that both validated and invalidated their identity. The different beliefs
participants developed about psychosis were conceptualized as the property’s dimension,
and called validating beliefs about psychosis and invalidating beliefs about psychosis.
Validating beliefs about psychosis gave participants a sense they were capable of fitting
psychosis into their identity in useful ways. Invalidating beliefs about psychosis gave
participants a sense they were incapable of fitting psychosis into their identity in useful
ways.
Participants experienced validating beliefs about psychosis as giving them a sense
of personal capacity to make useful sense of their experiences of psychosis. Participant K7
believed experiences of psychosis were valuable.
I protected my belief that my experience was real…I knew that by protecting
myself I was also protecting a part of me that helped me have my own story,
and in my mind if my thoughts and mind weren’t valid then my purpose in
life was invalid. It was important that I held onto my beliefs.
Participant K7 developed a validating belief that psychosis was an important life
experience. Participants’ validating beliefs about psychosis grew the sense they had that
they were capable of incorporating experiences of psychosis into their sense of identity in
ways that fit with their sense of who they were as people.
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Participants also developed invalidating beliefs about psychosis. These invalidating
beliefs gave participants a sense that they lacked the capacity to fit experiences of
psychosis in useful ways into their sense of identity. Participant B12 developed a belief
that his ideas made him vulnerable to labels.
I guess I tend to not tell the team (treatment team) most of my ideas because I think
they will sound weird…Sounding weird would fall under the description of those
really strange ideas (that are symptoms of psychosis). So I don’t share my ideas
with them to not fit the stereotype… of a psychotic person.
Participant B12’s invalidating beliefs about psychosis informed his decisions not to share
his experiences of psychosis with mental health providers. Participants’ invalidating beliefs
about psychosis gave them a sense that they were incapable of fitting psychosis in useful
ways into identity. The next section describes participants’ experiences of varying levels of
freedom to make sense of psychosis.
Degrees of freedom. Participants sensed at times they were empowered to
incorporate experiences of psychosis into their identity. The experience of empowerment
was conceptualized as the property degrees of freedom. Participants sensed they had
varying levels of permission or encouragement to explore and incorporate psychosis into
their identity. The experience of varying levels of permission was conceptualized as the
dimension freedom to struggle and feeling stuck. One end of the dimension was freedom
to struggle. It describes participants’ experience of having a broad degree of empowerment
to incorporate psychosis as a meaningful life experience into identity. The other end of the
dimension was feeling stuck. It describes participants’ experience of a narrow degree of
empowerment to incorporate psychosis as a meaningful life experience into identity.
Feeling stuck. Participants sensed they were not permitted to explore and
incorporate psychosis in ways that were personally meaningful. The experience of that lack
of permission was defined as feeling stuck. Participants experienced feeling stuck as a
narrow degree of permission to ascribe personal meaning to psychosis. Participant B12
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sensed he was powerlessness to share freely about his experiences of psychosis with his
mental health providers.
I feel like what I say is treated as if I’m going against them (mental health
providers) in some way, like psychosis is an experience I don’t know anything
about, yet I’ve lived with it for ten years. It’s just annoying plus it’s like a weird
curve ball because I feel like an old soul, like I’ve lived a lot….It sucks when they
talk down to me like I’m just this young person that doesn’t know what they’re
talking about or doing, but I have more experience than them with psychosis.
Participant B12 felt stuck in the limiting assumptions he sensed his mental health providers
had about his ability to make sense of psychosis. Participants experienced a sense of
disempowerment in interactions with other people that gave them a narrow degree of
permission to make meaningful sense of psychosis. The next section discusses participants
experience of a broad degree of freedom to incorporate psychosis in personally meaningful
ways into identity.
Freedom to struggle. Participants sensed they were permitted to explore and
incorporate psychosis in personally meaningful ways into their sense of identity. The
experience of a broad degree of permission to make sense of psychosis was defined as
freedom to struggle. Participant K7 sensed he was allowed to grow into a person that was
not limited by having psychosis.
I’ve had really good experiences with providers that kind of…broke that off (beliefs
he was sick)… They were kind of like, so what you have psychosis, you can still do
something with your life. I grew in endurance and I began to learn what I wanted,
who I am, who I want to be, and what I want to do. That kind of freedom to
struggle was there …and empowered me. Without that empowerment there is no
freedom to struggle.
Participant K7 experienced the freedom to struggle as support to make sense of psychosis
in his own time and way. Participants who sensed such support also felt empowered to do
so. Participant B12 experienced his freedom to struggle as giving him the chance to decide
what psychosis meant about who he was as a person.
I’ve had…symptoms of psychosis all my life. To me…they’re normal. If I were to
take pills to become …really normal…it’d be weird to me. I don’t know if I’d be
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okay with…other people’s normal because it’s not my normal.… Normal I guess
would be too overwhelming for me because nothing’s going on… Being normal
would make me more paranoid….I fear being fixed per se as much as I fear losing
it. So basically fixing me could be just as bad as me not doing anything to lose my
mind.
Participant B12 experienced the freedom to struggle as supporting his exploration of the
value and meaning in symptoms of psychosis. Participants’ experienced the freedom to
struggle as offering them a broad sense of permission to make meaningful sense of
psychosis. The next section discusses the contextual influences of making sense of
psychosis.
Exploring Relationships and Personal Potential as the Context of Making Sense of
Psychosis
Participants’ relationships and sense of relatedness to personal potential were dual
influences on making sense of psychosis. The relationships participants explored
influenced their beliefs about psychosis. Participants saw relationships with family
members, friends, peers, mental health providers, and society as offering them varying
degrees of freedom to make sense of their experiences of psychosis. Participants also
experienced a sense of access to their personal potential. Their experiences of access to
personal potential influenced the beliefs they developed about psychosis. Participants’
sense of relatedness to personal potential also influenced their sense of having different
degrees of freedom. The next section discusses the contexts of making sense of psychosis.
Exploring relationships. Participants explored relationships with family members,
friends, peers, mental health providers, and society. Their explorations influenced the dual
development of meaning around identity and psychosis. These experiences were
conceptualized as the contextual influence of exploring relationships, which describes
how participants experienced relationships after the onset of psychosis. Participant Blue
sensed his relationships were vital to his overall identity development.
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I would have no idea of my sense of identity if I didn’t talk to other people. It’s
kind of like formation of identities is how I interact with myself through
interacting with the world.
Participant Blue sensed the experiences he had in relationships contributed to his identity
development. The next section explains more specifically how the context of exploring
relationships influenced participants’ identity development through its property of level of
affirmation.
Participants experienced relationships as affirming and non-affirming to their sense
of personal value. The experience of exploring relationships was conceptualized as the
dimension affirming relationships and non-affirming relationships. Participants
experienced affirming relationships as validating to their identity after having experienced
psychosis. Participant Marissa felt validated in relationships where she sensed her
experiences contributed to the relationship.
…In my friendship where I don’t have to avoid subjects like psychosis I can just be
carefree and talk about philosophies and bounce our different views off each other,
which is interesting and fun. I think it’s easier to talk about…when I can be carefree
and talk with friends about different philosophies, life views, and different
ideas. For the most part…in those good relationships I don’t have to worry about
being rejected.
Participant Marissa experienced a sense of validation in relationships that allowed her to
explore similarities and differences. Participants felt validated in relationships that
encouraged the exploration of ideas, beliefs, worldviews, and life experiences.
Participants experienced non-affirming relationships as invalidating to their sense
of identity. Participant B12 experienced feeling invalidated in relationships where the
meaning he gave his experiences of psychosis was dismissed.
He (the counselor) would try and change the words I used to describe my
experiences. For example, he would tell me my hallucinations were not real and
that I was just thinking the experiences were real. When he told me that what I saw
wasn’t real I felt discredited, which implied my counselor saw me as a false
person.
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Participant B12 felt a sense that other people who dismissed his sense about psychosis
were invalidating to his identity. Participants also experienced non-affirming relationships
as invalidating their personal worth. They experienced these relationships as discrediting to
their sense of identity. The next section discusses participants’ sense of personal potential,
another contextual influence that shaped making sense of psychosis.
Relating to personal potential. Participants experienced a sense of connectedness
with other people and envisioning something larger than themselves. Conceptualized as the
contextual influence relating to personal potential, participants experienced variation in
their sense of access to personal potential. These varying experiences were conceptualized
as the dimension accessing personal potential and not accessing personal potential.
Participants’ processes and experiences of making sense of psychosis were influenced by
their sense of access to personal potential.
Participants experienced access to personal potential as sense of connectedness
with other people and to a larger purpose on life. Participants who accessed their personal
potential were able to envision how their purpose in life could contribute in meaningful
ways to their families, communities, and the world. Participant Rain experienced access to
his personal potential by realizing that he was helpful to others.
By helping other people…I saw I was also helping myself. That’s when I realized
what I was meant to do on this planet… help others. Going through psychosis
helped me realize that purpose.
Participant Rain sensed his experience of psychosis had connected him with a larger
purpose in life. Participants felt sense of accessing personal potential also contributed to
their views of themselves as trustworthy and capable. These participants also sensed they
had a broad degree of permission to ascribe personally unique meanings to experiences of
psychosis. Participant Raven sensed his understanding of who he was as a person and how
other people might experience the world had grown since experiencing psychosis.
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Psychosis brought about more self-awareness…and awareness of what other people
might experience. If I can experience psychosis than what might other people be
able to experience? I think in that way psychosis opened my eyes.
Participant Raven experienced an expanded sense of connection with himself and to other
people as part of his sense of personal potential. Participants that sensed they were allowed
to access their personal potential also felt a sense of empowerment to explore their purpose
in life and who they were becoming.
Participants also had experiences where they sensed a lack of access to personal
potential, resulting in a sense of disconnectedness from others and from their larger
purpose in life. Participants who had a felt sense of disconnectedness also struggled to
envision their personal purpose or find ways to make meaningful contributions to their
families, communities, and the world. Participant Blue experienced a sense that his access
to personal potential was inhibited by psychosis.
In the middle of my psychosis I felt crippled. I mean the last thing on my mind was
being a productive member of the real world…because I felt so afraid of my
mind…. When I felt challenged by life, I would run away and avoid my
responsibilities like returning a call to a debt collector, which is something a
normal rational adult would be able to handle….That happened when my identity
was centered in psychosis.
Participant Blue had a felt sense that viewing himself as disabled limited his capacity to
reach toward his personal purpose and potential. Participants who did not access their
personal potential had a felt sense that psychosis had delayed or permanently interrupted
their personal growth process. The next section discusses how exploring relationships and
relating to personal potential were contextual influences on participants’ experiences of
making sense of psychosis.
How exploring relationships and personal potential shaped making sense of psychosis.
The contextual influences of exploring relationships and relating to personal
potential significantly affected participants’ process and experience of making sense of
psychosis. The next section explores the ways affirming and non-affirming relationships
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influenced participants’ beliefs about psychosis and also the degree of freedom to which
they felt empowered to make meaningful sense of their experiences. The section also
explores how participants experiences of accessing and not accessing personal potential
shaped the beliefs they developed about psychosis and level of permission they sensed they
had to make meaningful sense of their experiences.
Affirming relationships afforded participants the time, space, and support they
needed to develop validating beliefs about psychosis. Participant Rain sensed he could trust
himself and the pace he chose to share his experiences.
I had the full attention of my therapist, and I was very involved with picking
whatever road I wanted to go down that day….Having the choice to talk about what
matters to you is really rare. It affected my decision to talk about whatever I wanted
too. That experience definitely affected my decision process of whether or not I’m
going to share more. It was completely up too me, nobody pushed me and at the
same time no one prohibited me from talking about certain things. I think that
definitely opened up my ability to establish trust. I saw that the other person was
willing to take whatever path I chose.
In this instance Participant Rain sensed that his therapist supported his process of making
sense of psychosis and the decisions he made to explore those experiences. Participants
affirming relationships as offering them a broad degree of permission by giving them the
support they needed to make sense of their experiences in their own time and way.
Participants experienced these relationships as giving them a sense they were trustworthy
people.
Non-affirming relationships did not offer participants the time, space, and support
they needed to develop validating beliefs about psychosis. Participants experienced this
lack of support as offering them a narrow degree of freedom to make meaningful sense of
psychosis. Participant K7 sensed this lack of support as encouragement to accept a belief
that psychosis was a debilitating life experience.
When I…sensed a provider thought I was sick I simply didn’t do anything with my
life. I’d start to see myself as sick or disabled or…consumed by psychosis. I know
I’m only one person but for me that experience was really vulnerable because when
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I’m in psychosis, I believe what other people are telling me, one conversation could
change my life. It’s like taking mushrooms for a year where everything had
meaning, weight, and importance. So when someone’s saying I’m sick or that my
experiences were just my brain playing tricks on me then there’s not coming back
for me. Once I put on that hat or coat I’m stuck, I became psychosis. It became my
identity, which was not a good experience.
Participant K7 felt unsupported in relationships with mental health providers who
explained his experiences of psychosis as a sickness. Participants experienced a lack of
validation in non-affirming relationships that gave them a sense they were unsupported to
make sense of their experiences in ways that fit or were useful to their lives. The next
section discusses how participants’ sense of relatedness to personal potential influenced
their experience of making sense of psychosis.
Participants’ experience of accessing personal potential informed how they made
sense of psychosis. Having access to personal potential gave participants a sense they
had a broad degree of permission to make meaningful sense of psychosis. Participant
Raven sensed his connections with other people and to his unique talents had been
strengthened by experiences of psychosis.
I think connecting with my own thoughts…helps me connect with different parts of
who I am…a musician, an academic, a student, and even just being a person on the
street. For me, connecting with all my different feelings and layers of identity is a
big deal, it’s important….I could be the best musician in the world but if I haven’t
had quality connections with myself and other people I would not connect with my
potential.
Participant Raven sensed his ability to freely explore his thoughts about his experiences
enhanced his relationships with others and strengthened his musical talents. Participants’
experience of accessing personal potential informed their sense of having a broad degree of
permission to make meaningful sense of their experiences.
Participants that sensed they had access to their personal potential also developed
validating beliefs about psychosis. Participant Marissa’s developed a belief that her
experiences of psychosis had helped her grow as a person.
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Some symptoms of my psychosis relate to how I see the world and who I am. I’m
not very religious but I had symptoms that I’ll label as an angel and a devil....The
funny thing about my experience of them was that the devil was never really an
angel and the angel wasn’t always good. That experience built into my
personality...and how I view people and the world. Now, I don’t see people as
wholly evil or wholly good, even if I see them as a really nice person. I think that
new understanding has helped me develop and make me kinder and less judgmental
of other people.
Participant Marissa’s validating belief that her experiences had given her opportunities to
develop her views of her self and others also gave her a sense of connectedness to others
and the world. Participant David believed experiences of psychosis had facilitated the
growth of his capacity to feel empathy.
At first I thought the people in the group were losers and that I didn’t care about
them. Then I actually saw them face-to-face, heard their personal problems, and
thought that we were all pretty similar. They had their run-ins with their own
problems, their families have had a few tears and so has mine...we were different in
the way we looked and dressed. They might be older than me, they might have a
few financial problems, but my heart went out to them because they’re pretty
much no different than I am because they have psychosis, and I have psychosis.
That experience made me feel like I actually have a heart in my chest. The
interactions I had in the group were something that had become really important. I
grew a heart and feelings for other people.
Participant David found that his sense of connectedness to others had been enhanced by his
experiences of psychosis. That sense of connectedness also contributed to the validating
beliefs he developed about psychosis. Participants’ who sensed they had access to personal
potential also experienced a broad degree of permission to make meaningful sense of their
experiences. These experiences gave participants a sense of access to personal potential. .
The next section discusses the influence of not accessing personal potential on making
sense of psychosis.
Participants who sensed they were unable or unsupported in accessing their
personal potential also felt stuck with a narrow degree or freedom to make useful sense of
their experiences. Participant David felt a sense that after having developed psychosis he
was excluded from valuable experiences he used to have access to at school.
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There were all these weird stories about me going around school….They were
rumors about a wide range of things about me people thought were true. That
changed my public image at school. I used to be in all these clubs….After
psychosis people made all these assumptions about me that’s when people started to
keep away from me, because they thought I was this weird guy….I was like I
was a normal guy but I was being bullied. It wasn’t like bullying actually because
people just stopped interacting with me. They just zoned away from me and acted
with this cautious boundary thing.
Participant David faced experiences of social exclusion after he developed psychosis that
gave him a sense his access to connect with peers had become limited. Participants, who
felt that they were disconnected from others, also experienced a sense that having
developed psychosis had impacted their access to personal potential. These participants
developed invalidating beliefs that psychosis inhibited their access to important life
opportunities. The next section discusses the consequence of making sense of psychosis on
participants’ identity construction.
Becoming Who I Really Am as a Consequence of Making Sense of Psychosis
Making Sense of Psychosis affects Becoming Who I Really Am. The next section
defines Becoming Who I Really Am. It also describes the properties and dimensions of
becoming who I really am. A discussion of the interactions between making sense of
psychosis and becoming who I really am follows.
The consequence of making sense of psychosis was called becoming who I really
am. Becoming who I really am describes the impact of experiences of psychosis on
participants’ identity construction. Participants’ incorporation of psychosis into identity
was conceptualized as the property incorporating psychosis into identity. The
incorporation of psychosis into identity had positive and negative influences on participant
identity construction. The positive incorporation of psychosis into a sense of identity was
conceptualized as one end of the property’s dimension and called integrated sense of
identity. The negative incorporation of psychosis into identity was conceptualized as the
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other end of the dimension and called restricted sense of identity. The next section
discusses the impact of participants’ incorporation of psychosis into their identity.
An integrated sense of identity incorporates psychosis as a positive influence on
participants’ identity construction. Participants developed an integrated sense of identity
when the meaning they made of psychosis gave them access to all or parts of their personal
potential. Participant Blue incorporated psychosis as a life experience that had contributed
to his personal growth process.
I can have empathy for those who struggle with psychosis. I’ll see people at the
college who I know have their struggles and… whereas before I thought negative
things about them, now I see them as strong people. Psychosis changed how I see
myself and other people from seeing it as a weakness to it being an experience that
can really…helped me and could help other people grow….That growth happened
when I learned to cope and worked to understand my experiences.
Participant Blue sensed psychosis had contributed to his developing a broader perception
of himself and other people. Participants who developed an integrated sense of identity
made meaningful sense of psychosis. They ultimately perceived experiences of psychosis
as positively contributing to who they were becoming.
A restricted sense of identity incorporates psychosis as a negative influence on
participants’ identity construction, giving them a sense they could not access their personal
potential. Participant B12 experienced psychosis as turning him into a broken person.
I’m handicapped in a way because I already have a different mental process than
others. I’m already judged…for being different. In the movies people like me who
have psychosis and schizophrenia are shown as killers. We’re shown as…a bad
thing…I see myself as a weak person because I have schizophrenia…I don’t like
that, and I’m trying to fix how other people see me and how I see myself.
Participant B12 perceived experiences of psychosis as having had a negative impact on his
identity. Participants who sensed they were denied access to experiences that fostered their
sense of personal potential also felt unsupported in their efforts to make sense of psychosis.
These participants were vulnerable to developing a restricted sense of identity. The next
section discusses the influence of making sense of psychosis on becoming who I really am.
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Making Sense of Psychosis’s influence on Becoming Who I Really Am and its
properties and dimensions.
Making sense of psychosis influenced participants’ process and experience of
becoming who I really am. Participants’ beliefs about psychosis and sense of freedom to
make sense of their experiences influenced their process of identity construction.
Participants who developed validating beliefs about psychosis and sensed they had a broad
degree of permission to make sense of their experiences were able to positively incorporate
psychosis into their process of identity construction. Participant Rain believed psychosis
had strengthened his reflective capacity.
…I think a lot of people I know never want to spend time alone. They think that
being alone will make them sad or they feel lonely when they’re alone. Personally,
I really love that time alone to think with myself and think about how I’m
approaching situations and interacting with other people, or just thinking about
things in general. I really get to think about my thoughts and how I
experience those thoughts. I really enjoy that time to myself.
Participant Rain believed psychosis had been a life experience that contributed to his sense
of identity. Participants who developed validating beliefs about psychosis and experienced
the freedom to struggle were able to fit experiences of psychosis into their identity in
useful ways. Participant Blue believed he developed valuable life skills from having
experienced psychosis.
I mean…medication could be a part of…my treatment, but there are other things I
can do….I can use my mind to create a sense of well-being. I think
that…trusting myself is a big part of…my treatment. My mind is not so flawed that
I can’t trust it. I can use…my mind to actually establish some serenity and peace in
my existence.
Participant Blue developed a sense he was trustworthy to make meaningful sense of
psychosis. Participants who developed validating beliefs and had a broad degree of
permission to make sense of psychosis trusted their capacity to incorporate experiences of
psychosis into identity in positive ways. These participants made sense of psychosis in
positive ways, helping them develop an integrated sense of identity.
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Participants who developed invalidating beliefs and felt stuck in their process of
making meaningful sense of psychosis, incorporated their experiences of psychosis in ways
that were detrimental to their sense of identity. Participant Blue believed psychosis had
taken away from his identity.
…When I get lost in psychosis I see myself as inherently flawed and will struggle
for the rest of my life…which made me think I’m less as a person…That makes me
feel not okay, like I am a person that is not well.
Participant Blue developed a belief that his experiences of psychosis had diminished his
sense of identity. Participants who developed invalidating beliefs about psychosis and
sensed they had a narrow degree of permission to make sense of their experiences, were
vulnerable to developing a restricted sense of identity. These participants sensed psychosis
had limited their capacity to access their personal potential and become the people they
really were.
Reciprocal action of becoming who I really am and making sense of psychosis.
There was reciprocal action between participants’ process of identity construction
and making sense of psychosis. For participants with an integrated sense of identity, the
ability to make sense of psychosis gave them access to their personal potential. For
Participant Blue, this reciprocal process strengthened his sense of identity.
I think it’s good for anybody that’s experienced psychosis, mental illness, or
nothing at all to have someone…in their lives they can be incredibly vulnerable
with, and share things they would otherwise not be comfortable sharing….For me,
I need this experience to establish my sense of identity, to be free from all the
constraints of my mind, and to be able to really know what I’m about when I look
back on what I experienced and how I feel today. I need to be able to do that even
though it might not be what society …or my family agrees with. I need to be true to
myself. Being true to myself means being vulnerable, opening up, and getting rid
of …all that other stuff.
Participants with an integrated sense of identity may have experienced the reciprocal
process of identity construction and making sense of psychosis as empowering them to
become the people they really were.
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For participants who experienced a restricted sense of identity, the sense they made
about psychosis did not give them access their personal potential. Participant B12
experienced this reciprocal process as a sense he had lost to psychosis his individuality and
potential to succeed in life.
It (psychosis) changed me and changed my personality. I’m different now, my
sense of magic in the world is gone….My life doesn’t seem as awesome as it
originally did….When that hits me I think about how normal people grow, and then
I think about how…success is measured by a lower bar for people with psychosis,
their lives are less successful. Thinking that way has ruined my mentality.
Participants who developed a restricted sense of identity may have experienced a reciprocal
process between identity construction and making sense of psychosis. These participants
might have made sense of psychosis in ways that were disempowering to the process and
experience of becoming the people they really were.
Discussion
This qualitative grounded theory research study explored identity construction in
young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. Data analysis revealed the
theory’s central category, called “making sense of psychosis.” Making sense of psychosis
was defined as participants’ process and experience of determining how psychosis affected
them and their process of incorporating psychosis into their identity.
Making sense of psychosis had two properties called developing beliefs about
psychosis and degrees of freedom. Participants developed validating beliefs about
psychosis and invalidating beliefs about psychosis. They also sensed they had the freedom
to struggle and felt stuck in making sense of psychosis. Participants’ experience of
exploring relationships and sense of relating to personal potential were contexts that
influenced making sense of psychosis. Participants experienced relationships with mental
health providers, family members, peers, and society as affirming and non-affirming to
identity. Additionally, participants sensed they were accessing and not accessing their
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personal potential. The general consequence of the processes and experiences involved
with making sense of psychosis was conceptualized as “becoming who I really am”.
Becoming who I really am describes participants’ incorporation of psychosis into
identity construction. Participants incorporated psychosis into identity in ways that
positively and negatively influenced their identity development. The positive incorporation
of psychosis into identity was called integrated sense of identity. The negative
incorporation of psychosis into identity was called restricted sense of identity.
The central category, making sense of psychosis, and its properties, developing
beliefs about psychosis and degrees of freedom, played an integral role in participants’
process of identity construction. Variations in those properties influenced variations in the
properties of becoming who I really am. There appeared to be a process of reciprocal
action between those variations and identity construction.
The researcher checked the emergent theory with study participants after the data
analysis. All seven study participants were invited to participate in member checking face
to face or on the phone. Six of the seven study participants chose to participate in member
checking. One study participant chose not to participate in member checking. The
researcher sent that participant two emails and placed one phone call to make every
possible effort to member check the theory with that person. The member checking
conducted as part of the research methodology contributes to the study’s social validity.
The results may offer valuable information about the dual experiences young adults with
psychosis and schizophrenia have of identity development and making sense of psychosis.
Contributions
To date there is no existing theory contributing to understanding how young adults
develop their sense of identity while also experiencing psychosis. This study’s data provide
rich descriptions of participants’ dual experience of identity construction and having
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psychosis. The study results indicate participants’ identity construction was significantly
influenced by their experience of “making sense of psychosis.” Study results suggest that
the contexts of participants’ relationships and their sense of personal potential shaped how
their process and experiences of making sense of psychosis had consequences on their
identity construction. The study results offer a possible theoretical framework about
identity construction in young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. The
study results may facilitate the sensitization of mental health providers to the unique
identity experiences of young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia. They offer one
response to the call in the literature from families of young people who experience
psychosis and schizophrenia to better understand their young adult family members’
identity development. The results address some existing gaps in the literature on identity
development in this population.
Limitations
There were limitations to the study. While recruitment efforts were consistent with
grounded theory methodology (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008), it is possible that
biases and assumptions influenced recruitment efforts. The participant size was small with
seven participants (n=7). All of the participants had been or were currently enrolled in the
same early intervention for psychosis treatment model of care located in the same
geographic region of the United States. At the time of data collection, six of seven
participants identified as male gender, making females underrepresented and transgender
individuals not represented. Additionally, only six of seven participants chose to participate
in member checking. The limitations of the study reduce its applicability. The strengths of
the study include a range of demographics in participants’ ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
educational and employment status, sexual orientation, faith preferences, housing status,
and living location (Charmaz; Corbin & Strauss).
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“How do young adults develop a sense of identity while they also experience
psychosis?”
This study used grounded theory research methodology to answer the question, how
do young adults develop a sense of identity while they also experience psychosis? The
study results indicate that young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia had
developmentally typical and unique experiences that affect their process and experience of
identity construction. Participants’ beliefs and experiences of having the support and
freedom they needed influenced their identity development. How participants incorporated
psychosis into identity was informed by their process and experiences of making sense of
psychosis.
Participants appeared to experience stigma as an influential force on their process
and experiences of identity construction. Experiences participants had in non-affirming
relationships with mental health providers, peers, and society, seem to have been common
contexts for encountering stigma. Participants’ experience of stigma appears to have
shaped their invalidating beliefs about psychosis and gave them a sense they had limited
permission to make meaningful sense of their experiences. These experiences might also
have contributed to participants’ development of a restricted sense of identity. It is possible
that participants who had relationships that gave them a sense of validation also
experienced the support they needed to make meaningful sense of psychosis. These
experiences might have contributed to their capacity to protect their sense of identity from
being negatively impacted by stigma.
Comparison to Existing Research
Young adults represent a distinct developmental stage whose central life task is
identity development (Arnett, 2000; Jones, Kim, & Skendall, 2012; Scharf & Mayseless,
2010). There is strong evidence that young adult identity construction is a complex social
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process, influenced by unique life experiences, and characteristic of this life stage (Arnett;
Best, 2011; Jones et al.; Scharf & Mayseless). It appears that young adult identity
construction is influenced by the experiences they have in relationships with family
members, friends, peers, and interactions with social institutions (Jones et al.; Scharf &
Mayseless; O’Brien, 2011). This study’s results had similar findings to previous research
findings that identity construction in young people is a complex social process, that young
people with identity differences probable have typical and unique life experiences that
influence their identity construction, and make them potentially vulnerable to stigma.
Additionally, identity formation in young adults in general, and this group, appears to be
sensitive to the experiences they have in relationships with others and social institutions.
Arnett’s (2000) theory suggests that typical young adult identity development
includes young people having new life experiences that influence their worldviews. There
is evidence young adults engage in individualized meaning making processes that foster
the growth of thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and worldviews. The evidence suggests meaning
making processes involve supported exploration of young adults’ life experiences, and are
crucial to authentic identity construction. (Arnett; Jones et al., 2012; O’Brien, 2011; Scharf
& Mayseless, 2010). The evidence suggests that young adults who receive the support they
need to make their life experiences meaningful likely sense they are capable of
contributing to their communities and the world (Arnett; Scharf & Mayseless). This study’s
results suggest supportive relationships facilitated participants’ development of validating
beliefs, offered them the support and freedom they needed to make individualized sense of
their experiences, and gave them a sense of access to personal potential. Conversely, the
findings suggest unsupportive relationships influenced invalidating beliefs about psychosis
and undermined participants sense they were capable of making personally meaningful
sense of their experiences in ways that fit their emerging sense of identity.
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Adults who experience schizophrenia probably negotiate stigma in relationships
with others and society (Ertugrul & Ulug, 2004; Estroff, 1989; Jenkins & Carpenter-Song,
2009; Williams, 2008). Young adults who sense society as perceives them as undesirable
or incapable people, experience stigma (Redmond, Larkin, & Harrop, 2012; O’Brien,
2011). The study results strongly indicate participants experienced stigma, which
influenced their process of identity development.
Redmond, Larkin, Harrop (2012) contend that young adults who experience
psychosis and stigma likely use reflective processes to make decisions about disclosing
personal information to other people as a way to manage stigma. There is some evidence
young people who experience stigma might benefit from having supportive relationships
where their unique life experiences and experiences of stigma are understood and accepted
(O’Brien, 2011). O’Brien argues these relationships might augment the process of identity
construction in young adults who experience marginalization. Young adults with psychosis
and schizophrenia that sense they are supported to explore these experiences might also
feel empowered to integrate these experiences, in cohesive ways, into their sense of
identity (Buckley-Walker & Crowe, 2010; Hirschfeld, Smith, Trower, & Grriffin, 2005;
Kovisto, Janhonen, & Vaisanen, 2003; Lysaker & Roe, 2012). The study results hint that
supportive exploratory processes are beneficial to identity construction in young adults
who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. These results suggest supportive
relationships that allow young adults to make meaningful sense of psychosis may influence
their positive incorporation of psychosis into their identity.
Implications for Early Intervention Programs
The study’s results offer unique implications for mental health practitioners. The
results imply young adults’ experiences of psychosis and schizophrenia influence their
sense of identity. That understanding offers mental health practitioners a framework to use
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to better understand these young adult clients’ dual process of identity construction and
experiencing psychosis. The process of identity development in young people with
psychosis and schizophrenia is augmented by supportive relationships with their mental
health providers. Study results suggest affirming relationships with mental health providers
likely offer young adults the support they need to make meaningful sense of psychosis and
have experiences that allow them to experience a sense of access to personal potential.
These relationships probably influence processes and experiences of identity development
in young adults who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. These findings imply that
mental health providers are obligated to develop affirming and supportive relationships
with these clients.
The results suggest that mental health providers working with young adults who
experience psychosis and schizophrenia likely bring biases and assumptions to these
relationships and affect their young client’s sense of identity. It is also likely that after
developing psychosis young adults that engage in meaning making processes to help them
make sense of these experiences. The sharing of the meaning they ascribe to experiences of
psychosis, might conflict with the meaning their mental health providers ascribe to those
experiences, and could potentially elicit stigmatizing responses of that group of providers.
The results indicate young people are likely aware and impacted by the biases and
assumptions mental health providers bring to the therapeutic relationship.
Given these study results, it is probable that mental health providers who work with
young adults, who experience psychosis and schizophrenia, as well as their clinical
supervisors, might benefit from the critical examination of the biases and assumptions they
hold toward this group. Professional trainers who offer education and consultation, along
with counselor educators, might consider incorporating learning opportunities and
supervisory experiences that invite the exploration of counselors and supervisees biases
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and assumptions. These settings might consider training mental health providers, clinical
supervisors, and counseling students in skills and strategies they might use to support
identity construction in young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia. They might also
offer skills and strategies to their young adult clients that empower them to use the
assessments they make about their vulnerability to experiences of stigma in order to
negotiate non-affirming relationships and promote affirming relationships that foster their
sense of identity and personal potential. Policy makers and researchers might use these
study results and their implications to inform decisions they make about how their work
might affect these young people.
Future Research
An apparent gap in the literature about the influence of stigma on identity
construction for young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia warrants more study.
Further research might also address specific approaches, interventions, and supervisory
practices that include typical developmental experiences for these young people, as well as
their unique experiences. Future research could explore the interplay of cultural variables
in identity construction for young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia. It might be of
additional interest for studies to explore the biases and assumptions mental health providers
bring to their work with this group.
Conclusion
Young adults who experienced psychosis and schizophrenia described experiences
typical of that age group’s identity development and unique to having also experienced
psychosis. Grounded theory data analysis resulted in a theory about how participants’ made
sense of psychosis and how that meaning making process influenced on their identity. Data
analysis also revealed the contexts of participants’ relationships with other people and
social institutions, as well as their sense of relatedness to personal potential, influenced
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how they made sense of psychosis. The general consequence of the dual process of identity
construction and making sense of psychosis was called “becoming who I really am”. These
results represent the lived experiences of identity construction for young adults who
experience psychosis and schizophrenia. They make a unique contribution to existing
research on identity development in these young adults and are an original contribution to
the research on identity development in this population.
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CHAPTER 4: General Conclusions
This dissertation resulted in the development of two scholarly manuscripts. Chapter
1 and Chapter 2 both examined identity development in young adults with psychosis and
schizophrenia. The first article, “Using Authentic Identity Theories to Address the
Stigmatization of Young People Who Experience Psychosis and Schizophrenia”, explored
identity development in young people with psychosis and schizophrenia and how stigma
influenced that process. The manuscript used two theories about authentic identity
development to critically examine typical identity formation for this life stage. The second
article, Making Sense of Psychosis: Young People Who Have Experienced Psychosis and
Schizophrenia Becoming Who They Really Are”, included qualitative grounded theory
research to better understand how young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia
developed their sense of identity.
The article in Chapter 2 examined current understanding about how stigma affects
identity development in young adults with and without psychosis and schizophrenia. Two
theories (Jones, Kim, & Skendall, 2012; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010) were used to focus on
authentic identity development, which the researchers regard as a central task of young
adulthood. Young people with psychosis and schizophrenia, like their peers without these
experiences, engage in similar developmental tasks that shape their sense of identity.
However, identity development in young people with psychosis and schizophrenia
probably has unique characteristics and processes.
For example, young people who grapple with marginalization and oppression likely
have additional life experiences that influence their sense of identity (e.g., Brohan et al.,
2010; Cavelti, Kvrgic, Beck, Rushc, & Vauth, 2012; Daumerie, Bacle, Giordana,
Mannone, Caria, & Roelandt, 2012; Jenkins & Carpenter-Song, 2009). The article
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contended that stigma probably negatively affected identity development for this group.
Additionally, it appeared that some of the mental health treatment approaches and clinical
practices used with this population probably are stigmatizing (e.g., Ertrugul & Ulug, 2004).
Two theories (Jones et al., 2012; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010) about authentic
identity development in young adults offered useful frameworks to examine typical
developmental processes and experiences that characterize this life stage. Young adult
identity development is a complex social process. The theories explored the role that
relationships with family members, peers, and society plays in identity construction. These
relationships significantly affect young adult authentic identity development in young
adults (Jones et al.; Scharf & Mayseless, 2010). Supportive relationships appear to
augment processes of identity formation; unsupportive relationships are likely detrimental.
Young adults use reflective and evaluative processes to negotiate relationships, give
meaning to their life experiences, and strengthen their sense of connection with other
people (Jones et al.; O’Brien, 2011; Scharf & Mayseless). Additionally, young adults who
face stigma due to identity differences, likely use evaluative and reflective processes to
make sense of those experiences (Jones et al.; O’Brien). Further, there is evidence in the
literature that a call exists to better understand how this group develops its sense of identity
(e.g., Myers, 2012; Ng, 2007; Shiers et al., 2009).
In addition, the article examined literary critiques implying that there is no theory
about identity construction among young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia. It also
laid a foundation for such a theory. Mental health providers, counselor educators,
researchers, and policy makers who affect the lives of young people with psychosis and
schizophrenia have a responsibility to attend to this group’s typical and unique
development processes and life experiences. Several innovative mental health treatment
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strategies to combat the effect of stigma and promote authentic identity construction are
offered in the article as a response to the needs of this group.
The second article, which also explored, in detail identity development in young
adults with psychosis and schizophrenia used grounded theory research study methodology
to interview seven young adult research participants over a six-month period. The
interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed employing methods consistent with
grounded theory research methodology (Charmaz, 2006; Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Study
participants all experienced psychosis and schizophrenia. They represented diverse
socioeconomic, educational, racial, and faith backgrounds. Open and axial coding
generated a central category of identity construction, called making sense of psychosis, and
described the process and experience entailed in integrating psychosis into identity.
Making sense of psychosis influences and is influenced by the dynamic interactions of the
dimensions that characterize young adult experience of integrating psychosis into identity.
The properties of making sense of psychosis were called, developing beliefs and degrees of
freedom. Two contextual influences, called exploring relationships and relating to
personal potential, informed making sense of psychosis-- both its properties and
dimensions. The consequence of research participants’ incorporation of making sense of
psychosis into identity was called becoming who I really am. The dimensions of becoming
who I really am described both positive and negative incorporation of psychosis into
identity called integrated sense of identity and restricted sense of identity, respectively.
Participants highlighted the significant value that supportive relationships had on
their identity development. They also shared how unsupportive relationships were
detrimental to their sense of identity. Participants emphasized their desire to realize their
personal potential. They described how they experienced that realization in their
connections with other people and the ways they found to make unique contributions to
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their families, communities, and the world. Additionally, they noted how support from
others gave them freedom to make meaningful sense of psychosis. They also shared how
the absence of such support hampered freedom to make sense of their experiences. The
contexts of exploring relationships and relating to personal potential influenced and were
influenced by the properties and dimensions of psychosis.
This study provided a qualitative, descriptive exploration about how young adults
with psychosis and schizophrenia develop a sense of identity. Making sense of psychosis
and the interactions between its properties and dimensions, as well as contextual
influences, best described identity construction in this group. The general consequence of
the interactions between making sense of psychosis, exploring relationships, and relating to
personal potential was called becoming who I really am. Becoming who I really am
entailed participants’ incorporating psychosis into their identity.
Participants who positively incorporated psychosis into identity developed an
integrated sense of identity. These participants had supportive relationships, sensed they
had access to personal potential, developed validating beliefs about psychosis, and
experienced a broad degree of permission to make sense of their experiences. Participants
who negatively incorporated psychosis into identity developed a restricted sense of
identity. These participants had unsupportive relationships, sensed they had little to no
access to personal potential, developed invalidating beliefs about psychosis, and
experienced a narrow degree of permission to make sense of their experiences. The process
of making sense of psychosis and becoming who I really am likely was reciprocal.
Recommendations for Future Research
More research on identity construction in young adults who experience psychosis
and schizophrenia clearly is needed. Future studies likely would contribute to the
development of mental health treatment approaches and interventions, professional training
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opportunities, and coursework topics for counselor educators and their students.
Additionally, future research on identity construction in this group could inform policies
and funding decisions that affect not only their identity formation but indeed their lives.
Such research must consider the effect stigma has on their identity development. Moreover,
future research should focus on cultural variables that might also influence processes and
experiences of young adults’ identity development. Future research might also explore how
the professional identities of the mental health providers who work with this group might
be impacted by their relationships. The findings of this research might inform target areas
for trainings, supervision, and other educational opportunities.
Although the qualitative research on identity construction in young adults with
psychosis and schizophrenia contributed to alleviating some of the gaps in the literature,
the study described here focused on experiences of a limited number who were involved in
a specific early intervention for psychosis treatment model of care. Readers should
evaluate the transferability of these findings across settings. Future research should also
consider collecting data about the diverse ways young people can communicate their sense
of identity, including music, creative writing, visual arts, and digital storytelling.
The literature review revealed identity construction as a salient topic and the need
for an identity theory. The work should here is one response to this call in the literature.
Suggested future research should consider including developmentally informed
frameworks to better understand the young adult life experience.
Conclusion
Although mental health providers have a responsibility to examine the biases and
assumptions they bring to their clients, those worldviews might remain unaddressed in
some providers who serve young adults with psychosis and schizophrenia. Their biases and
assumptions are likely detrimental to this group’s identity development. It also appears that
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some mental health providers are able to account for their biases and assumptions, thus
supporting the positive incorporation of psychosis into identity. Additionally, young adults
who experience psychosis and schizophrenia negotiate stigma in their relationships with
family members, peers, and society. It is likely young adults with psychosis and
schizophrenia would benefit from working with mental health providers who have the
skills they need to support the typical and unique experiences of identity construction in
this group.
With the results of these two manuscripts, professionals from across disciplines
can better understand that identity development is a central task of young adults, including
those who experience psychosis and schizophrenia. These providers, their clinical
supervisors, professional trainers, educators, and allies, have a unique opportunity should
understand the unique opportunity their involvement in the lives of this group present, to
positively affect identity construction of this group. The study results, it is hoped, will be
incorporated into practice and future research.
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Appendix A
Flier for Research Participant Recruitment

A Grounded Theory Inquiry Into Identity Development in Emerging Adults with Psychosis
and Schizophrenia
Student Investigator: Katie Hayden-Lewis LPC
Principal Investigator: Dr. Deborah Rubel
The purpose of this research study is to better understand the experiences emerging
adults have as they develop their sense of identity and also experience psychosis or
schizophrenia.
To participate in this research you must:
ü Be an active participant in or an alumni of EASA in Oregon
ü Be between 18-25 years old
ü Volunteer to participate in the study
ü Not be at risk for hurting yourself or others at any point during the study
Participation in this study involves:
ü Meeting with the student researcher three times for about 45 minutes and talking about
your experiences of developing your sense of identity and having experiences of
psychosis and schizophrenia.
ü

•
•

No payments or reimbursements for your time or participation.
CONTACT INFORMATION
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS STUDY, PLEASE CONTACT:
Katie Hayden-Lewis, LPC, student researcher
541-480-2350 or haydenlk@onid.orst.edu
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Appendix B
Research Participant Verbal Consent Form

Elements of Verbal Consent
emerging adults have of developing a
sense of identity when they also
experience symptoms of psychosis and
Ensure that potential participants understand schizophrenia.
each of the elements below
Payment. You will not be paid for your
Purpose. I am conducting this study so
participation in this study. You might
that I can gain a better understanding of
have some travel costs that come from
what it’s like to be an emerging adult
getting to and from the private location of
developing your sense of identity and
our interviews.
developing psychosis and schizophrenia.
Confidentiality. I will know your name
Activities. I am asking you to give your
and how to contact you by phone or
time and personal information by
email. I will keep that information
answering questions about your identity
confidential and separate from your
and your experiences of psychosis and
interview answers. It will be stored in
schizophrenia. As the student researcher
encrypted electronic files on my
I am conducting the interviews. I am
password- protected computer. I will
asking questions in an open interview
keep all written information in a locked
style to interview questions I have
file cabinet behind a locked door in my
developed. Your answers are incredibly
office. After the study is done your
important to me since they will help me
personal information and all electronic
better understand your experiences of
files will be kept for three years in a
psychosis and schizophrenia and how
secured and locked location the office of
those experiences do or do not relate to
the Principal Investigator, Dr.Rubel at
your developing your sense of identity.
Oregon State University. After three years
Interviews you participate in can be done
unidentified interviews will be destroyed
in person or by phone. I will record our
using a protected and secure electronic
interviews using high quality tape, phone,
shredding program.
and visual recording devices. If you do
I am a mandatory reporter in the state of
not want to be audio, video or phone
Oregon. This means that under Oregon
recorded you should not choose to
law requires that if you disclose to me
participate in the study.
that you are a potential victim of abuse or
Time. I am asking you to participate in
neglect, child abuse or neglect, if you tell
three separate interviews with me. Each
me that you are at risk of suicide or of
of the interviews will last about 45
homicide, or in possession of illegal items
minutes and take place in a private and
such as child pornography or a weapon I
safe location. The time you give will
will immediately alert the police,
include travel time to and from the three
emergency professionals, and or child
interviews, time that it takes to complete
welfare professionals. If you become at
each interview, and a one time email
risk for hurting yourself or others at any
correspondence or phone call to talk
point during the study, you will be
about the main ideas that developed from
withdrawn from they study and I will
the study.
contact the authorities.
Risks. Your participation in the study and
Voluntariness. You are free to agree or
answering questions about your
not agree to participate in this study.
experiences of developing your identity
social, behavioral, and education based
studies
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and experiencing symptoms of psychosis
and schizophrenia might bring up some
uncomfortable feelings. There always a
risk of someone accessing password and
encrypted documents that contain your
contact information and information your
give during the interviews and memberchecking group. There may be risks
related to the study procedures that are
not yet known to the researchers. I work
as the clinical coordinator and a
counselor with the Deschutes County
Health Services EASA program. I have no
expectation for you to participate in this
study. Your choice to participate or not in
the study is confidential. Your choice does
not impact your ability to access EASA
services.
Benefits. There may not be any benefit
to you by participating in this study.
However you might feel good about
sharing your experiences of developing
your sense of identity and how those
experiences might relate to experiencing
psychosis and schizophrenia. Your
answers might help other young people
and mental health professionals better
understand the experiences

There is no penalty for choosing to not
participate or leaving the study at any
time. You can request that any identifying
information about you can be destroyed
at any time. You are free to not answer
any questions and remain silent at
anytime. If you are ineligible for the study
I will tell you what study criteria you do
not meet at the time and provide you
with a list of local resources you can
choose to contact. Choosing to not
participate in the research will not affect
your ability to access resources,
treatment services and will not affect
your relationship with me.
Contact information. You can contact
me at haydenlk@onid.oregonstate.edu or
541-480-2350. The principal investigator
in this study is Deborah Rubel PhD.
Dr.Rubel can be contacted at
deborah.rubel@oregonstate.edu. You can
also contact the Institutional Review
Board at the Oregon State University at
irb@oregonstate.edu.
Sponsor. There is no one paying for this
research.
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Appendix C
First Round Interview Questions, Key Memos, and Diagrams
Round One Questions
1) What has it been like to be ____ years old and have symptoms of psychosis?
2) In what ways have you changed since these experiences started? Stayed the same?
3) How do your friends and family see you?
4) How do you think your treatment team saw you?
5) How do your symptoms impact their views of you? Your family and friends views of
you?
6) What do you think/feel about your experiences?
7) What do you think those experiences mean about who you are?
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Round One Memos
Discovering my voice is a developmental process. That process involves young
people identifying personal thoughts, feelings, beliefs and life views. Young people
develop those personal views on a range of personal and social topics. Those topics include
views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs about religion, spirituality, faith, politics, sexuality,
education, and social problems in the world. Throughout the development of these personal
perspectives young people moved back and forth through processes of internal reflection
and social engagement.
Participants made deliberate decisions about sharing personal perspectives with
other people. They chose to share different kinds of personal information based on the
social context of the disclosure, the potential to engage in meaningful interactions in
relationships with other people, and the need to share perspectives in order to protect
themselves from experiences of stigma or from worsening of unwanted symptoms of
psychosis. These interpersonal interactions were considered beneficial to participants if
they led to nonjudgmental discussions about the similarities and differences between the
participant and the other person.
Participants engaged in an internal reflective process in order to assess the potential
risks and benefits of sharing personal perspectives with other people in their life.
Participants often spoke about the internal reflection process as a decision-making process
they employed to reduce the likelihood of being judged or negative feedback about their
personal perspectives. That reflective process meant participants took time to think about
their prior experiences of sharing personal perspectives.
Prior adverse and personally affirming experiences of sharing personal perspectives
were incorporated into their personal reflections. One way personal reflections were
described was “me time”. This kind of “me time” allowed participants to strengthen their
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relationship to themselves through introspection. Some participants described this
introspective time as feeling “isolated” from other people. These participants also
described the experience of isolation as buoying their understanding of how they think and
feel about themselves in the world. That framework helped them tolerate the sense of
“loneliness” that sometimes accompanied these periods of introspection. That framework
supported participants’ ability to protect the “energy” they needed to negotiate their daily
tasks. Protecting personal “energy” was an important way participants avoided
stigmatizing interactions with other people.
Participants were aware they worked to avoid sharing perspectives if the risk of
having a negative experience of stigma due to developing symptoms of psychosis was
significant. Participants made decisions to not share personal perspectives if they thought it
would increase the other person’s experience of distress. Personal perspectives they
avoided included their thoughts and feelings about politics, sexuality, religion, and
experiences of mental health symptoms that other people might misinterpret as problematic
for the participant. Participants were unlikely to share their perspectives with other people
if personal reflection about sharing led them to think they would be stigmatized if they
spoke out about those perspectives.
Discovering their personal voice led participants to develop an individually unique
understanding of how they would share personal perspectives with other people. That
uniqueness reflected the meaning each participant gave to different interpersonal
relationships. Participants’ incorporated their previous experiences of sharing personal
perspectives with others and whether or not they experienced detrimental feedback from
that disclosure. They also assessed the likelihood that the sharing would lead to valuable
interpersonal interactions that fostered intimate relationships with other people.
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Participants were more likely to share information with their treatment team when
that sharing would lead to protecting themselves from mental health problems they
disliked. Participants also chose to remain silent about their personal perspectives in
relationships with their treatment team. That choice was informed by previous detrimental
experiences of sharing this information. Detrimental experiences were when treatment
team members made assumptions that the participants’ perspective was representing
symptoms of psychosis rather than representing the individual’s emerging thoughts,
feelings, beliefs and life views.
Participants talked about the importance of experiencing a sense of interpersonal
resonance with their friends, peers and family members when they shared these
perspectives. Participants made choices to share their perspectives with other people when
that action would lead to strengthening their engagement in important relationships with
other people without experiencing stigma. Participants described the value of talking about
personal perspectives as engaging imperative to their ability to develop a sense of their
identity, grow as a person, and explore relationships with other people.
Developing discretion describes a skill building process participants employed after
developing psychosis.
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* Acknowledging Roles
Participants acknowledged a number of different roles they have in relationship to
other people. Those roles included son, daughter, brother, friend, patient, client,
student, mentally ill, and employee. Several participants reported other people as a
result of experiencing psychosis had given them a role. Roles were described as
serving several purposes. One purpose was to make connections with other people.
Another purpose was to help participants gain access to treatment services. A third
purpose was that roles helped participants identify typical social interactions with
other people. That purpose was associated with the concept of protecting self,
developing discretion, and experiencing adversity.
Participants’ shared that their ability to identify their role in different social
contexts helped them make decisions about who to share their experiences of
symptoms, and stay socially connected to family members, friends, employers, and
members of the treatment team. They talked about making role---based decisions
about sharing as a way to protect them from experiencing a range of adversity.
Several participants discussed the role of being a client in treatment. The description
of client role ranged from helpful to access needed services and gain hope in reaching
life goals to client role of a person that was “banged up” or “messed up”. That
description was given in self---perceptions and perception of how some or all of their
treatment team viewed them as people. Participants described instances when they
adopted a role in order to protect themselves from having to discuss their mental
challenges. For some that adoption of a role meant the participant could more likely
protect them from talking about having psychosis and protect the meaning they were
making from experiencing psychosis from other people.
Participants reported this process ranged from feeling empowering to stressful and
at times confusing. Roles were used to manage, maintain, and develop relationships
with a range of people and typical social activities for young adults (employer,
parent, sibling, friend, school peers, healthcare providers).
These processes were connected to participants understanding of having a voice in
social relationships, developing discretion, and experiencing adversity. There might
be connections to relating to personal potential (like in the role of student: being a
patient or client was a way to reduce symptoms and access school, work, and life
experiences that gave one participant a way to share those experiences with their
family and strengthen family relationships).
* Experiencing Adversity
Participants describe experiencing adversity in the context of their symptoms,
relationships with peers, their treatment team, and their families. Participants
describe struggling with understanding their symptoms of psychosis.
Someparticipants wondered if they were “crazy”, considered symptoms as a cause
of a sense of “delay” in becoming autonomous from their family and their ability to
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contribute their own life experiences to their interpersonal and familial
relationships as well as a delay in their ability to become financially independent.
Participants seems to be describing a process that involves falling out of sync with
their peers in typical life activities including education, romantic relationships, and
young adult status within their families.
Some participants described experiencing distress in interpersonal relationships
when they wondered if other people had negative thoughts about them due to the
participants experiencing symptoms of psychosis. Participants reported they
experienced distress in relationships with friends, peers, family members and
members of their treatment team. That distress was associated with participants
getting spoken and unspoken cues from other people that the other person thought
there was something wrong with them since they experienced psychosis.
Participants described a process of choosing to share or not share information about
their lives, symptoms, hopes and goals as a response to those cues.
Some participants described the experiences of adversity associated with having
symptoms of psychosis. Most participants described that overall experiencing
adversity was stressful and as a pathway to personal growth. Participants described
developing the ability to empathize with other people that struggle with mental
health challenges, with the elderly, and people in general face life challenges due to
unforeseen events such as illness, loss, and trauma. Those participants described
these kinds of life events as a typical part of growing up and becoming an adult. For
some participants experiencing adversity was a catalyst for identifying their life
goals, hopes, and personal values. Those goals included finishing school, using their
symptoms as a mechanism for pursuing careers that required creative skill sets
including careers as entrepreneurs, musicians, computer programmers, teachers,
social service providers, and motivational speakers.
Experiencing adversity is a process connected to developing discretion, relating to
personal potential, having a voice, protecting self, and acknowledging roles.
* Relating to personal potential
Participants describe that developing symptoms of psychosis led to a process of
trying to understand what they were capable of accomplishing in their life.
Accomplishments included finishing school, becoming autonomous, making friends,
reducing their symptoms. There was a range of participants’ sense of what they
could and would accomplish in life as a result of experiencing psychosis. Some
participants described they gained a better understanding of how much they could
contribute to their communities and the world as a result of developing symptoms of
psychosis. Other participants described their sense of their potential was diminished
as a result of experiencing symptoms. These participants described a process in
which they realized they would not be the person they thought they would become
prior to developing psychosis. That meant potentially disappointing
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their parents and losing hope in their ability to live up to some life goals. Several
participants expressed hope that they could succeed in fulfilling the expectations of
their identified social roles of sibling, client, friend and child. Other participants
expressed concern that other people had a diminished sense of their personal
potential. Participants that expressed this concern described a process of
negotiating spoken and unspoken messages from other people to understand their
personal potential. Messages they navigated included sensing others saw them as
“disabled” and “not normal”.
Participants described a number of different ways they related to their personal
potential. One way was to reduce their expectations of their ability to pursue a career
that had meaning for them. A second way was to refuse to pursue disability status. A
third was to develop a way to decide who they wanted to share their hopes, fears and
dreams with in order to protect themselves from experiencing adversity in response
to other peoples’ diminished views of their ability to succeed in the world. Several
participants described finding their personal potential through direct experiences of
symptoms of psychosis. Several participants reported the combination of
experiencing psychosis with getting treatment for those symptoms helped them gain
a sense of their personal potential. Participants spoke about experiences of psychosis
as “feeling like a child”, as a way to find “inner Zen”, as a process of “finding the will to
survive”, and a pathway to discovering their “joy, soul, inner being”. Many
participants described relating to their personal potential as a result of having
experienced adversity associated with developing symptoms of psychosis.
* Having a Voice
Participants describe voicing and not voicing to other people their experiences of
psychosis and their personal hopes and dreams. Participants explained they made
choices about how to use their voice based on verbal and non---verbal cues from other
people. They used those cues to make decision about potential benefits and
consequences of speaking up to other people. Participants spoke about the roles they
had in different relationships. They used their understanding of the expectations of
their role with others to gather information about what to share in conversations
with other people. Participants described meeting the expectations of their socially
defined role as a way to vocalize responses in a range of relationships that would
likely have a non---adverse effect on them as a person, on the other person, and on
their treatment. Participants reported this kind of use of their voice helped them stay
involved with their treatment team and necessary treatment interventions to
manage symptoms of psychosis.
They also reported that at times their use of voice protected their sense of self from
hurtful and inaccurate social feedback about their value and potential as a person.
They used their voice as a way to try and understand if their symptoms meant
something about their abilities and limitations as being contributing members of
society. Participants were aware that they had decision---making processes about
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vocalizing their experiences of psychosis in decisions about treatment, relationships
with their parents, friends, school peers, and treatment team.
Participants described stages in the process of having a voice. Those stages are not
clear. The process seems to involve self---determination, silence, and developing
discretion.
* Making Meaning of Symptoms
Making meaning of symptoms describes a process that participants engaged in to try
and understand if their experiences of psychosis had meaning about them as a
person. The meaning participants made about their experiences of symptoms were
associated with their value and status as a person. Participants explored if their
symptoms contributed or took away from personhood and social status with friends,
peers, and their treatment team. Some participants wondered if the symptoms
meant they were “not well” or “not clear” to “crazy”. One participant thought that
experiencing symptoms meant that person was “like other people with problems”.
Several participants reported the experiences of psychosis meant they had unique
gifts to contribute to the world such as having the ability to “think outside the box”
and make contributions to their hoped for professional role from computer design to
musician. Several participants reflected on the symptoms meaning something about
their faith, spirituality, and connection to a larger altruistic purpose in the world.
Participants talked about the meaning the made of their symptoms and using
discretion in which relationships they did and did not share that meaning. They
talked about the possible impact that sharing might have on their treatment,
relationships with treatment team, employers, and peers.
* Developing Discretion
Developing discretion is about participants’ use of personal judgment about sharing
their experiences of psychosis. Participants talk about their use of discretion in
romantic, social, familial, and treatment team relationships. Adverse experiences in
sharing symptoms of psychosis and personal hopes and dreams lead to development
of discretion. Hopes to keep typical social relationships with employers, friends,
intimate partners, and family members also contributed to developing discretion.
Developing discretion serves as a method to protect the participants from unwanted
experiences of isolation, social exclusion, and receiving more treatment services than
were desired by the participant. Several participants described that understanding
their social role helped protect them from experiencing adversity by guiding them on
the kind of discretion they needed to use when they talked about their mental health
experiences. Participants reported they used discretion when making lifestyle
choices. This included deciding whether or not to smoke pot, get a good night’s sleep,
take medication as prescribed or take medication at all, attend treatment sessions,
go to school, pursue autonomy from family members, share personal thoughts and
feelings about having symptoms of
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psychosis, talk about adverse events, and advocate for changes in their treatment
planning or treatment approach. Developing discretion also helped participants gain
confidence in their ability to make new friends and strengthen existing friendships.
* Protecting self
Protecting self involves participants making choices about their lifestyle and their
use of voice. Participants made decisions about lifestyle choices that they thought
would lead to reducing problems they experiences associated with developing
psychosis. Those problems ranged from worsening of unwanted symptoms of
psychosis and depression, experiencing isolation, to getting social cues from other
people that there was something wrong with the participant since they experienced
psychosis.
Participants navigated social cues, internal thoughts and feelings about their
symptoms, and hopes for their future when making choices to protect themselves.
One participant talked about “dumbing self down” in order to fit into expectations
that went with the role of mental health client. This served the participant by
protecting that person from unwanted and inaccurate messages about their
personhood. Protecting self involved a process of avoiding conflict with other
people in order to reduce the participants’ experience of stress and their
perceptions of stress in peers, family members and their treatment team.
Participants read other people’s spoken and unspoken cues as a method to decide
whether or not to share thoughts and feelings as well as life hopes and experiences
of psychosis. Participants made choices to not share these internal events as a way
to protect them from being excluded from desired social relationships and as several
participants described as needed treatment services. Some participants expressed
frustration at having the sense they could not talk about experiences of psychosis
with family members and their treatment team because they sensed they needed to
protect themselves from those people’s avoidance, minimization and fear responses
to their lived experiences.
Several participants talked about learning skills they could use to protect themselves
unwanted social cues and isolation as an important part of the treatment
interventions they received. Participants described learning these skills as an
intentional intervention as part of their treatment. Participants also talked about
learning these skills as a default from navigating adverse experiences with peers,
family members and the treatment team. Participants protected themselves from
friendships, being seen as non---compliant with treatment recommendations, from
stress, from other people’s judgments of their sanity and abilities as a person, from
increasing specific unwanted symptoms, and from losing wanted symptoms of
psychosis.
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Appendix D
Second Round Interview Questions, Key Memos, and Diagrams
Round Two Questions
1) What is it like for you to share your life views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in your
relationships (with family, friends, treatment team)?
2) How do you make decisions about sharing your life views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
with other people?
3) What happens for you when you are unable/unwilling to express these things to other
people?
4) In what ways do these experiences influence you as a person?
5) What helps you grow as a person?
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Round Two Memos
Having a Voice
Having a voice describes participants’ decision-making processes. Those processes
help participants share personal views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs with other people.
Those decision-making processes involved developing discretion when choosing to share
personal views and experiences with others. Participants frequently reported they decisions
they made about having a voice with other people involved protecting themselves from
potential experiences of discrimination based on their mental health symptoms and
experiences. They also reported the processes they engaged in with having a voice
facilitated their development of important skills and experiences which facilitated personal
growth.
One participant described that process as “testing the waters” to help inform them
about how people would respond to less personal information. Depending on how the other
person responded to this kind of information participants would make several decisions.
Those decisions ranged from increasing the intimacy of personal disclosures, decreasing
those kinds of disclosures, not pursuing relationships with peers and treatment team
providers, to terminating relationships with other people, particularly people in their peer
group.
Several participants explained they chose not to share personal ideas that held value
for them in order to avoid other people misinterpreting those valued ideas such as personal
aspirations, feelings, thoughts, and spiritual beliefs as mental health symptoms rather than
personal ideas or beliefs.
“I pretty much have to keep close tabs on those kinds of things (thoughts, beliefs, life
views, feelings) because you could say it’s a bit taboo right now.”
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Other participants described choose to not vocalize personal thoughts, feelings and
beliefs in order to protect themselves and other people from the stress they associated with
interpersonal conflict. They described avoiding conflict and potentially conflicted
interactions with family members, friends, employers, co-workers and their treatment team.
Not vocalizing personal matters reduced risks associated with sharing information that
could sound “odd” and lead to the loss of existing friendships and connections with family
members. Participants described these kinds of choices as a way to avoid “negativity” and
“judgment” from others.
Participants used discretion when making decisions about having a voice. Several
participants described this process as a way to stay involved with the treatment team and
avoid having important lived experiences and life views from being inaccurately interpreted
as mental health problems or the outcome of experiencing psychosis. One participant
explained they understood they had a voice and chose to not vocalize personal information
to people they thought might see or experience them as a “burden”. A significant outcome
for participants of having a voice was to determine who would accept them as “whole”
people after they shared personal information about their life views, feelings, thoughts and
beliefs.
Experiencing acceptance as a “whole” person was associated with an important way
participants engaged in meaningful social interactions with peers, friends, family members
and members of their treatment team. That “whole” person experience led to a sense of
“connection” they needed to relate to their growing awareness of who they are as a person
and to other people. One participant described these social exchanges as “feeding my soul”.
Interpersonal interactions that involved vocalizing personal beliefs, thoughts, feelings and
life views were described as “the only way to truly get over things and to be your truest
you”.
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Having a voice also facilitated personal growth “I would say my ability to
communicate my views and my feelings with other people allows me to hear views and
opinions of others as well.” Most participants explained that these exchanges of personal
information helped them grow as a person. Several participants explained that with peers
these exchanges needed to happen with people that were both similar and different to them
in life experiences, spiritual experiences, socioeconomic backgrounds, and relationships in
which they were “philosophically” divergent. These interpersonal interactions led
participants to relate to their own personal potential by developing empathy towards other
people that face challenges in life due to unanticipated traumatic life events or mental
health issues.
Several participants reported that it was easier to share personal values, beliefs, life
views, thoughts and feelings with people in their life where their role was less defined.
They experienced those kinds of roles existing in friendships. Those kinds of friendships
were not common to find and were highly valued. That kind of friendship led to an
experience where the participant had the “freedom to talk” since the roles “were open”.
Participants used having a voice as a protective mechanism. Having a voice
protected participants when they acknowledged they had a choice to communicate beliefs,
views, thoughts, and feelings. Most participants made choices about sharing personal views
based on prior experiences of sharing these viewpoints. Those experiences were
categorized as either adverse or beneficial to the individual.
For some participants’ experiences of adversity that had come from using voice rather than
staying silent had become a way to relate to their personal potential. One participant
described realizing their personal potential by using their voice to talk about mental health
problems and the behaviors they have as a response to those mental health problems like
“talking to voices that aren’t there”. That participant reported they realized their potential to
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protect themselves from other people’s judgments and negative assumptions about them by
using their voice.
Other participants’ experienced adversity when they vocalized their personal
thoughts, feelings, and beliefs. That experience of adversity had led them to intentionally
omit important information about their life views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings. One
participant described this as a way to “have their own story” and keep a “safe place” inside
of them during conversations with the treatment team. Intentional omissions were used in
conversations with participants’ treatment team, peers, and family members on topics that
included mental health experiences, experiences of symptoms of psychosis, political views,
religious, spiritual, and faith perspectives, personal aspirations, and opinions that were
divergent from their families, treatment teams, co-workers, and peers. Omissions about
mental health symptoms and experiences were excluded from conversations with family
members in order to reduce familial stress. They were used with treatment team members
in order to protect the meaning the individual was making about their experiences of
psychosis.
Experiencing Adversity
Participants described experiencing adversity. Life experiences that were
experienced as adverse were associated with developing symptoms of psychosis, entering
mental health treatment services, wondering about personal sanity, and being faced with
experiences of stigma. Adversity was experienced in relationships with family members,
peers, and the treatment team. Participants also experienced adversity when they negotiated
verbal and non-verbal feedback from other people they perceived as judgmental.
Several participants explained adversity led to a “delay” in their ability to
demonstrate to their families that they could achieve and maintain degree of autonomy their
peers without psychosis were gaining. The experience of “delay” was expressed as a loss
for the participants. That loss was associated with living up to the expectations they had of
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themselves in their familial roles. The loss was also related to the loss of opportunities
their peers were having in progressing through school, finding jobs, developing political
views, and experiencing romantic relationships. The accumulation of these losses led to
several participants experiencing adversity associated with not contributing to their
families. Lost contributions that generated adversity for participants included gaining lived
experiences as a result of newly developing autonomy with family members. The inability
to not share autonomous experiences was described as a “loss” associated with “not
contributing” to the family. Not getting a job was also adverse for several participants.
Adversity they faced by not getting a job ranged from not being able to make important
financial contributions to help with the family household to loss of status in the family
home.
Adversity impacted participants’ sense of personal growth. One participant
described previous adverse interpersonal interactions led to them having feelings of “dread
and disappointment” when thinking about sharing personal beliefs, values, thoughts,
feelings and life views. Several participants described choosing to not share as a response
to experiencing adversity. These participants talked about not sharing as a way to reduce
the stress they might experience if other people rejected their personal views, beliefs,
thoughts, and feelings. These participants reported that had adopted a personality style that
helped them manage their concerns about rejection and conflict with other people. They
reflected on those personality styles and reported it was likely they were not representing
their internal experience of their thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and life views with the outside
world.
Participants reflected on what it might be like if they chose to share more of their
life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs with other people. Some study participants
expressed an interest in increasing how much they share with others. These participants
thought they might make more friends and meet people they would find similar and
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different from them, and in turn those similarities and differences would help them grow as
a person. Other participants said that they felt comfortable not sharing more of their life
views, beliefs, thoughts and feelings with other people. They reported that sense of comfort
helped them spend time alone being introspective, which was important part of growing as
a person.
Most participants reported that adverse experiences also helped them grow as a
person. Participants described adverse experiences associated in relationships with other
people when they shared experiences of mental health challenges, sexual identity
development, political views, life aspirations, and when they developed symptoms of
psychosis led to personal growth. One participant explained, “my life would not be what it
is without struggle”. Another participant described adverse experiences leading to their
ability “to more effectively absorb an experience and process it and kind of send it back to
the universe”. Talking with other people was an important way all study participants grew
as people. Participants described developing a sense of empathy towards other people that
struggle from mental health problems, addictions, traumas, having experienced adversity
themselves. These participants said they did not have that empathy towards these other
groups of people until they had personally faced adversity.
Several participants found meaning in the experiences of adversity. That meaning
came from viewing adverse life events and mental health challenges as increasing their
sense of awareness of human suffering. One participant reflected that developing this kind
of awareness was probably part of “growing up” and losing “the magic” of childhood.
Another participant described the adverse experiences associated with experiencing
psychosis, struggling with periods of feeling depressed and exploring other aspects of
difference as an opportunity to develop practices associated with self-inquiry and personal
reflection. Those kinds of reflective experiences were associated with growing as a person
and realizing personal potential. A few participants reported the meaning they had found in
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experiencing adversity helped them identify their personal potential. That potential came by
clarifying life aspirations and goals as a result of experiencing adversity. Those aspirations
and goals included communicating their perspectives on mental health problems, psychosis,
sexuality, politics, and spiritual beliefs in public forums to challenge social stigma and
conflict associated with these topics. Individuals had life goals that included helping
vulnerable people like children and the elderly, becoming a teacher that would support
students having discussions about divergent life views, developing innovative computer
software, and becoming motivational speakers.
Several participants reported their experiences of adversity coupled with social
stigma prevented them from reaching their personal potential or having a voice in their
families, communities, and with their treatment teams. These participants explained social
stigma would need to be addressed prior to them being able to turn their adverse
experiences into personal growth opportunities. They explained they faced significant
limitations in their ability to attend school, share their life viewpoints, get a job, and
contribute their creative potential and “unique ideas” with their communities and the worldat-large. Participants that faced these limitations thought celebrity attention to mental health
problems and psychosis would put a “nice face to crazy”. That “nice face” would combat
stigma and open doors for future opportunities for these individuals. Those opportunities
would strengthen their ability to grow as people and make meaningful contributions to their
families and the world.
Most participants talked about experiences when they received verbal and nonverbal cues that were stigmatizing. They received those cues from peers, friends, and their
treatment team. Participants described internalizing those interactions as messages they
were a “label”, a “title”, “messed up”, and “banged up”. These participants described a
process they would undertake during these interactions in order to protect themselves from
adversity. Participants described making choices to protect themselves by reducing their
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experiences adversity. They did this by not sharing thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and life
views when they read stigmatizing social cues during interpersonal interactions. One
participant described a gain from making these choices during adverse experiences. That
gain was described as a way to “still have my own story and in my mind if my thoughts, if
my mind weren’t valid, that would defeat this whole story thing and it would just make my
purpose no longer valid.” The adversity that came from making choices that reduced
experiences of adversity was often accompanied by an increased sense of isolation,
loneliness, and unease in their ability to trust people that sent these kinds of verbal and nonverbal cues associated with stigma.
Protecting Self
Protecting Self was described as a process participants engaged in to reduce their
experiences of adverse interactions with other people. That process involved making
decisions about what personal views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings to share with other
people. Protecting those views were equated with protecting themselves from stigma and
social isolation.
Protecting self involves participants making choices about their lifestyle and their use of
voice. Participants made decisions about lifestyle choices they thought would lead to
reducing problems associated with developing psychosis. Those problems included
worsening of unwanted symptoms of psychosis and depression, experiencing isolation, to
getting social cues from other people that there was something wrong with the participant.
Participants described an internal process they engaged in to assess the risks and benefits or
protecting personal views from other people. One participant described that internal
decision making process as a way to determine the “worth” of sharing personal views,
thoughts, feelings and beliefs with other people.
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That “worth” was an internalized assessment engaged by participants. Participants
evaluated their potential gains and losses as a result of sharing personal information with
their friends, people in their treatment team and another person. When there would be gains
that would benefit the individual they were more likely to share their life views, thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs with others. These assessments were made on a person-to-person basis
and were dependent on the situation. Overall participants reported they were likely to
consider sharing personal information when that sharing would contribute to the well being
of other people that face similar mental health challenges, developmental disabilities,
traumas, and adverse life events like becoming homeless or having a substance abuse
problem.
A significant personal gain from talking about life views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings
was to experience interpersonal “vulnerability”. That “vulnerability” helped participants
grow as people. “Vulnerability” was described as taking the risk in relationships with
family members, friends, and the treatment team to share life views, thoughts, feelings,
beliefs, and feelings about politics, spirituality, faith, religion, sexual identity, future life
goals and aspirations, and mental health symptoms.
Several participants explained they make decisions about protecting themselves from other
people by “reading” other people’s “cues”. They identified these cues by paying attention
to what friends, peers, family members and their treatment team. Participants paid attention
to conversational cues and non-verbal cues in their peer group in order to make decisions
about whether or not they needed to protect their values, views, thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs from peers. How other people used non-verbal body language when paying attention
to information they shared, how they responded to other people like family members and
peers.
Participants synthesized their perceptions of the cues they received along with the “worth”
of sharing personal information to boost their confidence in exploring a range of topics of
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conversation. They shared life views, beliefs, feelings and thoughts with other people when
that synthesis led to an internal sense that these kinds of explorations in relationship with
other people held “worth” and facilitated a mutual interpersonal vulnerability. When
participants assessed their need to protect themselves from stigma and social exclusion they
chose to not share personal information.
Several participants reported that protecting themselves involved observing and drawing
conclusions about their peers and their treatment teams body language, tone of voice, and
“vibe”. Participants drew conclusions about the likelihood the other person would
invalidate feelings, thoughts, beliefs, “ideas”, and life views that were an important part of
the participant’s sense of identity and experience of being valued as a person. They said
they chose to stay away from topics of conversation that would bring stress or a sense of
judgment into interactions with peers, friends, family members, and treatment team
providers. That was described by a participant explained they protected themselves from
the judgment of other people in general, and from not being “accepted” as a “whole
person”.
One participant described the experience of having to withhold their life views, thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs from other people as “ kind of insulting”. That participant explained
this experience as:
“I feel like that’s part of me and then I can’t share it with someone you know cause they are
my values, my beliefs, my ideas…because they’re not accepting who I am and just
accepting parts of me but not the whole thing.”
Another participant explained that choosing to not protect their views, beliefs, thoughts,
and feelings from other people was a way to combat stigma. That approach helped this
participant face their “fears” of other people’s potential reactions. Facing those fears was a
strategy to protect the participant from potentially stressful experiences of judgment and
stigma that could come from the “gossip” of other people. That “gossip” was associated
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with other people like family members, friends and members of their treatment team
“talking in whispered voices” about the individual.
People talking in whispered and “hushed tones” led the participant to thinking people
thought they were unaware they were experiencing symptoms of psychosis. The whispering
and “talking in hushed tones” contributed to the participant’s sense of being stigmatized.
This participant explained that in order to combat the “gossip” they were forthright about
their symptoms of psychosis with friends and potential friends. The participant explained
the use of a forthright approach empowered them and other people to make open choices
about whether or not to pursue friendships and spend social time together.
Individuals in the study reported they would withhold personal views, beliefs and feelings
from family members, friends, and members of their treatment team. One participant
described the process of withholding important information and “protecting myself” as a
way to “still have me, I needed to have my own story and in my mind if my thoughts, my
mind weren’t valid that would defeat this whole story thing and it would just make my
purpose no longer valid.” The choice to withhold personal information was attributed to
concerns of being seen “negatively” as a person, if their thoughts and ideas led to feeling
“judged”, and if the sharing might create “conflict” in relationships with friends, family,
and members of the treatment team.
Several participants withheld this information to protect themselves from experiencing of
stigma with their treatment team. The reason for withholding from the treatment team was
to avoid members of that team making inaccurate assumptions about personal views,
thoughts and feelings. The inaccurate assumption that was avoided was for members of the
treatment team to decide the individual’s views, beliefs, thoughts and feelings were actually
part of their psychosis rather than those personal views representing important parts of who
they were as people.
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Some participants said they made choices to not engage with peers when they sensed they
needed to protect themselves. Other participants reported they continued to engage with
peers when even when they sensed they needed to protect themselves. Those participants
explained they used skills to protect themselves from stigma like not sharing potentially
stigmatizing information in order to benefit from social interaction with those peers.
Having social interactions with peers, friends helped strengthen participants’ sense they
were growing as people.
Social interactions required a mutual exchange of personal views, thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs between them and other people. Several participants expressed a hope that in the
future they would be able to share their personal views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
without concerns of judgment or stigma. They thought if they could share these things more
freely without the need to protect themselves they would be more likely to reach life goals,
achieve their personal potential, and establish the kinds of social relationships that would
help them grow as people.
Developing Discretion
Study participants engaged in processes that led to developing discretion. Developing
discretion involved individuals learning how to socially interact with other people in their
life while simultaneously protecting themselves from stigma. Hopes to keep social and
familial relationships in tact contributed to participants’ process of developing discretion.
Developing discretion strengthened participants’ ability to protect themselves from
undesirable experiences of isolation, social exclusion, and receiving more mental health
treatment services than what the participant wanted or thought they needed in order to
manage their symptoms of psychosis.
The skills that were involved with developing discretion gave participants important
methods they could use in order to engage socially with friends and peers and to navigate
relationships they needed for their treatment with their treatment team.
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Several participants reported they experienced more confidence in their ability to
implement the skills associated with developing discretion when there was clear role
definition in relationships with their families, treatment team, and employers. Developing
discretion came more easily when participants were able to acknowledge and maintain
these roles. One participant explained that developing too much discretion was a barrier to
build trust with family members and develop romantic partnerships.
Developing discretion involved skills that helped participants make decisions about
becoming vulnerable with other people. Participants described these skills were used during
social interactions as a way to “test the waters” of the other person’s propensity to make
stigmatizing remarks or have judgmental views of other people with social differences, like
psychosis. These skills helped participants explore the other person’s views of differences
by navigating “more cautious waters” in conversation prior to sharing life views, thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs that could lead to experiencing stigma and social rejection. This kind
of navigation involved the participant “say[ing] something not quite revealing”.
Participants would watch for cues of “attentiveness”, “acting fearful” and “closed off” to
help them make decisions of what to share with the other person without risk of stigma.
Those decisions were made over time, in the moment and drew from the participants prior
experiences of adversity and empowerment when they made similar disclosures about
personal views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs.
For some participants developing discretion was a “painful” process. That experience of
pain was associated with losing the desire to share personal experiences, thoughts, feelings,
and beliefs with other people. Participants discussed a concern for loss of the desire to share
personal experiences with others. They described not sharing these experiences becoming a
detriment to their ability to establish, maintain and grow the kinds of relationships they
needed to have in order to grow as a person.
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Some participants experienced the sense of loss of their personal potential by developing
discretion that led to their silencing of personal views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs. That
loss was attributed to losing a part of themselves by avoiding “friction” with others in order
to avoid experiences of adversity. The choices these participants made to not disclose
personal views impacted their social interactions and interactions with their treatment team.
That impact reduced the time they spent with people with whom they avoided friction.
Participants suggested that while avoiding friction protected them from the judgment of
others they also resulted in the participants sharing a less genuine representation of
themselves with other people. For some participants the steps they took to avoid conflict or
“friction” resulted in unwanted and sometimes adverse experiences of loneliness. One
participant explained by avoiding conflict they were able to preserve the emotional
“energy” they needed for their daily activities like going to work, maintaining their roles in
their families, and attending treatment appointments.
Sharing life views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings were used to reach several goals of
participants. One of those goals was to strengthen interpersonal connections and “keep
friendships”. Another goal was for participants to avoid unwanted interpersonal conflict
even if it meant not sharing important life views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings with
friends, family members and their treatment team. A third goal of developing discretion
was to reduce the sense of “worry” their friends and family.
Participants described developing discretion as an important activity they engaged in so that
they could explore relationships with other people. Relationships that were important for
participants to maintain and develop were with people with whom they shared similarities
and differences in politics, religious and spiritual views, sexual identity, ethnicity, and in
experiences of having negotiated mental health challenges and life stressors. Participants
explained that even though the ability to “read conversations and body language” had
emerged from experiences of adversity they also had helped them grow as people.
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Making meaning of symptoms
No changes from round 1.
Growing as a Person
Interpersonal exchanges across participants’ similarities and differences with other people
were highlighted in the study as a vital part of the participants’ growth as a person. Those
interactions were central to participants exploring relationships with other people.
Exploring relationships was central to participants’ sense they were growing as people. The
significant value to the participants’ exploration of interpersonal relationships was
summarized by participants who said, “I would have no idea of my sense of identity if I
didn’t talk to other people” and “What defines me as a person- interactions, relationships
with other people.” One participant reported that in order to grow as a person when they do
not have to stay “hidden” from other people. That meant being able to have relationships
with others who could “hear” about experiences of the symptoms of psychosis. Those
relationships would help the participant strengthen their friendships with peers, which in
turn, would facilitate the discovery of who they are as a person in relationship with
themselves and the world.
Exploring relationships with themselves and other people involved personal reflection,
times of introspection, engaging with people with divergent views, beliefs, and thoughts.
Interpersonal interactions where participants could share “freely” and “openly” about their
personal perspectives helped to “bolster my identity” described one participant. Another
participant described these interactions as a way to “guide myself along”. Participants used
skills associated with having discretion in making decisions about exploring personal views
in relationships. Those skills included reading verbal and non-verbal cues and reflecting on
the risks and benefits of sharing personal views based on past experiences of disclosure.
Several participants gained valuable personal time when they made the occasional decision
to not share personal views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings with others. That personal time
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gave them the opportunity to explore the relationship they were developing with their
emerging sense of identity. One participant described this “me time” as a crucial part of
their experience of growing as a person. Introspection was described as a way to “make
friends” with themselves through the quiet examination of thoughts and feelings. One
participant summarized this time for introspection as time to “build resiliency for my own
thoughts and feelings which helps me grow”. When participants engaged in this kind of
personal time they reported to experience a greater sense of internal connection and a sense
of connection “to the world”. These experiences of personal time were not associated with
the social isolation participants experienced due to stigma or concerns of being judged.
Several participants used their sense of discretion to take space from other people. Taking
space was described as a kind of self-imposed social isolation. That social isolation meant
individuals would decline peers and friends offers to engage in social activities in order to
manage fears of being judged or excluded by their peers and friends. Participants that chose
to not engage in social activities as one way to manage their fears explained this limited
their ability to grow as a person. Those limitations were associated with the loss of
interactions with their peer group.
Losses of social interactions with their young adult peers were connected to a sense of
disruption in the participants search for autonomy. Participants that reported this kind of
loss expressed a concern they were falling out of developmental synch with their peers. The
ability to freely pursue typical developmental tasks associated with autonomy was
attributed to peers without experiences of psychosis. Participants expressed an uncertainty
of their ability to reach what they saw as a developmentally appropriate degree of
autonomy. Concerns about being unable to participate in activities that fostered their sense
of autonomy as a young adult were discussed. Participants expressed the need for less
social stigma about mental health issues. Fewer stigmas would mean they could make
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disclosures and navigate potential mental health symptoms during social activities without
negative social consequences.
In order to discuss life views, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings with other people participants
needed to establish mutual trust and vulnerability in their relationships. Being able to be
“vulnerable” with other people involved developing the ability to talk about personal views
like thoughts, feelings, adverse life experiences, and beliefs with other people and for other
people to share about the same topics. Being vulnerable helped participants experience a
sense of their “real me”, “being aware”, “being clear”. Participants described striving to
engage in interpersonal interactions where they could safely experience vulnerability with
other people and provide that relational safety so that other people could do the same.
Establishing trust with other people involved developing discretion in conversations with
people in order to “test the waters”. That testing involved deciding if talking about personal
views had enough worth to the participant or the other person to share. Worth in sharing
was assessed as the value sharing had for improving the participants’ mental health status,
employment or educational goals, for gaining or keeping friendships, the potential stress on
the other person’s family members, accessing needed mental health services, and the
possible benefit sharing would have on other people with similar problems.
Participants thought the intimate sharing they needed to engage in so that they could grow,
as people would lead to a more equitable society for them and other people that faced
mental health challenges, significant life losses, physical health problems, sexual identity
differences, religious and spiritual differences, and personal traumas. Participants surmised
that many people probably experienced face these issues and challenges associated with
these life experiences.
They thought a more equitable society would foster their ability to meet a wider range of
people and have a wider range of life experiences. The value of these life experiences was
summed up as a “fortune” that “molded” them into who they are as a person today.
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Participants described taking cues from the conversations with peers, family members and
their treatment team to decide whether or not they would share personal views, beliefs,
thoughts, and feelings. Learning about what verbal and non-verbal cues to watch and listen
for were skills participants developed out of experiences of adversity and which facilitated
their personal growth. When participants chose silence or to “dumb down” their life views,
thoughts, feelings, and beliefs they were also unlikely to invite conversations that might
lead to them sharing religious, spiritual, faith, political views and “unusual ideas”. They
reported they were also unlikely not reveal their future-oriented hopes. These kinds of
omissions were present in discussions with friends and their treatment team.
Several participants reported that sharing this information with their families would create
conflict and possible misunderstandings that were detrimental to their sense of well-being,
another person’s sense of well-being, or fall outside the role they were expected to take in
their family. Those participants reported these kinds of omissions protected family
members from experiencing emotional distress. This information was omitted in
conversations with the treatment team to avoid misunderstandings that could lead to
negative consequences for the individual. Negative consequences included being seen as
having more severe symptoms than existed, being perceived as “crazy”, receiving “advice”
that was not helpful to “real life”, and to avoid tension or conflict with individuals they
needed to engage with to receive the mental health treatment they thought they needed.
Having role models that were respected and successful in would help these participants
“grow past what I think are my mental barriers which probably aren’t true.” These kinds of
celebrity disclosures would “add a friendly face to a scary name”. Several participants’
thought they would be more likely to connect with a wider range of people in the world if
individuals with high social power and status, like celebrities would “come out” with
having similar or the same symptoms as they experienced. These participants’ saw those
kinds of disclosures as a public identification of “successful role models”. The disclosures
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would also facilitate a greater sense of “ease” for participants to engage in a range of
typical social activities for their age, like going to the movies, being out in the community
at public events, exploring different employment and educational opportunities along with
pursuing intimate relationships.
One participant thought that if more people in general talked about mental health problems
and issues it was likely there would be less “taboo” about these issues. Less taboo would
increase that participant’s ability to talk about their daily lives with other people and
include lifestyle choices they maintain in order to manage their symptoms of psychosis.
Those lifestyle choices the individual named as taboo were getting good sleep at night,
living a low stress lifestyle, and taking medicine in order to reduce the risk of having
worsening and unwanted symptoms of psychosis. One participant reported that people
might even find more commonalities if they were able to talk about these “taboo” lifestyle
choices.
Participants in general thought less social stigma about mental health issues would enable
them to share more about themselves as “whole” people. That whole person was someone
that could freely express they mental health issues, their personal hopes and aspirations,
political viewpoints, sexual identity status, explore differences and similarities with a range
of people and experience the kind of “vulnerability” that healthy intimate relationships
needed to grow. Mutual vulnerability and exploring “new cultures, new people, new ideals,
and new perspectives” was a vital part of growing as a person.
Facing Life Challenges

Facing life challenges helped participants grow as people. Some of the challenges they
negotiated were associated with developing symptoms of psychosis. Other challenges were
related to living in the world as a young adult. Study participants developed processes and
skills to navigate challenging life experiences. Their ability to develop and use of these
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processes and skills strengthened participants’ sense of personal empowerment. Study
participants made connections between their ability to face life challenges and feelings of
empowerment. Experiences and feelings of empowerment contributed to their sense they
were growing as people.
Study participants developed reflective processes and social skills to clarify personal
thoughts and feelings about difficult life experiences. They used those processes and skills
to make decisions about how to negotiate their life challenges. When study participants
made choices about how to navigate these challenges they grew their sense of trust in
themselves. That sense of trust fueled their belief in themselves. It also helped them relate
to their personal potential. Participants identified the ways in which this process led to
perceptions of themselves as people that were vulnerable and resilient. These selfperceptions came from facing life challenges that were typical for young adults and as part
of experiencing psychosis.
Participants described feeling stuck in life after they developed symptoms of psychosis.
That sense of being stuck emerged when participants’ recognized a “delay” in reaching
some of their life goals. They compared themselves to peers that did not experience
psychosis and drew conclusions that living with symptoms of psychosis had led them “off
track”. Being “off track” meant participants were not pursuing vocational, relational, and
educational goals at the same pace as the peers without symptoms. A study participant
described the impact of symptoms as something that “holds me back” and leads to “failing
because I’m not on the track I originally set for myself.” These kinds of delays were
attributed to missing school due to symptoms and to being guided to set their markers for
personal success at a “lower bar…to what others would say is a successful life.” They
received those messages from mental health providers and social messaging. Participants
internalized these messages as negative.
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Experiencing being stuck in life happened when participants avoided or were excluded
from social encounters with their young adult peers. They avoided social encounters as a
way to manage their symptoms. This kind of avoidance helped participants steer away from
awkward social experiences where other people might observe some of their behaviors as
“weird” or “odd”. Participants attributed those behaviors to actively experiencing
symptoms of psychosis. They made choices to turn down offers to participate in social
events or to hang out with friends in order to protect themselves from social encounters
where they might feel judged.
Participants also made choices to remove themselves from social interactions in order to
take the space they needed to reduce experiencing active symptoms of psychosis. This way
of taking space was also a way participants demonstrated self-care. They made the choice
to not engage in social relationships when the intensity of their symptoms of psychosis
would lead to unusual behaviors, like talking to people that aren’t there.
One “personal strengths” participants identified was the ability to assess other people’s
comfort level with psychosis. One of those strengths was the ability to “read conversations
and body language” and “energies” to assess the other person’s interest in their life
experiences and mental health challenges. By reading other people’s comfort level they
were able to make choices about sharing information about their symptoms of psychosis.
Several participants explained they had negative experiences that “backfired” when they
overrode the conclusions they drew from these assessments.
They made these choices as a way to reduce stress that might come from being judged and
to identify relationships that would affirm their sense of wholeness as people. Participants
explained their assessments of other people helped them identify good friends. They also
chose relationships that would “benefit” their personal growth. As one participant related
that even though they might have “different ideas…and life views…good friends won’t
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reject you for them.” The experience of social acceptance was an important attribute of
feeling affirmed as a “whole” person.
They also made choices to reduce the awkwardness and discomfort in other people if those
people watched or heard about the person experiencing active symptoms of psychosis.
These choices incorporated the participants’ assumptions about what those cues meant
about the other person’s ability to remain comfortable when the participant behaved in
unusual ways or expressed unusual ideas. They also included participants’ reflections on
past experiences of sharing information that led to adverse experiences of stigma and
exclusion.
Participants expressed a desire to protect other people from experiencing discomfort and
“worry”. One participant explained they would make decisions based on their sense that
“sharing is beneficial to any people or could it just cause problem and worry”. Another
participant avoided social situations when they made decisions “other people couldn’t
handle it [psychosis]”. They described this kind of avoidance as a way to reduce the
likelihood other people would behave in stigmatizing ways in public like talking in a
“hushed tone” about psychosis. It was important for participants to protect other people
from experiencing “friction” with the participant. Sometimes this helped participants keep
friendships or relationships with treatment providers they thought were important.
Employing skills to navigate adverse social encounters promoted participants’ sense of selfefficacy. That self-efficacy came from recognizing they had developed skills they needed to
protect themselves from adversity. It also came from make choices they thought would
protect other people from engaging in stigmatizing or uncomfortable situations. Having the
ability to navigate adversity and protect themselves and other people from potentially
stressful experiences helped participants feel connected to their personal potential.
When participants navigated adversity they made decisions that reinforced a diminished
sense of their personal potential. When participants made choices to avoid social situations
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they were aware those decisions increased their experiences of isolation. Increased
experiences of social isolation were attributed to having to “hide” themselves from other
people. That sense of isolation could mean leaving a social event, ending a conversation, or
limiting what they shared about experiences of psychosis. Isolation led to a loss of
important social interactions that participants associated with growing as a person.
Employing skills associated with navigating adversity also inhibited participants’ ability to
feel accepted as “whole” people. The need to “hide” parts of their lived experiences of
psychosis was stressful. One participant described this experience of stress as a feeling
“mixed between disappointment and dread”. Having to edit or withhold personal
information and lived experiences in order to navigate adversity brought feelings of
sadness. Those feelings came from their awareness that the participant was knowingly
misrepresenting who they are as a person with other people. One participant described the
process of collusion as “insulting”. That sense of insult came from the disappointment they
felt in having to omit “my values, my beliefs, my ideals” in order to avoid adversity.
Participants thought that as they grew as people in age and life experiences they were able
to broach topics that they had avoided in the past. They knew to “try and voice my ideals”
and be “more open with my beliefs” would be taking risks associated with experiencing
adversity. The ability to take more of these kinds of risks was associated with relating to
their personal potential to have a voice. The experience of having a voice to freely express
personal beliefs, thoughts, life views, and mental health experiences was connected to
growing as a person and becoming an adult.
In order to take these risks participants explained they needed to rely less on other people’s
views of them as a person. That would mean having more self-affirming beliefs about who
they are as a person. This would require participants to reduce their need for other people’s
approval of themselves and their life choices and experiences. Participants acknowledged
that as they grew as a person they were naturally seeking less outside approval and seeking
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more internalized experiences of self-acceptance and approval. These abilities were
associated with realizing their personal potential. This would lead to an experience of
“people knowing who I am and either accept it or not, so that I can just live.” Participants
described that the realization of their personal potential was an aspect of becoming their
own person. Becoming their own person emerged out of developing autonomy, having life
experiences, facing adversity and exploring relationships with other people and themselves.
Participants developed a sense of perspective about their experiences of stigma and
psychosis. Developing perspective involved participants reflecting on challenges they had
faced and drawing conclusions about their capacity to grow from those experiences. The
process involved making sense of the difficult feelings and thoughts they had about
challenges they faced due to experiences of about psychosis and stigma. Making sense of
difficult experiences required study participants develop objectivity towards those life
events. Objectivity that allowed them to acknowledge and reflect on the struggles they had
faced in life gave them perspective about their experiences. Having perspective empowered
participants to identify ways in which they wanted to continue to grow as people.
Feeling empowered came from participants’ realization that they could “make friends” with
difficult thoughts and feelings about their mental health experiences and life challenges.
“Making friends” involved reflecting on, facing, and taking personal responsibility for
difficult thoughts and feelings they had that were associated with developing psychosis. For
some participants the process of making friends with difficult emotions was transformative.
This transformative process was described by one participant as giving them the ability to
more effectively, now than before, absorb and experience, and process it [experiences of
psychosis], and kind of send it back to the universe”. Having the time to make friends with
difficult life experiences was associated with being in a unique time of life that allowed
participants to focus their time and energy on themselves and personal growth.
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Other participants struggled with taking time to reflect on difficult thoughts and feelings.
Those participants associated the difficulties they had with a “delay” in their ability to
engage in life activities that would help them grow as a person. That delay came from
spending too much time alone or feeling excluded from social activities. The experience of
being delayed in personal growth was distressing for study participants. These participants
expressed a hopefulness that their symptoms would subside in order for them to engage in
activities that helped them grow as people. Study participants identified that exploring
relationships with other people offered them the kinds of internal and social experiences
that helped them discover their identity. The also hoped to be able to go to school, hold jobs
in the competitive marketplace, and make unique contributions to the world through their
future professions and life work.
Study participants expressed a sense of sadness and frustration with society’s view of
people with mental health issues. Participants reflected on the thoughts and feelings they
associated with social “taboos” related to mental health problems. They held society
partially responsible for the creating a social environment where individuals with mental
health problems experienced isolation from the world and important life opportunities.
Participants shared a common vision that contained hopes for world without taboos and
consequences for people with psychosis and other mental health issues. They envisioned a
society where people could speak openly about differences without fear of being judged or
excluded from relationships, work opportunities, and school. Participants imagined a world
in which people in positions of power and authority would acknowledge their own mental
health problems, traumatic life events and experiences of psychosis.
Study participants surmised that most people probably face challenges in life from trauma,
loss, mental health problems, and from just “being a person in the world.” Their hopes
emerged from their desire to share all their life experiences, thoughts, feelings, ideals, and
their experiences of psychosis with many different kinds of people in many different parts
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of the world. They hoped they would one day be able to share their experiences fully, and
in this way become fully engaged with actualizing their personal potential and sharing their
personal growth with the world.
Adverse experiences included when they would share personal perspectives with family
members and members of their treatment team that led to those perspectives being
interpreted as part of their mental health problems. Another adverse experience is when
they had to “dumb down” their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in order to avoid tensions or
conflict with family members, members of their treatment team, and employers. “Dumbing
down” was when participants would pretend to not have contributions, original ideas, or
divergent personal perspectives in meetings in their workplace, in family discussions, or in
treatment team meetings.
Some participants described this introspective time as feeling “isolated” from other people.
These participants also described the experience of isolation as buoying their understanding
of how they think and feel about themselves in the world. That framework helped them
tolerate the sense of “loneliness” that sometimes accompanied these periods of
introspection. That framework supported participants’ ability to protect the “energy” they
needed to negotiate their daily tasks. Protecting personal “energy” was an important way
participants avoided stigmatizing interactions with other people.
Developing Discretion
Developing discretion describes a skill building process participants employed after
developing psychosis. They developed specific skills to employ discretion during
interpersonal interactions. Those skills were..
Developing negotiation skills strengthened their ability to navigate relationships that were
non-affirming. Negotiation meant choosing to avoid specific topics of conversation that
could lead to experiences of “negativity” or “judgment” with friends, treatment team
members, and family members that could lead to experiences of judgment. Negotiation
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sometimes meant choosing to be alone so that they could reflect on their internal thoughts
and feelings. It could also mean terminating relationships with peers and friends when they
sensed they might not be accepted due to having experiences of psychosis.
A final method people used to negotiate non-affirming relationships was purposefully
vocalizing their personal perspectives and experiences of symptoms of psychosis. They
thought this facilitated an interpersonal decision making process where the individual and
the other person could choose to terminate the relationship or leave the conversation
without socially awkward interactions. They also thought this helped strengthen their
affirming relationships. This strengthening came from the study participant informing the
other person that they knew how to identify when they were experiencing psychosis and
had the skills they needed to manage those symptoms during interpersonal interactions.
The ability to use processes involving reflections and observations helped participants
identify affirming and non-affirming relationships. That helped young people avoid sharing
personal perspectives that could lead to adverse experiences of stigma and social exclusion.
They identified these kinds of relationships through an ongoing process of observation,
introspection, and reflection on prior experiences of sharing.
Participants continuously observed and reflected on other people’s ability to stay calm
when they disclosed personal perspectives and mental health experiences. Staying calm
meant the young person heard acceptance in the other person’s responses, observed
“attentiveness” in their “vibe” and body language, and experienced a sense of congruency
across these responses. Participants were aware they avoided sharing perspectives if the
risk of having a negative experience of stigma due to developing symptoms of psychosis
was significant.
Participants chose to remain silent rather than sharing personal perspectives during social
interactions with peers, friends, and their treatment team. Choosing silence was informed
by previous detrimental experiences of sharing personal perspectives with mental health
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providers. Detrimental experiences were when treatment team members made assumptions
that the participants’ perspective was representing symptoms of psychosis rather than
representing the individual’s emerging thoughts, feelings, beliefs and life views.
Young people expressed concerns that treatment interventions were increased when their
personal perspectives were interpreted as mental health problems. That concern deterred
them from voicing their personal perspectives with the treatment team and with family
members that might share those perspectives with the treatment team. Participants were
more likely to share this information with their treatment team when that sharing would
lead to protecting themselves from mental health problems that caused problems in their
ability to reach educational, relational, or vocational goals.
Making intentional and discrete decisions about sharing personal perspectives was
important. That ability strengthened participants’ sense of confidence to employ
interpersonal skills that led to meaningful social relationships. These interpersonal
interactions were considered beneficial to participants if they led to nonjudgmental
discussions about the similarities and differences between the participant and the other
person. The young adult study participants chose to share different kinds of personal
information based on the affirming or non-affirming status of their relationships.
Discovering my voice is a developmental process. That process involves young people
identifying personal thoughts, feelings, beliefs and life views. Young people develop those
personal views on a range of personal and social topics. Those topics include views,
thoughts, feelings and beliefs about religion, spirituality, faith, politics, sexuality,
education, and social problems in the world. Throughout the development of these personal
perspectives young people moved back and forth through processes of internal reflection
and social engagement. They used the information gathered through that dynamic process
to identify affirming and non-affirming relationships. Participants made deliberate
decisions about sharing personal perspectives with other people.
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The ability to identity affirming relationships in which they could “freely and openly” share
their personal perspectives was helpful. The participants had an experience of being seen as
“whole” in these kinds of relationships. In turn, their experience of wholeness generated a
sense of “connectedness” with other people, themselves, and the world. The young people
in the study explained that they developed affirming relationships with friends, mentors,
and co-workers.
Experiencing interpersonal resonance with their friends, peers and family members was
important to participants. Sharing personal perspectives and feeling accepted as a person
with unique thoughts, feelings, beliefs and life views fostered participants growing sense of
identity. These relationships had several qualities that were important to the young people.
Those qualities were mutual vulnerability, trust, and a sense of acceptance across personal
differences. Participants that had these relationships were able to share experiences of
mental health symptoms without feeling judged. They shared their awareness that affirming
interpersonal relationships were crucial to their growth as a person.
The internal reflective processes that were engaged by the participants assisted their
assessment of the potential risks and benefits of sharing personal perspectives with other
people in their life. That reflective process involved participants taking time to think about
their prior experiences of sharing particular personal perspectives or sharing personal
information with specific people in their life. Part of this reflective process would include
evaluating prior experiences for adversity.
Avoiding sharing personal perspectives sometimes led to experiences of loneliness and
isolation. These kinds of experiences of loneliness compromised the young people’s sense
that they were reaching their personal potential or growing as people. The young people
talked about how those experiences as both difficult and “sad” as well as times for personal
reflection. Some participants used those periods to engage in introspection in order to better
understand their personal thoughts, feelings, and life views. Other participants used those
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periods of isolation to preserve the “energy” they needed in order to complete daily
activities like going to work or focusing on school assignments.

Not sharing personal perspectives was also associated with a sense of frustration. The study
participants expressed a sense of loss and frustration when they were excluded from social
opportunities to develop affirming relationships. They expressed these feelings when they
talked about having to avoid, terminate, or silence themselves in relationships that were
non-affirming. Feeling frustrated came as a response to losing opportunities to grow as a
person by engaging in affirming relationships. This was especially true when it came to
developing affirming relationships with their young adult peers.
Vocalizing personal perspectives depended on participants assessment of the degree of
distress another person would experience as a response to their perspectives. Personal
perspectives they might avoid in order to protect another person included their thoughts and
feelings about politics, sexuality, religion, and experiences of mental health symptoms that
other people might misinterpret as problematic for the participant. People participants’
protected were peers and family members.
Discovering my voice was a developmental process participants engaged in that
strengthened their emergent understanding of their personal perspectives. Discovering my
voice helped participants reflect on this emergent understanding in order to protect
themselves from stigma. It also helped participants identify and actively engage in valuable
relationships that helped facilitate personal growth.
There were several kinds of valuable relationships. One of those relationships was with
mental health providers that helped reduce the risk they might have mental health
experiences the participant did not want. Another kind of relationship was with friends,
peers, mentors, and family members. When these kinds of relationships offered
opportunities to openly share personal perspectives the participants felt they were growing
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as people in the world. Affirming relationships could lead to study participants feeling
connected to themselves and the world. Those experiences strengthened participants tap
into their sense of personal potential. When those connections were compromised or
missing in a young person’s life they expressed awareness of the impact these losses had on
their ability to grow as a person.
Experiencing Adversity
Adverse experiences included when they would share personal perspectives with family
members and members of their treatment team that led to those perspectives being
interpreted as part of their mental health problems. Another adverse experience is when
they had to “dumb down” their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in order to avoid tensions or
conflict with family members, members of their treatment team, and employers. “Dumbing
down” was when participants would pretend to not have contributions, original ideas, or
divergent personal perspectives in meetings in their workplace, in family discussions, or in
treatment team meetings.
Prior adverse and personally affirming experiences of sharing personal perspectives were
incorporated into their personal reflections. One way personal reflections were described
was “me time”. This kind of “me time” allowed participants to strengthen their relationship
to themselves through introspection. Some participants described this introspective time as
feeling “isolated” from other people. These participants also described the experience of
isolation as buoying their understanding of how they think and feel about themselves in the
world. That framework helped them tolerate the sense of “loneliness” that sometimes
accompanied these periods of introspection. That framework supported participants’ ability
to protect the “energy” they needed to negotiate their daily tasks. Protecting personal
“energy” was an important way participants avoided stigmatizing interactions with other
people.
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Jack’s story
Jack developed symptoms the early symptoms of psychosis in 5th grade. The symptoms
didn’t bother Jack. He noticed that he heard and saw unusual things throughout the day. He
found those experiences to be interesting and easily included them into his imaginary play.
His friends would seek play dates with him in order to enjoy and discover new imaginary
worlds and fantasy games. These qualities in Jack made him a sought after play date. They
also led teachers to admire his unusual gifts of bringing his imagination to life. Jack never
questioned the experiences he had of seeing and hearing things as unusual. They also
brought him joy and friends those gains made the experiences valuable parts of his life.

The experiences of psychosis continued when Jack went to middle school. A lot of Jack’s
friends moved to different schools. That meant Jack had to adapt to making new friends. He
struggled to find friends that still wanted to play in the ways they had in elementary school.
Jack began to spend more time alone and struggled with feeling isolated. When Jack shared
the ideas that came from the things he saw and heard his peers would look at him oddly.
Jack began to get the sense from those looks that he was different from many of the other
kids at school. Jack didn’t know what to make of experiences that had once brought him
friends and now brought him loneliness. He began to look for ways he could make friends
without sharing his unusual and creative ideas. He developed interests in activities that
didn’t require involving other people, like playing computer games. His sense of who he
was began to change from seeing himself as a social person to more of a loner.

When Jack was in high school he began to focus more on his school work. He spent time
each week with friends he had known since elementary school and kept through the rough
middle school years. Jack built a reputation with his peers as a creative loner. With a
reputation as a creative loner he could avoid social situations where he might share his
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ideas with other people that exposed him to criticism or judgment. He learned to read signs
that other people might judge him, like making odd faces when he spoke or talking harshly
about people at school that seemed different. He recognized his ability to read other
people’s cues came out of a necessity to protect him self from feeling judged or excluded.
That ability gave Jack a sense of confidence that he could take care of himself as he grew as
a person in the world. He identified the ability to do so as a personal strength and a unique
gift he had as a person.

Jack was also able to read cues in his friends that he could share personal information with
them without feeling judged. His ability to do so was important to him for several reasons.
One reason was that Jack needed the friendships he had built over the years. Those friends
had known Jack before he developed psychosis and before he turned from a social guy into
a loner. Jack had carefully watched his friends grow too. He noticed they consistently stood
up for the underdogs at school and included kids at their lunch table that were considered
odd or different. Jack felt a sense of ease was he spent time with these friends. They
accepted him for his unusual ideas and need for personal space.

During his senior year Jack’s symptoms of psychosis became more frequent. They started
to lead Jack to behaving oddly, like talking to voices that weren’t even there. When Jack
noticed that the changes he was going through weren’t temporary he decided to make
decisions about who to tell. Jack believed that if he didn’t tell the few friends he had they
would likely notice changes in his behavior that were unusual. That might lead them to not
wanting to spend time with him and even ending their friendship. Jack valued the few
friends he had in his life. They were his life line to being his own person in the world. The
conversations and experiences they shared helped Jack feel confident he had a place in the
world, and that he was accepted and belonged. Without his friends Jack felt doomed to
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getting “off track” in life. Getting off track meant never becoming his own person in the
world. The thought of that fate scared him. His fear was the catalyst to his decision to talk
about his experiences more openly with a few other people.

Jack told a few friends he had known since elementary school that sometimes he had odd
voices. He had identified those friends as people he had trusted since before he had
psychosis. When he told his friends he did not use the word psychosis. He chose to
described the experiences he had and what kinds of behaviors his friends might see when
he had those experiences. Jack reassured his friends he was ‘okay’ and that if they gave him
a few minutes of time and some space he would feel better and they could move forward in
hanging out as usual. Jack thought his friends felt comfortable with what he shared. He
thought this because of none of his friends told him they were bothered by needing to give
Jack some extra time or space once in awhile.

It was important to Jack to take an active approach in telling his friends that sometimes he
had unusual experiences that led to some obvious unusual behaviors. By taking an active
approach gave Jack himself permission to share rather than omit the challenging
experiences he was having due to psychosis. Jack believed that directness might protect
them both from potential experiences of awkwardness or surprise when Jack suddenly
behaved oddly when hanging out with his friends. Jack also wanted to support his friends
making the choice to end their friendship if his experiences bothered them.

Jack knew that his experiences of psychosis happened more frequently than once in awhile.
He made frequent choices to face those challenging moments alone. Being alone in order to
manage his symptoms was hard for Jack. He often felt hopeless about his ability to reduce
the symptoms and his ability to feel like himself. Jack knew he needed to protect his friends
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from having judgmental or awkward thoughts about him and his behavior. Jack made the
decision that it was more important to be alone and feel isolated than it was to face the
challenges that came from being judged or rejected by his friends and peer group.

He preferred having friends that would accept him completely rather than accepting only
parts of him. Feeling accepted as a partial person led to Jack not wanting to share anything
about himself in relationships with other people. Jack knew it was important to feel
accepted as a whole person. He valued being acknowledged for the unique gifts he had to
offer the world. He even saw some of the experiences he was having a strengthening some
of those gifts, like the ability to read other people’s unspoken messages and the creative
ideas that came to him about computer software and programming. He knew that his
experiences were helping him develop those unique gifts and that he was a unique person in
the world.

When he navigated relationships with people that would judge him for the experiences he
was having he felt frustrated. That frustration led to a sense of disappointment in the other
person and in society. Jack had enough challenges in his life that he didn’t want to engage
in exploring relationships with other people that ended in him feeling frustrated. He also
found that omitting information and editing conversations with other people drained him of
energy he needed to spend on school work, his job, hanging out with his friends, and
managing the unusual experiences when they became hard and demanding of his attention.

Jack’s alone time sometimes helped him make sense of the experiences he was having. It
could also leave him feeling isolated from other people. Experiencing social isolation from
his peers and friends was like becoming ‘delayed’ in his growth as a young adult. That
delay came from a loss of valuable conversations and interactions that helped Jack develop
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his understanding of his and his friends’ thoughts, life views and personal perspectives. It
also limited Jack’s ability to contribute meaningful ideas, perspectives, and support to his
friends. These were the kinds of challenges that came from his experience of isolation.
Feeling isolated was connected to seeing himself as stuck in his growth process. He felt
stuck when he viewed himself as more dependent on his parents than his. That meant he
was not engaging in growing an independent sense of himself in the world. It also meant he
was not having the experiences his parents had expected him to have when he became a
young adult. That led to him struggling with thoughts and feelings of shame and
embarrassment about who he was becoming as a person. When this happened he became
aware of his friends that were reaching towards their goals, exploring different relationships
and life experiences, which meant they belonged in society and the world.

Jack thought about how his life was changing due to hearing and seeing unusual things. He
reflected on how he was beginning to “lose” himself into those experiences. He started to
feel concerned he would become “crazy” by the symptoms taking over his identity. He was
also intrigued by how the experiences he was having and what he was learning from the
challenges and insights he made from those experiences were informing his understanding
of himself and his connection to his larger purpose in the world.

Jack used his ability to read his friends cues to decide which friends were likely to accept
him as a person even though he was having these unusual experiences and behaviors. He
made observations about how they talked about different life topics, other people, politics,
and people with mental health problems. Jack reflected on the conversations he had with
friends and the conversations they had with other people. He purposefully guided the
conversations towards topics that would help him observe and reflect on his friends’
responses to issues that could lead to judgmental responses. Sometimes Jack thought this
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behavior in conversations was controlling of other people. He reflected on that thought and
often decided that his ability to purposefully guide conversations helped him protect
himself from experiencing the judgment of others. It also helped him protect his friends
from worrying about him or abandoning their friendship because he was different.

Jack adapted his relationships with other people to meet his need to protect himself from
feeling judged by other people. He chose to spend time alone in order to avoid feeling
frustrated by the discomfort other people had when they noticed he was having symptoms
of psychosis. When the symptoms he had were obvious to him he declined his friends
invitations to spend time together. At those times Jack would not share that he was having
symptoms of psychosis. He would tell his friends he just wanted to spend time alone. Jack
expressed a sense of loss and disappointment that his symptoms were getting in the way of
his ability to spend time with friends. Jack reflected on the impact that isolation had on his
ability to get back on track with his life, spend time with friends, in the community and
attend school. Jack sensed that these losses were getting in the way of his ability to grow as
a person. He had a strong belief that if society would be more accepting of people that
struggle with psychosis he would be able to be more fully engaged in his own personal
development.

Jack participated in mental health services to try and reduce the impact the symptoms of
psychosis were having on his ability to reach his life goals. However he struggled to trust
his providers. He would experience his providers as disengaged from getting to know him
as a person. Jack admitted that because his providers did not experience psychosis they
suggestions they gave him for reducing his symptoms were invalid. When Jack participated
in treatment services he sensed his providers feared him and were uninterested in learning
about him as a whole person. Jack had thoughts that his providers feared him due to his
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physical size. He thought it was likely the treatment providers would talk negatively about
him when he was not present.

Jack wanted to be known as a whole person that had unique contributions to offer society
and the world. He also wanted there to be a more genuine exchange of ideas between
himself and his providers. Jack experienced this lack of genuineness when his providers
would tell him his experiences were normal for people with psychosis. He felt unseen and
unaccepted when the providers would give him advice about how to manage his symptoms.
Their lack of lived experience credibility along with what sounded like manualized
treatment suggestions led Jack to make decisions to not talk about his personal perspectives
with the mental health providers. Jack also thought that if he did share his personal
perspective with the providers they were likely to interpret those perspectives as mental
health symptoms. Jack thought his providers wanted him to take on the role of client,
patient, and schizophrenic. Jack did not relate or agree with those roles.

Jack felt protective of the unique aspects of himself that he liked from being judged by his
treatment providers. Jack wanted to be seen and understood as a unique individual in the
world. When he did not have that experience in relationships with his treatment providers
he would not explore the relationship and was unable to trust their ability to support him in
facing life challenges and symptoms of psychosis. These experiences were frustrating for
Jack. They made it hard if not impossible to engage in meaningful relationships with his
providers. He preferred to spend time alone trying to make sense of his experiences. He
spent much of his time alone trying to teach himself ways he could overcome the
challenges he was facing in life. The time he spent with his providers was to try and gather
some helpful tips about ways he might successfully develop a life that was not centered
around experiencing psychosis. Jack hoped to someday meet other people that faced similar
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experiences of psychosis and life challenges. He thought he would be able to trust peers
that had the credibility that came from the lived experiences of having psychosis.

Jack had similar experiences with his family members. When he talked with his family he
would test the waters with them to assess if they would respond to his personal perspectives
with judgment. He would listen for signs of concern in the tone of his parents’ voices when
he talked about things that were bothering him. He also listened for thoughts and beliefs
that his parents were over relating to him as a person. When this happened Jack
experienced their responses as limiting his ability to explore his autonomous ability to
make meaning of his own life experiences. That led to Jack being reminded his
development as a young adult was being delayed by his experiences of psychosis. Jack
wished his parents could listen to Jack’s life perspectives and concerns and give him the
space he needed to make meaning of his life on his own terms and with his own unique
pace.

Jack felt proud of his ability to keep the few friends he had in his life. He had hopes for a
more accepting and tolerant society. He enjoyed reflecting on his creative mind. He saw his
mind as a gift and thought it was likely he could make unique contributions to the world.
He recognized that he could not trust society, his family, and his treatment providers to hear
about the creative ideas and strategies he developed as part of who he was as a person and
part of having experiences of psychosis. Jack had feelings of frustration and a small
glimmer of hope that someday society would change. That change would be to become
more accepting of people with mental health challenges. Then Jack would be able to feel
accepted as a whole person with unique talents. Feeling accepted would lead Jack to being
able to make the kinds of contributions he wanted to make to the world. He had a sense
those contributions might even help society find solutions to difficult problems. He
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wondered why other people often judged creative minds and people. Jack hoped he would
meet people like him someday. He also hoped that his experiences of psychosis and the life
challenges he faced would not keep him from discovering who is was as a person.

Kathy’s story

Kathy developed symptoms of psychosis at the end of her senior year in high school. At the
time she played soccer and had a group of friends she trusted. Kathy lived at home with her
brother, her two Moms and their dog, Ralph. Kathy felt concerned about some unusual
experiences she was having like hearing footsteps when the house was empty and noticing
she was struggling to understand her teacher’s classroom directions.

Kathy wanted to talk to someone about what was bothering her. She reflected on past
experiences she had when making decisions to talk about difficult topics. She thought the
time she had told her best friend, Jill, that she had two Moms and that they were getting
married. Kathy noticed that Jill had really meant what she said when she told Kathy she
still thought she was the best friend ever, and that she thought Kathy’s Mom’s were really
cool people.

Kathy reflected on how she approached talking about a topic that might make other people
judge her and her family. Kathy knew that people had a lot of different opinions about
people that were gay. Some of those opinions were good and some were bad. Kathy had a
sense of how she felt about other people’s opinions and how those opinions impacted her as
a person. She reflected on that past experience and made a decision to approach Jill again to
tell her about the weird experiences she was having with hearing things that weren’t really
there. She remembered that Jill knew Kathy’s hopes, dreams, life goals, and life interests.
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She felt a sense of wholeness around Jill because she felt accepted as a person. Kathy
hoped Jill would still accept her even when she knew she was having these weird
experiences.

Since she had never talked about hearing weird things she wondered how Jill might
respond. Kathy knew she needed to let off some steam about things that were bothering her
about school and the guy she was hoping to date. Kathy knew what society thought of
people that have unusual experiences. She knew society had harsh opinions about those
people. Kathy sometimes had those kinds of thoughts and beliefs about people that used
drugs illegally or that stood on street corners talking to people that weren’t even there. She
wondered if she was becoming one of ‘those people’ people called “psycho”. Kathy felt
concerned for her sanity and wondered what was wrong with her brain. She needed to talk
to someone she trusted.

As she thought about approaching Jill she realized how important their friendship was to
her ability to become her true self in the world. She and Jill shared so many things in
common over the years. She also knew that as she and Jill grew older and became young
adults they had discovered ways in which they were different. At first figuring out how they
would get along, agree, and disagree was hard on their relationship. Over time they were
able to talk about their similarities and differences. They both realized that they had grown
closer by talking about who they were becoming as people.

Kathy and Jill agreed that they enjoyed times when they could get into a lively discussion
about their different worldviews. Those discussions had become important ways they
explored their personal perspectives. They shared a similar experience of learning about
thoughts, feelings and beliefs they held that might be challenged during those
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conversations. Each friend would take time to reflect on those conversations and make
decisions about perspectives they had outgrown, personal views they would keep, and
perspectives that would change as a result of exploring their similarities and differences.
Kathy and Jill learned to recognize they were developing their sense of identity by
exploring their perspectives on politics, religion, sexuality, society, and personal
philosophies. They each gained a better understanding of their place in the world by
engaging in meaningful conversations.

Kathy knew not all friends or classmates were as accepting as Jill. She remembered when
Bill had learned that she had two gay Moms. Bill had blabbered about it to the entire debate
team and talked about Kathy as if she were only a daughter of two gay Moms. Kathy knew
she was more than that in the world, and knew she would become more than that as she
continued to grow as a person. Kathy felt insulted and hurt by Bill’s actions. She tried to
assume Bill was ignorant but couldn’t help taking a step back from her role on the debate
team for the time being. Kathy knew that she could be the next target for Bill and other
people’s judgment if word got out she was hearing things that weren’t really there. Being
included at parties and mall crawl’s had meaning for Kathy. She wanted to avoid too many
people knowing about what was happening to her so that she could keep her reputation with
her peers.

The experience with Bill had taught Kathy she couldn’t trust everyone with information
about her family or her life experiences. She decided that even though she trusted Jill and
Jill really knew her as a person she would take her time in telling her that she was hearing
some odd sounds and feeling distracted in school. Even if the word got out and people
started to exclude Kathy from their parties she couldn’t stand the thought of losing Jill. She
shuddered to think of the isolation and rejection from other people she might face if
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somehow those words now described who she was becoming as a person. She hoped with
Jill things might be different. Kathy also felt afraid she might lose her closest friend and life
aspirations to these weird experiences.

Kathy believed being gay was a rough fate but going “crazy” was probably worse. Kathy
wondered if she might be developing the kind of “crazy” people also called “psycho” or
“schizophrenic”. She decided she would take a chance and reach out to Jill to see if her
friend might be able to help her once again face the challenges life brings when you’re least
expecting them, especially senior year. Kathy decided she take a calculated risk and try to
talk to Jill at their sleepover the following weekend. She strategized about how she might
approach Jill.

Kathy knew Jill was aware she had been feeling “off track” lately and making up excuses to
not hang with their usual crew of friends on the weekends. Kathy had told Jill she had
begun to have thoughts of not going to college or helping those kids in need. Jill had
sounded surprised at first and even challenged Kathy’s thoughts. Jill had also accepted
Kathy’s current state of mind as part of the ‘senior slump’ they had been warned about by
their principal. Jill had even sought to find ways to get the crew together besides doing the
usual. She knew something was bothering her friend.

Kathy decided she would make a decision about telling Jill by looking for clues Jill would
accept her as a person when she found out she was hearing things. Kathy decided to bring
up a topic that would help her gain insight into the likelihood Jill would embrace her as a
whole person rather than judge her as a person for having these odd experiences. At the
sleepover the conversation naturally turned towards the local political campaign. It was all
over the media these days. Jill, Kathy and their crew had gotten into some lively
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discussions about the role of political power in their community and society. She knew Jill
and her had some different viewpoints about the candidates and the issues they were
representing. Kathy experienced Jill as being honest in her words and actions.

As they launched into talking about politics Kathy asked Jill what she thought about the
candidates’ recent statements about the shootings at the local college. As Jill shared her
own perspectives about the recent tragedy Kathy listened for cues that Jill agreed with the
candidate that said the shooter was “crazy” and probably “psycho”. As they explored the
topic Kathy watched for changes in Jill’s face and body posture that told her Jill was saying
one thing but believing another about the candidate and people that are “psycho”. Kathy
reflected on the experiences she was having as she talked with Jill. She noticed she had a
sense that Jill meant what she said when she disagreed with the politician that was fixated
on the shooter being “psycho”. Kathy felt more at ease each time she sensed Jill was not
making connections about being “psycho” and a being a shooter. In fact Jill held the media
and politicians responsible for making those kinds of judgmental connections. Together
they wondered how the current tragedy might become and opportunity to talk more openly
about topics that brought up a lot of judgment in people like being “psycho” and gun
control.

Kathy interpreted Jill’s genuine and congruent demeanor as a sign she could intentionally
bring the conversation to a more personal level without feeling judged. She suspected she
would be able to talk to Jill if the conversation got hard between the two of them. If not she
had a plan to turn the conversation in another direction. Kathy told Jill she had a distant
cousin that had something called psychosis and asked Jill if she knew what that meant. At
first Jill looked uncomfortable and gave off a vibe she didn’t want to talk about that word.
Kathy stopped talking. She felt anxious she was on the edge of losing her friend and being
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judged. She wasn’t sure what to do next. Kathy could think of two options. One was to
brush off the topic and steer them towards talking about their summer plans. The other was
to stay quiet, even though it felt awkward, and see what happened next. Kathy hadn’t
expected Jill’s response. She had thoughts of her life being over and becoming a “crazy”
person. Kathy had so many hopes for herself and her future she silently struggled with these
thoughts during the awkward silence. Then Jill spoke.

Jill talked about feeling uncomfortable when Kathy brought up the word “psychosis”. She
had been taken off guard since she thought she knew everything about Kathy, her family,
and her life experiences. Jill asked Kathy if she would tell her more about her cousin. Kathy
started to cry from sadness and a sense of relief. She apologized to Jill for surprising her
and told Jill she wanted to talk more about psychosis. Jill hugged her friend and reassured
her they could talk about anything and that they would always be friends, no matter what
kinds of life challenges they faced.

Kathy told Jill about her cousin hearing weird things and feeling distracted in school. He
had been a straight ‘A’ student with his eyes on joining the Peace Corps when he went
“psycho”. She told Jill about how her family had locked her cousin up somewhere every
time he went “crazy”. Jill and Kathy shared their thoughts and feelings about the cousin’s
story. They wondered what could have been different in Kathy’s family and the world so
that Kathy’s cousin could have realized his potential and made the unique contributions he
had hoped to make to the world.

The friends’ conversation helped Kathy feel confident about sharing her experiences of
psychosis and not be judged by Jill. She even thought Jill might accept her even more as a
whole person if she knew more about Kathy’s life and challenges she was facing. It could
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even strengthen their sense of trust in each other. When Kathy felt like she could give and
receive trust in a relationship with someone else she felt connected to herself and the world.
Feeling connected helped her tap into an inner sense of who she was becoming as a person.

Kathy decided to take the next step and tell Jill about hearing things and feeling distracted
for no apparent reason in school. She continued to watch Jill’s responses until she felt
confident there was no way her friend was going to judge or reject her for having these
kinds of experiences. Kathy told Jill that she had considered seeking help to keep the
experiences from getting in the way of her realizing her personal aspirations. Kathy
wondered if she had psychosis like her cousin. Jill was up for supporting Kathy in anyway
she could. Jill told Kathy how much it meant to her for Kathy to have trusted her, and
reminded Kathy of how she came to Jill’s side after her father died. Kathy had reached out
to her friend daily for months, long after other friends had moved on. Jill reminded Kathy
how they had both learned about they had developed a better understanding of how to care
for other people and the healing power of their relationship.

Kathy laughed to herself and talked about how easy it had been to forget the contributions
she makes to their friendship. She thanked her friend for the gentle but powerful reminder.
Kathy talked about how getting through the death of Jill’s father had helped her learn about
empathy by facing life challenges. Kathy shared with Jill how it was after that death she
began to identify her potential to contribute to the world by helping foster kids that had lost
their parents. Kathy talked about her fear that people would judge her if she had psychosis.
She knew some would and expressed feelings of anger and concern about how that
judgment might get her excluded from social events and life experiences that she needed to
have to grow as a person.
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Kathy also told Jill that not all of the unusual experiences she was having were bad. Some
even led her to feel more connected to herself, God, and the world. She wondered if that
was “crazy” talk. Kathy felt protective of the meaning she was making about herself and
the world as she navigated these odd and sometimes uncomfortable experiences. Kathy
knew this wouldn’t go over well with her Moms. She wondered what she might share with
them to get their help. She felt protective of her Moms. They had faced judgment from the
community when they got married. They had the cousin with psychosis story. They worried
about the health of their family and their ability to earn a living. Kathy needed to make
some decisions about what to share and not share with her Moms.

Jill asked Kathy how she had decided to tell her friend about what she was experiencing.
Kathy shared the steps she had taken to reflect on past experiences and observations in
order to decide how to approach Jill. She talked about continuing to reflect on and observe
their interactions right before and during the time Kathy brought up the word “psychosis”.
Kathy knew she would need to take a different approach with her Moms.

Kathy knew that the cousin’s story had strongly influenced her Mom’s perspectives on
mental illness and the impact mental illness has on a young person’s ability to grow to
reach their full potential. Kathy wasn’t going to change that story, at least for now. She
needed to tell her Moms enough information that would help her access some support
without them looking at her like she was a “psycho” and lost as a person, and more
painfully as their daughter. Kathy felt protective of her Mom’s experiences of grief, loss
and their need to have hope in their daughter’s potential as a human being. She hoped her
Moms would stay calm when she told them and remember Kathy as their funny, timid, kind
daughter rather than a “crazy” person.
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Kathy and Jill strategized about ways Kathy could tell her Moms enough information that
respected their need to know about their daughter, their history with mental illness, and
support Kathy’s growing sense of autonomy in the world. That realization gave her enough
confidence to imagine she could feel whole even if she didn’t tell her Moms everything that
was going on inside of her. She was growing up and part of that was having different life
views and perspectives from your family. It also meant protecting her sense of privacy and
right to make meaning about herself and her life on her own terms while staying a daughter
to her Moms.

Kathy wondered how she would have made these big decisions without Jill. The trust they
had developed through exploring their personal perspectives and relationship helped Kathy
better understand herself and believe her experiences and life views held meaning for her
and other people. Kathy sensed there was a connection between having relationships that
validated her sense of self and facing life challenges. Kathy started to wonder if those
experiences were connected and part of growing as a person. That wondering led to a
distant sense of hope. That hope came from an emerging belief that she might keep growing
as a person, even if she also experienced psychosis. She had a hint of awareness that maybe
she would have a different story from her cousin and the shooter.

She knew that her belief in herself was helping her make hard decisions about sharing the
experiences that were bothering her with her Moms. Kathy made a mental list of
experiences she was having that were similar to her cousin’s experiences. She then checked
the experiences that had really concerned her Moms. Kathy recognized that ever since her
cousin had gone to the hospital the first time her Moms used the word “crazy”, “weird”,
“psychotic”, or “schizophrenic” to describe him, instead of his name. They didn’t refer to
him as “Dillon” anymore, and there was no mention of his academic success, college
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scholarship or unique gift to empathize with and care for people that were suffering in
developing countries.

While the reality of her Moms judgments about Dillon bothered Kathy, she didn’t feel
compelled to challenge them, after all she was developing her own life views and
perspectives, and could explore all kinds differences with her friends. She had a sense of
sadness at the loss of the innocence that went with being a kid and the urge to challenge her
parents that came with being a teenager. Kathy acknowledged that she was developing into
a young woman, and her sense of independence from her family would continue to grow
with that natural growth process.

Kathy decided she would approach her Moms separately to tell them about feeling afraid
that she was hearing things. Kathy thought about where to start with her Mom, Janet. She
decided she would ask Janet how Dillon was doing these days. She hoped that would help
ease them into a conversation about what was bothering Kathy. Kathy’s hunch was right.
She had started to ask about Dillon when Janet turned to Kathy and asked her if something
had been bothering at school, home or with her friends. She told Kathy she had noticed she
was spending more time alone and finding reasons to not join the family at dinner each
night. Kathy had even skipped the recent senior social at their church.

Kathy thought about skipping that church event. She knew that she had chosen to isolate
herself from other people in order to avoid hearing the community’s thoughts about the
recent shooting incident and the shooter being ‘psycho’. Kathy needed to protect her self
and the experiences she was having from those kinds of conversations. She hadn’t decided
what her own experiences meant about her as a person and felt vulnerable to being hurt by
the opinions of other people. That sense of vulnerability and the urge to protect her self was
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confusing for Kathy. Feeling confused was an uncomfortable experience so even though
she didn’t like to feel isolated Kathy chose to avoid the church social in order to take some
space to reflect on the meaning she was making from the unusual things she was hearing.

Janet’s ability to identify changes in Kathy’s behavior rather than talking about Kathy
being a ‘slumping senior’ was helpful. Janet’s acknowledgement of the activities that had
meaning for Kathy and her recent change in participating in those activities validated
Kathy’s sense her Mom saw her as a whole person despite the changes in Kathy’s behavior.
That was enough of a cue for Kathy to talk about the more personal concerns that had led
her to ask about Dillon.

Kathy shared the symptoms of feeling distracted and having some odd experiences. Kathy
asked Janet if she might help her get help to reduce some of the stress that comes with
being a senior. Kathy chose to withhold specific information about her experiences from
Janet in order to maintain a sense of privacy. She also knew it was important to protect
herself from Janet’s potential concern that she would become like Dillon, the ‘psycho’
cousin. Kathy wanted Janet to see her as her daughter rather than a label or illness. Janet
and Kathy called the local mental health agency to make an appointment to see a counselor.
Kathy felt nervous about seeing a counselor. She hoped she might find answers to what was
happening and get support to make sense of the unexpected experiences she faced.

Kathy’s meeting with the counselor went all right. The counselor listened to Kathy’s
concerns and for the most part seemed to give Kathy cues that she wanted to get to know
what mattered to Kathy in her life and her future aspirations. Kathy did notice that the
counselor seemed to talk about problems Kathy might be having with her brain. That gave
Kathy a sign to be careful about sharing the extent of what she was hearing, and how she
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was hearing more odd things everyday. Kathy wasn’t sure if everything she was hearing
was because she was having ‘brain’ problems. In fact she was starting to think she might
have a special connection to God. Kathy knew that her sense of spirituality had been
important to her since she was a child. She also knew that her religion-valued people that
contribute their unique gifts to the world were a way to honor God and the gift of life.
Kathy was committed to protecting those aspects of her way of life and understanding her
place in the world from being attributed to her ‘brain’ having problems.

At the next meeting with the counselor Kathy met other mental health providers. Each time
she met someone knew she would use her ‘testing the waters’ technique to decide what to
share and not share with the other person. By using her technique Kathy gained a sense of
confidence she could get the help she needed by getting along with the right people and
protect herself from potentially experiencing the judgments of the providers. She made
different choices with each provider about what she shared. Kathy took the role of patient
with the doctor, which helped her talk to the doctor about any medical concerns she was
having. With the nurse she talked about her weight, nutrition, and reproductive health. As
she got to know the counselor better she learned about the counselor’s life, worldviews, and
experiences with people that hear things. Overtime Kathy got to know and trust the
counselor. She made choices to share more personal information about the experiences she
was having and the meaning she was starting to make about those experiences. However
she continued to avoid talking about the spiritual meaning of these experiences.

Kathy had learned that she could trust the conclusions she drew from the reflections and
observations she made when assessing the likelihood she would be accepted or judged for
having symptoms of psychosis. She was starting to learn she had a natural rhythm to
making these decisions and felt comfortable with her pace. Kathy was able to talk to Jill
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about the experiences she was having and find meaning in those experiences. She was able
to find that meaning because Jill knew Kathy better than anyone else in the world and saw
her as a person rather than the sum of the challenges she had faced in life, including these
experiences she started to call psychosis.

Sometimes Kathy would avoid social situations in order to spend time reflecting on her
experiences. When she could use that time to better understand her thoughts and feelings
she was able to make sense of the loneliness that came with not participating in social
events. She began to develop her understanding of the value of getting to know her self, and
saw this as a unique time in life where she could focus on developing a relationship with
her self. Other times her need to avoid situations led to experiences of isolation from other
people. When she felt isolated she questioned if psychosis was taking over her identity.
Feeling isolated also led to her sense she was stuck in her ability to grow as a person. That
sense of stuckness came from missing out on spending time with friends talking about life,
their experiences and participating in building their connections with each other.

Kathy knew she was missing out on having some of experiences she believed she needed to
have to relate to being a young adult. She also knew that if she behaved oddly when her
experiences got worse that people were likely to judge her and think she was ‘crazy’. The
stress that came from other people judging her, and the internal struggle that ensued inside
Kathy wasn’t worth participating in activities with friends. She knew this meant being
‘delayed’ in growing as a person since she had to explore relationships with other people in
order to better understand who she was as a person.

When she felt isolated she worked on managing her symptoms to keep them from scaring
her and getting worse. If they got worse she would stay alone for longer periods of time in
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order to give them time to subside and her for to make sense of the experiences. On good
days she tried to make meaning of her symptoms by relating them to her life purpose and
her growing ability to empathize with other people that face mental health challenges and
have problems in life. While this process was often painful, the perspective it gave her
helped Kathy sense she too was growing as a person. She even found that her and Jill had
grown closer. Jill had begun to talk to Kathy about challenges she faced with feeling
depressed and anxious. Their ability to develop a sense of mutual trust and vulnerability
helped Kathy see that she was making important contributions to the world by being a good
friend to Jill. That perspective helped Kathy feel connected to God, and to herself as
reaching towards her potential to help alleviate the suffering of other people in the world.

Kathy held onto her hope that she could go to college and work with foster kids even if she
had symptoms of psychosis. She saw that she had kept her friendships, even though her
‘testing the waters’ meant she couldn’t share all the same information with all the same
people. Kathy hoped someday society would be different and she wouldn’t have to hide any
of her life experiences or experiences of psychosis from other people out of fear of
judgment and exclusion. For now she held onto that hope ad felt bolstered when she
explored her own perspectives about life, the world, psychosis, by developing a
relationships with herself and in relationships with other people. She knew other people
struggled with different life challenges and made it in life, she had a belief that she might
be able to have the same experience of reaching her potential. She just wasn’t sure what
new experiences and challenges she might face in getting there.
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Round Two Diagrams
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Appendix E
Third Round Interview Questions, Key Memos, and Diagrams
Round Three Questions
1) How do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of who
you are as a person?
2) How does making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your personal
growth?
3) How have your experiences with mental health providers affected your sense of who
you are?
4) In what ways does being connected to something bigger in the world and/or in life
relate to your personal potential?
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Round Three Memos
Expl. Relations.
subcategories:
YA peers
MH providers
family members
self
society
Facing Life. Ch.
subcategories:
Becoming Autonomous
Questioning Personal Worth
Relating to diagnosis
Navigating judgment and stigma
Transitioning relationships with friends
Relating to personal poten.
subcategories:
Actualizing autonomy
Feeling Empathy towards self and others
Connecting to something bigger
Making unique contributions to the world

So if I wrote this stuff up it would be a general description of the larger category,
with the dimensions and properties. Then the description of the subcategories
illuminates the variations within the larger category by explaining the subs
relationship to the larger category and properties in other categories. I imagine
it's something like that.
Anyway it seems to make sense how the subcategories really contribute to the
dynamic qualities of the categories and demonstrate important variations that are
different from processes/mechanisms.
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Exploring Relationships
dimension:
affirming-----non-affirming
properties:
negotiating stigma and judgment
making decisions about relationships
learning about personal perspectives, values and worldviews
developing understanding of potential
Facing Life Challenges:
dimension:
"freedom to struggle"-----feeling "stuck"
properties:
navigating symptoms
trusting myself
connecting with other people
developing perspective
Relating to Personal Potential:
dimension:
getting "off track"--------reaching towards potential
properties:
exploring autonomy
making decisions about my worth
connecting with something bigger than myself
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EITHER ONE category: 1) relating to personal potential OR two categories: 1)
relating to personal potential and 2) facing life challenges?
RELATING TO PERSONAL POTENTIAL
+ Developing self-understanding
negotiating life challenges
reflecting on thoughts and feelings
relating to society
accepting self
+Identifying Personal Strengths
experiencing empathy
having perspective about self and the world
being accepted by other people
+Becoming Autonomous
exploring relationships and different life experiences
developing new relationships with family members
taking charge of health and well-being
forming and pursuing personal aspirations
+ Feeling Empowered
FOCUS of 3rd round
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4/27/2015
Exploring Relationships:
Dimension: affirming ------------ non-affirming
Properties:
1. Developing Personal Perspectives
2. Making Decisions about Intimacy
3. Discovering Autonomy
a.
b.
c.
d.

Subcategories:
Self
Family & Friends
Mental Health providers
Diagnosis
Facing Life Challenges
Dimension: “freedom to struggle” ---------------- feeling “stuck”

Properties:
1. Exploring unexpected thoughts, feelings, and behaviors
2. Facing Stigma
3. Separating from family
Subcategories:
a. Leaving Adolescence
b. Protecting Self from Stigma
c. Taking Risks
Relating to Personal Potential
Dimension: isolation-----belongingness
1.
2.
3.
4.

Properties:
Making Meaning of Life Experiences
Developing Empathy
Connecting with Other People
Feeling Valued

Subcategories:
a. Making Sense of Psychosis
b. Building Pathways to the Future
c. Identifying Unique Contributions
Facing Life Challenges
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Negotiating stigma and judgment
Participants engaged with experiences of judgment in different ways. Several
participants described a process in which they used their experiences of judgment
as an impetus to reflect of personal perspectives about themselves, other people and
the world. That reflective process was associated with developing or strengthening
skills that helped these participants relate to growing as a person. This kind of
personal growth came from participants’ ability to make decisions about exploring
relationships with other people.

Participants associated the process of negotiating judgments from other people with
developing skills and personal perspectives associated with autonomy and being a
young adult in the world. Judgments that came from family members, siblings,
friends, and mental health providers influenced the participants’ sense of identity.
Participants negotiated judgments about their personal potential in academics and
career aspirations, life views, social status as a young adult, sexual identity, and the
meaning they made from experiencing psychosis. Participants struggled to protect
their sense of identity from stigma when they faced verbal and non-verbal
stigmatizing messages from medical and mental health providers and family
members. They identified that receiving judgmental messages in these
relationships were difficult to negotiate. They described the experiences of
judgment in those relationships as more likely to negatively impact their emerging
sense of identity.
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Judgment that was described as “positive” in those relationships developed when
there was a sense of mutual trust between participants and the other person. That
sense of trust developed from exploring life experiences and feeling encouraged to
develop a sense of autonomy that was inclusive of the participants worldviews,
culture, religious and spiritual beliefs, and the meaning they were making from
having experienced psychosis. Positive judgments were internalized as affirming the
participants’ value as a person. Experiences of affirmations that came from these
relationships “fueled” participants’ ability to explore relationships with other people
and engage in activities that helped them discover their personal potential.
Participants that had these kinds of relationships and experiences expressed a sense
of belongingness in the world. That sense of belongingness facilitated participants
sense they were worthwhile as individuals and had the potential to make
meaningful contributions to their peers, families, communities, and the world.

Feeling judged led to participants seeing themselves as “stuck” in their ability to
grow as a person. Participants that were able to get “unstuck” identified processes
of exploring how the experiences of judgment were impacting them as people and
reflected on personal perspectives on their potential as people. Getting unstuck in
their personal growth depended on participants’ ability to explore a range of
affirming relationships with other people where they could develop their personal
perspectives.
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One participant described this process as “becoming psychosis…as my identity”
which threatened the participants’ ability to engage with other processes that
facilitated identity development. By navigating the challenges that came from these
experiences the participant “grew in endurance”. That facilitated an exploratory
process that involved developing an understanding of their sense of identity.
Participants faced these kinds of experiences in relationships with family members
and mental health providers.

The ability to identify, assess, and negotiate verbal and non-verbal stigmatizing
messages was identified as a personal strength and facilitated participants sense of
autonomy, ability to succeed in their personal aspirations, grow as a person, and as
one participant described protect the “core of myself” from unwanted adverse
experiences.

Participants reflected on the reason for the other person’s judgment. That reflective
process facilitated a process of assessment of the other person’s trustworthiness,
personal values, assumptions, and worldviews. They also wondered about the
source of that judgment. This assessment process gave participants important
information about the likelihood the other person would build a trusting and
affirming relationship with the participant. Some participants used experiences of
judgment to analyze their internal sense of their growth as a person. Participants
that were able to experiences of judgment as an analytic tool described that as a
“catalyst” and “motivator” to develop parts of their life and emerging sense of
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identity. When they faced challenging emotional experiences that came from
experiencing judgment participants described making choices about how they might
use these experiences to “catalyze” and “motivate” their personal growth. The ability
to engage these life challenges as catalysts for personal growth strengthened
participants’ ability to affirm the relationship they were developing with themselves
as young adults in the world.

Participants who were unable to engage stigmatizing experiences to explore their
relationship with themselves and other people also struggled to identify having
personal potential. Those participants described feeling ‘delayed’ in their ability to
grow as people. They described engaging mechanisms to protect themselves from
experiences of judgment in relationships with other people as a central feature of
their developmental process. Their engagement of these mechanisms informed the
decisions they made about exploring relationships with other people. Those
decisions had a significant impact on the choices they made about participating in
activities connected with developing their sense of identity like spending time with
friends, exploring similar and divergent perspectives in relationships with other
people, and navigating life challenges in order to strengthen their sense of
autonomy.

Personal growth that came from these experiences included a process of clarifying
and refining professional aspirations, unique skills and abilities they offered the
world, and exploring personal perspectives about the meaning they made of their
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experiences of psychosis. Participants engaged in these processes while they also
made decisions about how to protect their emerging sense of identity from the
negative impact of stigma. Participants acknowledged they made intentional
decisions about changing behaviors in non-affirming relationships with mental
health providers and family members in order to reduce the impact stigma had on
their value as a person and on their identity. This was described as having the
“freedom to struggle” to discover who they were becoming as people. That sense of
“struggle” provided important opportunities to reflect on and make meaning about
their life experiences, including the meaning they made from experiencing
psychosis. Engaging those processes facilitated participants ability to acknowledge
how difficult experiences of judgment impacted them and opened up reflective and
decision-making opportunities where they could separate their emerging sense of
identity from “being sick” or “defective” as people.

They also assessed the other person’s judgment of them as part of typical
interpersonal interactions between people that are different from each other.

When these judgments came from mental health providers’ participants interpreted
those judgments as representing the other person’s personal and professional
biases, assumptions, and worldviews. Those biases were interpreted as the mental
health providers’ shortcomings. The shortcomings were identified as an inability to
develop meaningful connections with other people and insensitive to the
participants sharing their experiences of psychosis. Those shortcomings were seen
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as the mental health providers “disconnect” from the young adult’s struggle with
facing unexpected struggles and experiences of vulnerability. Experiences of
disconnect came from feeling judged against other young people without psychosis,
people that were chronically mentally ill, and other clients or patients experiences
of psychosis and schizophrenia.

Participants surmised mental health providers who invested in developing trust in
relationships with their young adult clients they would send positive messages
about the young person’s sense of identity. Developing trust involved learning about
the young adult as a “whole person”, listening to the young person’s values, beliefs,
and interpretations of the meaning they made from their experiences of psychosis,
and avoiding making assumptions about the young person’s need to accept a
diagnosis or medication in order to feel better and reach their personal potential.

Mental health providers that invest in exploring young adults experiences of
vulnerability, meaning making processes, and unique personality traits, skills, and
life views were seen as compassionate. Those providers were identified as having
the ability to help participants grow their sense of identity in a direction that was
unique to their identity and personal potential. These providers empowered young
people to explore their identities, life views, personal perspectives and strive to
make contributions to their families, communities and the world. One participant
described the impact of having trusting relationships with mental health providers
as facilitating a process to understand that “I can use my mind to create a sense of
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well-being…My mind is not so flawed that I can’t trust it. I can use it to actually
establish some serenity and peace.” Feeling a sense of trust allowed for participants
to make meaning of their experiences of psychosis. Engaging in that meaning
making process supported participants to navigate aspects of their identity that
might not conform to typical social thought processes. These kinds of explorations
were important to participants’ ability to grow as people. In order to grow as people
participants identified they needed to develop their sense of autonomy. Growing
that sense of autonomy gave participants opportunities to explore life experiences
and navigate challenges that fostered their sense they were valued as people and
engaging in typical life experiences appropriate for being a young adult.

By engaging in the exploration and meaning making of personal life challenges
facilitated important discovery processes for participants. Those processes involved
identifying unique personal skills, traits, abilities, and personal perspectives they
could contribute to their relationships and the world. Participants described
discovering their sense of connection to a wide range of other people and their life
experiences. This sense of connection was connected with participants developing
empathy for other people that face mental health challenges, personal losses, and
stigma. The ability to empathize with other people was associated with reflective
processes that helped participants how they can make unique contributions to the
world. Making unique contributions to the world was associated with realizing their
personal potential and growing as a person.
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Feeling judged by family members and mental health providers had a significant
impact on participants’ perspectives on the worthiness of their identity.
Experiencing judgment challenged participants understanding of their sense of
identity and their personal potential. That was an uncomfortable and painful
experience that involved negotiating difficult feelings and thoughts. Those feelings
included feeling vulnerability, afraid, frustrated, and angry. They grappled with
thoughts related to their identity like wondering if they were defective, broken,
crazy, inherently flawed, and stupid. Those thoughts came from feeling judged by
family members and mental health providers. Negotiating the thoughts and feelings
that developed from experiences of judgment in these relationships involved
participants intentionally changing their behaviors to reduce the likelihood they
would receive stigmatizing messages. The decision to change behaviors in these
relationships was part of protecting their sense of identity from the detrimental
impacts those judgments had on that sense of identity.

Over time participants explored personal perspectives on their experiences of
psychosis and negotiated life challenges. The process of making sense of psychosis
and facing life challenges facilitated participants ability to establish distance from
relationships where they experienced judgment. These abilities strengthened
participants’ ability to make relational and protective decisions about how to handle
social messages that were detrimental to their emerging sense of identity.
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Negotiating and navigating life challenges that came from experiencing psychosis
was an important part of participants’ ability to relate to their personal potential.
That process was described as the “freedom to struggle” and “crossing a river” that
led to living a life that reflected their sense of who they were as people. “Crossing
the river” involved learning the skills and abilities they needed to be stewards of
their growth as people, that included caring about their life, their personal
development, and other people in order to grow “emotionally, mentally, physically,
and spiritually.” These growth experiences were bridges to participants’ ability to
engage in life experiences that strengthened their sense of connection to their
personal potential.

Relating to Personal Potential

When participants were able to navigate these feelings and thoughts they
developed skills to protect their sense of self from internalizing negative messages
about their identity and their personal potential. That ability was associated with
reflective processes that helped participants make clarify their perspectives about
themselves. That process of clarification strengthened participants’ relationship to
their worldviews, beliefs, values, and personal potential. The ability to engage in this
reflective and clarification process facilitated participants’ sense of connection to
their sense of autonomy. Feeling connected to personal autonomy bridged
participants ability to experience a sense of connection with their families, their
communities and the world. Those experiences of connection supported
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participants’ emerging perspectives that they were developing a valuable sense of
identity and they could make important contributions to their families,
communities, and the world. These participants identified abilities to negotiate life
challenges and protect their internal sense of identity from negative and
stigmatizing messages. Participants acknowledged that facing life challenges
associated with having developed mental health symptoms were painful yet
irreplaceable experiences that helped them grow as people.

This process of reflection, assessment, and decision-making also supported
participants’ ability to protect themselves from potentially adverse consequences of
sharing their personal perspectives, thoughts, and feelings. Participants’ that
developed the ability to relate to their personal potential engaged in exploring a
range of social relationships, identified they had the skills to avoid stigmatizing
interactions with other people, and were actively involved in typical developmental
tasks for the age group. These participants related to having developed skills
associated with autonomy. Having a sense of autonomy facilitated participants’
ability to engage in activities they related to exploring their personal potential and
their sense of who they were as people. Participants acknowledged their ability to
negotiate the social and emotional challenges associated with having experiences of
psychosis was a catalyst for their ability to relate to their personal potential, develop
worldviews, and empathy for themselves and other people. These experiences were
connected to participants perspectives they had value as people and were growing
their sense of identity.
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Participants that struggled with making sense of their experiences of having
developed psychosis struggled significantly with identifying their personal
potential. They described the challenges they faced with exploring and relating to
their personal potential. Those challenges were largely associated with participants
need to significantly limit their social interactions and exploration of personal
aspirations in order to avoid judgments from other people. These participants
expressed a sense of frustration and disappointment towards themselves, other
people, and society. They identified that they made decisions that protected them
from having painful experiences of judgment that involved avoiding the exploration
of relationships with peers, engaging in community activities, and pursuing
educational and vocational opportunities. These participants described feeling
frustrated and hopeless about their ability to have life experiences that would
facilitate the development of personal autonomy. The ability to develop autonomy
was connected to becoming a young adult. They held beliefs that without the skills
and abilities associated with autonomy they would be unable to develop a valued
sense of identity.

Participants identified that having a valued sense of identity was a crucial feature of
their ability to make unique and meaningful contributions to the world.

Exploring Relationships
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This section includes developing perspectives, assessing stigma and judgment,
making sense of interactions with other people, and protecting self

Round 3 contributes:
Exploring relationships with other people facilitated processes related to
participants’ discovery of their personal potential. These processes included
participants reflecting on personal perspectives that shared similarities and
differences from other people. That reflective process promoted participants sense
they were engaged in important developmental processes of refining and clarifying
life views, beliefs, and values. That process strengthened participants sense they
were developing their sense of autonomy and growing their ability to empathize
with other people’s life experiences. When participants had these experiences in
relationship to other people they felt connected to their personal potential. That
sense of connection cultivated participants’ perspectives they were valuable and
unique individuals. Developing perspectives that they were valuable people
facilitated participants’ ability to trust their ability to negotiate life challenges,
develop meaningful personal perspectives about themselves, other people, and the
world, experience empathy, and make meaning from having experienced psychosis
and other personal challenges. That sense of trust fueled participants’ sense they
were strengthening the abilities they needed to reach for their personal potential
and grow their sense of identity. They associated these processes with the typical
maturation processes of young adults.
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Participants also faced limitations in their ability to engage these exploratory
processes. Those limitations were often associated with experiencing stigma and
judgment in relationships with other people. Those encounters triggered
participants to employ mechanisms that protected their sense of identity from
stigma. The ability to protect their sense of identity from stigma was associated
with developing skills associated with autonomy and making choices to avoid
experiences that would facilitate their ability to develop a sense of autonomy. Those
choices involved complex reflective and decision-making processes.

Individuals that substantially limited engaging in life experiences in order to protect
their sense of identity from stigma experienced a sense of delay in their ability to
grow as people. Experiencing these kinds of delays was associated with feeling
isolated and struggling with thoughts and beliefs they lacked value as people.
Thoughts and feelings associated with these perceptions were a significant barrier
to developing a sense of personal potential and belongingness in the world. The
ability to explore relationships with other people in order to grow as a person
became secondary to protecting their sense of identity from potential experiences of
judgment and stigma. When this happened protecting their sense of identity from
judgment became the central focus of their developmental process. Participants that
had these experiences expressed a sense of frustration and disappointment in
themselves and the world. They described feeling trapped in engaging mechanisms
to protect their sense of identity from stigma. That experience developed into major
difficulties with their ability to engage in life experiences and relationships that
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supported their developing a sense of identity that incorporated their unique skills,
abilities, beliefs, and worldviews.

This process reinforced participants sense they were developing stigmatized
identities. That perspective was associated with feeling betrayed by other people’s
perspectives they were unworthy and by their own developmental process. These
participants believed that the ability to engage and explore relationships that would
affirm their unique abilities, perspectives, and life experiences would likely connect
them to experiences that would foster developing a non-stigmatized sense of
identity.
Making sense of psychosis
Exploring Relationships:
Dimension: affirming ------------ non-affirming
Properties:
1. Developing Personal Perspectives
2. “Testing the Waters”
3. Engaging with differences and similarities between self and others
e.
f.
g.
h.

Subcategories:
Self
Family & Friends
Mental Health providers
Society
Facing Life Challenges:
Dimension: “freedom to struggle” ---------------- feeling “stuck”

Properties:
4. Becoming Autonomous
5. Negotiating Stigma
6. Taking Risks
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Subcategories:
d. Letting Go of “being a kid”
e. Relating to a diagnosis
f. Encountering unexpected life experiences
Relating to Personal Potential:
Dimension: reaching towards potential------------- getting “off track”
Properties:
5. Feeling Empathy
6. Exploring Personal Worth
7. Protecting Self from Stigma
Subcategories:
d. Making Sense of Psychosis
e. Building a Sense of Belonging
f. Taking steps towards the future
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Round Three Diagrams
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Appendix F
Theoretical Coding Key Memos and Diagrams
Becoming who I really am
Becoming who I really am describes the theory of how young adults that
experience symptoms of psychosis develop their sense of identity. Becoming who I
really am is characterized by the unique and dynamic composition of participants’
internal and interpersonal interactions between participants’ internal sense of
identity, social identity, and experiences associated with psychosis. Relating to
personal potential is the central category of the theory. It represents the synergistic
interactions study participants experienced as they developed their sense of identity
and made sense of their experiences of psychosis. The three main categories of this
theory represent participants lived experiences of discovering who they are as
people. Those three categories are exploring relationships, believing in myself, and
becoming autonomous. Each category contains discrete properties. Those
properties interface with processes and strategies from other categories that
represent the ongoing interactive nature of participants’ experiences of developing
their sense of identity and experiences of psychosis. Identity development for study
participants this group of young adults is characterized by the unique and dynamic
composition of these processes and experiences.
Exploring relationships is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes participants’
exploration of relationships with other people. Participants’ relationships with other
people facilitated participants’ development of important personal perspectives
related to their worldviews, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, life experiences, and
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experiences of psychosis. These perspectives developed in relationships that
participants experienced as affirming and non-affirming to their sense of wholeness
as people. That sense of wholeness was influenced by participants’ experiences in
relationships with other people that influenced their sense of personal worth.
Affirming relationships with other people were characterized by
participants’ exploration of similarities and differences with other people.
Participants identified these kinds of relationships by assessing spoken and
unspoken messages about other people’s perceptions about their thoughts, feelings,
worldviews, beliefs, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. These experiences
facilitated participants’ sense they were engaging in meaningful relationships. That
sense of engagement fostered participants’ connection to their personal potential to
grow as a person and that sharing their personal perspectives contributed to other
people’s personal growth. Experiences associated with affirming relationships
informed participants processes related to developing self-trust.
Participants explored relationships with other people that hindered their
ability to develop perceptions about themselves that they becoming valuable whole
people. Participants experienced those relationships as non-affirming to their sense
of identity. Feeling non-affirmed was associated with relationships that contained
overt and covert messages that participants’ experiences of psychosis had
permanently “broken” the validity of their personal perspectives, worldviews,
beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. Those
relationships contained painful oppressive messages about participants’ ability to
become whole people. Participants engaged complex strategies and techniques to
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mitigate and avoid these kinds of relationships. Experiences associated with
participant’s developing perspectives related to protecting their emerging identities
from oppressive and stigmatizing messages.
Becoming autonomous is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes processes related
to participants’ discovery of their sense of independence. Those discovery processes
involved participants reflections and exploration of the how their relationship to
their sense of independence is related to feelings associated with a sense of
interrelatedness with other people. Participants associated experiences of
developing a sense of independence that incorporated a sense of interrelatedness to
other people and their personal potential with leaving adolescence and entering
young adulthood. Negotiating that developmental shift involved participants
navigating stressful and adverse life events they associated with the typical
developmental strains of growing up. They also navigated stressful experiences in
relationships with other people associated with the stigma of psychosis. Participants
engaged in reflective processes associated with testing the waters and developing
personal perspectives in order to negotiate stigma. These experiences influenced
processes related to developing self-trust.
Developing self-trust involved participants negotiating stigmatizing
experiences that had sent them critical messages about how their experiences of
psychosis defined them as people. Those experiences sent participants messages
that other people saw their thoughts, perceptions, and minds as untrustworthy.
Participants navigated those messages by exploring difficult internal thoughts and
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feelings to develop a sense of trust that their minds, thoughts, and perceptions were
a resource rather than a disability or problem due to experiencing psychosis.
Participants struggled with feeling stuck in their ability to negotiate these
experiences of stigma when they felt isolated from relationships and life
experiences that fostered their exploration of autonomy. They developed narratives
related to their sense of potential and their worth as human beings when they
navigated these adverse experiences. Developing self-trust emerged from
participants’ negotiation of stigma and navigation of adversity. This involved
participants developing perspectives about their worth and wholeness as people.
These experiences influenced participants’ perspectives related to their potential to
develop a sense of belief in themselves and their personal potential to become
autonomous and grow as people.
Believing in myself is a main category associated with the central category of
relating to personal potential. This category describes processes and experiences
associated with participants’ exploration of their personal worth and developing a
sense of empathy for themselves and other people. That sense of empathy was
associated with feelings of kindness and caring for themselves and other people.
Participants’ developed personal perspectives and beliefs related to their sense of
worthiness. Experiences of personal worth influenced participants processes
related to developing empathy for themselves and other people. Participants
associated developing empathy and exploring their personal worth with processes
that were related to developing their sense of identity and personal potential.
Processes and experiences associated with developing empathy were related to
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participants developing perspectives about their journey from adolescence into
young adulthood.
Believing in myself involved participants developing perspectives out of their
experiences of adversity and stigma that were affirming to their sense of worth and
fostered their belief in their self as whole people. Participants developed meaning
making mechanisms out of their exploration of the relationship between these
experiences and their personal sense of worth. It also involved participants
receiving encouragement from people they trusted when they struggled to affirm
their sense of personal worth.
Participants negotiated experiences of being on track and getting off track as
part of exploring their personal worth and sense of empathy towards themselves
and other people. These processes were catalysts for participants developing
feelings and thoughts associated with developing self-trust and influenced their
relationship to their personal sense of worth and potential. Experiences related to
developing a sense of empathy were related to participants developing perspectives
that they were reaching for their personal potential and becoming people of worth
to themselves, their families, friends, and in the world. Participants struggled to
develop empathic feelings towards themselves when they negotiated internally
stigmatizing perspectives about their personal worthiness and potential.
Participants struggled with getting off track in believing in themselves as
people when they navigated processes associated with the negotiation of
internalized stigma. These experiences were related to participants’ experiencing a
sense of isolation from other people. Experiencing isolation was associated with
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symptoms of psychosis and stigma, separation from a sense of interconnectedness,
and participants experiencing exclusion from activities with their peer group. Those
experiences initiated processes related to navigating adversity associated with
feeling unworthy as a person.
Participants struggled to develop a sense of kindness and caring for
themselves and for other people when they navigated adversity related to personal
unworthiness. These struggles involved participants grappling with internal
perspectives related to their sense of failure as people. That sense of failure was
associated with having a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia. These internal
perspectives challenged participants’ relationship to trusting in their intrinsic
wholeness as people. Participants’ employed strategies and processes associated
with developing personal perspectives and exploring personal worth in order to
evaluate their development into whole, valuable, and worthwhile human beings.
Processes associated with the category of believing in self included
participants exploring a part of their identity they sensed was more significant than
their individuality alone. Exploring that connection was significant to participants’
finding their distinct expression of individuality, unique processes of relating to
their personal potential, and development of empathy. The exploration of that sense
of connectedness incorporated participants’ experiences of becoming autonomous
and the meaning they made from navigating adversity and experiencing psychosis.
Participants associated experiences of connectedness with developing beliefs,
thoughts, and feelings that they were growing into people of significance and worth
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who would make personally and socially meaningful contributions to their
relationships, families, communities, and the world.
Partnering with mental health providers
Partnering with mental health providers is a subcategory of becoming who I
really am. Participants’ partnerships with mental health providers influenced their
experiences of relating to their personal potential. This involved participants
evaluating relationships with mental health providers for qualities associated with
affirming relationships and non-affirming relationships. Participants actively
engaged in the exploration of their personal similarities and differences in affirming
relationships with mental health providers. These experiences influenced
participants’ perspectives that they were developing into whole and worthwhile
people. They also influenced participants’ perspectives that their experiences of
psychosis did not define them as people.
Affirming relationships with mental health providers fostered participants
personal internal beliefs related to their capacity to navigate challenges associated
with psychosis and stigma. Participants internalized messages from these
relationships that adverse experiences of psychosis and challenging experiences
related to stigma did not define them as people. Participants explored thoughts,
feelings, beliefs, and worldviews related to their personal worth and potential in
partnerships with mental health providers that affirmed them as whole people.
Participants developed important personal perspectives about their potential as
people when they explored affirming partnerships with mental health providers.
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Non-affirming relationships with mental health providers were stressful for
study participants. Stress associated with non-affirming relationships was
associated with participants’ experiences of intolerance for interpersonal
differences in their partnerships with mental health providers. Participants
experienced that intolerance in overt and covert messages from their providers.
They developed perspectives that non-affirming relationships with mental health
providers stemmed from the providers negative assumptions about psychosis and
schizophrenia breaking individuals fundamental wholeness as a person. These
experiences challenged to their sense of personal worth and influenced participants’
sense of interest in relying on those relationships to help them grow as people.
Participants navigated challenges related to processes of separating their sense of
identity from negative assumptions of mental health providers.
Relating to a Diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis is a subcategory of becoming autonomous. It
describes processes associated with participants relating to the mental health
diagnosis they were given by mental health providers. Participants evaluated the
accuracy of the diagnosis in its ability to describe their experiences of psychosis. It
also involved participants assessing the potential impact of the diagnosis on their
ability to trust their thoughts, feelings, perceptions and experiences. Partnerships
with mental health providers influenced participants’ sense of relatedness to a
mental health diagnosis. Participants engaged in processes associated with
developing self-trust and negotiating stigma as part of relating to a diagnosis.
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Making Sense of Psychosis
Participants explored their relationship to their personal potential when they
explored their experiences of making sense of psychosis. Making sense of psychosis
involved participants reflecting on and developing personal meaning from the
diversity of experiences related to developing symptoms of psychosis. Those
experiences included making sense of experiences of adversity and stigma. It also
included participants’ exploration of meaning embedded in the symptoms of
psychosis. Participants reflected on those meaning making processes and developed
new personal perspectives about their personal potential from those reflective
processes.
Participants protected their meaning making processes from the judgment of
other people. They made choices to avoid relationships and social opportunities in
order to mitigate experiences of stigma related to the meaning they made from
experiences associated with psychosis and from the symptoms of psychosis. Those
processes involved participants reflecting on what experiences of psychosis did and
didn’t mean about who they were becoming as people. Participants developed
personal perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, faith, and purpose in life from
making sense of the symptoms.
These explorations were catalysts for participants developing their personal
understanding of who they were becoming as people. These processes facilitated
participants’ identification of unique contributions they could make having faced
and grown from life challenges and from the unique skills experiencing psychosis
offered them as people.
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Participants navigated emotionally challenging thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
as part of processes related to making sense of psychosis. Those challenges were
related to participants’ negotiating a previously unknown sense of aloneness as they
navigated the complex changes associated with developing psychosis and becoming
a young adult. Participants reflected on their beliefs, worldviews, relationships with
other people, relationship to their personal potential, and sense of self-trust in order
to make sense of their experiences of psychosis on their own terms. The ongoing
engagement and exploration of those processes was the cornerstone of participants
exploring their personal potential after they developed symptoms of psychosis.
Participants made clear distinctions between making sense of psychosis in
order to grow as people and relating to a diagnosis. Those distinctions gave
participants the space they needed to integrate their experiences of psychosis in a
meaningful way into life stories that affirmed their value as a person and their
holistic sense of identity. These meaning making processes facilitated participants
reflecting on their personal potential. Those reflective processes involved
participants identifying ways they could make unique contributions to their
families, communities, and the world. These experiences fostered participants’
relationship to their sense of personal potential and developing a sense of holistic
identity.
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Exploring Relationships
Exploring relationships is a major concept associated with Growing as a Person.
Exploring relationships describes participants’ process of engaging with other
people in a range of interactions. When participants engaged in the exploration of
relationships with other people they had experiences of feeling affirmed and not
affirmed as people. Interactions that were affirming to participants’ strengthened
their views of themselves as whole people. Participants described non-affirming
relationships as giving them the sense they were “broken” as people. The ability to
avoid exploring non-affirming relationships is associated with protecting self from
stigma.
Testing the waters
Testing the waters is part of exploring relationships. Testing the waters describes
decision-making processes participants engaged when they explored relationships
with other people. Those decision-making processes were associated with
participants’ experiences of feeling affirmed and not affirmed as people. Participants
engaged in testing the waters in order to build connections with other people and
protect themselves from stigma.
Engaging with similarities and differences
Engaging with similarities and differences is part of exploring relationships.
Participants’ engaged in exploring other people’s worldviews, thoughts, feelings,
beliefs, and values in affirming relationships with other people. When participants
developed an understanding of differences and similarities between themselves and
other people they also grew in understanding their own personal beliefs, values, and
worldviews. Participants avoided exploring similarities and differences in nonaffirming relationships in order to avoid experiences of feeling judged.
Developing personal perspectives
Developing personal perspectives is part of exploring relationships. Participants
developed perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, thoughts, and feelings by
reflecting on experiences of exploring their similarities and differences with other
people. This reflective process helped them better understand who they were
becoming as people. The ability to develop personal perspectives by exploring
relationships with other people was associated with becoming autonomous.
Participants that recognized they were developing personal perspectives that
fostered their sense of autonomy also experienced themselves a growing as whole
people.
Friends and Family Members
Exploring relationships with family members and friends was an important activity
for participants. The exploration of these kinds of relationships helped participants
test the waters and make decisions about whether or not to engage in the
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exploration of similarities and differences with friends and family members. Family
member relationships were important to protect from explorations of differences
that could lead to conflict. In these relationships participants used their defined
familial roles to lead processes associated with sharing similarities and differences
and developing personal perspectives. Avoiding judgment and stigma as well as
reducing conflict between participants and their family members was important to
participants.
Participants explored friendships differently after they developed psychosis. Testing
the waters became an important process in these relationships. Avoiding
stigmatizing interactions with friends helped participants protect themselves from
stigma and be included in activities that helped them grow as people. When
participants were able to engage in the exploration of similarities and differences
with friends they were sensed they were growing as people.
Mental Health Providers
Relationships with mental health providers were affirming and non-affirming to
participants growing sense of identity. Affirming relationships developed from
participants’ ability to trust that their mental health providers would not judge them
as people. These relationships helped participants develop their personal
perspectives, avoid engaging in relationships that would be detrimental to their
sense of personal worth, and helped them develop skills associated with autonomy.
Non-affirming relationships with mental health providers developed when
participants experienced their mental health providers as disinterested or
judgmental of their personal beliefs, values, and worldviews. Participants engaged
reflective processes in order to assess mental health providers body posture, tone of
voice, and explanations for why participants were experiencing psychosis in order
to make decisions about exploring the relationship. Participants avoided
relationships with these mental health providers in order to protect themselves
from stigma. The ability to protect themselves from stigmatizing experiences in
relationships with non-affirming mental health providers was associated with
taking risks, becoming autonomous, and having a sense of personal worth.
Facing Life Challenges
Facing life challenges is a major concept associated with becoming a young adult
and growing as a person. Facing life challenges describes participants’ experiences
of encountering and negotiating unexpected life experiences. Encountering
unexpected life events was associated with growing as a person. Developing skills to
negotiate those life challenges facilitated participants sense they were becoming
autonomous. When participants were able to engage these skills in order to face life
challenges they had the sense they were free to struggle in order to discover their
personal potential, make sense of their life experiences, develop personal
perspectives from those life experiences, and grow as a person. When participants
faced judgment from other people or experienced exclusion from opportunities that
would help them develop a sense of autonomy they felt “stuck” in their growth as a
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person. That sense of “stuckness” described experiences where participants sense
they were facing delays in their personal growth due to negotiating experiences of
stigma. and needing to “shelter” themselves from other people in order to avoid
That sense of delay impacted their sense of becoming autonomous and exploring life
experiences that would facilitate the growing a sense of personal worth and
reaching their potential.
Becoming Autonomous
Becoming autonomous is part of facing life challenges. It describes the process of
developing skills that facilitated participants’ ability to seem themselves as
autonomous from their families. Participants navigated experiences of competency
and failure as they developed these skills. Becoming autonomous involved learning
and applying skills associated with making decisions about exploring relationships
with other people, their healthcare, accepting a diagnosis, their religious, spiritual
and faith perspectives, sexual orientation, and abilities to pursue educational and
career goals. Feeling free to struggle with developing skills and abilities associated
with autonomy was crucial to participants sense they were becoming autonomous.
Developing that sense of self was associated with feeling worthy as a person,
becoming a young adult, and reaching towards personal potential.
Negotiating Stigma
Negotiating stigma is part of facing life challenges. It describes the process of
participants experiencing judgment and stigma in relationships with other people.
Negotiating stigma involved participants recognizing they were experiencing stigma
and making decisions to protect themselves from internalizing those experiences of
stigma. The ability to protect themselves from stigmatizing experiences facilitated
participants sense they were developing skills they needed to become autonomous
in the world. Negotiating stigma challenged participants’ sense of personal worth. It
also informed decisions they made about exploring relationships with other people.
In order to negotiate stigma participants had to make decisions to engage in and
avoid relationships and life experiences where they were likely to encounter stigma.
The ability to negotiate those experiences fostered participants sense they were
growing skills associated with autonomy. It also fostered feeling ‘stuck’ by limiting
the range of relationships participants could explore in order to develop their
personal perspectives.
Taking Risks
Taking risks is part of facing life challenges. It describes participants making life
decisions that were informed by their personal perspectives on healthcare,
relationships with other people, and their future goals. Taking risks involved
participants’ assessing the benefits and drawbacks from life choices they faced.
Participants assessed the potential impact of the choices they made on their
personal well- being, their growing sense of identity, and their relationship with
family members, friends, and mental healthcare providers. Taking risks was
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associated with becoming autonomous, relating to a diagnosis, negotiating stigma,
and testing the waters. Participants acknowledged that taking risks was often an
emotionally difficult experience that was associated with facing life challenges.
When participants engaged in opportunities to explore difficult thoughts, feelings,
and beliefs associated with taking risks they sensed they were growing as people.
When participants avoided opportunities to explore difficult thoughts, feelings, and
beliefs associated with facing life challenges they saw themselves as “delayed” in
their ability to grow as a person.
Letting Go of “being a kid”
Letting go of being a kid is part of facing life challenges. It describes participants’
process of developing new personal perspectives from having faced life challenges.
The ability to negotiate, reflect, and develop new perspectives is associated with
letting go of “being a kid”. Making choices to negotiate life challenges that came from
experiencing differences with family members, friends, and mental health providers
facilitated participants sense they were becoming autonomous and growing as a
person. This involved letting go of beliefs, values, friendships, and worldviews
participants associated with adolescence. Participant experiences of letting go were
described as challenging and affirming to participants emerging sense of identity.
Negotiating those challenges facilitated reflective processes about the meaning
participants made about who they were becoming as people and their personal
potential.
Relating to a diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis is part of facing life challenges. It describes participants’
process of relating to the mental health diagnosis they were given by mental health
providers. Relating to a diagnosis was challenging for participants. Feeling
challenged came from participants’ experiences of the judgment and stigma that
were associated with receiving a diagnosis from mental health providers.
Experiences of stigma and judgment were associated with being labeled as people.
That sense of being labeled was associated with feeling stuck in their ability to face
life challenges and grow as people. Participants developed perspectives that
assumptions made by mental health providers about participants’ relationship to
their diagnosis were biased and judgmental. These experiences facilitated
participants engaging in processes to protect themselves from stigma, explore their
personal potential, and reflect on the meaning they were making from having
experiences of psychosis.
Relating to Personal Potential
Relating to personal potential is participants experience of reaching towards their
potential as people and getting “off track” in their relationship to personal potential.
It involves developing a sense of personal worth. It also describes pursuing life
goals, experiences of exploring relationships, taking risks associated with becoming
autonomous, and their ability to protect themselves from stigma. Participants
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related to their personal potential by exploring relationships to other people and
reflecting on those experiences. Participants that sensed they were reaching
towards their personal potential engaged in discovery processes that facilitated
their ability to identify unique contributions they could make to the world.
Participants described getting off track in their relationship to their personal
potential when they experienced stigma in relationships with other people. The
ability to protect their sense of identity from stigma both facilitated and limited
participants’ sense of connection to their personal potential. The skills participants
developed to protect themselves from stigma strengthened their sense they were
growing as people. Participants described getting off track in their ability to relate to
their personal potential. This happened when the made decisions to avoid
opportunities to explore relationships and develop skills associated with autonomy
in order to protect their sense of identity from stigma.
Feeling Empathy
The ability to feel empathy for other people was part of relating to personal
potential. Feeling empathy facilitated participants’ ability to identity their personal
worth and relate to their personal potential. It is representative of participants’
ability to relate to other people that have faced life challenges. The ability to feel
empathy towards other people helped participants relate to their own sense of
personal worth. It was also connected to participants’ sense that when they felt
empathy towards other people they were also making a contribution to something
bigger in life and the world. Those experiences helped them relate to their personal
potential. That process was associated with growing as a person. Participants
associated their ability to feel empathy relate with having faced their own life
challenges and grown from those experiences.
Exploring Personal Worth
Exploring personal worth is part of relating to personal potential. The ability to
explore personal worth facilitated participants’ ability to relate to their personal
potential. It involved participants reflecting on their life experiences and the
challenges they had faced. It also involved participants reflecting on the meaning
they made about who they were becoming as people having faced life challenges.
Participants’ sense of personal worth was influenced by their ability to negotiate
experiences of stigma and protect their sense of identity from those experiences.
Developing a sense of personal worth was seen as an ongoing process that
participants would engage in as they continued to grow as people. Explorations of
personal worth were facilitated by their experiences of taking risks and becoming
autonomous as well as making choices about the relationships they explored with
other people. When participants felt limited or excluded from social situations
where they could express their sense of empathy for other people or share their
personal gifts they developed perspectives that were getting “off track” in their
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ability to relate and grow their personal potential. These experiences were
associated with participants need to protect themselves from experiencing stigma.
Protecting Self from Stigma
Protecting self from stigma is part of relating to personal potential. It involves
participants engaging skills they developed from having faced life challenges and
grown as people from those experiences. The ability to protect oneself from stigma
is associated with gaining a sense of personal worth. When participants were able to
protect themselves from experiences of stigma they gained a sense of personal
worth. They also made choices to engage in affirming relationships and explore life
experiences that facilitated their growth as a person. When participants were
unable to protect themselves from stigma they questioned their sense of personal
worth. This happened when they experienced relationships with mental health
providers as stigmatizing. Participants withheld personal perspectives about their
beliefs, worldviews, faith, thoughts, and feelings in order to avoid experiences of
stigma with their mental health providers. The ability to withhold personal
perspectives as a way of protecting themselves from stigma facilitated participants’
ability to relate to their personal potential. The ability to make these kinds of
choices strengthened participants’ sense of becoming autonomous. It helped
participants strengthen their sense of connection to making unique contributions to
the world including the ability to empathize with other people. By engaging in
processes associated with protecting themselves from stigma participants were able
to identify the types of relationships that helped them develop personal
perspectives and feel valued as people. Experiences that thwarted their ability to
protect themselves from stigma were associated with relationships participants had
with mental health providers who stymied participants’ exploration of making sense
of psychosis.
Making Sense of Psychosis
Making sense of psychosis is part of relating to personal potential. It describes the
meaning participants made from having experienced the symptoms of psychosis. It
also describes the meaning participants made from the symptoms. Participants
associated experiences of psychosis with facing unexpected life challenges. They
made sense of those experiences by exploring what experiencing mental health
challenges did and didn’t mean about who they were becoming as people. They also
developed personal perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, faith, and purpose
in life from making sense of the symptoms. There was significant value in making
sense of psychosis for participants. They described gaining important
understandings about who they were becoming as people. They identified unique
contributions they could make having faced and grown from life challenges and
from the unique skills experiencing psychosis offered them as people. Participants
made clear distinctions between making sense of psychosis in order to grow as
people and relating to a diagnosis. Making sense of psychosis was an important
facilitator of relating to personal potential and developing pathways towards their
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future as a person in the world. In order to make meaning from the symptoms of
psychosis participants took steps to avoid relationships where they experienced
stigma. They also pursued relationships that helped them develop personal
perspectives and acknowledged the importance of experiencing empathy towards
other people. Developing the ability to feel empathy was associated with making
sense of psychosis. Participants described important processes that helped them
integrate the meaning they made of experiences of psychosis into their emerging
sense of identity.
Connecting to Something Bigger

5/6/2015
Exploring Relationships
Exploring relationships describes participants’ process of interacting with peers,
friends, adults, family members, authority figures, and mental health providers. The
exploration of those interactions involved participants developing personal
perspectives about themselves, other people, and the world. Participants engaged in
processes that helped them assess relationships as affirming or non-affirming to
their sense of identity. They made decisions about exploring relationships based on
those assessments. Exploring relationships facilitated participants’ perspectives
about their value as people. Feeling valued came from exploring affirming
relationships. That sense of value was associated with participants’ experiences of
having a holistic sense of sense in relationship to other people. Engaging in nonaffirming relationships was associated with participants feeling “broken” as
individuals in relationship to other people. Exploring relationships with other
people was associated with relating to personal potential, and becoming
autonomous.
Testing the waters
Testing the waters is part of exploring relationships. Testing the waters describes
reflection and observation processes participants used to make decisions about
exploring relationships with other people. These processes involved participants
making assessment about their interactions with other people for affirming and
non-affirming characteristics. Participants used complex reflective and engagement
strategies in order to make decisions about their assessments. Those assessments
facilitated participants’ decisions to explore similarities and differences with other
people. Exploring similarities and differences involved participants sharing personal
perspectives with other people. They made decisions to explore similar and
divergent perspectives in relationships with other people when they felt affirmed as
individuals. These exploratory and decision-making processes influenced
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participants’ development of personal perspectives. Participants used strategies and
processes associated with testing the waters in order to develop their personal
perspectives, develop their sense of personal worth, and negotiate stigma.
Developing personal perspectives
Developing personal perspectives is part of exploring relationships. It describes
participants’ process of refining and clarifying their worldviews, beliefs, values,
thoughts, and feelings. These processes involved participants reflecting on the
thoughts and feelings they had when they explored their similarities and differences
from other people and their life experiences. Participants engaged in discernment
processes associated with developing personal perspectives. Those discernment
processes involved participants making distinctions between their worldviews,
thoughts, feelings, beliefs from those of their family members, friends, and mental
health providers. Making these kinds of distinctions influenced participants’ sense
of autonomy. Engaging in affirming relationships facilitated that process.
Participants struggled with developing personal perspectives when they
encountered non-affirming relationships with other people. Processes associated
with developing personal perspectives facilitated participants’ experience of
becoming autonomous and feeling empathy for other people.
Relationships with Family Members
Participants used processes associated with testing the waters in order to explore
relationships with family members. This involved reflecting on personal
perspectives they were developing. That reflective process involved participants
gaining an understanding of their similarities and differences with family members.
Reflecting on similarities and differences guided participants’ decision-making
process about sharing personal perspectives with family members. Participants
made decisions about sharing personal perspectives in order to maintain their sense
of belongingness to their families.
Participants engaged in affirming and non-affirming relationships with family
members. Their willingness to engage in exploring those relationships with family
members was associated with a sense of dependency associated with facing life
challenges. It was also associated with a sense of belonging to their families.
Participants associated these decision-making processes with experiences of
becoming autonomous and encountering unexpected life challenges associated with
psychosis, sexual orientation, and faith preferences. Those experiences were
associated with feelings of loss and personal growth.
Mental Health Providers
Participants used processes associated with testing the waters in order to make
decisions about exploring relationships with mental health providers. Relationships
with mental health providers were affirming and non-affirming to participants
holistic sense of self. Evaluating relationships with mental health providers for how
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those relationships influenced participants’ sense of self was associated with
negotiating stigma and developing personal perspectives.
Affirming relationships with mental health providers supported processes
associated with developing personal perspectives. These kinds of relationships with
mental health providers facilitated participants process of making meaning from the
life challenges they faced including experiencing psychosis. Relationships with
mental health providers that facilitated participants’ exploration of making sense of
psychosis influenced their sense of personal potential.
Participants made decisions avoided exploring personal perspectives in nonaffirming relationships with mental health providers. They made these decisions in
order to protect themselves from feeling judged and stigmatized for their personal
beliefs, values, worldviews, healthcare choices, and the meaning they made from
experiences of psychosis. Exploring and negotiating non-affirming relationships
with mental health providers was a stressful experience for participants.
Becoming Autonomous
Becoming autonomous describes participants’ developing a sense of independence
and relatedness to themselves and other people. This process describes a
developmental shift from an independent sense associated with adolescence and
towards a more interdependent sense of identity. Participants explored experiences
with becoming autonomous that involved feeling “free to struggle” and feeling
“stuck” in their growth as a person. Having a sense of “freedom to struggle”
describes participants’ experiences of staying connected to other people while they
explored their sense of autonomy. Feeling “stuck” describes participants’
experiences of aloneness when they explored a sense of autonomy. That sense of
aloneness influenced participants sense they were becoming autonomous young
adults in the world. Participants’ perceptions of feeling “free to struggle” and feeling
“stuck” informed their emerging sense of identity. Becoming autonomous involved
developing self-trust, negotiating stigma, and navigating adversity.
Developing self-trust
Developing a sense of self-trust is part of becoming autonomous. It is the process of
participants developing the ability to trust themselves and their life decisions.
Developing self-trust influenced participants’ experiences and perspectives of
becoming autonomous. Participants’ ability to trust themselves influenced the
choices they made about exploring relationships with other people and engaging in
life activities typical for young adults. Developing self-trust emerged from
participants navigating adverse life events and negotiating stigma. Participants’
sense of self-trust also grew when they were able to make meaning about their lives
and personal potential as a result of having faced adverse life experiences.
Participants’ felt “stuck” in their ability to grow their sense of self-trust when they
were confronted with stigma that sent them messages they were untrustworthy as
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people. Messages of being untrustworthy as a person were associated with
participants having a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia. Participants’
relationship to developing a sense of self-trust was associated with relating to their
personal potential and negotiating stigma.
Negotiating stigma
Negotiating stigma is part of becoming autonomous. It is the process of participants
developing skills, abilities, and personal perspectives to help them navigate
stigmatizing experiences. Those coping mechanisms involved participants
developing perspectives about the challenges they faced when they experienced
stigma. Participants employed processes associated with testing the waters in order
to navigate stigmatizing experiences. Navigating those experiences involved
participants experiencing thoughts and feelings related to seeing their sense of
identity “stuck” in their assigned mental health diagnosis. Those thoughts and
feelings were associated with navigating their experiences of other people’s
stigmatizing perceptions of them as people. In order to negotiate stigma participants
had to navigate thoughts and feelings they had when other people told them they
were untrustworthy, broken, and damaged people because they experienced
psychosis. That navigational process involved questioning other people’s
perceptions about the validity of their lived experiences, thoughts, feelings, beliefs,
and trustworthiness as a person. It also involved participants choosing to be alone
rather than encounter life experiences or relationships where participants might
face stigma.
Participants had experiences associated with aloneness and isolation. Experiences
of aloneness were perceived as an opportunity to reflect on their thoughts, feelings,
and personal perspectives about themselves and the world. Feelings of isolation
were associated with participants questioning their ability to grow as people. When
participants had experiences that they were protecting their sense of identity from
forming around stigmatizing experiences they felt connected to their personal
worth, strengthened their sense of self-trust, and gained confidence in their ability
to grow as a person.
Navigating adversity
Navigating adversity describes participants’ experiences of facing challenges in life.
It is the process participants negotiated life challenges as part of experiencing
psychosis. Navigating adversity was also part of becoming a young adult.
Participants engaged in self-reflective processes in order to navigate adversity. They
also engaged in processes associated with exploring relationships in order to
navigate adversity. They developed strategies to mitigate the impact life challenges
would have on their growing sense of self. Those strategies influenced participants’
experiences of feeling “free to struggle” and feeling “stuck” as they developed their
sense of autonomy. In order to navigate adversity participants employed strategies
that included forming relationships with peers that had similar and divergent
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experiences of mental health, spending time alone, making decisions about
disclosing mental health symptoms, and engaging with mental health services.
Participants’ engaged in decision-making processes when they employed strategies
to navigate adversity. Those decision-making processes were described as selfdirected and directed by others. When participants engaged self-directed choices in
negotiating life challenges they described experiences associated with becoming
autonomous. They also grew their sense of trust in themselves, their thought
processes, and in their ability to relate to other people. When other people made life
decisions for participants in order to negotiate life challenges on behalf of
participants’, they experienced a sense of loss. That sense of loss was associated
with participants’ sense they were failing in their ability to become autonomous.
Those experiences were associated with feeling “stuck”. They were also associated
with experiencing stigma. Participants negotiated feelings related to isolation when
this happened. They struggled to develop a sense of relatedness to other people.
Participants engaged in self-reflective processes to develop an understanding of
what adverse life experiences meant about their sense of identity. Those processes
influenced their sense of trust in themselves, in their relationships with other
people, and in the world.

Letting Go of “being a kid”
Letting go of being a kid is part of facing life challenges. It describes participants’
process of developing new personal perspectives from having negotiated adversity
and developing a sense of self-trust. Developing new life perspectives involved
letting go of beliefs, values, friendships, and worldviews participants associated
with adolescence. Participants experienced that letting go as a process of change
associated with growing as a person. Experiences of psychosis and making meaning
of those experiences were described as pathways for participants to develop
perspectives, skills, and abilities they associated with becoming young adults.
In order to let go of “being a kid” participants explored social opportunities to learn
about other people’s perspectives. Participants emphasized that exploring
differences between themselves and other people gave them valuable perspectives
that contributed to their growing sense of identity. These experiences also
facilitated participants sensing they could feel empathy for other people. Feeling
empathy for other people was different from more judgmental and self-absorbed
experiences they associated with being an adolescent. These kinds of experiences
contributed to participants’ sense of being interconnected with other people.
Feeling interconnected with other people was important to participants sense they
had the potential to offer their personal potential to other people and the world.
Participants struggled to engage in these kinds of opportunities when they felt
stigmatized. This left them feeling “delayed” in their ability to identify as young
adults, relate to their peers, and grow as people.
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Relating to a diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis is part of navigating life challenges. It describes participants’
process of relating to the mental health diagnosis they were given by mental health
providers. Participants struggled to understand mental health providers’ focus on
their mental health diagnosis. They experienced that focus limiting their ability to
relate to the mental health provider as a person. They interpreted mental health
providers’ focus on the participants’ diagnosis as disinterest in getting to know them
as people. Those experiences were challenging for participants. Participants
engaged in processes to understand mental health providers’ perspectives about
them as people. They developed perspectives that these mental health providers
held biases, worldviews, and assumptions about them as people. They experienced
those relationships as lacking in empathy. They also experienced those relationships
as threatening to their ability to become autonomous and develop a non-stigmatized
sense of identity.
Participants handled the challenges they faced with mental health providers by
limiting their contact with providers’ they identified as judgmental. The ability to
negotiate those relationships influenced processes of becoming autonomous and
developing a sense of trust in themselves. It also impacted participants’ willingness
to engage in mental health treatment services. Participants navigated internal
conflicts about choices related to seeking mental health treatment. That conflict was
between engaging in services that might reduce adverse life experiences associated
with psychosis and engaging with treatment providers that might send them
stigmatizing messages. In order to negotiate these conflicts participants made
meaning from their experiences of psychosis. They used that sense of meaning to
protect their sense of identity from stigma associated with relating to a diagnosis.
Relating to Personal Potential
Relating to personal potential describes participants’ experiences of developing into
a valuable person. It is the participants’ process of exploring their sense of personal
worth. Participants sense of personal worth influences personal beliefs about their
ability to meaning contributions to their families, their communities, and the world.
Participants related to their personal potential when they explored relationships
with other people, developed skills to navigate adverse events including stigma,
explored affirming relationships, and engaged in life activities that facilitated their
growing sense of autonomy. When participants engaged in experiences that fostered
their sense of personal worth they were able to identify their personal potential.
Those experiences affirmed their sense they were developing into a worthwhile
person who was a valuable member of their families, a good friend to other people,
and a person that could contribute to society in meaningful ways. When participants
felt stuck in their ability to negotiate stigma without isolating themselves from
social opportunities and young adult life activities they sensed they were “off track”
in exploring their personal potential. This contributed to participants experiencing
significant challenges with seeing themselves as valuable people that could make
meaningful contributions to their families, friendships, and society. Relating to
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personal potential involved developing a sense of empathy for other people,
exploring personal worth, and becoming autonomous.
Feeling Empathy
Feel empathy for other people is part of relating to personal potential. Feeling
empathy involved participants developing a sense of caring and compassion for
other people that faced life challenges. Developing the emotional capacity to feel
empathy for other people was related to participants’ sense they were growing as
people. Participants developed the ability to feel empathy for other people that had
faced life challenges by reflecting on their own life experiences. They were able to
notice empathic experiences when they engaged in those reflective processes and
made meaning of their own personal struggles. These abilities were associated with
participants sense they had developed new personal perspectives about themselves
and other people from having faced life challenges. Participants associated those
experiences with a growing awareness of their interrelatedness with other people.
They felt a sense of empathy towards peers, strangers, friends, parents of other
young adults with mental health challenges, and their parents. Feeling empathy for
other people was difficult for participants when they struggled to navigate adversity
associated with stigma. The ability to feel empathy facilitated participants sense
they were valuable people and could make unique contributions to the world that
would make the world a better place. Feeling empathy is associated with developing
personal perspectives, navigating adversity, and exploring personal worth.
Exploring Personal Worth
Exploring personal worth is part of relating to personal potential. It involves
participants developing a sense of personal value. That sense of personal value
developed from participants reflecting on life experiences that were adverse and
affirming to their personal growth. They used observations and perspectives they
developed during those reflective processes to assess their sense of personal worth.
When participants were unable to protect themselves from stigma they questioned
their sense of personal worth. Participants viewed the development of their sense of
personal worth as an ongoing process that related to their ability to grow as a
people. They explored their personal sense of worth by evaluating their ability to
become autonomous, make unique and developmentally appropriate contributions
to their families, and engage in school and career endeavors that facilitated their
ability to discover the unique contributions they could make in the world.
Participants faced challenges to exploring their personal worth when they got “off
track” in their relationships with themselves. These experiences were associated
with getting “stuck” in negotiating stigma, tending to symptoms of psychosis that
became barriers to exploring life opportunities and relationships with other people.
Thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about being unworthy, lacking in personal potential,
and being seen as broken, or as mental health diagnosis rather than a whole person
led to experiences of getting “stuck” in participants explorations of their personal
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sense of worth. Exploring personal worth is associated with negotiating stigma,
protecting self from stigma, and connecting with something bigger.
Making Sense of Psychosis
Making sense of psychosis is part of relating to personal potential. It describes the
meaning participants made from having experienced the symptoms of psychosis. It
also describes the meaning participants made from the symptoms. Participants
associated experiences of psychosis with facing unexpected life challenges. They
made sense of those experiences by exploring what experiencing mental health
challenges did and didn’t mean about who they were becoming as people. They also
developed personal perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, faith, and purpose
in life from making sense of the symptoms. There was significant value in making
sense of psychosis for participants. They described gaining important
understandings about who they were becoming as people. They identified unique
contributions they could make having faced and grown from life challenges and
from the unique skills experiencing psychosis offered them as people. Participants
made clear distinctions between making sense of psychosis in order to grow as
people and relating to a diagnosis. Making sense of psychosis was an important
facilitator of relating to personal potential and developing pathways towards their
future as a person in the world. Participants protected themselves from
experiencing stigma in order to explore and build bridges between their sense of
potential and making unique contributions to the world.
Contributing to something bigger
5/13/2015
Exploring Relationships
Exploring relationships describes participants’ interactions with peers,
friends, adults, family members, authority figures, and mental health providers and
how those interactions influenced their growing sense of identity. Interpersonal
interactions facilitated the development of participants’ personal perspectives about
their beliefs, values, worldviews, and sense of personal worth. Developing personal
perspectives involved participants engaging interpersonal and reflective processes
in order to assess if the relationship would affirm or not affirm their growing sense
of identity.
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Affirming relationships facilitated participants’ sense they were growing
holistically as a person. Non-affirming relationships solicited participants’
exploration of a sense of being “broken” as a person. Exploring relationships
involved reflective and assessment processes called testing the waters. It also
involved participants developing their personal perspectives. Exploring
relationships was associated with participants’ emerging relationship to their
personal potential, the development of their personal sense of worth, experiences of
becoming autonomous, and navigating adversity.
Testing the waters
Testing the waters is part of exploring relationships. It describes processes
participants engaged in when they assessed relationships with other people for
affirming and non-affirming characteristics. Processes associated with testing the
waters involve complex reflective and relational engagement strategies. Those
strategies facilitated participants’ ability to explore affirming relationships and
navigate their interactions in non-affirming relationships. These strategies helped
participants negotiate stigma and navigate adversity.
Strategies associated with testing the waters were associated with
participants’ explorations of their similarities and differences from other people.
These explorations influenced participants personal perspectives about the value of
their worldviews and beliefs as well as thoughts and feelings related to their sense
of self in relationships with other people. Non-affirming relationships with other
people challenged participants’ perspectives about being whole people. Affirming
relationships strengthened participants’ holistic sense of identity. Testing the
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waters was associated with participants negotiating stigma and adversity when they
explored relationships with other people and with their relationship with
themselves.
Developing personal perspectives
Developing personal perspectives is part of exploring relationships. It
describes participants’ processes of developing, refining, and clarifying beliefs,
values, thoughts, and feelings about themselves, other people and the world.
Developing personal perspectives involved participants reflecting on the thoughts
and feelings they had when they explored their similarities and differences with
other people. These processes involved participants making distinctions between
their worldviews, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs from those of their family members,
friends, and mental health providers. They made these distinctions by comparing
and contrasting their perspectives with the perspectives of other people.
Participants’ experiences in affirming and non-affirming relationships
influenced developing personal perspectives. Affirming relationships facilitated
participants’ active exploration of their similarities and differences in those
relationships. They explored similar and divergent perspectives about religion,
spirituality, politics, sexuality, and mental health experiences and diagnoses. Those
experiences contributed to participants sense they were developing perspectives
about themselves, other people, society, and the world. Those processes were
associated with developing a sense of self-trust that was associated with growing as
a person.
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Participants struggled to develop personal perspectives that incorporated
their worldviews, thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and values in non-affirming
relationships. Participants made decisions to negotiate these relationships by
withholding their thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and worldviews in order to avoid
experiences of stigma. When participants withheld personal perspectives from their
relationships in order to negotiate stigma they struggled with thoughts and feelings
associated with their sense of wholeness and value as people. Those experiences
challenged participants’ sense of personal worth.
Developing personal perspectives was associated with negotiating stigma,
navigating adversity, and exploring personal worth. These processes influenced
participants’ understanding of their growing sense of autonomy. These experiences
contributed to participants’ developing perceptions and beliefs that they were
growing as people.
Relating to family members
Participants negotiated affirming and non-affirming relationships with their
family members. They employed processes associated with testing the waters when
they explored those relationships. These experiences influenced their perspectives
on their similarities and differences with individual family members and their
families as a whole. Participants’ explored thoughts and feelings related to the ways
in which their perspectives were similar too and different from their family
members. These experiences influenced participants’ personal sense of belonging to
their families. They reflected on how similar and divergent perspectives influenced
that sense of belongingness.
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Participants explored decision-making processes related to sharing their
perspectives with family members. They employed processes associated with
testing the waters that incorporated experiences of belongingness related to being
part of a family. Participants incorporated their understandings of their familial
roles when they made decisions about exploring personal perspectives with
different family members. These explorations involved participants negotiating
their sense of obligation to maintaining perspectives consistent with their family
roles. It also involved participants reflecting on their emerging perspectives about
themselves, relationships with other people, their mental health experiences, faith
preferences, and sexuality and the impact of those perspectives on their sense of
belongingness to their families. Participants made decisions to share and not share
personal perspectives with family members similar to decision making processes
they employed with non-family members. Participants incorporated their familial
roles and sense of belongingness to decision-making processes when they explored
relationships with family members. Those processes were associated with
participants’ sense of becoming a young adult and growing as a person.
Partnering with mental health providers
Participants employed processes and strategies associated with testing the
waters and developing personal perspectives when they explored relationships with
mental health providers. These processes and strategies facilitated participants’
evaluating their relationships with mental health providers for affirming and nonaffirming characteristics. Participants developed beliefs associated with mental
health providers’ personal accountability to forming relationships with clients that
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affirmed the client’s holistic sense of identity and welcomed divergent perspectives
as part of that process.
Affirming relationships strengthened participants’ developing holistic
perspectives about their sense of identity. Participants identified characteristics of
these relationships as mutually trusting, respectful, and inclusive. These
relationships supported participants processes related to developing personal
perspectives associated with their values, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and
worldviews. Those perspectives emerged when participants’ explored their
similarities and differences with their mental health providers’ personal
perspectives. These explorations contributed to participants’ sense they were
developing into whole people. That sense of becoming a whole person was
associated with participants developing beliefs that experiences of psychosis were
not barriers to developing a holistic sense of identity.
Non-affirming relationships with mental health providers were experienced
as stressful. That sense of stress was associated with experiences of intolerance for
interpersonal differences and stigma. Participants employed strategies associated
with testing the waters in order to identify these kinds of relationships. They
developed perspectives these relationships lacked trust, respect and a sense of
dignity.
Participants negotiated unique challenges in non-affirming relationships
when they made decisions to form relationships with non-affirming mental health
providers in order to access mental health services they believed would support
their mental health and longer term well-being. Participants’ experienced these
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relationships as intolerant of their personal beliefs, values, worldviews, mental and
physical healthcare choices, and their personal explanations for experiencing the
symptoms of psychosis. Participants developed perspectives about mental health
providers as people from these experiences.
Becoming Autonomous
Becoming autonomous describes participants’ processes and experiences
associated with developing a sense of independence in the world. That sense of
independence incorporates participants emerging relationship to themselves as
well as their sense of interrelatedness with other people. Participants engaged in
ongoing reflective and exploratory processes as part of becoming autonomous.
Those processes involved participants navigating adversity, negotiating stigma, and
developing a sense of self-trust. Participants employed processes associated with
navigating adversity and negotiating stigma in order to explore their emerging
sense of autonomy. Becoming autonomous represented a distinct developmental
shift away from adolescence and towards young adulthood.
Participants had experiences related to having a sense of “freedom to
struggle” when they engaged in processes associated with becoming autonomous.
That sense of freedom describes participants facing challenges and taking risks in
life as part of discovering who they were becoming as people. Experiences that
facilitated participants’ sense of freedom to struggle were associated with
participants sensing they had the potential to become whole people and were
supported in their relationships to discover that sense of wholeness. These
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experiences facilitated participants developing a sense of interconnectedness with
other people.
Participants negotiated experiences associated with feeling “stuck” in
processes related to becoming autonomous. They experienced a sense of
“stuckness” when they negotiated stigmatizing relationships and faced challenges
related to exploring life opportunities associated with becoming a young adult.
These experiences involved participants negotiating a sense of isolation and
aloneness in relationships with other people and in the world.
Becoming autonomous involved participants negotiating stigmatizing
thoughts and feelings about themselves as people. Those experiences involved
participants’ negotiating adverse internalized perspectives related to thoughts and
feelings of being developmentally “delayed” in comparison with their peers that did
not experience psychosis. Those experiences were associated with navigating
adversity and internalized stigma.
Becoming autonomous was an ongoing process for participants. It involved
processes and strategies associated with participants’ exploring a sense of
independence that incorporated experiences of interrelatedness with other people.
Processes and experiences related to becoming autonomous involved strategies
associated with exploring relationships and relating to personal potential.
Developing self-trust
Developing a sense of self-trust is part of becoming autonomous. It describes
participants’ forming a trusting relationship with their thoughts, feelings, and life
experiences. Processes associated with developing self-trust involved participants
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making sense of experiences of adversity and stigma related to developing
symptoms of psychosis. Participants’ development of self-trust involved reflective
and meaning making processes. These reflective and meaning making processes
involved participants developing perspectives related to who they were becoming
as people. Experiences associated with developing self-trust informed participants’
perspectives associated with becoming autonomous.
These reflective processes involved participants making decisions about
their ability to trust their life experiences, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and worldviews
as real rather than as symptoms of mental health problems. Developing self-trust
emerged from participants’ navigating complex reflective and decision-making
processes using mechanisms that facilitated participants making sense of their life
experiences including experiences of adversity and stigma.
Participants explored their “freedom to struggle” when they developed selftrust. This involved trusting the thoughts, feelings, and experiences they had related
to experiencing psychosis. It also involved trusting their experiences of stigma and
adversity as valid experiences. Those processes included participants negotiating
stigma and navigating challenges. Participants sensed they were strengthening their
sense of self-trust when they were able to “struggle” with internal meaning making
processes that incorporated their personal perspectives and life experiences. They
associated experiences related to the “freedom to struggle” and developing self-trust
with developing a sense of autonomy and becoming a young adult.
Participants struggled to develop self-trust when they negotiated internal
and interpersonal thoughts, feelings, and perspectives that their life experiences,
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thoughts, feelings, sense of personal potential, and worldviews were mental
fabrications associated with the symptoms of psychosis. Participants navigated
adversity when they negotiated these kinds of experiences. That sense of adversity
was related to feeling “stuck”. Those experiences were related to problems
participants faced in developing a sense of self-trust. These experiences were
associated with participants navigating experiences related to loss and shame.
Developing self-trust was part of participants’ processes of becoming
autonomous. Developing self-trust involved participants negotiating stigma, facing
adversity, and making meaning about their life experiences that reflected their
personal perspectives, sense of personal worth, and explorations related to
becoming autonomous.

Negotiating stigma
Negotiating stigma is part of becoming autonomous. It describes processes
participants engaged in when they experienced discrimination related to developing
mental health challenges and symptoms of psychosis. Negotiating stigma involved
participants developing strategies to protect their sense of self from the adversity
associated with stigmatizing experiences. Developing protective strategies involved
participants developing a sense of trust in their ability to protect themselves from
adverse life experiences. These protective strategies were associated with testing
the waters. Developing protective skills in order to negotiate stigma was associated
with participants experiences of becoming autonomous. These experiences
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influenced participants’ sense of having the personal potential to grow as a person
from facing life challenges.
Participants faced challenges with developing these skills and perspectives
when they negotiated internal conflicts related to navigating experiences of stigma.
These experiences were associated with participants struggling to protect
themselves from stigma. Participants faced these challenges when they negotiated
non-affirming relationships with mental health providers and family members.
Participants navigated these challenges when they faced conflicts related to
employing strategies associated with negotiating stigma and protecting themselves
and maintaining non-affirming relationships with family members and mental
health providers.

Navigating adversity
Navigating adversity is part of becoming autonomous. It describes processes
and strategies participants engaged in when they face difficult life experiences.
Difficult life challenges were associated with becoming a young adult and navigating
experiences associated with developing psychosis. Participants developed
perspectives related to their ability to trust in the decisions they made when they
faced adversity. Participants engaged in reflective processes associated with the
decisions they had made related to navigating adversity. They explored their
thoughts about their personal worth and potential, as well as their ability to trust
they had the skills and personal perspectives they needed in order to protect
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themselves from harm, and to form interdependent relationships with other people.
Decision-making processes associated with navigating adversity processes
related to developing self-trust and becoming autonomous. Participants’ navigated
experiences of making decisions for themselves and having other people make
decisions on their behalf. When other people made decisions for them participants
had experiences associated with losing their sense of autonomy. Those experiences
were adverse and related to participants’ experiences of feeling “stuck” in processes
associated with becoming autonomous.
When participants made self-directed decisions they had experiences
associated with developing a sense of self-trust and personal worth. Those
experiences were related to participants negotiating stigma and growing their sense
of autonomy. They contributed to participants’ experiences of adversity as
opportunities to learn about themselves as people by growing their personal
potential to navigate adversity and become the people they sensed they were meant
to become.
Letting Go of “being a kid”
Letting go of being a kid is part of facing life challenges. It describes
participants’ process of developing new personal perspectives from having
negotiated adversity and developing a sense of self-trust. Developing new life
perspectives involved letting go of beliefs, values, friendships, and worldviews
participants associated with adolescence. Participants experienced that letting go as
a process of change associated with growing as a person. Experiences of psychosis
and making meaning of those experiences were described as pathways for
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participants to develop perspectives, skills, and abilities they associated with
becoming young adults.
In order to let go of “being a kid” participants explored social opportunities
to learn about other people’s perspectives. Participants emphasized that exploring
differences between themselves and other people gave them valuable perspectives
that contributed to their growing sense of identity. These experiences also
facilitated participants developing perspectives they were interconnected with
other people. Feeling interconnected with other people was important to
participants sense they had the potential to offer their personal potential to other
people and the world. Participants struggled to engage in these kinds of
opportunities when they felt stigmatized. This left them feeling “delayed” in their
ability to identify as young adults, relate to their peers, and grow as people.
Relating to a diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis is part of navigating life challenges. It describes
participants’ process of relating to the mental health diagnosis they were given by
mental health providers. Participants struggled to understand mental health
providers’ that developed relationships with participants that centered on their
mental health diagnosis. They experienced these relationships as limiting their
ability to relate to the mental health provider as a person. The negotiated challenges
in these relationships associated with personal perceptions that these mental health
providers’ were disinterested in getting to know participants as whole people.
Participants engaged in processes to understand mental health providers’
perspectives about them as people. They developed perspectives that these mental
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health providers held biases, worldviews, and assumptions about them as people.
They experienced those relationships as lacking in empathy. They also experienced
those relationships as threatening to their ability to become autonomous and
develop a non-stigmatized sense of identity.
Participants handled the challenges they faced with mental health providers
by limiting their contact with providers’ they identified as judgmental. The ability to
negotiate those relationships influenced processes of becoming autonomous and
developing a sense of trust in themselves. It also impacted participants’ willingness
to engage in mental health treatment services. Participants navigated internal
conflicts about choices related to seeking mental health treatment. Those conflicts
were associated with participants engaging in decision-making processes associated
with navigating adversity and negotiating stigma in relationships with mental health
providers. Those conflicts related to participants forming relationships with mental
health providers around their mental health diagnosis rather to forming
relationships with each other that affirmed their sense of wholeness as people.
Participants engaged in meaning making processes in order to negotiate the
stigma associated with relating to a diagnosis. Those processes provided a buffer
between themselves and mental health providers that encouraged participants to
relate to a diagnosis in order to recover from their mental health experiences. They
used that sense of meaning to protect their sense of identity from stigma associated
with relating to a diagnosis. These experiences contributed to participants sense
they were developing skills, strategies, and personal perspectives associated with
becoming autonomous and developing a holistic sense of identity.
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Relating to Personal Potential
Relating to personal potential describes processes related to participants’
developing their personal worth and sense of empathy for other people. It involves
participants exploring the relationship between that sense of value and their
capacity to make meaningful contributions to their friends, families, society, and
world. Relating to personal potential involved participants exploring their sense of
personal worth and experiences of interconnectedness and empathy in
relationships with other people. Participants’ navigated feelings and thoughts
related to their sense of isolation and interconnectedness to inform personal
perspectives about their potential as people. These experiences facilitated
participants sense they were reaching towards their personal potential or were
getting “off track” in relating to their personal potential.
Reaching towards personal potential emerged when participants evaluated
themselves as worthwhile. Participants’ experiences of developing a sense of worth
influenced their sense of interconnectedness to other people. That sense of
interconnectedness helped participants relate to their personal potential and
involved feeling empathy for other people that had faced adversity. Those
experiences fostered participants sense they had personal potential to care about
other people that had struggled with life challenges. These experiences affirmed
participants’ sense they were developing into a worthwhile person who was a
valuable member of their families, a good friend to other people, and a person that
could contribute to society in meaningful ways
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Experiences of getting “off track” in relating to personal potential emerged
when participants struggled to develop a sense of personal worthiness.
Participants negotiated experiences of getting “off track” when they engaged in nonaffirming relationships. They also negotiated these experiences when they were
unable or unwilling to explore life opportunities associated with becoming a young
adult. These experiences were associated with decision-making processes related to
negotiating stigma.
Participants employed strategies associated with becoming autonomous in
order to get back on track in discovering their personal worth and potential.
Relating to personal potential involved exploring personal worth and feeling
empathy for other people.

Feeling Empathy
Feeling empathy for other people is part of relating to personal potential.
Feeling empathy describes participants’ processes of developing the emotional
capacity to care for other people’s well-being. Developing an empathic emotional
capacity emerged from participants’ reflective and meaning making experiences
about their experiences of navigating adversity. Participants related feeling empathy
with developing a sense of interrelatedness with other people, society, and the
world. These experiences were associated with leaving adolescence and becoming a
young adult.
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Participants faced challenges when they got “off track” in engaging in life
experiences that facilitated their experience of empathy. These experiences were
associated with participants’ perspectives that negotiating psychosis had
overshadowed their explorations of their personal worth. Participants struggled to
feel empathy for other people in non-affirming relationships.
Participants developed the ability to feel empathy for other people that had
faced life challenges by reflecting on their own life experiences. These reflective
processes involved participants developing perspectives about the life challenges
they faced that affirmed their value as a person. These processes were associated
with participants developing personal perspectives that affirmed their personal
potential. Participants developed a sense of interrelatedness with other people
when their experiences of adversity fostered a sense of personal resiliency. They
explored perspectives that other people who had faced life challenges were resilient
and worthy as people.
Feeling empathy signified to participants they were growing their sense of
autonomy and becoming a young adult in the world. They felt a sense of empathy
towards peers, strangers, friends, parents of other young adults with mental health
challenges, and their parents. Feeling empathy for other people was associated with
developing personal perspectives, navigating adversity, negotiating stigma, and
exploring personal worth.
Exploring Personal Worth
Exploring personal worth is part of relating to personal potential. It describes
processes associated with developing a sense of value about their personhood. That
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sense of personal value developed from participants reflecting on life experiences
that contributed to their sense of personal potential. That involved participants
engaging in processes and life opportunities associated with becoming autonomous.
Experiences associated with exploring personal worth were related to
participants reaching for their personal potential. Engaging in typical life activities
for young adults and navigating experiences of adversity influenced participants
sense of personal worth. Making meaning of their experiences of psychosis through
their own worldviews, beliefs, sense of faith or connectedness to something bigger
in life facilitated growth in participants’ sense of personal worth.
Participants faced challenges in developing a sense of personal worth when
they confronted internalized thoughts and feelings associated with stigma. These
experiences were associated with getting “off track” in developing their personal
potential. Experiences of internalized stigma challenged participants’ perspectives
about their sense of worth as a person. Exploring personal worth was associated
with navigating adversity and developing personal perspectives. It informed
participants’ experiences of interconnectedness and sense of empathy for other
people.
Making Sense of Psychosis
Making sense of psychosis is part of relating to personal potential. It
describes the meaning participants made from having navigated adverse
experiences associated with developing symptoms of psychosis. It also describes the
meaning participants made from symptoms of psychosis. Participants made sense of
those experiences by exploring what experiencing mental health challenges did and
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didn’t mean about who they were becoming as people. They also developed
personal perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, faith, and purpose in life from
making sense of the symptoms. These explorations initiated participants developing
an awareness of who they were becoming as people. They identified unique
contributions they could make having faced and grown from life challenges and
from the unique skills experiencing psychosis offered them as people.

Participants made clear distinctions between making sense of psychosis in
order to grow as people and relating to a diagnosis. Those distinctions gave
participants the space they needed to integrate their experiences of psychosis in a
meaningful way into life stories that affirmed their value as a person and their
holistic sense of identity. These meaning making processes facilitated participants
reflecting on their personal potential. Those reflective processes involved
participants identifying ways they could make unique contributions to their
families, communities, and the world. These experiences fostered participants’
relationship to their sense of resiliency and hopefulness about themselves as people.
Connecting to something bigger than myself
Participants described developing important personal perspectives related
to developing psychosis, experiences of the symptoms of psychosis, and their
relationship to their faith, sense of spirituality, and sense of connection to
something bigger than themselves in the world. That sense of feeling connected to
something bigger in the world influenced their relationship to their personal
potential. It also facilitated experiences related to feeling empathy for other people.
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Developing a sense of empathy for other people and feeling connected to
something bigger influenced participants’ sense they were growing as people.
Participants associated these experiences typical maturation processes associated
with becoming a young adult. They reflected on how the symptoms of psychosis and
associated life experiences had informed their developmental process. They
developed perspectives that their developmental experiences had similar and
unique characteristics to developmental processes of their peers that had not
experienced psychosis. The reflective processes associated with developing these
perspectives informed participants’ sense of personal worth. That sense of personal
worth influenced participants’ views of their potential to make valuable
contributions to the world that would be beneficial to other people.
Participants’ sense of connection to something bigger influenced their
relationship to personal aspirations. Those aspirations reflected participants
educational and career goals. Participants educational and career goals
incorporated participants’ life experiences. They included life experiences that were
related to the ways they had grown as people from having experienced psychosis.
They also included aspirations related to participants’ personal sense of well- being.
Participants reflected on the unique qualities and characteristics of their thought
processes, relationship to their sense of spirituality, and worldviews in order to
develop their sense of purpose in life. These reflections fueled their exploration and
pursuit of opportunities that would connect their lives to something bigger than
their own personal well- being.
5/20/2015
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Becoming Who I Really Am
Becoming who I really am is the central category of this theory that describes
participants’ experiences of developing their sense of identity. Participants’
experiences of psychosis uniquely inform processes related to their identity
development. Becoming who I really describes complex internal and interpersonal
interactions between participants internal sense of identity and their social identity.
There are three main categories of this theory of young adult identity development.
Those categories are exploring relationships, relating to personal potential, and
becoming autonomous. Each category contains discrete properties. Those
properties interface with processes and strategies from other categories that
represent the ongoing and dynamic nature of participants’ experiences of
developing their sense of identity and experiences of psychosis. Identity
development for study participants this group of young adults is characterized by
the unique and dynamic composition of these processes and experiences.
Exploring relationships is a main category associated with the central
category of becoming who I really am. This category describes participants’
exploration of relationships with other people. Participants’ relationships with other
people facilitated participants’ development of important personal perspectives
related to their worldviews, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, life experiences, and
experiences of psychosis. These perspectives developed in relationships that
participants experienced as validating and invalidating to their sense of being
valuable whole people.
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Validating relationships with other people were characterized by
participants’ exploration of similarities and differences with other people.
Participants identified these kinds of relationships by assessing spoken and
unspoken messages about other people’s perceptions about their thoughts, feelings,
worldviews, beliefs, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. These experiences
facilitated participants sense they were engaging in meaningful relationships that
fostered the growth of their sense of identity and the growth of other people.
Participants explored relationships with other people that hindered their
ability to develop perceptions about themselves that they becoming valuable whole
people. Participants experienced those relationships as invalidating to their sense of
identity. Feelings of invalidation were associated with relationships that contained
overt and covert messages that participants’ experiences of psychosis had
permanently “broken” the validity of their personal perspectives, worldviews,
beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. Those
relationships contained painful oppressive messages about participants’ ability to
become whole people. Participants engaged complex strategies and techniques to
mitigate and avoid these kinds of relationships. Experiences associated with
participant’s developing perspectives related to protecting their emerging identities
from oppressive and stigmatizing messages.
Becoming autonomous is a main category associated with the central
category of becoming who I really am. This category describes participants’
discovery processes related to personal independence. It involved participants
exploring the relationship between that sense of independence and their
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experiences of interrelatedness with other people. Participants associated these
experiences with their negotiation of a developmental shift out of adolescence and
into young adulthood. That involved participants navigating adverse life events
they associated with the typical developmental strains of growing up. They also
navigated experiences associated with symptoms of psychosis that challenged their
sense of self and their ability to reach their personal potential. Participants’
explored their relationship to personal freedom and experiences of feeling stuck as
part of becoming autonomous. Those processes were associated with participants
developing a relationship to their sense of self-trust.
Developing self-trust involved participants forming a sense of trust in their
thoughts, perceptions, and minds. That involved participants negotiating
stigmatizing experiences that had sent them critical messages about how their
experiences of psychosis defined them as people. Participants engaged in
internalized struggles to develop perspectives that their minds, thoughts, and
perceptions were a resource rather than a disability or problem due to experiencing
psychosis. They developed narratives related to their sense of potential and their
worth as human beings when they navigated adversity associated with those
personal challenges. Those experiences shaped participants sense of self-trust and
perspectives about their personal worth. Participants described these processes and
experiences as a challenging and essential aspect of their unique transitions into
young adulthood, which informed their sense of personal potential to become
people they respected in the world.
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Relating to personal potential is a main category associated with the central
category of becoming who I really am. This category describes the relationships
between participants exploring their sense of personal worth, developing empathy
for other people and the relationships of those experiences to participants’ sense of
personal potential. It involves participants exploring the relationship between their
sense of personal worth and their capacity to make meaningful contributions to
their friendships, families, society, and the world. These experiences influenced
participants’ sense of interconnectedness with other people. When participants
experienced a sense of interrelatedness with other people they developed feelings
of empathy for other people. Participants integrated experiences of empathy and
their sense of personal worth into internal perspectives about their personal
potential.
Participants got off track in relating to their personal potential when they felt
invalidated in relationships with other people. Feeling invalidated involved
participants navigating painful personal and social perspectives that their sense of
identity was defined by their mental health symptoms and diagnosis. They
evaluated their emerging sense of identity for personal perspectives that were
congruent and incongruent with developing a sense they were whole, valuable,
worthwhile human beings that experienced empathy for other people. Feelings of
empathy for other people that suffered from adversity indicated to participants that
they were experiencing an important aspect of their personal potential. The gestalt
of experiences and processes associated with participants forming relationships
with their personal potential, sense of worthiness, and empathic abilities
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contributed to participants’ ability to internally affirm their sense of wholeness as
people. These experiences of were described as participants experiencing a sense of
connection to something bigger than themselves which was associated with
participants identifying they were growing into people of significance who would
make unique contributions to their relationships, their families, their communities,
and the world.
5/27/2015
Becoming who I really am
Becoming who I really am describes the theory of how young adults that
experience symptoms of psychosis develop their sense of identity. Becoming who I
really am is characterized by the unique and dynamic composition of participants’
internal and interpersonal interactions between participants’ internal sense of
identity, social identity, and experiences associated with psychosis. Relating to
personal potential is the central category of the theory. It represents the synergistic
interactions study participants experienced as they developed their sense of identity
and made sense of their experiences of psychosis. The three main categories of this
theory represent participants lived experiences of discovering who they are as
people. Those three categories are exploring relationships, believing in myself, and
becoming autonomous. Each category contains discrete properties. Those
properties interface with processes and strategies from other categories that
represent the ongoing interactive nature of participants’ experiences of developing
their sense of identity and experiences of psychosis. Identity development for study
participants this group of young adults is characterized by the unique and dynamic
composition of these processes and experiences.
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Exploring relationships is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes participants’
exploration of relationships with other people. Participants’ relationships with other
people facilitated participants’ development of important personal perspectives
related to their worldviews, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, life experiences, and
experiences of psychosis. These perspectives developed in relationships that
participants experienced as affirming and non-affirming to their sense of being
valuable whole people.
Affirming relationships with other people were characterized by
participants’ exploration of similarities and differences with other people.
Participants identified these kinds of relationships by assessing spoken and
unspoken messages about other people’s perceptions about their thoughts, feelings,
worldviews, beliefs, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. These experiences
facilitated participants’ sense they were engaging in meaningful relationships. That
sense of engagement fostered participants’ connection to their personal potential to
grow as a person and that sharing their personal perspectives contributed to other
people’s personal growth.
Participants explored relationships with other people that hindered their
ability to develop perceptions about themselves that they becoming valuable whole
people. Participants experienced those relationships as non-affirming to their sense
of identity. Feeling non-affirmed was associated with relationships that contained
overt and covert messages that participants’ experiences of psychosis had
permanently “broken” the validity of their personal perspectives, worldviews,
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beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. Those
relationships contained painful oppressive messages about participants’ ability to
become whole people. Participants engaged complex strategies and techniques to
mitigate and avoid these kinds of relationships. Experiences associated with
participant’s developing perspectives related to protecting their emerging identities
from oppressive and stigmatizing messages.
Becoming autonomous is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes processes related
to participants’ discovery of their sense of independence. Those discovery processes
involved participants reflections and exploration of the how their relationship to
their sense of independence is related to feelings associated with a sense of
interrelatedness with other people. Participants associated experiences related to
becoming autonomous with a developmental shift related to leaving adolescence
and entering young adulthood. Negotiating that developmental shift involved
participants navigating stressful and adverse life events they associated with the
typical developmental strains of growing up. They also navigated stressful
experiences in relationships with other people associated with symptoms of
psychosis. Participants engaged in reflective and meaning making processes
associated with their sense of wholeness as a person, developing self-trust, trusting
other people, and believing in personal potential related to becoming autonomous.
Developing self-trust involved participants negotiating stigmatizing
experiences that had sent them critical messages about how their experiences of
psychosis defined them as people. Those experiences sent participants messages
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that other people saw their thoughts, perceptions, and minds as untrustworthy.
Participants navigated those messages by exploring difficult internal thoughts and
feelings to develop a sense of trust that their minds, thoughts, and perceptions were
a resource rather than a disability or problem due to experiencing psychosis.
Participants struggled with feeling stuck in their ability to negotiate these
experiences of stigma when they felt isolated from relationships and life
experiences that fostered their exploration of autonomy. They developed narratives
related to their sense of potential and their worth as human beings when they
navigated these adverse experiences. Developing self-trust emerged from
participants’ negotiation of stigma and navigation of adversity. This involved
participants developing perspectives about their worth and wholeness as people.
These experiences influenced participants’ perspectives related to their potential to
develop a sense of belief in themselves and their personal potential to become
autonomous and grow as people.
Believing in myself is a main category associated with the central category of
relating to personal potential. This category describes processes and experiences
associated with participants’ exploration of their personal worth and developing a
sense of empathy for themselves and other people. That sense of empathy was
associated with feelings of kindness and caring for themselves and other people.
Participants’ developed personal perspectives and beliefs related to their sense of
worthiness. Experiences of personal worth influenced participants processes
related to developing empathy for themselves and other people. Participants
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associated developing empathy and exploring their personal worth with processes
that were related to developing their sense of identity and becoming a young adult.
Believing in self involved participants developing perspectives out of their
experiences of adversity and stigma that were affirming to their sense of worth and
fostered their belief in their self as whole people. Participants developed meaning
making mechanisms out of their exploration of the relationship between these
experiences and their personal sense of worth. It also involved participants
receiving encouragement from people they trusted when they struggled to affirm
their sense of personal worth. These processes were catalysts for participants
developing feelings and thoughts associated with empathy for themselves and other
people. Experiences related to developing a sense of empathy were related to
participants developing perspectives that they were reaching for their personal
potential and becoming people of worth to themselves, their families, friends, and in
the world. Participants struggled to develop empathic feelings towards themselves
when they negotiated internally stigmatizing perspectives about their personal
worthiness and potential.

Participants struggled with getting off track in believing

in themselves as people when they navigated processes associated with the
negotiation of internalized stigma. These experiences were related to participants’
experiencing a sense of isolation from other people. Experiencing isolation was
associated with symptoms of psychosis and stigma, separation from a sense of
interconnectedness, and participants experiencing exclusion from activities with
their peer group. Those experiences initiated processes related to navigating
adversity associated with feeling unworthy as a person.
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Participants struggled to develop a sense of kindness and caring for
themselves and for other people when they navigated adversity related to personal
unworthiness. These struggles involved participants grappling with internal
perspectives related to their sense of failure as people. That sense of failure was
associated with having a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia. These internal
perspectives challenged participants’ relationship to trusting in their intrinsic
wholeness as people. Participants’ employed strategies and processes associated
with developing personal perspectives and exploring personal worth in order to
evaluate their development into whole, valuable, and worthwhile human beings.
Processes associated with the category of believing in self included
participants exploring a part of their identity they sensed was more significant than
their individuality alone. Exploring that connection was significant to participants’
finding their distinct expression of individuality, unique processes of relating to
their personal potential, and development of empathy. The exploration of that sense
of connectedness incorporated participants’ experiences of becoming autonomous
and the meaning they made from navigating adversity and experiencing psychosis.
Participants associated experiences of connectedness with developing beliefs,
thoughts, and feelings that they were growing into people of significance and worth
who would make personally and socially meaningful contributions to their
relationships, families, communities, and the world.

Partnering with mental health providers
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Partnering with mental health providers is a subcategory of becoming who I really
am. Participants’ partnerships with mental health providers influenced their
experiences of relating to their personal potential. This involved participants
evaluating relationships with mental health providers for qualities associated with
affirming relationships and non-affirming relationships. Participants actively
engaged in the exploration of their personal similarities and differences in affirming
relationships with mental health providers. These experiences influenced
participants’ perspectives that they were developing into whole and worthwhile
people. They also influenced participants’ perspectives that their experiences of
psychosis did not define them as people.
Affirming relationships with mental health providers fostered participants
personal internal beliefs related to their capacity to navigate challenges associated
with psychosis and stigma. Participants internalized messages from these
relationships that adverse experiences of psychosis and challenging experiences
related to stigma did not define them as people. Participants explored thoughts,
feelings, beliefs, and worldviews related to their personal worth and potential in
partnerships with mental health providers that affirmed them as whole people.
Participants developed important personal perspectives about their potential as
people when they explored affirming partnerships with mental health providers.
Non-affirming relationships with mental health providers were stressful for
study participants. Stress associated with non-affirming relationships was
associated with participants’ experiences of intolerance for interpersonal
differences in their partnerships with mental health providers. Participants
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experienced that intolerance in overt and covert messages from their providers.
They developed perspectives that non-affirming relationships with mental health
providers stemmed from the providers negative assumptions about psychosis and
schizophrenia breaking individuals fundamental wholeness as a person. These
experiences challenged to their sense of personal worth and influenced participants’
sense of interest in relying on those relationships to help them grow as people.
Participants navigated challenges related to processes of separating their sense of
identity from negative assumptions of mental health providers.

Relating to a Diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis is a subcategory of becoming autonomous. It describes
processes associated with participants relating to the mental health diagnosis they
were given by mental health providers. Participants evaluated the accuracy of the
diagnosis in its ability to describe their experiences of psychosis. It also involved
participants assessing the potential impact of the diagnosis on their ability to trust
their thoughts, feelings, perceptions and experiences. Partnerships with mental
health providers influenced participants’ sense of relatedness to a mental health
diagnosis. Participants engaged in processes associated with developing self-trust
and negotiating stigma as part of relating to a diagnosis.

Making Sense of Psychosis
Participants explored their relationship to their personal potential when they
explored their experiences of making sense of psychosis. Making sense of psychosis
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involved participants reflecting on and developing personal meaning from the
diversity of experiences related to developing symptoms of psychosis. Those
experiences included making sense of experiences of adversity and stigma. It also
included participants’ exploration of meaning embedded in the symptoms of
psychosis. Participants reflected on those meaning making processes and developed
new personal perspectives about their personal potential from those reflective
processes.
Participants protected their meaning making processes from the judgment of
other people. They made choices to avoid relationships and social opportunities in
order to mitigate experiences of stigma related to the meaning they made from
experiences associated with psychosis and from the symptoms of psychosis. Those
processes involved participants reflecting on what experiences of psychosis did and
didn’t mean about who they were becoming as people. Participants developed
personal perspectives about their worldviews, beliefs, faith, and purpose in life from
making sense of the symptoms.
These explorations were catalysts for participants developing their personal
understanding of who they were becoming as people. These processes facilitated
participants’ identification of unique contributions they could make having faced
and grown from life challenges and from the unique skills experiencing psychosis
offered them as people.
Participants navigated emotionally challenging thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
as part of processes related to making sense of psychosis. Those challenges were
related to participants’ negotiating a previously unknown sense of aloneness as they
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navigated the complex changes associated with developing psychosis and becoming
a young adult. Participants reflected on their beliefs, worldviews, relationships with
other people, relationship to their personal potential, and sense of self-trust in order
to make sense of their experiences of psychosis on their own terms. The ongoing
engagement and exploration of those processes was the cornerstone of participants
exploring their personal potential after they developed symptoms of psychosis.
Participants made clear distinctions between making sense of psychosis in
order to grow as people and relating to a diagnosis. Those distinctions gave
participants the space they needed to integrate their experiences of psychosis in a
meaningful way into life stories that affirmed their value as a person and their
holistic sense of identity. These meaning making processes facilitated participants
reflecting on their personal potential. Those reflective processes involved
participants identifying ways they could make unique contributions to their
families, communities, and the world. These experiences fostered participants’
relationship to their sense of personal potential and developing a sense of holistic
identity.

5/30/2015
Becoming who I really am
Becoming who I really am describes the theory of how young adults that
experience symptoms of psychosis develop their sense of identity. Becoming who I
really am is characterized by the unique and dynamic composition of participants’
internal and interpersonal interactions between participants’ internal sense of
identity, social identity, and experiences associated with psychosis. Relating to
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personal potential is the central category of the theory. It represents the synergistic
interactions study participants experienced as they developed their sense of identity
and made sense of their experiences of psychosis. The three main categories of this
theory represent participants lived experiences of discovering who they are as
people. Those three categories are exploring relationships, believing in myself, and
becoming autonomous. Each category contains discrete properties. Those
properties interface with processes and strategies from other categories that
represent the ongoing interactive nature of participants’ experiences of developing
their sense of identity and experiences of psychosis. Identity development for study
participants this group of young adults is characterized by the unique and dynamic
composition of these processes and experiences.
Exploring relationships is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes participants’
exploration of relationships with other people. Participants’ relationships with other
people facilitated participants’ development of important personal perspectives
related to their worldviews, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, life experiences, and
experiences of psychosis. These perspectives developed in relationships that
participants experienced as affirming and non-affirming to their sense of wholeness
as people. That sense of wholeness was influenced by participants’ experiences in
relationships with other people that influenced their sense of personal worth.
Affirming relationships with other people were characterized by
participants’ exploration of similarities and differences with other people.
Participants identified these kinds of relationships by assessing spoken and
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unspoken messages about other people’s perceptions about their thoughts, feelings,
worldviews, beliefs, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. These experiences
facilitated participants’ sense they were engaging in meaningful relationships. That
sense of engagement fostered participants’ connection to their personal potential to
grow as a person and that sharing their personal perspectives contributed to other
people’s personal growth. Experiences associated with affirming relationships
informed participants processes related to developing self-trust.
Participants explored relationships with other people that hindered their
ability to develop perceptions about themselves that they becoming valuable whole
people. Participants experienced those relationships as non-affirming to their sense
of identity. Feeling non-affirmed was associated with relationships that contained
overt and covert messages that participants’ experiences of psychosis had
permanently “broken” the validity of their personal perspectives, worldviews,
beliefs, thoughts, feelings, and explanations for experiencing psychosis. Those
relationships contained painful oppressive messages about participants’ ability to
become whole people. Participants engaged complex strategies and techniques to
mitigate and avoid these kinds of relationships. Experiences associated with
participant’s developing perspectives related to protecting their emerging identities
from oppressive and stigmatizing messages.
Becoming autonomous is a main category associated with the central
category of relating to personal potential. This category describes processes related
to participants’ discovery of their sense of independence. Those discovery processes
involved participants reflections and exploration of the how their relationship to
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their sense of independence is related to feelings associated with a sense of
interrelatedness with other people. Participants associated experiences of
developing a sense of independence that incorporated a sense of interrelatedness to
other people and their personal potential with leaving adolescence and entering
young adulthood. Negotiating that developmental shift involved participants
navigating stressful and adverse life events they associated with the typical
developmental strains of growing up. They also navigated stressful experiences in
relationships with other people associated with the stigma of psychosis. Participants
engaged in reflective processes associated with testing the waters and developing
personal perspectives in order to negotiate stigma. These experiences influenced
processes related to developing self-trust.
Developing self-trust involved participants negotiating stigmatizing
experiences that had sent them critical messages about how their experiences of
psychosis defined them as people. Those experiences sent participants messages
that other people saw their thoughts, perceptions, and minds as untrustworthy.
Participants navigated those messages by exploring difficult internal thoughts and
feelings to develop a sense of trust that their minds, thoughts, and perceptions were
a resource rather than a disability or problem due to experiencing psychosis.
Participants struggled with feeling stuck in their ability to negotiate these
experiences of stigma when they felt isolated from relationships and life
experiences that fostered their exploration of autonomy. They developed narratives
related to their sense of potential and their worth as human beings when they
navigated these adverse experiences. Developing self-trust emerged from
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participants’ negotiation of stigma and navigation of adversity. This involved
participants developing perspectives about their worth and wholeness as people.
These experiences influenced participants’ perspectives related to their potential to
develop a sense of belief in themselves and their personal potential to become
autonomous and grow as people.
Believing in myself is a main category associated with the central category of
relating to personal potential. This category describes processes and experiences
associated with participants’ exploration of their personal worth and developing a
sense of empathy for themselves and other people. That sense of empathy was
associated with feelings of kindness and caring for themselves and other people.
Participants’ developed personal perspectives and beliefs related to their sense of
worthiness. Experiences of personal worth influenced participants processes
related to developing empathy for themselves and other people. Participants
associated developing empathy and exploring their personal worth with processes
that were related to developing their sense of identity and personal potential.
Processes and experiences associated with developing empathy were related to
participants developing perspectives about their journey from adolescence into
young adulthood.
Believing in myself involved participants developing perspectives out of their
experiences of adversity and stigma that were affirming to their sense of worth and
fostered their belief in their self as whole people. Participants developed meaning
making mechanisms out of their exploration of the relationship between these
experiences and their personal sense of worth. It also involved participants
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receiving encouragement from people they trusted when they struggled to affirm
their sense of personal worth.
Participants negotiated experiences of being on track and getting off track as
part of exploring their personal worth and sense of empathy towards themselves
and other people. These processes were catalysts for participants developing
feelings and thoughts associated with developing self-trust and influenced their
relationship to their personal sense of worth and potential. Experiences related to
developing a sense of empathy were related to participants developing perspectives
that they were reaching for their personal potential and becoming people of worth
to themselves, their families, friends, and in the world. Participants struggled to
develop empathic feelings towards themselves when they negotiated internally
stigmatizing perspectives about their personal worthiness and potential.
Participants struggled with getting off track in believing in themselves as
people when they navigated processes associated with the negotiation of
internalized stigma. These experiences were related to participants’ experiencing a
sense of isolation from other people. Experiencing isolation was associated with
symptoms of psychosis and stigma, separation from a sense of interconnectedness,
and participants experiencing exclusion from activities with their peer group. Those
experiences initiated processes related to navigating adversity associated with
feeling unworthy as a person.
Participants struggled to develop a sense of kindness and caring for
themselves and for other people when they navigated adversity related to personal
unworthiness. These struggles involved participants grappling with internal
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perspectives related to their sense of failure as people. That sense of failure was
associated with having a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia. These internal
perspectives challenged participants’ relationship to trusting in their intrinsic
wholeness as people. Participants’ employed strategies and processes associated
with developing personal perspectives and exploring personal worth in order to
evaluate their development into whole, valuable, and worthwhile human beings.
Processes associated with the category of believing in self included
participants exploring a part of their identity they sensed was more significant than
their individuality alone. Exploring that connection was significant to participants’
finding their distinct expression of individuality, unique processes of relating to
their personal potential, and development of empathy. The exploration of that sense
of connectedness incorporated participants’ experiences of becoming autonomous
and the meaning they made from navigating adversity and experiencing psychosis.
Participants associated experiences of connectedness with developing beliefs,
thoughts, and feelings that they were growing into people of significance and worth
who would make personally and socially meaningful contributions to their
relationships, families, communities, and the world.
Partnering with mental health providers and family members
Partnering with mental health providers is a subcategory of becoming who I
really am. Participants’ partnerships with mental health providers and family
members influenced their experiences of relating to their personal potential. This
involved participants employing processes related to evaluating relationships with
mental health providers and family members by testing the waters in those
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relationships for qualities associated with affirming and non-affirming relational
characteristics. Those processes involved participants exploring similarities and
differences related to worldviews, beliefs, values, life experiences, and meaning of
mental health diagnoses with mental health providers and family members. These
experiences influenced participants’ perspectives that they were developing into
whole and worthwhile people. They also influenced participants’ views, thoughts,
feelings, and beliefs related to the emerging relationship between their experiences
of psychosis and sense of identity.
Affirming relationships with mental health providers and family members
fostered participants personal internal beliefs related to their capacity to navigate
challenges associated with psychosis and stigma. Participants internalized messages
from these relationships that adverse experiences of psychosis and challenging
experiences related to stigma did not define them as people. Participants explored
thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and worldviews related to their personal worth and
potential in partnerships with mental health providers and family members that
affirmed them as whole people. Participants developed important personal
perspectives about their potential as people when they explored affirming
partnerships with mental health providers and members of their family.
Non-affirming relationships with mental health providers and family
members were stressful for study participants. Stress associated with non-affirming
relationships was associated with participants’ experiences of intolerance for
interpersonal differences in their partnerships with mental health providers and
family members. Participants experienced that intolerance in overt and covert
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messages in these relationships. They developed perspectives that non-affirming
relationships with mental health providers and family members stemmed from the
providers negative assumptions about psychosis and schizophrenia breaking
individuals fundamental wholeness as a person.
Participants experienced adversity when they negotiated stigmatizing
experiences in non-affirming relationships with these groups of people. Those
experiences challenged participants’ relationship to their sense of personal worth.
They were associated with participants navigating experiences of aloneness and
isolation in their negotiation of stigmatizing experiences. Those processes were
related to participants’ exploration of their sense of personal worth, experiences
associated with interrelatedness, and development of self-trust as they developed
their sense of identity.
Participants’ engaged in complex reflective, evaluative processes to make
sense of these experiences. That involved negotiating experiences associated with
participants’ experiences of mental health providers and family members
stigmatizing assumptions about to develop a holistic sense of identity that emerged
from participants’ processes related to their exploration of their personal potential.
Relating to a Diagnosis
Relating to a diagnosis describes participant experiences of exploring their
sense of connection to the mental health diagnosis they received from mental health
providers. Participants’ exploration of this relationship involved evaluative and
meaning making processes. Those processes influenced participants developing
perceptions related to their sense of worth and relationship to personal potential.
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Participants explored and reflected on experiences of congruencies and
incongruence between their given diagnosis in their experiences of psychosis.
Participants’ evaluated thoughts, feelings, and beliefs related to receiving a mental
health diagnosis, receiving a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia, and the
implications of those diagnoses on their sense of personal potential and emerging
sense of identity. Participants engaged in complex evaluative and meaning making
processes in order to negotiate their relationship with their given diagnosis. These
processes contributed to participants developing a sense of self-trust.
Participants assessed partnerships with mental health providers and family
members who were aware of their given diagnosis for experiences of stigma. They
negotiated those experiences by testing the waters when they discussed their
understanding of the reasons that had developed symptoms associated with
psychosis. Participants explored their personal perceptions related to the meaning
they made from their experiences of psychosis and the diagnosis they had received
in affirming relationships with other people. These experiences were associated
with participants’ growing a holistic sense of identity. Participants avoided sharing
their personal perspectives related to their diagnosis with non-affirming mental
health providers, family members, and friends in order to mitigate experiences of
stigma.
These experiences were associated with participants navigating adversity
associated with getting off track in believing in their personal worth and intrinsic
sense of wholeness as a person. Participants developed perspectives from the
negotiation of these experiences that kindled processes associated with making
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sense of psychosis. Those processes were vital to participants’ exploration of who
they were becoming as people.
Making Sense of Psychosis
Making sense of psychosis describes participant experiences related to
developing psychosis and developing their sense of identity by navigating meaning
making processes associated with experiencing the symptoms of psychosis and
associated life experiences. Participants described processes and strategies involved
with making sense of psychosis as an important part of their young adult experience
and developing their sense of identity. Participants’ negotiation of these experiences
represented a crossroads in their transition from adolescence into young adulthood.
That crossroads represented an initiation into the exploration of processes
associated with participants relating to their personal potential and moving towards
becoming who they really were as people. The negotiation and navigation of that
crossroads involved participants developing a new understanding of who they were
becoming as people and how experiences of psychosis influenced their emerging
sense of identity. Participants’ encountered significant challenges associated with
stigma in relationships with other people and in thoughts, feelings, and beliefs
associated with internalized stigma.
Participants explored experiences associated with making sense of psychosis.
Making sense of psychosis involved ongoing reflective and evaluative processes that
facilitated participants’ negotiation of the challenging and dynamic nature of
becoming a young adult and experiencing symptoms of psychosis. These processes
involved participants reflecting on and exploring relationships with other people,
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experiences associated with becoming autonomous, and exploring their sense of
belief in themselves as whole people. Participants engaged in processes and
strategies associated with developing personal perspectives in order to make sense
of psychosis on their own terms by exploring how and in what ways experiences of
psychosis informed their emerging sense of identity.
Participants developed strategies and processes in order develop an
understanding of what experiences of psychosis did and didn’t mean about who
they were becoming as people. These processes involved participants’ developing
personal perspectives, exploring their personal worth, developing self-trust,
navigating adversity, and making decisions about exploring relationships with other
people that would foster their sense of wholeness and well-being. The ongoing
synthesis of experiences associated with making sense of psychosis informed
participants perspectives about who they were becoming as people.
Participants’ faced barriers and challenges as they navigated these processes.
Participants navigated emotionally challenging thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about
their personal potential and sense of identity when they engaged in processes
related to becoming autonomous. Those challenges were associated with
participants’ negotiation of a sense of aloneness, experiences of stigma, and
symptoms of psychosis. These experiences influenced participants processes related
to believing in themselves as people. Participants turned to affirming relationships
with other people and processes associated with developing empathy towards
themselves and other people in order to navigate these challenging experiences.
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Participants explored their personal worth when they reflected on their
personal perspectives about their wholeness as people. Those explorations involved
processes related to developing self-trust and influenced participants’ beliefs about
their intrinsic worth and potential as people. These experiences influenced
participants’ perspectives about who they were becoming as people. Participants’
associated those processes with the negotiating adverse life experiences associated
with developing psychosis and the challenges those experiences presented to their
growing sense of identity.
Participants struggled with getting stuck in these processes as they navigated
the complex changes associated with developing psychosis and becoming a young
adult. Participants reflected on their beliefs, worldviews, relationships with other
people, relationship to their personal potential, and sense of self-trust in order to
make sense of their experiences of psychosis on their own terms. Those processes
involved participants exploring perspectives related to personal and social
perceptions that their minds, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs were defective.
Participants engaged in reflective processes associated with developing a sense of
self-trust and belief in themselves that those aspects of their identity were as people
were resources rather than impairments. The ongoing engagement and exploration
of those processes was the cornerstone of participants exploring their personal
potential after they developed symptoms of psychosis.
Processes associated with making sense of psychosis involved participants
developing personal perspectives that their experiences of psychosis had both
hindered the growth of their identity and been a catalyst into processes associated
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with becoming who they really were as people. Participants’ ongoing exploration of
processes and strategies associated with making sense of psychosis fostered the
development of participants’ understanding of the personal potential that was
growing inside of them to make unique contributions to their families, communities,
and the world. Participants’ navigated experiences of integration and
disillusionment as they negotiated their unique paths towards becoming who they
really were as people.
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Appendix H
Redacted Transcripts Round One Interviews
K: Tell me what has been like 18 and have symptoms of psychosis?
B12: And what or…(in anyway you want, study is about identity who you are as a
person so for some people your age its about school, relationships, symptoms, it can
be its pretty open but we’re talking about your identity). Ok um well in school it you
kind of feel different like basically you don’t know whats going on so you have to
abse it off of what you’ve seen and if you watch movies or anything and you see that
its not good then you have a feeling that your identity is tainted. You have a feeling
like what if you become not good so your identity is tainted by what you’ve seen.
K: Kind of in th media.
b12: like that but kind of because you have nothing else ot base it off of. You know.
Like I mean I cant look at a random kid and say oh do you have what have? You
don’t ask people. You know. So you base it off of what people have said and usually it
isn’t good. So..
k: Whats like for you, the not good, or the experience like for you?
B12: Ahhh, um, well it creates fear. Like if ahh you see people my title in a room, like
a sponge room with the happy jacket, straight jacket that gives you the mindset, o
this is what you could become. Not, you don’t really see the other too often.
K; Got it, the other end being something different?
b12: A functioning, normal, in a sense person that has these things but still is
actually able to maintain being normal.
k: it sounds like its impacted you as a young person.
b12:um well since I had it early I learned kind of cope with it, just go with it you
know and me not really caring helping a lot with that. But for others and myself its
like in the back of your mind basically.,
k: a constant…
b12: It’s a real reminder of what could happen if you choose not to take action
against it or with it.
K: um…and in what ways have you changed since the experiences started? as a
person and your sense of yourself
b12: well I got it pretty young, in the early stages it didn’t effect me too much so I
was more outgoing, more…I guess fearless like I didn’t care about being judged or
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anything. And now its definitely not that way. Like I could still be the same way but
at the same time its in the back of my mind Im going to be judged due to the fact that
if someone hears that title I feel like Im judged so anything I do now I’m going to be
judged. Basically it just expanded into everything being in fear of being judged.
K; that’s a pretty big category.
b12: yeah just cuz you don’t know how people are going to react, you know.
k: it sounds like maybe you changed your behaviors or choices you’ve made because
of it?
b12: my personality has changed.
k: could you give me a couple examples?
b12: I used to be able to go to a random table with a bunch of people and just start
talking to them just don’t care. Now I wouldn’t do that because I don’t know what
theyd think or say. I just don’t want to be that weird guy that does that you know.
Basically, it was how I would describe it is the mental thing it was like a seed and
eventually turned into everything became onto that branch when I grew up.
k: if im getting it the seed were the symptoms of psychosis and what its turned
into…
b12: My life being underneath it.
k: ok. um so you’re life being underneath it, what about your sense of who you are?
b12: um its put a setback ot that you know you cant really figure it out as fast
because you have conflicting ideas of everything you do. so basically you have to
weed out what you think, basically you’re playing a guessing game of who you think
you are and ahh eventually you find out but its really not that easy. It just made it
more harder.
k: sounds like a layer on top of everything.
b12: basically it put up another wall you have to get over.
k: and so we talked about some about how you changed. in what ways have you
stayed the same since before you developed these symptoms?
b12: Ive always been a dork so…I have much more imagination. I’m more goofy. Ive
always like artsy things like drawings and writings and um basically anything that
takes an imagination and when you have my symptoms you see things way
differently from normal people so…its much easier to make to me a basic drawing
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but to other people it looks really weird and creative. To me its what I see everyday
its not like Im imagining or being creative. So you know me being creative, when I
see it as creative to me its just ridiculous to other people. They’re like what is that
you know? Basically it takes it to a whole other level of creativity. So but it helped
me in that sense. It amplified what I already had.
k: so you were already creative and then your experiences of psychosis added to
your creativity.
b12: yeah my imagination just expanded.
k: your imagination…how do your friends and family see you?
b12: Uh well my family found out more recent than when I actually had it. And ahhh
so basically in the beginning they didn’t treat it that well. Middle school I was
grounded for a very long time. So I only saw my friends about a week or so a year
because they decided I was trying to flunk out.
k:so they saw as you having behavioral problems, a problem child?
b12: yeah they decided that or I just wasn’t wanting to do or I was just being lazy.
But I mean sure every kid has some laziness but I mean I used to do good in school
and then I couldn’t focus anymore basically I was just trying to figure out what was
going on and that got in the way a lot of school. To me at that time since I started
feeling weird tat I should have more friends so I decided focusing on friends more to
me it seemed more important.
k: which is pretty typical, middle school is kind for where that heats up…
b12: and so they’d be like grounding me all the time and me only seeing my friends a
little bit made in me a hatred for school. Because uh, its because of it I wasn’t
allowed to go see anyone, I wasn’t allowed to go do anything, I was stuck in my
house all the time so it kind of ruined school for me so I never really wanted to learn
after that. So for that family aspect it kind of ruined things there. They’re not really
understanding per se, like uh my mom will only really take it to an in depth level like
she’ll actually talk to you about it if its something she’s experienced. Where she not
meaning to be weird but likes. I don’t mean she likes me having all these things but
what she has interest in. Then she’ll get on a conversation level. If she doesn’t she
usually just blows it out of the way or throws it out there like its not important so
I’m like I have this this and this. And then she’s like oh, anxiety, I have that. And Im
like I know she’s trying to take a bond level to it. But at the same time that wasn’t
the problem. So, yeah.
k: whats your sense of how your mom or your family sees you as a person because
you have these experiences? whats your take?
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b12: like my sister and I got along better because she now knows when Im being a
certain way its not like Im trying to be mean or trying to be a certain way, because
before she taken what im saying to extreemes so it helped there. She sees it, she has
something in common with me, she sees what im saying by our parents not
listening. They’re quick to punishment I guess. So we basically made and alliance
you know and ahh basically helped out there with our parents.
k: it sounds like your sister might see you more positively as a person, as b12, like
you’re ok.
b12: yeah. like ahh ok, my dada he takes things like sad things he shows it physically
so if I say something depressing he gets physically saddened by things I say because
it makes me not want to tell him because I don’t want to see him physically sad
about what Im saying so I cant tell him. My mom ignores half of what I say and takes
only pieces she wants. So the lack of communication with family is right there. And I
talk to my sister but she doesn’t really get some of the things Im referring too.
k: what kind of message are you getting about who you are as a person from these
interactions?
b12: well if my own family doesn’t get me, that you feel more sheleterd you don’t
feel, you really get hit in the face with you’re not normal. Like I told my friends, my
friends now, I don’t care if people know. To me it doesn’t make a big deal. If we’re
using hush tones then it truly is a mental disorder. But if im not allowed to say it…
k: that silence and ignoring silence
b12: treating it with a hush tone makes it look like an issue. But if I say it openly its
not a big deal.
k: how do you feel about yourself when you say it openly.
b12: To me I feel like it doesn’t cripple me, I feel more empowered by it you know.
And uh but my friedns have been more supportive on that, they actually listen so
that’s been nice. I don’t really, Im not like going about it on Facebook or anything.
k: how do you think your friends see you as a person?
b12: most of them Ive known since like 1st grade so they’re just used to me being
that way. You know, I lucked out there. Basically they didn’t know before and after
theyre like oh yeah this must be normal.
k: this is who I am, (yeah), got it. So how do you think your treatment team sees
you?
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b12: Ahh at first it was that they had this magical thing of all answers but they left
me with more questions you know and sometimes those need an answer. basically it
makes you wonder which doesn’t help me that much. But ahhh you know its, they
give you tools. Whether or not you use to choose them is awesome. So basically it
makes you feel like you’re not so cornered. It lets you know there are other things
you can do. So basically it makes you feel relieved. So that’s been a help. At the same
time if you butt heads with them it gets a little bit weird, especially if you’re in the
family group with them.
k: how do you think they see you as a person?
b12: They try, to me its like they see me as something they’re trying to fix like Im not
quite, like they try when we’re in person make it look like we’re equals but at the
same time I feel like im a their work. The reason they’re working is to fix this toy. Fix
something that for everyone else too see. Like we’re a trophy. We fixed you,
everyone look, we fixed it you know. Not like ahh we helped them, they did it
themselves, bravo. Its not like a, to me it doesn’t feel like its helping its more like a I
ondt know, its kind of weird like that.
k: it sounds like your seen more as a part of making them feel successful like
something to be fixed rather than b12, like how would you say it in your own
words?
b12: Basically we’re proof of their success and schooling. We basically showed how
good they are, the worse you are and the more they take you later before youre out
of the program, the more like they’re the top quality. Basically, it just makes it a
better ego for them.
k: what message does it send you about who you are?
b12: that they might just prove the stigma that they’re broken or we’re not normal.
And ahh it doesn’t it sure doesn’t help you that much they help you with other
things. They themselves are still kind of that way. Its just they’re trying to help you
with it. Ive heard from a lot of the people their first impression of me was ahhh they
actually warned everyone about me, which hearing sounds kind of weird. Oh it’s a
mental unstable (removed identifying physical size) guy. So then they’re like oh he
might get angry, we all have to watch out. Just cause of my size its not like Im going
to go hulk and destroy everything. Yeah so that kind of right off the bat sent me a
little mad. You know that it doesn’t matter the size, if the person’s angry, it’s the
person. Its not like Im going to do any different. So, hearing things like that right off
the bat sounded weird. I didn’t really care too much. I mean if you’re scared of my
size that’s your problem. Things like that.
k: sounds like the treatment team sees you as something to be fixed and more about
helping you function. That’s my take…
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b12: yeah basically if you can walk semi-straight by the time you get out of this
you’re good you know. basically they just want you to go in the semi-right direction
and hope you figure it out. and ahh, sometimes that’s not the case so…
k: yeah. Um, so you touched on this in your other answers, Id like to know how your
symptoms are impacting their views of you. Since we’re talking about the treatment
team you can start there, or you can start with your family and friends views of you.
specifically how the symptoms you experience actually impact how they see you.
b12: Umm well my parents became more cautious I guess since the depression and
everything. So basically they’d always check up on me all the time. And I would
never be alone, or if my door is closed every once in awhile they try and knock on
the door and see what I’m doing. Basically they take things to an extreme. So
basically in the process of opening up lost my privacy. And that makes it worse, so
basically very single time Ive tried to explain things it seems I get worse outcomes
then possible good things from being open. Like ahh, oh I was describing to one of
the therapists how I was feeling that time and the next day I was hospitalized. So
opening up has never been a great thing for me since it seems like Ive always gotten
punished for it. You know and I was like then whats the point. I don’t know.
k: how do you think your family sees you, it sounds like they’re sending you a
messages, but I don’t want to put words in your mouth, it sounds like they’re giving
you messages something’s wrong…how do you think they see you?
b12: Yeah well I mean they see me as like ahh I don’t know, like a bit of, they fear
that Im not going to succeed or I’ll try not too. They feel Ill just be in one place and
be dormant and not do anything. And ahh, you know that’s kind of disappointing to
hear and feel. And ahh basically I don’t know they look, they…like if I were to say
something it doesn’t hit them as hard as say someone with the title of doctor would
say it. SO, like I can like, I have depression this and this and that and they’re like oh
yeah yeah yeah. But if a doctor says it they take that seriously and they put all these
action plans against it. So basically what I say has no meaning because I don’t have a
title. And that really pissed me off so, basically they don’t see me as a serious voice.
My voice is not good enough compared to a doctor but the doctor isn’t me, which
this is about. They’re asking me things but then they want to know what the doctors
say but I told the doctor the exact same thing. So basically they’re hearing it from me
second hand instead of what I told them straight up. I don’t know, that becomes very
infuriating.
k: its sounds, yeah I can only imagine.
b12: it things like that and school that had a big part. Because once it started getting
more of a problem I couldn’t go to school. So, then my parents got me for that.
Basically everything just intertwines. I’m anxious in school, cant stay in the
classroom. People are looking at me freaking out. And you don’t want to cause a
scene so you want to leave and the teachers like well where are you going, and now
its like I’m stuck. So, its basically you get anxious at home or at school. everything’s
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weird, theres a lot of people, you freak out, then you come home and your parents
are hounding over everything you do trying to make sure you’re doing exactly what
they want. So basically its 24 hours of constant stress and stress plus symptoms
don’t usually cause good outcomes. So they’re like oh, you’ve got to do something
about it and we try medicine and ahhh that causes anxiety or whatever side effects
and if you already have a lot on your plate you cant just double stack that and expect
the best and think you can be like oh I’ll hold out a month for the symptoms…some
people don’t have a month. Like its, it pushes them over the edge and its probably
the medicine that killed them. So there’s that though of what other people have done
in the same shoes you are but you basically have to make a decision of who you
follow. you know and you know that sucks. Theres not that many people to choose
from as a good idol.
k: it sounds complicated and stressful.
b12: yeah.
k: what about how your symptoms impact you treatment teams views of you?
b12: basically they want to hear, they say they want to hear the good, the bad and
the ugly. But if I were to say the bad or the ugly it just causes more issues. Oh yeah
we got to hang out more we got to do this more…but sometimes I don’t want too.
But no we’ve got to make sure things are going good like ok. Or like for instance
they’re a mandated reporter and then they ask me a question that is basically rigged
to sound bad and I don’t want to answer its like why tell me that you’re a mandated
reporter and then ask me a question that could totally put me in the hospital. Im not
going to answer it. It just seems counterproductive in that sense.
k: and what does that stuff mean about you and who you are?
b12: how it is for my symptoms to the counselors is, I cant be honest about some of
the things I say because of fear of the consequences or being punished for being
honest.
k: and you think they see you how bc of that as a person. (what do you mean). youre
describing different interactions which sometimes for people , sometimes not, kind
of its like now im somebody that cant be honest, you know, that’s kind of weird.
b12: yeah I mean basically I am forced to, if I feel like I should be honest then im ok
to say it but at the same time I have to put up a smiling face and pretend or lie
basically about who I am and whats going on so that I can not be hospitalized so I
can actually try and fix it without that. Usually it goes very extreme very fast in those
kinds of scenarios. And ahh if they were to just say, you can tell us these things and
we have to report it but it doesn’t mean that actions have to be taken, you’d take the
stress right out of it, then Id be more open about it because my only experience is
me opening up in the hospital, nothing happened like instantly I didn’t get to say a
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word. Since my parents take the word of higher named people I guess ahhh youre
basically in a hospital you don’t want to be in, and no matter what they say they
treat you like a terrorist and its interrogation. Everything you say is probably lies.
and so they don’t take my honest truth no matter how many times I say it unless I
can get a doctor to basically be the ventriloquist here to talk for me, you know.
k: yeah. ok, thanks for helping me better understand what that’s about for you. What
do you feel or think about you’re experiences.
b12: I mean ive had them all my life so to me its normal and if I were to take pills to
become real normal or whatever it’d be weird to me. Like I dont know if id be ok
with it because its not my normal. Theres a period what if normal for everyone, I
don’t know how to describe it…Normal I guess would be too overwhelming for me
because nothings going on. Id be more paranoid what if I got normal, whatever, and
then put its just my mind playing a trick on me, its not actually normal its me still
being me, but everything doesn’t seem to be there. So my more paranoid when
soemthings blindsides me me with something I was not expecting. I fear being fixed
per se as much as I fear losing it. So basically fixing me could be just as bad as me not
doing anything to lose my mind.
k: this could happen
b12: I tend to over think things yeah to me it seems like a pretty good possibility
that me being paranoid about it could cause issues as well. Which may also result in
me losing my mind as well. You might as well just go two roads but with the same
ending, they both go back to the same intersection.
k: any other feelings or thoughts about your experiences?
b12: like I said to me its normal, the experiences to others is just me living.
k: it’s a great statement, tahnk you.what do you think those experiences mean about
who you are?
b12: I don’t know like ahh to me it opens up more doors for I guess for instance I
want to be an engineer they want you to think outside the box so this would really
help that like ahhh lets see basically I think I guess what others see as a disability I
see as a first hand starter kit for innovation to be able to make seomthing no one
else has seen because I see things anyway. So basically everything I see is a
blueprint for something that could be done. basically Im putting things together in
my head, seeing it, while others are just seeing a table I see something else. Basically
I see possibilites.
k: do you have anything else to say about what these experiences mean about who
you are?
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b12: no abscially I guess it opens a lot of doors and lets me be able to do a lot more
things I guess than normal people cant; I guess. I don’t know how to desribe it that
way.
k: thank you. would you um, describe yourself now that you’ve had experiences of
psychosis.
b12: how would I describe myself? well

Participant Blue
Interview #1: Blue
Thank you
so blue whats it been like to be 24 years old and have symptoms of psychosis?
being 24 yearsd old and having symptoms of psychosis has been challenging
because these are the years when young adults devlop their identity and it felt as
though it was not only a delay to my development but there was also a lot of stigma
around it and um it made it hard to socialize with ayone especially with those my
age.
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K: that must have been hard. yeah, and oyu said delay around your development are
there specific social relationships were there other things where you noticed a delay
and could you describe that alittle
Umm with accepting real world responsibilities as an adult
k: like
holding a job, paying my bills, living on my own, not realying on my parents
k:uhuh
all those things were definitely challenges or it didn’t occur at all (yeah yeah:k)
k: and you said it impacted your identity
yes
k: could you say a little bit more about that and help me understand what you mean
when I um well im now just beginning to develop my sense of identity as a young
adult and in the middle of my episode of psychosis I felt um as though my identity
was centered around my symptoms and that I couldn’t escpae that identity that was
not part of who I was but who I was as a whole.
k: so the symptoms became who you were as a whole.
right
k: and um who were you before those symptoms came to the center
I was well I uh I didn’t have a very clear identity due to a pretty chch years of
ummmm drug and alcohol use and later addiction ahhum but before I got into that
scene my identity centered around me being a good student and um a lot of the
recreational activities I did and who I associated with
k: uhuh, and then that changed?
that changed, yes (laughter)
k: and where did when you say the word identity what does that mean to you?
um it’s who I am its who I am my morals, my values, whats important to me, what I
do on a daily basis, when im confronted with a challenge how do I act or respond to
that challenge
k: so can you give me an example of when you talk about um how these symptoms of
psychosis became who you were and how that impacted your values and what you
do with your life, can you give me an example, yeah? a real life example of how that
played out for you?
um well in the middle of my psychosis I felt crippled I mean the last thing on my
mind was being a productive member of the real world just due to this incredible
fear I was having of what was going on in my mind um so when confronted with a
chaellmge where my morals would kind of be questioned I would run because the
fear was too overwhelming like say um someone called regarding a bill or a debt
collector called something like that as a normal rational adult iw ould find out how
to pay for that and as a person who’s identity was centered in psychosis I didn’t feel
as though iwas even able to respond to a smaller challenge such as that I needed
help. so…
k: hmmm that;s a really interesting idea that your identity centered in psychosis. I’m
going to sit with that.
ok
K: yeah I may come back to that , yeah.
alright.
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k: in you talked a little a bit about ways you’ve changed but can you tell me more
about ways you’ve changed since you developed symptoms of psychosis?
umm, more ways in which ive changed
k: yeah ways that you’ve changed, since the experiences started
well,chchc, my
k: you can take your time
well so this is in the midst of when they’re at their highest? or currently how I feel?
k: how about we go with today? yeah
today, ok
k:if that fits and you want to talk about it, we’ll probably talk about the past, I hear
there is a then and now experience
yes
k: that you’re describing so why don’t you answer from what’s true for you today?
whats true for me today is that I do a lot of things to keep my psychosis at bay and
that’s everything from alcoholics anonymous to (removed treatment program
name) to regularly contacting family to having a social life to staying physically and
mentally active um and so psychosis is not my identity today however I recognize it
was and um due to that fact I stay vigilant to make sure that never happens again.
k: uhuh. so that sounds like there is this idea that there was a then and there is a
now. so what kind of brought you over that bridge? I guess around your identity
from then to now?
Hope (laughter).
k: what is that mean?
um well you know I was going from being shut in my room suicidal 24 hours a day
getting minimal sleep and having terrible you know habits regarding my physical
and mental wellbeing to um there was definitely a moment that click with me it was
that I didn’t have to live this way. um where as before I thought I was trapped due to
my symptoms of psychosis. that they wouldn’t lift at all and I wouldn’t be given any
chance to live a regular life. um but through supportive people I was able to see
that’s not the case.
k: im going to get back to that supportive people piece cause that’s probably pretty
important. what ways have you stayed the same since you started experiencing
psychosis?

Participant David
David #1
So david what has been it like to be 19 years old and have symptoms of psychosis?
D: IT’s something I don’t really think about anymore. It’s something that I had a
tough time dealing with when I was like 15, 16 years old.
That’s when I had the most difficulty. but now that I’m growing I’m ahh like half a
year away from turning twenty and going into my first few years of college, I think I’ve
learned to deal with some and be self-aware of what could be a problem, what couldn’t
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be and what I should look out for and what I should be more lenient about. Its
something I’ve learned to grow with.
And so it sounds there’s been a change from when you were younger to now.
D: yeah there was a big change when I was finally met (removed treatment program
name) and when I was new to it, it was a while new experience and now that I’m
done with it, it feels like I have more a better understanding of what I am and how I
deal with it. (Learning about himself)
So that’s interesting, I’m kind of curious through that change you’ve also developed
a sense of what you are or who you are? Can you say a little bit more about how
that’s changed and what you know now?
d: Yeah, when I was younger I somehow grew into the feeling of that I’m like this
childish goofy person that always like to crack crude jokes and basically be a young
guy and just be out and about in school and going to clubs and all these things and
having all these friends. (Being younger and goofy)
But after I dealt with psychosis uh early on people got curious on my situation in
school and then it was a bit weird since somehow, I don’t know if it was a side effect
or natural part of growth I gained around 50 or 60 pounds. I used to be 105. (Body
image changing) So now I’m a bit of a larger person. Not as in like overgrowth I just
grew a belly and bigger curves, shoulders and chest. And people saw me differently
(Being different, comparing himself to how he used to be) for some reason then I
lost a few friends and I had grew around being around my younger brother all of the
time. And then I just grew into being a more leaned back serious person that just is
very conscious of my study and my work because for some reason that’s what’s
been going good for me so I tend to try and keep it that way. So yeah I had a bit of a
weird transition from this weird goofy young guy now I’m like this studious serious
person. So that was a bit of a transition for me. (He’s navigating how he views his
transition from being younger to older and from having no symptoms to having
symptoms. Are his changes ok to him? would he have liked to have stayed the
same?)
Yeah and can you say just a little bit more about the weird part, give me an example
of how that’s weird. I just get the sense that there is something there for you that…
D: Yeah, when I think of that weird part is I had a lot of friends and I used to be in a
lot of clubs at school, mainly middle school and high school and that kind of turned
into a bad thing when people actually noticed my absence and that I had to deal with
my health problems. (His prior interests turned bad because he was a person that
was noticed by others in a socially acceptable context of clubs etc. Is being noticed
because he was gone ok with him?) And then when I finally got back after around a
trimester ahhh between 3 or 4 months I was gone from school and I was behind
credits and behind lessons. And people finally noticed that who I, something was
different about me but they couldn’t really understood it. So my friends pretty much
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naturally grew away from me so that’s when it was a bit strange for me when I was a
bit younger. (What is that strangeness like for him, did it change they way he sees
himself as a person? Was it oppressive? Did he internalize any messages about
himself because of his friends moving away from him?)
Ok yeah so you’re actually touching on another question I have for you. I want to
follow up around this change and your friends going away. It sounds like somehow
their view of you changed that’s what im hearing. Im curious. One of my questions is
how your symptoms impact how your family and friends saw you?
d: My direct family prawents brothers they were a bit worried about me they
decided to be more supportive of me and they said sometings along the lines of we
know you have some health problems and we’re with you and if you ever have to
break from school or…so I took a month of of school to get ahold on my life so id
actually know what to do. I didn’t want to jump right back into school and have all
these issues with learning since I was a little bit unstable at the time that was the
thing I was happy about with my family, my friends not so much. But I was gone
there was like this big gap between us. It’s a bit of a silly thing but a travesty at the
same time. The thing that had a big connection with me and my friends were video
games. And I use to be a fan of this trending and still popular game called league of
legends. And I used to play that a lot and was I was a bit higher up there on the
ladder people assumed that I was actually ahhh playing the game a bit too much. My
friends were a bit laid back and they transferred to a new game that just released at
the time around 2012, Go to too, it came out of beta and it was public. They just saw
me as that guy that still played league and they were on the new fun thing called go
to too. I never learned it, got into it, it was too mechanical too hard and I couldn’t
really grasp the concept of the game. And since we grew apart I was still on league
since I was a bit higher up there on the ladder and my friends were new to Go to @
so they pretty much grew away from me. And then after (removed school name)
came out, a place that is fairly new. Its fairly new and I still went to the public high
school and uh my friends I think they had a childish mentality since they were like
‘yeah we can go to this new high school and be the first senior class. They show up
there and I forgot to look into the school. I really wasn’t interested because there
was this territory bound because I couldn’t go to the high school because I lived too
far from it. So I went to the public high school still. It’s a bit of a depressing ending
with my friends, they never actually grew away from me. They went to (removed
school name) for their senior year. I was at the public high school for sophomore
and junior year so I pretty much lost the majority o my friends just because of the
new high school. That was a bit, it was a bit of a bummer since they wanted to be the
first new class of the high school, but I couldn’t because I lived too far. And I
graduated at the public high school and not much really came from it since. I still
had a few friends that were a bit studious and a bit serious about school. That was
my new group of friends I came into, the ones that actually studied and go into high
school with a good ending and go into a good 4-year university.
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It sounds like you found some people that matched the new you. I’m curious
because you named some kind of situation dependent kind of things changed
around the gaming and how you connected. I’m wondering if you think your friends
saw you as a person or saw you differently as a person or if your family saw you
differently as a person after you developed these symptoms?
D: Ahh yeah. A lot of people surprisingly, my classmate, my student body thought of
me really differently. There’s all these crazy stories and rumors about me about how
I was like this crazy psycho doing all these weird things and it was like it was a
weird assumption that they came too. Because that was never me and that never
really happened. And my parents actually new what was going on with me. They
understood and they were fine with it and very stable with me. But there was like all
these weird stroies about me going around school. Because them being rumors
people thought they were true and they had this wide range of views on me so that’s
how it changed my public image at school. I used to be in all these clubs and people
made all these assumptions about me that’s what made them straight away kept
away from me they thought I was that weird guy?
What was that like?
D: Ahh it was a bit weird. A bit of a combination of being the normal guy and being
bullying. It wasn’t really bullying because they didn’t directly interact with me. They
did the opposite. They just zoned away from me than having this cautious boundary
thing. It was a bit ahh weird finishing off high school since I had to eat my lunches
and all my foods that came from (removed restaurant name) I had to eat near ILS
students since they were pretty accepting. They really didn’t have any view about
me because they were these open kind students that had these weird learning
disabilities that you can never understand. So the only real place I could get
accepted was with the CT students. The ones that do farming and agro that they
really don’t care about anything. They just care about finishing up their assignments
their projects, doing all their affairs. And me sitting near the ILS students they were
very accepting kind students since even though they had learning disabilities. So
that’s what I really found to finish high school.
So it sounds like you found some groups that were accepting and you were aware
that you were excluded from some of your more typical friend groups after you had
these experiences. Did I get that right?
d: yeah, that’s pretty much how it went.
I imagine that have impacted you in some way, on the inside, or perhaps not…
d: Yeah it made me feel a bit ahh excluded since I really didn’t have the same
teammates as I did because they moved to (removed school name). And the only
thing I could do were speech and debate teams I try to do that and I finished the
second year except I couldn;’t do third and fourth since I missed out on too many
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credits and there was an (removed institution name) policy where if you’re missing
out on too many credits you can’t participate so I found this new weird thing from
the (removed group name) groups that it was a bit fun. It was called stilusa and not
associated with (removed institution name) policy so I could have two classes of
trimester and still attend all of their events.
That sounds fun.
d: its pretty interesting. I took an automotive class before I went to the first event
and I went to the automotive division and I somehow (removed public award
status) in the state division and I really couldn’t go to nationals because I had to
qualify to go to nationals. It was my first year and that was my senior year so it was
it felt a bit of an accomplishment out there to do something that I learned and
actually have a good experience with it.
Yeah, it carried over from the person you were before you had these symptoms and
the person you knew yourself to be afterwards and that’s what it sounds like. Those
interests you were able to carry them on and those connections. I’m curious because
you said something about how people viewed you one way and made some
assumptions and then you said you knew inside that that wasn’t you and that wasn’t
accurate and your family had a stable view of you. I think that was what you said.
I’m curious how else you might see how you changed or stayed the same since you
developed the symptoms?
d: I think a bits of half and half. I still play a lot of video games. I still play league of
legends to this day. It was like the timeframe of the game that I started was end of
2011 to now, next few months its going to turn into season 5. Ive pretty much been
playing the rainflag (? word?) for three seasons so that’s about 3 whole years. I still
play that game and I find it pretty entertaining cause there’s constant switches and
patches and updates. I think the game is really aesthetically pleasing. It goes this old,
clunky, pasty cartoony video game from this like ahh fantastically driven artwork
that makes the game look really interesting and makes people want to come back
every few weeks or few days or even a few hours for some people who actually
enjoy the game. On the other hand I still do video games but now Im really into
studying because now Im into the community college, I’m a freshman there
(congrartulations: k) Ive been doing pretty well. I was like really nervous my first
day then I got the syllabus and I thought oh I can actually do this. Then I did my first
few tests and quizzes I did pretty good. I was just paying attention, I took a few
notes and then just passed a few quizzes. It wasn’t perfect 100% but it was good
enough that it gave me a confidence boost.
Just what you needed it sounded like…
d: Yeah I was just ahh senior year had a bit of a drudgy ending but for college it’s a
new start where I could actually do some things and study. And that’s pretty much
how it changed. I still keep the gaming side of me since I do that for a hobby and I
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study more. Im not really the goofball childish kid anymore because ah that really
doesn’t work anymore because I have to take my time seriously and work on school.
And I’m curious, you’ve mentioned the goofy goofball guy that you were to before
you have the symptoms and now you’re the more studious guy. Im wondering if you
see that as um David’s kind of growing up in the world or you think that’s a result of
having developed psychosis or another explanation?
D: It was a little bit of both. When I gained insight, when I was aware that I had
psychosis it made things a lot more difficult. I had to pay attention more and I had to
focus really hard n school because I had a really hard time paying attention in class,
mainly algebra 2 was pretty diffciutl and I eventually got used to ah my learning
difficulties and then I pretty much worked at it and got used to it. And me being
more of a serious person comes along lines of that. I have fewer people to interact
with so I really can’t just screw around with my time like I could with a lot of people.
I can’t pull the class clown with only a few people, I can only do that if I had so many.
So that’s how I pretty much how I became who I am today, it’s a little bit of half and
half.
And what about how your parents see you? Ypu said they see you as stable, in a
stable way. Im interested if you can describe or give some examples as to what that
means?
d: They look to me as a stable person. They look to me as a regular person, but they
still kind of wish I could go a little further since there are so many things I haven’t
done yet that they wish I had. I, learning how to drive, I’m 19 almost 20 and that’s
something they wanted me to do when I was 16. I have yet to get a job, Ive applied
all over the place but I always get the ‘we’ll call you back if we’re interested” and
never get a phone call or text back. So yeah theres a lot of things they really wanted
me to do and it kind of feels like I let them down a little bit because I don’t know
how to drive yet and I have yet to hold a job. So theres a lot of things they expected
of me that a normal person would do but for me I really can’t learn how to drive
since my time constraints. And me holding a job I really couldn’t do that since Im in
school. For me juggling a hobby, school, homework, a job would be too difficult for
me since I don’t feel like over stressing myself since if I do that it could run a few
health risks on my end. That’s something I learned at (removed treatment program
name).
That you need to find that balance.
D: Yeah.
And so you mention this word ‘normal’ a ‘normal guy’ what does, how…?
D: when I think of normal I think of the regular well for me, when I think of the nor
mal person I think of the suburban person that lives out (removed city names). I
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think of the person, its pretty interesting a lot of the student population at the local
high school that I live near is, its a lot of farm hand students that live (removed
location) and we even have expemted students that live (removed city name) that
come all the way just to attend our school, because apparently it’s a bit renowned in
(removed geographic location). Its pretty interesting. When I think of a normal
person I think of someone that has either a part-time, full-time job, drives around a
truck, has all these things, does a party or two on the weekends, and pretty much
hangs around with a whole other population. I really couldn’t get into the whole
cowboy look with top hat, boots, belts. Im the average joe that just walks around and
plays video games most of his time while not doing homework. That’s pretty much
me. So that’s what I think of normal in (removed location).
Typical guy.
d: yeah
I’m wondering, we talked some about how your friends and your family viewed
before and after, stayed the same. I’m curious how you think your treatment team
saw you? Yeah and I want to pause and just say that question might bring up some
thoughts or feelings for you and I want to assure you of the privacy and
confidentiality of any answers you have.
d: Oh I understand.
And any understanding of what benefitted you or not, what was useful or not is
really valuable information cause it will hopefully inform whats going well and what
will change. How do you think your treatment team saw you?
D: My treatment team saw me as ah as a regular person that was a bit banged up
and with a few health conditions. They obviously new I had psychosis and I had all
these really bad health problems. Id been gaining a lot of weight and I kept that
stable for a really long time. It was a lot of things that came up that I noticed when I
was in treatment with my health providers. One thing I really noticed that when I
actually got back home, I remember my first car ride home. It was a bit weird, I was
in my normal street clothes before I checked in and I was really anxious in car rides.
It was months before I got back into public streets and I had all these bad feelings I
had all these nervous feelings when I was near people whether they were watching
me, whether they thought I was being abnormal. I thought they were thinking about
me or having these weird opinions about me. All these weird things were going
around, but the best part about the treatment providers was the people at (removed
treatment program name) said the feelings I had were very new and very normal for
someone that’s new to treatment because that’s just how it is. It’s normal to feel that
way. After I learned that and got into the first few weeks of (removed treatment
program name) I felt ok but I always had that look over my shoulder. Then
afterwards I felt back to normal to a feeling that was very similar to before I had
psychosis. When I was like 11 or 12 when I felt like a normal young adolescent and
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yeah it pretty much brought back that feeling of when I was younger and I was a
regular healthy person.
And what kinds of things did the treatment team do that helped you see yourself as
normal? You gave one example of what your experiencing was normal. What other
things did they do that gave you the message..yeah.
d: One thing that gave me the message that helped me feel better was that they said
you know if you ever have problems you can always give us a phone call. If you ever
need any help or if you really feel like you need extra help. Which I did I had a twomonth extension to help graduate high school. They said if I ever needed help and I
graduated high school I felt like really nervous towards graduation because I was
afraid I might be behind a few credits and I might miss a few standards or state
exams and I felt really nervous towards the end of high school and in having that 2
month extension that they offered me really helped by the mile. It really did make a
difference for me.
That’s great. Is there anything that the treatment did or kind of ways that they
interacted that weren’t as useful as you navigated this? Could have been direct or
indorect.
d: Well this is just a lot of things with new people. When I started (removed
treatment program name) it really felt like I had a very short leash like an arms
length of range but that was just me at the time. Now from looking back to then that
felt very reasonable because I was a bit banged up and I had to deal with all these
health problems. Them having a really short leash really helped out but for me
looking back assuming it was a different person in my shoes they could look at that
as ahh they really don’t want me to do anything. They’re trying to regress my health,
they’re trying to do all these bad things because Im in arms length and a really short
leash. that’s the only thing I can think of the would be a negative side effects since a
newer person that could be younger or older could have these negative reactions to
a really short leash since that’s what I would think if someone was like 14 or 15. Or
they’re 20 or 22 if they’re really older or younger than me they could have those
feelings. But since I was 15/16 I had a reasonable thought that they’re doing this to
help me. That’s was my point of view on it, but someone else could have a different
point of view that could be like a way negative reaction.
Way negative like…?
d: Like they don’t want to do treatment anymore, they try and run away, they
discontinue any treatment, they just say I don’t want to do this anymore or just go
on, they’ll be stuck with the health problems for a significantly longer time.
And you mentioned something about a short leash giving you a message that you
were ‘banged up’. Tell me more about what the short leash looks like and how’d you
get to banged up?
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d: The word I used when I use banged up is like I had all these bad feelings of
psychosis, Im vulnerable to the public environment, I really didn’t feel safe around
people, vehicles for that matter and when that short leash Im thinking of my health
provider at (removed treatment program name) always had these weekly check-ins
I would always have to come visit him at his office. Ah very frequently and my
parents were involved with it since I was a minor and my parents would have me do
all these tedious things like go to bed at 8 or 9 o’clock take your medication, go
outside for awhile, talk a walk, go to (removed location name), go to all these things
that’s what I think of my perspective of a short leash that someone else could think
of negatively because like I said if someone is 13 or 14 and experiencing these bad
feelings or someone is like 20 or 24 they could have like this resentful reaction and
they could think they don’t want to continue this or like I said the younger person
could run away, or the older person could walk away and say ‘I don’t want to do this
anymore’.
Wow that’s powerful clarity you have around what the experience was like and the
message.
d: In the end it felt like I had improved as a person but at the time I was a different
person. People could have these negative and resentful actions to (removed
treatment program name) and their way they treat people and healthcare wise
because they’re trying to help you but the other person could be thinking a negative
mindset ‘they’re just doing this to hassle me, Im just going to walk away’.
yeah and I wonder what its like you know to get hassled, what that would mean
about who you are as a person? Im somebody now that gets hassled. Its just curious,
a question that comes up in my mind.
d: Oh o you are you talking about what it means to be hassled by (removed
treatment program name)? Like I said the parents could be involved since it you
could be a grown adult or 18 or younger. They constantly phone call you, text you
check-in with you, see if you’re ok, see if you’re eating healthy, see if you’re taking
your medication, see if you’re going to school, seeing if you’re getting good grades,
doing your homework…all these things are like so tiny and tedious that I actually
remember because I had to do it by the list, by the book, over and over again
because I was younger and I wanted to get better with myself since I hated all those
feelings. I really hated how I felt the public environment was dangerous and that
people were not safe and how people were all these things. The only thing I think
that people might have medication issues is how it makes them feel. For me, I’m not
sure how much the extent but the medication I took made me gain a few pounds. I
was alright with it because I was already getting bigger in the first place because of
puberty. So that’s my thought on medication. But other people have really harsh
reactions with medications some people get tired, some people get a dry mouth,
some people get really dizzy, some people feel worse with medications, so they have
to find a different medication, some people don’t want to take their medication and
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because of all those side effects. So that means that people that don’t want to take
their medication have a worse symptom reaction with psychosis that makes it a
track because (removed treatment program name) wants to help you and one of
their main points on helping you is being vocal and medicated in the form of that
helps you progress your steps. So that’s what it could mean from a regular person
that’s older in their twenties that could think this is boring and a hassle why should I
even do this in the first place. That’s my view on someone older like 20 or 22.
That’s kind of how old youre getting to now.
d: Im going to be an older guy since Im 19 going to turn 20. Im just used to growing
up and was younber when I was first introduced to (removed treatment program
name) when I was around 16. Ahh and yeah that’s what I could possibly see
someone in my shoes seeing (removed treatment program name) treatment being a
bit of a hassle. I don’t want to deal with it but if that’s what it takes to get better. Its
not an easy thing like you go to bed and you drink a cup of water and then you walk
outside for 5 minutes then your done with little minor ailments but with something
like psychosis its something that is treatable but its very complex to deal with.
Im curious, Ive got one last question on this topic, your so articulate on this topic,
one more question about the hassle experience. Did that send you messages about
yourself as a person? Like…Im getting hassled which must mean, Im wondering if
that’s connected at all to ‘banged up’
d: Uh yeah. That is a perfect one plus one equals two. When I think of being hassled
from a different persons perspective. Oh I’m all banged up, I have all these problems,
I have all these health issues and here’s (removed treatment program name) trying
to put a damper on my day and make it even worse. That could be another thing on
being banged up health wise and then dealing with (removed treatment program
name) and having them hassle you in the hopes of trying to get you better when the
person really thinks it isn’t. That’s what I think it comes to of being hassled and
banged up at the same time.
Thanks, powerful message. What do you feel or think about your experiences of
psychosis?
d: Ahhh, I just think it makes things a lot harder and for me and when I was just
noticed I was getting something very similar to psychosis and that I actually forgot it
was psychosis is during school and its just like one of the examples I never forget. It
was so blatantly obvious to me but it was like nothing to other people. We’re taking
a test on algebra 2. It’s a unit on quadratic equation and it’s an open day and there’s
nothing on the street. Then I for some reason, I have no idea why, I hear this ice
cream truck drive by and Im thinking oh alright I’ll take a look, nothing’s there,
absolutely nothings there, its an open road nothing is there and I hear a few jingles
of an ice cream truck. I ask the person next to me, ‘hey do you hear the ice cream
truck?’ and hes like ‘what ice cream truck?’ so Im thinking ok something’s wrong.
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That was the most blatant example on how I knew something was completely wrong
and it really ahh distracted me at school. During the night when Im tired and trying
to go to bed maybe it was a little worse. When I was trying to go to bed I’d always
hear these tapping noises on the ceiling, sometimes I’d hear scratching on the walls
but every living creature in the house, pet and human, are asleep. So nothing is
making all these sounds. So since I lived on a one floor house absolutely nothing in
the ceiling, and a little bit of tapping and pounding on the ceiling really disturbed me
since nothing could possibly be there. It’s a closed ceiling house.
And so it sounds like the experiences were pretty disturbing to you. What do you
think those experiences mean about who you are as a person?
D: As a person the only thing that really changed about me was that I had these
unique health problems that normal people don’t have. Some people like break a leg,
some people get an open cut on their arm where they have to get a few stitches, but
for my case it is a health problem and it cant really be treated like a broken bone or
a few stitches. It has to be treated with a few doses of my medication and good rest
and a healthy balancing life. Its something that has to be dealt with on a day-to-day
basis. It isn’t something like the flu where you get a shot and it won’t come back
anymore. Its something I have to deal with on a day to day basis since its something
I have to watch out for.
And how does that impact who you are as a person?
d: Its something that I keep tabs on when Im doing my day to day things. I know it
isn’t really the best thing, I do some of it late night gaming where I stay up until like
midnight, 1am, trying to get up the rings ladder since the seasons coming to he end
and I want to get a good seating and its pretty much what I do on my weekends. I do
late night raids and I do good score keeping. But that’s another thing that is a
warning that I need to keep track of because I consciously going past a late night
hour and I know that comes up with health risks and I know that when Im done with
all these point scorings and raids I have to go to bed and get good rest. because if I
don’t get good rest it makes me groggy, it makes me irritable, it makes me more
negative of a person I know that when I do x I have to do y. I stay up late, I have to go
to bed for a long time. That’s something I have to keep up with is my rest.
So there are habits you have that you take care of yourself and you have to watch
for. Im wondering if you describe yourself, kind of your identity, if you describe
yourself. Who are you now that you;ve experienced this?
d: I am the person that is young man, I go to college, I do class, Im unemployed
which is a bit of a downer but its something I have to deal with. I live with my family
because they still support me both my brothers either work in the army or the state
college. And so I live alone with myself most of the time, it feels like Im one of the
brothers since I’m all by myself most of the time except my parents come back later
on in the day because they come back from work and they do dinner and my
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favorite hobby that I still keep to me when Im younger is I play video games. I
remember when Im like 9 or 8 I played pokemon red my little gameboy color. Im a
bit of a younger person when it comes to that gameboy and pokemon was a really
big trend around 2005 and it still is with their big fan base. I don’t keep up with
pokemon anymore because Im not a fan of spending 30 bucks on a cartridge every
few months, like ahh pokemon pearl, and pokemon black and white pokemon x and
y all these things that come from something, Im not going to spend 30 bucks on that
Im just going to stick to my free online game. So that’s when it comes to as me and
my identity as a person.
And David, what are your hopes and dreams?
d: My hopes and dreams is that I finish college, go to a 4 year with my brothers and
there’s two possibilituies I could do I could either be a chemist since I’m really into
all these measurings and science and on the side I could play league of legends
collegiately since that’s been recognized throughout the US. At least for the 4 year
colleges not the community colleges. They have collegiate teams and I could
possibly think of trying out in 3 or 4 years when Im actually at a 4 year cause Im at a
community college at this point and they don’t qualify for collegiate teams. So yeah I
could play league of legends collegiately but for the time being Im just going to
school and playing league as a hobby. Pretty much me as my hopes and dreams.
Alright, you get pretty passionate about those things that matter to you.
d: yeah, school’s pretty important for me but I also like having fun with a few video
games on the side.
Yeah you still got that fun guy you’ve always been. It is you.
d: Yeah that’s just me.
is there any questions that I didn’t ask you that are important for you to answer that
you want to speak to now?
d: Not really that I can think iof, you touched a lot on the social aspects of mental
health. It always sucks when people have this negative stigma when it comes to
anything mental health especially depression, I don’t really get depression much for
a lot of my friends that do come up with depression people always give the snarky
response. ‘Be a man’, ‘get over it’, and basically go on with your normal lvies and for
a lot of people its really hard for them and that’s a lot of the mainframe for mental
health problems is people always thing of it as this negative thing. Like if you have it
you’re a different strange person but ahh for the most part it’s pretty much like its
pretty much like your brain is like your arm. If its cut or broken or it needs ot to be
stitched or fixed up that’s pretty much your brain too, you need to get it checked out,
you need to get treatment done on it and you pretty much work on it like a broken
ankle or broken arm. That’s what I think on when it comes ot mental health.
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Pretty straightforward.

K7
K: What’s it like to be 22 years old and have symptoms of psychosis?
K7: sometimes its um very positive sometimes it feels ahh encouraging to myself um
almost like an attempt to almost a lot of times it seems like a validation im going
through. Validates something inside him.
A lot of times it can bring a lot of ahh unwanted stress to situations. Sometimes,
mostly it feels very alone mostly just trying to communication and establishing
relationships with people are very difficult. Makes relationships hard.Ahhh just
because I don’t talk about it with people Im in relationships with because it is not a
common ground. Experiencing difference and choosing silence.Its not something
you can usually share with people. It feels like Im on a sailboat and its just kind of
my own flag sometimes but I feel like Ive learned to fit in Learning adaptive
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strategies. and know when to not speak or know when to speak kind of blend in and
not stick out too much. Choosing silence to “blend in” with other people. Its difficult
communicating when I am experiencing something and Ive learned to not
communicate that and try to show something I’d rather project rather than what I
am feeling kind of a deal. Getting messages from somewhere to stay silent. And ah,
…yeah developing a community to be a part of is, Im only 22 I hope, Im not going to
cancel my life there and say Im not going to find people I can relate too but…
K: You mentioned common ground and Im curious about what is common ground
for you with other people?
K7: My current common ground is hanging out at work I can discuss things that um
coming, things that are relevant to work and things that are relevant to people my
age. Fitting in with other people means excluding parts of his experiences and
identity. I can discuss kind of the topics or theme of conversation and kind of go that
way. I ahh try to develop a filter to filter out what is me rather than what is the
situation calling for, monitoring like what I may feel something but maybe id rather
say something else kind of, not necessarily different but modify what I’m thinking or
how Im behaving to fit a situation. Filtering “me out” in order to avoid stigma, which
is filtering out experiences that could be met with stigma, which is filtering out
experiences that are part of psychosis that are meaningful to him as a person. This is
also protective to avoid stigmatizing feedback and protect meaningful experiences
from oppressive social messages.
K: It sounds, that filter sounds important, can you explain to me what part of you is
that filter? or what that is?
K7: That filter is, to me it’s almost a surviving and survival thing.
Filtering experiences, thoughts and feelings to survive and stay in synch with
normative social activities (like doing your job, going to work)
I know I need to meet these expectations so I will do what needs to be done to meet
these expectations. So that I don’t slip or fall below cracks along those lines so I keep
my days busy and occupied and ahh…
K: What do you filter out? Usually a filter means something is being filtered in and
350hat’s350call being filtered out…
K7: yeah I guess I filter in, I try not to act on my emotions and rather what I guess it
would still be my emotions, it would be emotions towards a certain subject. I
attempt to filter different things to give a projection of ahh something that I would
believe to be relatable to other people just to kid of speak a common ground which is
to me which is experience or psychosis or not its really important to be on common
ground with people. Intentionally restricting sharing feelings so that he can relate to
other people---but he is also talking about avoiding rejection from other people and
protecting experiences that are meaningful to him.
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And try not to let my emotions determine my life more let, more choose, sometimes
its not easy to choose emotions but choose rather what I feel about something.
K: It sounds like you put a lot of work to build those common ground or bridges to
other people and that your really conscious of that and needing to do that and it’s a
real activity in order to stay engaged with other people.
K7: Yeah and uh, I often find myself stuck in a um, stuck in a way that works.
being 22 and it feels like a lot of options in life, everybody my year is graduating
college and pursuing more in that and I ah….its ahh….i guess everybody’s trying to
figure out who they are which, just really sucks…(laughter), it just really sucks, yeah.
And ahh, Im just going to hold on until Im 30. (laughter). Yeah I guess that’s hard to
focus on one thing when you’re in everything or everybody else is and ahhh, you
know part of me wants to be in that my friends are in politics or they’re going to law
school or they’re going to medical school and I’m not. And they all have very formed
opinions and I don’t even know who’s running for the election (laughter).
And everybody’s got their things and ahh most, a lot of me thinks I should be
knowing these things or should be doing that just because everybody else is. And
ahh its kind of hard to choose to choose what to invest into. So, its hard to start your
life at 22 or start it younger I don’t know. Yeah.
K7: Positive ways I feel like the biggest thing in my life is that, its kind of a freedom
thing. I guess I get to choose what Im putting out so Im very ahh maybe its not too
healthy but Im very adamant on what Im doing with my time and what Im doing
with my relationships or things like that it takes a lot of stewarding of relationships
to ahhhm, to keep them.
K: Tell me more about that stewarding and what relationships you’re talking about?
K7: even at work friendships, relationshuips with my boss or things like that.
sometimes I get caught into a place that I don’t necessarily want to be but I feel that
I should be there like I should be this person to this person but I don’t necessarily
have a or necessarily want to be there. But it’s a place I feel comfortable socially
interacting with people.
K: Can you give me an example so I can get a sense as to what that might look like?
K7: yeah at work I have relationshsip with a person who works there and we work
together a lot, its almost llike a safety thing. I have a certain way I interact with
them. I don’t necessarily want to I, for this specific instance I will dumb myself down
to a lot of things just to make social interaction a lot easier so that I can understand
social interaction from that point from not understanding. A lot of times its a lot
easier to maintain social interaction for me. I may understand oyu know I may
remember that invoice number or exactly that calculation and say no its actually 4.7
or actually its that…I just wait and I find myself stuck in that place like I already
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know it but I don’t say it. And I find myself stuck because that’s my role in that
relationship that has worked and its bad thing to me sometimes because I already
Im already past that, I already understand whats going on but a lot of times I
pretend that I don’t.
K: Why? Im kind fo curious why that goes on, if that’s about experiences of psychosis
you’ve had and how you’ve shaped yourself or if that’s K7, the way K7 is or whats
the deal?
K7: yeah I ahh I thinks sometimes its out of fear what Im feeling is psychosis or you
know what Im experiencing but Ive learned to trust myself personally listening to
that and being ok with that and its proven to be really good. I just have a hard time
changing in my relationship to people and changing and growing in my
relationships to people I have a hard time if something works, stepping outside that
box and being something new. I get stuck in my own ways of viewing things because
they worked or my own ways of acting because they worked here and…
K: It sounds like it’s a way to manage your fear or concern that you’ll like talk from
the psychosis?
K7: Yes yes it is very much so.
K: Ok, talk from the psychosis rather than what or who? Could you tell me
K7: Ahhh well personally that Im right on, that I can remember 352hat’s’s credit
cards from them saying it once but sometimes I cant remember what gray looks
like. Sometimes I’m so scatter brained that I can remember 16 digit credit card, 20.. I
can remember sequences and sometimes I really can’t. And so even when I’m off I
kind of pretend that I’m on. Or even when Im on I pretend that I’m off.
K: And that’s 352hat’s352ca’s that’s changed since you developed psychosis>
K7: Yeah I never even thought like that before. It was always just hey Im
experiencing this I can just share the…you know it was never a second thought and
now its kind of very complicated.
K: Say more about how you were before. In what ways you stayed the same, it
sounds important as far as changing how you operate in the world.
K7: Yeah I don’t I guess I don’t quite know how much is was before I remember at
times I could think and actually say what I was thinking or I could think and not
formulate or not decide upon an answer. And now it seems like every word or even
every thought is patrolled. Like I have to think about what Im doing and think about
exactly what Im saying to ahh, to give an answer to have a relationship with
somebody, to communicate.
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K: It sounds like too, what I’m hearing is to protect yourself from something, I’m
wondering about that…if it’s serving a function
K7: Yeah it definitely feels like its serving a function and I don’t know too much
about but before I was experiencing g because once I really started experiencing
psychosis at one point I thought I lost everything I knew. I couldn’t speak for awhile
I couldn’t do anything for awhile. It was like a reformation of my brain. I felt like
every structure was just being, had to recalculate everything and redetremine life
just interactuions and that’s the most diffcult part for me is ahh never quite came
back to my originial sense when I was 15 or 16 years old, which is maybe that’s just
growing up. Maybe everybody does this you know I don’t know. I ahh…
K: For you part of psychosis is that journey, that process.
K7: Yeah its very…I don’t quite know how to dissect it because I don’t know if I
didn’t have psychosis I don’t know what 22 years old would feel like.
K: That makes a lot of sense. So Im wondering how your friends and family see you?
K7: With my family its ahh, its much easier to fit in the roles I think of in my
thoughts just cause Ive been around my family for so long its easier to blend in, I ahh
K: Could you give me a couple of examples of that?
K7: It’s easy to be a brother, or its easy to be a grandson, or its easy to be a son. For
me its easy to think about how that would fit. Like o yeah, this is what would make
sense here. And I notice sometimes if I don’t follow that they have no idea what I’m
communicating. My family has like what are you talking about? As long as I keep
roles in my head its much easier to function and its much easier to ahh to establish
some communication just cause when I don’t have those filters up at work or
anything I get really weird reactions. Like I said something like completely random
and that made sense to me, it really made sense to me but I so I definitely have been
trying to develop good communication skills to ahh to actually communicate so that
Im not, Im trying to focus on what’s being said rather than what I think is being said,
just try and establish a firm or more accurate communication response to what I
believed to be sometimes my roles don’t fit into what roles are actually going on so I
find myself lacking in the communication department. I am like wait I’m going to
have to explain myself 4 times and I already knew what was going on, I had compete
knowledge of what was going on but I had no way to describe, no way to
communicate in my small roles in my head of how to communicate in those roles for
an answer.
K: What are these roles and the role of being a borther or a son, how do you define
that, how do you know that’s a role?
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K7: I guess that’s kind of what its more of an impression its more of a situatioal
thing. Oh maybe I shouldn’t be like this, maybe I should be more like this because its
what this encourages a positive response versus a negative response.
K: so this is brother and borthers role is to behave…
K7: in a certain state and that’s what it looks like and Im like oh, this worked, this
didn’t, take a step back and try to work within what’s working.
K: It sounds like you do a lot of managing relationships and that you’re very aware
of managing relation ships.
K7: It feels like when I don’t manage them I ahh it doesn’t quite work.
K: Could you give me an example of the roles maybe in your head that wouldn’t
work in your relationships?
K7: Its like um, say with my boss or seomthign along those lines it like I ahh its kind
of an interesting relationshsp because he’s a family friend and hes been in my life for
a long time and my family’s life. And ahh because hes in both roles in that its really
sometimes I’m not personal at all and soemtimes maybe I’m too personal. Those
lines don’t fit in my separation of um mentalization of whats going on. So seomteims
it can be ahhh sometimes you know when Im in work mode I forget that I have a
personal relationship with somebody. And its like wait Im a friend, this person is my
friend, I can talk to them. And I have a hard time integrating multiple roles.
K: And that’s changed for you?
K7: That’s something that’s more present right now. I see that in my boss like I you
know have a if its just one role, like if it’s the CEO of the company I’m really good at
that, really good at wow- that was pretty good where’d that come from? You know
that’s amazing but when there’s blurred lines I kind of don’t know how to interact.
K: And how do you think other people, your family or friends see you?
K7: I think sometimes my family gets worried when they witness some of the
interactions I have. they never vocalize it and never anything like that but I ahh I
guess my friend group. I don’t quite have I guess I don’t have too big of a larger
friend group so I don’t quite know about that.
K: what tells you that your family is worried and that they see you as someone to
worry about. Im curious how they see you as a person.
k7: yeah I ahh, Im not quite sure sometimes most of the time Im not quite sure. I ah,
(pause in interview)
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K; how your family sees you…
k7: I feel like is hift more of my conversation than I would like to and my ahh
conversation like I become unsure of myself and when I may be experiencing
something that is not quite ahh copasetic with what everybody else os going
through at that time so I ahh don’t know necessarily when I;m expericning
seomthing different or experiencing something normal so I ahh sometimes I do
know when Im experiencing everybody speaking in a room just feels like they’re
yelling in my ear something like that.
K; do you think your family is ware of that going on for you
k7: a lot of times they’re not.
which is like ok I can work with that and I feel that’s most of the time they have no
clue which is ok with me, I can fit in that role.
K; how do you think they see you as a person.
k7: I guess I don’t know just because
k; what leads you to that answer?
k7: sometimes I feel like I ahhm, some parts of me feel like I have a pretty good
understanding of my relationships or social interactions with my family are and all
those different things and sometimes I you know feel like im 4 years old and im
trying to just make normal conversation and trying to generate an appropriate
response rather than the mind of a child kind of a deal, honestly I don’t know…
k: fair enough, …lot of figuring out and negotiating and sifting through information
to maintain a connection. how do you think your treatment team saw you?
k7: well I thought it was ahh really helpful for me as far as looking back at it right
now as in the points of ahh honestly kind of the stuff im doing right now, trying to
do by myself, navigate hey this is an appropriate response or this doesn’t fit in. You
know it was cool to ahh kind of have an intervention kind of like parents. Like a
parent figure kind of like hey this is how this works, when you sya things like this it
creates this response. It was like o- at that time I had no clue that something like
that could generate a response to me that was where I was at so it was cool to kind
of have ahh people helping me out with that.
k; how do you think those people saw you as a person?
k7; well I figured just as somebody being, in that system. I guess like you know in
receving ahhm education and help within that bracket I ahh
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k: whats the bracket?
k7: I guess the bracket is people experiencing psychosis.
k: so they saw you as somebody experiencing psychosis
k7: yeah and for being that it was really helpful because then I could begin to
distinguish um what was necessary, it was never um putting down any experience
or anything it was more just discerning. Hey is this a relevant thing to be talking to
your 70 year old grandma or is this a kind of um its ahh….treatment was really
helpful and having um relationships without a filter.
k: so that was helpful.
k7: without the filter and even though there was still filter’s there within myself and
even communicating not necessarily saying what I felt, but it was within my own
little filters I could somewhat communicate what I was experiencing through the
avenues I thought were avaialbe. So just the mental pathways I thought, or that I
could get through communication worked and were supportive and I could actually
speak. But I never felt I could truly communicate about seomthing I didn’t really
understand. So it was…
k: what was less helpful in how your treatment team saw you?
k7: id say um…id say maybe I developed too may filters to try too communicate
because I find myself alienated by myself to try to stay functional.
k: did the treatment team do or say things or send messages
k7: I don’t think it’s a treatment team thing. I think it’s the principle of treatment. Its
kind of luck the essence of treatment itself.
Yeah I like for me the idea of treatment is the idea of something is out of tune.
Something is not necessarily inplace and just being in that already in that mind state
is …
k: sends a message?
k7: yeah absolutely, that’s exactly what it is you know. the idea is to come forth with
a productive and a healthy way of living, a way of doing things and some of it is
really good. I have a job, I have a successful…Im learning things and that’s really
important and I don’t Id be doing that without…and a lot of the ways its become
kind of a big shell to carry around, not treatment itself but kind of ways to protect
myself or ways to do that its sometimes it can be and its good and proves correct in
social situations but it’s a big weight.
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k: it sounds like a weight and it sounds like you said you carry a protective shell
around who you are…and so that strikes me as a powerful image. How your
symptoms impact your treatment teams views of you?
k7: that’s really important because ahh I um, I didn’t tell my treatment team what I
was experiencing to the fullest. Maybe 2 people or so little bits. You know while I
was experiencing treatment I was trying to communicate little bits at a time. But at
the time I was convinced that my treatment team were aliens. It was a pretty serious
ordeal from where I was at, like o they’re aliens and I was like I was navigatin
through that filter of this is true and I’m trying to communicate with seomting, Im
trying to do the best I can so even treatment was done under that pretense of my
filter. Under my own way. It was like hey I can learn to do these things so going into
it maybe its personal thing of stigma and all of that um….you know of what I was
experiencing, what I was reading on the internet, different symptoms of different
things…and I was like you know….trying to I think one of I don’t know if this is
psychosis or something else but one of the thing I felt was the will to survive. That I
keep changing or I keep ahhh, I don’t quite understand it but its not necessarily a
side of me I like but its something I do to survive. And in doing so, not being honest
with the treatment team was crucial to survive. That’s the difficult part of treatment.
I mean not being honest was crucial for me to keep what little brain I had left. So I
received treatment from that little spot I had left. But that’s the one place I could get
it, it was built on a lie but it was just enough to get me through. And so that was and
maybe I sometimes I do have words to describe what I was feeling at the time but
most of the time I was really cant descrive it, so it had to be built on something
maybe I could believe so that I could actually experience it. I believed it just enough
to get through. It was great having a big team. I could have so many different filters.
It was perfect for me because I 357hat’s have to go into my experience with
everybody. Everybody had their own set place in my, those roles I can survive and in
those roles I could do this, I could go to (removed location name) with this person
we could play music. I could go play the disc course with this person. I could do that
and it was functionable. It was not an overload and it was just enough to invite me.
After treatment is when I actually started dealing with these situations, these
projections Ive been putting out, which kind of sucks, but …
k: it sounds like you were protecting yourself and your experience.
k7: in order to maintain all these levels I had to keep some for myself.
k: it was like privacy
k7: I had to believe, I had to maintain certain areas of my life completely separate.
k: im wondering how your symptoms impact your family and friends view of you?
k7: I feel like within myself that I ahhh a lot of people, Ive opened up to a few people
and Im like hey this is what I’m experiencing you know and they just don’t believe
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me. Im like you don’t understand I hear voices everyday, they don’t stop. And
they’re like you know, right. And Im like well alright then I guess that’s how its going
to be. You know so Ive developed a resentment there Im like I don’t want to go there
because people don’t believe what I’m saying and it sjuts like its ok its like I you
know so I have to put back on the filter and I have to live right here because I can’t
bring it to where Im at. I cant even begin to understand that.
k: what does that mean about you as a person?
k7: well I know it brings me a lot of anger it brings me a lot of I isolate myself
because of it. So I find myself which I justify in myself that its ok to not have that and
it works for awhile. You know…
k: that you isolate and you feel angry
k7: yeah and just alone. and so I can mentalize that and make it feel ok for awhile
and sometimes it comes back and bites me and that’s as far as family and friends its
better to not, I don’t know for me maybe its not better but for me the only thing
that’s working is keeping my experience and my life separate. Is keeping is trying to
keep my experience over here and my life in a different place.
k: and where are you?
k7: I don’t know, I don’t know.
k: and what do you feel or think about the experiences?
k7: you know soemtime sits a deep connection within me and other times I hate the
very being of it I just hate sometimes I like I make myself and give into a different
place either its like hitting myself or just anything just to get back to functioning just
to get back to part of me really wants to survive and part of me that just doesn’t care
that just doesn’t want to keep going.
k: what about this deep connection part of you?
k7: that part can be really positive and that’s the only part of me when tht part
comes in and it’s a deep connection to something Im experiencing I can keep moving
forward. Until that part hits and I can, its like a self-validation or my faith validation
it comes in and then I have purpose again. But until that happens Im just waiting for
it to happen. Im just buying time Im doing whatever I can until that comes in again.
k: is that an experience of your faith, an experience inside of you?
k7: multiple multiple answers. Sometimes it is trusting myself. You know theres a 10
digit number that I have at work and I just remener it. And Im like no I remember
this, I type it in and its right. Im like those points I can trust myself and other times I
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don’t remember something and voices in my head say exactly how it was and I do it
and Im like ok, Im going to trust tat and it works and sometimes those voices are
just wrong and that’s the worst thing and then its like chops me down and it chops
everything I believ down. And so not only I have myself but I don’t have what I
believe and then its you know back to the limobo waiting just waiting for one side or
another to click.
k: you said something that about you mentioned who you are, you said that a few
times know. Describe yourself to me.
k7: I uh…I think a lot of my filters come from not knowing who I am and who I want
to be sometimes they’re a shared vision but most of the time Im not who I want to
be.
k: who do you want ot be?
k7: At times I want to be in the bussines, I want to do these different things. I want
to do this I want to do that but you know I even when I become the things I want to
be Im still not there, the striving is never satistfued its like a greed of something in
me that keeps pushing on, maybe it’s a will to survive sometimes its not and its like
it doesn’t stop. Its seems like a lot of times that I’ll have to give up my filters and all
those different things and how I categorize what this should look like or what that
should look like but I can add up to my own book. I can never quite add up to what I
want so I don’t know who I am. I…and something I tell myself is that I should never
be content, it’s pretty destructive, that I need to keep striving I need to keep doing
these things and its that same drive that just destroys me kind of. But I ahhh a lot of
times I look at other people and situations and be like wow this person has a way of
doing things and I like that and admire that and I respect that and I think about
them. I mentalize them like this person is 22 and this person is 23 and this is how
they interact you know and I can try to formulate a reason in my mind why they
would interact that way whether its positive or negative I can try to calculate what
would be the cause of that interaction that I experience so I mostly I just look to
other people and how somebody else striving in that situation.
k: you talk about this functional shell protects you…a nd you also emtnioend stigma
and for many people the protective shell would be to protect you from that…you
brought up a word validate. Could you tell me what validates you as a person and
who you are? some of your experiences do..
k7: absolutely. the experiences themselves can be extremely validating,
k: how do you know that?
k7: its like a feeling of content its that feeling like I made it, whether its
hallucinations or visions or all those different things coming in its just like wow, I
envision my boss doing this and all these different things and all these different
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things are happening right now without a shadow of a doubt. And sometimes when
its off it’s the worst thing in the world. Its like everything I envisioned is wrong,
everything I thought is wrong about single thing but that’s whats so bad about
having,..i don’t know if its bad but whats so hard…when its on its on but when its off
its really bad it slike I cant be …
k: and it sounds like you’re unclear about who you are outside this kind of
experience.
k7: yeah and so I when im down so down for so long when its right I don’t I know I
don’t want to jump to that right thing because im going to crash eventually. so it
slike im trying to find that neutral ground where I can stay and not be too invested
here. and not be too invested there because like its like playing the stock market
with emotions it sjust you don’t know. You can try and make informed decisions on
where you’re investing your emotions, your time, you can try and make informed
decisions, this is a safe bet this is not, this is going to grow, slowly I can build these
guitar instruments, these pedals. I can do these different things you know and that’s
a slow investment it seemed practical I can do that, it’s a safe bet so I try and
formulate my life around something that’s stable. Because the emotions, the
rebound from being off can be too great.
k: what you think these experiences mean about who you are?
k7: well I when im on, when the experiences are really positive and everything it’s a
special feeling. Its like wow im doing the right thing right now, everything’s
working, its very affirming, when they’re off its all gone. Its like am Im nuts? Am I
really crazy? Did I really invest all my emotions into that particular thing and now
Im on the ground, I don’t know whats up or down. I really don’t after the tower fell
its just off now.
k: and that impacts how you see yourself as a person?
k7: absolutely. You know whatever was built on the positive avenue is a lot often
destroyed at least for me at that teeter totter. So I uh but when Im really down
sometjimes the only thing that brings me out of it is a positive experience of that you
know. maybe somebody didn’t experience that thing. My dad taking me out for
dinner that night, yeah I was like you know tripping that he ahs no clue that was
nuts but that made my life. Like I that moment was that was it.
k: your father caring for you.
k7: yeah something like that, that made the absolute, that took me out of that place,
yeah I mean you know, maybe I was experiencing psychosis, everything was going
wrong for a number of weeks or days you know and getting out of bed was really
hard, but that moment itself, that positive moment was enough to bring me back up.
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and so like the psychosis itself can be really helpful. if you’re already experiencing it
you need those positive waves because you can’t you need seomthing.
k; the simple acts of kindness
k7: yeah its enough to keep you going. More than that it can elevate you to the moon
and you’re like what the heck its truly amazing and its crucial without it I couldn’t
keep going.
k: I don’t know if any of us could keep going without it.
k7: and so I sometimes I like months ago I started getting into a stage of learning to
it was really hard but trying to relate outsid my filetrs and being ok with my
interaction with people without it. It almost derailed me. It was really good and
really bad. I felt closer and far apart it was just like maybe Im attempting at this
stage of my life…attempt to develop a way of not of trying to develop a way to
function just because I, my own attempt at mentalization is not enough, sometimes I
have to say what im feeling or I have to feel it. And be ok with feeling it I have to be
ok with feeling that thing.
k: you need to be you, you do a lot of managing
k7: I have to be ok with being me for a little bit. and getting to know who I am.
k: that’s the task now?
k7: yeah when it can happen, you know.
k: what are your hopes and dreams? that looks like it brings up something
important to you.
k7: you know I have a lot of hopes and dreams just as everybody. I think you know a
lot of times I put a stop on them because of trying to function and survive.
k: without the stop tell me what they are…
k7: I dream I dreams of a business but I want to this is kind of weird I think about
this all the time. I want to start organizations for foster kids. I have all these things, I
have tons of them I can write some books. Sometimes its like kind of why I do
business cause I want to get in that in the ability to do that to be able to start these
things. Everybody wants to change the world when they’re 22 you know and I really
do. Every college kid I talk too…
k: so you want to be somebody that helps change the world.
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k7: yeah I feel like everybody my age wants to do that, that doesn’t change me from
feeling that. and so I guess kind of a personal thing I don’t I refuse to stop. Like I
just…like most of the time I already feel like Ive already lost, Ive already died theres
nothing more, its just like Im going on. it’s the best thing about it, sometimes I get
really low but its just like im already like you know I have tons to lose in my life but
im already its I feel like when I really started experiencing psychosis or things like
that I really did lose everything. I lost function. I lost communication. Someones says
tis black and Im thinking that’s gray, something simple like I thought that was red
and now its blue. Like just any the psychosis definitely really hard but at this point
its almost frightening to me I just wont stop now.
k: stop what?
k7: that’s what im trying to figure out. (laughter) its like I can put my mind to
anything.
k: its kind of made you a bit unstoppable.
k7: maybe ill be stopped along the way but I personally wont stop you know. It just
feels like…
k: one of the many remarkable things about you. what matters most to you?
k7: my friends and my family and just what matters most to me inside is never
stopping. its just seeing something I want until either or I die. Either Im going to
make it or I die its just like I wont stop.
k: and your relationshsips with the people closest to you.
k7: yeah. its kind of where Im at right now.
k: follow up questions?
k7: I feel like the hard thing, not the hard thing, just something that I experience a
lot is that I don’t quite know who I am. And so I do a lot of things to or who I am to
me changes throughout the day. So it can be difficult for me..I mean one day Im for
this political party, the next day Im for that you know. So you know sometimes I feel
a little um a little distracted by myself and so that’s I hope you know maybe by the
time Im 27 Ill figure out. maybe I have 5 years to figure this out.
k: its kind of common unitl you figure it out, when people have that cut short they
don’t do well later in life they haven’t struggled with not knowing. I imagine some of
this is the stage of life—and it ends.
k7: alright that’s good news. (laughter).
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k: and then you can never go back.
k7: well that’s what Im hoping for…(laughter).

Marissa
Marissa, so my first question for you is what has been like to be 20 years old and
have symptoms of psychosis?
M: Um its been pretty hard I mean cause a lot of the time you don’t really know if
something is real or not and um I have, I’ve been told I have this very unique kind of
way of actually telling when something is real or not. But that usually comes after
something has happened. Like, if I hallucinate, then I can tell afterwards, but not in
that moment. So, that can be hard living in that moment and not know what’s real or
not. So that can be hard but other than its kind of I think like living in a normal life
other than you know the symptoms.
(she’s living a not normal life…living a normal life depending on symptoms)
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Tell me a little bit about that normal life? It sounds like that’s compared to living
with symptoms. Describe that a little bit more for me or even give me an example.
M: Ok, lets see, like going to the grocery store. Simple everyday, everyone does it.
You know from when you’re a very young age you usually go to the grocery store.
And you pick out food and things like that, it’s a pretty normal activity you can do
that normal activity even if you have symptoms of psychosis.
But it can be more difficult if you have symptoms of psychosis and say you go
through a symptom at the grocery store. Because you know if you see something,
lets say you see ice cream in the food section and you reach forward to try and put it
back and that its misplaced, but you cant actually grab it and then you become
confused and you keep trying to grab at it until sometimes it disappears. So then
you’re suddenly you’re in this state of confusion. It’s a pretty interesting state to be
in. But, that’s kind of the comparison I think.
K: So probably return to that there is an impact on you and how you operate when
you have symptoms compared to when you don’t. We’ll probably get there. That’s
actually a question so I might skip the order here. How do your symptoms impact
how your, how you see yourself?
M: I see myself as let’s see as pretty normal actually except for obviously when I’m
having symptoms.
(Perceiving herself as normal without active symptoms…perceiving herself as not
normal when she does have symptoms)
CONCEPT: self-perception
range: normal-not normal/other
Then I kind of am brought into this place where I believe suddenly I am not so
normal. But most of the time I do believe I’m living a normal life. You know
everybody’s kind has issues and problems they’re dealing with and that’s kind of
how I view psychosis.
(comparing self to others) (comparing experiences of her problems with her
perception of other peoples problems)
CONCEPT: PERCEPTIONS OF OTHERS
Its just something I have to deal with, kind of like everybody else has kind of like
divorce, illness, everyone deals with all sorts of things. I kind of view psychosis as
one of those difficult things to deal with, um, so yeah. I think its pretty normal.
In what ways have you changed since you started to have symptoms of pychosis?
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M: When I started having symptoms of psychosis I did withdraw a lot from a lot of
people. And I don’t know exactly why that is maybe because I felt more comfortable
with hearing with the voices in my head and felt more connection to them for some
reason.
(SHE FEELS connected to the experiences of psychosis)
CONCEPT: Experiences of Psychosis
meaningful-scary
informs personal disclosure decisions, informs intimacy
cultivates personality traits and associated behaviors (compassion, introvert,
awareness)
CONCEPT?
vulnerability-weakness
That’s just a guess, but…I did withdraw a lot, and stopped going out of the house at
all and I also had a really deep embedded desire to kind of just run away from the
entire world in general and just kind of go off into the wilderness, but…obviously I
never did that but I it was still there that I had this longing to do that.
(this is repeated in other interviews—going into nature, a longing for
solitude…what is this about?)
CONCEPT?
range: isolation-solitude
It sounds like wanting to go off into the wilderness and also a desire to get even
more connected to the voices you were hearing.
M: Yeah
Can you tell me more about that, what that was about for you?
The wilderness part?
Either one
M: As for the wilderness part it was kind of to be isolated and on my own away from
the workings of society I think but mostly just to be alone and not have to worry
about anybody or anything. Which of course I’d have to worry about some things
like food and..but you know. I wouldn’t have to worry about what people thought of
me.
CONCEPT:
She’s describing protecting herself from other people’s opinions of her and from
worrying about their problems but she earlier describes this as a “longing” later she
talks about her spirituality…
in another interview this going into nature is a solo journey as well (Rain), feeling
connected to something bigger but I wonder if it is also about getting away from
people and going into solitude.
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Like how they were feeling their own problems, you know things like that, just
simple things. As for getting more attached to the voices I can see that very much
because as I withdrew from people I was kind of trying to understand almost them
and so let’s see.
(its like she’s curious about the experiences and needs to get away from the
feedback of other people to better understand the voices)
CONCEPT: Valuing experiences of psychosis
range: feeling afraid—finding meaning
K:It sounds like those experiences had meaning for you.
M: Yeah.
Or you were wondering if they had meaning for you.
M: yeha cause I thought before I was medicated and everything. I thought they were
angels and demons and so I thought you know there was this whole heavenly
struggle going on around me. You know it was kind of like good versus evil
something like that and I was trying to figure out where I fit in between it all. So
yeah I think I withdrew to kind of figure out where I stood with it.
(She’s exploring making meaning of her experiences, even spiritual meaning, and
taking medication somehow impacts that process)
And what do you think about those experiences and where you fit in and the
struggle between angels and demons?
M: Yeah, um, I definitely got along with the angel more. But the demon had definitely
had a presence that demanded command. Demanded obedience. And um yeah he
definitely um when he told me to do something I felt compelled to do it. And it really,
and I had to really snap out of it before I actually did something, so.
What is that yeah.
M: Its kind of hard thinking about it. I (sigh) because they felt real to me because
they felt real to me. Its kind fo strange to think about it now being like oh they
weren’t real.
(She’s describing losing a sense of who she is when she realizes the experiences of
psychosis aren’t real.)
It sounds like it impacts some sense of who you are? How you see yourself?
M: Yeah I would think so because for awhile I kind of listened to them and to kind of
get a sense for myself like if they told me something usually Id believe it if it was about
me, then Id usually believe it. Um so that definitely impacted who I was.
(Experiences informing her sense of identity)
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Do you know in what way?
M: Im trying to think of an example. There;s a lot of things they said over the years
kind of developed my sense of being kind of. (Pause). But I cant think of a specific
example.
I’m wondering, we talked about how you changed since you developed the
symptoms. Im curious about in what ways have you stayed the same?
M: Um, lets see Im still pretty standoffish from most people, that hasn’t changed
much. Still distressing but not to the same level I was on paranoia level before but
now Im just mistrusting. Um, lets see.
Whats the difference between those two for you?
M: For example the paranoia Id think something like they could read minds and
things like that, could read my thoughts or they were some sort of kidnapper and
they were going to take me away even though its just someone passing me by on the
street. I would just think they a murdered or maybe there this now I don’t really do
that if someone passes me on the street I don’t think twice about them. But if Im like
talking to people and getting to know them Im kind of slow going and not trusting
their intentions right off the bat.
(it seems like she is comparing past behaviors and symptoms to present behaviors
and social interactions)
That’s interesting paranoia as a symptom and mistrusting in relationship, Im
wondering what that’s about for you now. If that’s a symptoms or more of…
M: A lot of people do have mistrust which I see that more of a normal thing while I
see paranoia more of as extreme levels and cuase mistrust can be a symptom or a
normal thing depending on how far it goes.
(she’s describing and range of socially constructed meanings associated with trust.
Trusting herself-trusting other people)
How your friends and family see you?
M: That’s a good question. I think that they all rpetty much see me as the same. My
mom like she is more worried about me now but she’s kind of always been a
worrier, but that doesn’t speak volumes (she ahsn’t changed:K), yeah exactly.
What about their views of you as a person, how do they see you? So your mom
worrying might be a reflection of how she sees you or it might be a reflection of how
she operates in the world.
M: She mostly worries about all her kids.
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How do you think they view you as a person?
M: That Im responsible and um she definitely sees me as a writer and hmmm lets
see she also says that Im lazy sometimes. I know (removed friends name) sees me as
one of her best friends. We call each other soul twins. We just have this great bond
togtehr she definitely views me as a very highly valued friend. I don’t know her
exact thoughts on me, Ive never asked her.
What do you think s=her views might be of you as a person?
M: Um, lets see, stubborn, she’s mentioned that before, lets see she says that Im very
much like a cat. Kind of playful but at the same time kind of lazy and um you know
taking naps wherever I can, um, lets see um,. I had a thought of how somebody
viewed me.
CONCEPT: RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE?
Other people’s perceptions:
family and friends she describes her personality traits which do not include
information about psychosis.
Take you time.
M: (removed family names)(name changed per request of M). My friend, lets see,
mom actually sees me as kind of stoic, kind of like. But I think of myself as kind of
show a lot of emotions on my face, I’m very authentic. Oh that’s what it was, one of my
friends thinks that I’m very honest. And she always, if she needs an honest opinion
she’ll always call me up.
(so being authentic means showing nonverbal emotions to other people and is
related to being an honest person)
Seems like you like that.
M: Yeah I do, I like being seen that way. I value honest in myself highly, I still lie
sometimes but I’ll try not too.
Anyone that stands out as having an unusual view of you or a view of you your not
quite so sure about?
M: Let’s see, I think one of my friends, she’s kind of anti-social so I think she has
unique views of everyone but she definitely seems me as a friend but I think she seems
me as an oddity. Shes kind of judgmental so when I told her I had psychosis she kind of
acted a bit differently around me but not too much thankfully. Cause we had known
each other for so long but there’s still that stigma attached to it I think she finds it
kind of strange and cant wrap her mind around it and cant wrap her mid around what
it slike or what it means or something like that.
SHE’S DESCRIBING a friend who sees her differently after she discloses that she
experiences psychosis (this comes up in other interviews---friends that change their
interactions and friends that do not…so far family seems to be a constant
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unconditional relationships where the individual feels seen for who they are as a
person rather than what their symptoms mean about who they are as a person,
friends can also see the individual differently from “oddity” to “fragile” to
“different”)
And sometimes um people pick up on that one when theire friends tell them or
there are other messages that are sent like nonverbally. How did you get that
message from her about you?
M: Definitly nonverbally, the way her acts changed slightly. Her acts towards me how
we acted towards each other.
She is describing her experience of non-verbal feedback as a way to ‘read’ other
people’s perceptions of her as a person.
(this is repeated in other interviews- nonverbal feedback seems important way
people read other peoples cues and make decisions about disclosure and sometimes
informs self-perceptions)
Could you describe the interactions at all?
M: Lets see, let me think. Just kind of she doesn’t want to talk about it and whenever
its brought up or anything close to it she kind of gets awkward and silent so, and I can
understand that it is kind of a subject that a lot of people don’t think about and know
about. I can understand the reaction.
She’s sympathetic to this friend’s discomfort.
Feeling sympathy— and also experiencing oppressive social cues about their
personhood.
You’re aware of it.
M: It was just something along the lines of I understand the reactions.
Sounds like you have some sympathy towards people that have reactions. Any other
words youd use to describe that experience?
M: No I thinks sympapthy doe sit well. I remember once meeting um my like great
cousin who has schizophrenia. When I first met him I knew nothing about my
psychosis or anything. Um and I kind of didn’t know how to act around him and you
know just if I should act differently around him so Ive been in that situation before so
I can easily sympathize with somebody else whos in that situation.
She’s using prior social experiences of reacting oppressively to her cousin to better
understand and even sympathize with people who react that way to her now. (this is
a repeated theme—that individuals are developing sympathy and compassion
towards others as one response to their own experiences of psychosis and then
place value on having traits of becoming a more compassionate person, while using
this to protect themselves from stigmatizing experiences.)
Got it, you get it.
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M: Yeah
So How do you think your treatment team sees you? That can be as a whole team or
individually.
M: Um, lets see, its always hard to think of what other people think of you.
Well, you may sometimes people know cause they get feedback, things that are
spokne, language, body language, interactions, so there are all kinds of ways people
get a sense as to how other people see them. Its actually happening most of the time.
So hopefully that will help you. Yeah, so how do you think, your thoughts, or your
experience.
M: Probably I can see one person can see me as pretty active. And another as lets
see, helpful is the main word that’s coming to mind, want to help others. I think they
see that in me. Um, lets see, I think one of them also sees me as honest, I hope so
anyways.
And your welcome to share ways you see as useful and less useful because part of
the idea is to you know for me to better understand the whole experience for you.
Its one of the moments where I provide some reassurance that your answers are
totally confidential as well. I don’t know if that helps open up your process or not…
M: Ok, um, Im trying to think what else.
Do you want to come back to this one?
M: Yeah.
Ok.
So how do your symptoms your family and friends view of you.
M: I know one of my friends she had this desire to help me and I didn’t know that at
first. She did express that and that was nice. But some other friends like one of them
felt more like ahh it seemed like she felt like there was something wrong you know
opposed to that needed not really sheltering but that needed to be avoided. UM.
(helpful friends and friends to avoid…not sure if this means anything about her
identity)
Can you say more about that?
M: Just to kind of be sheltered actually.
Did she say or do things different once she found out that you experience psychosis?
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M: Kind of just borught it up like I cant really think about what your going through
and tried to kind of compare it to things she’d gone through. Um, so, and I can
understand that to try and link things to try and understand it, lets see.
Trying to relate.
How do you think she saw you once you made that disclosure?
M: Probably just as an oddity. Um, but so yeah.
That looks like that brings something up for you.
M: Well she also she’s also kind of an oddity she doesn’t judge to much its just that
she seems me as another oddity in…
Whats that like for you?
M: Well I kind of just want to be seen as normal. You know, so it kind of upsets me but
at the same time she’s kind of seeing me as somebody to connect too more. Even if
its not exactly (awkward laugh).
She’s talking about being accepted for who she is rather than connecting because
someone else sees her as an “oddity”.
So that’s an interesting word ‘normal’. What would be seen as ‘normal’? look or feel
like for you? You’ve brought that word up a couple of times.
M: Yeah I hve um, normal, lets see somenody with a problem not something that’s
actually, like my life doesn’t revolve around this, I don’t want it too anyway and
some people do kind of act like this is this big huge thing and your life has to revolve
around it and so I just want to kind of be somebody who like it’s a problem but its kind
of like one of those divorce, illness, serious illness, things like that, one of those things
that people don’t exactly expect your whole life to exactly revolve around it. So, you
know cause then they’ll just be like oh get over it.
Problems might be ok but having psychosis be the center of your life is not ok it
sounds like she doesn’t relate to the problem being at the center of her or her
connections with other people.
So it sounds like there’s a middle ground, and that would feel normal too you.
Going back to your treatment team. How do your symptoms impact how your
treatment team sees you?
M: Um, I think that they’re pretty good at not acting like it revolves around
psychosis.
I wonder if she means acting as if it wasn’t the center but sending messages
otherwise or not?
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Like your life revolves around psychosis. They actually do a really good job, I lost
my train of thought, do a really good job of make you focus on other things, not
make you, but helping you focus on other things like school, a job, cause you knoe
actually helping you get treatment. pretty much opening doors and saying here your
life can be all of this and it doesn’t have to be about your psychosis. I think they do a
good job of that.
She’s talking about the reframe of psychosis and wondering if that fits. She talked
earlier about psychosis had meaning before medication.
BY offering different options and maybe talking about different things or things that
you do, or this could be about psyshocis but were actually talking about…
M: They don’t, they treat you like almost like you don’t have psychosis. Ok, they do,
its not the right way to say that,
Im actually really interested in that… so they treat you like you don’t have psychosis
M: What it is is that they don’t, they know you have it but its like its just a problem
and you can kind of deal with it and cope with it but ways to do it and they kind of
help you focus on other stuff. And they do they act like you don’t have psychosis.
So there is a way people act like she does have psychosis and then there is a way
people act ‘as if’ she does not have psychosis.
They talk to you like your normal and um normal, in quotations.
So there is a ‘normal’ way people talk and then there is ‘psychosis’ talk.
Your own sense of normal.
M: Yeah whatever normal feels like to any given person.
It sounds like you have a sense of what normal feels like for you.
M: And they definitely just do a good job like treating you like you don’t have
anything wrong with you.
Its unclear if she thinks there is something wrong with her or not. She describes
these socially bound interactions that send messages about being normal and
messages about being not normal.
It sounds like, Im guessing that because you know what it slike to be treated
differently.
M: yeah
So can you tell me a bit about where you’ve been treated differently where your
world revolves around psychosis or that you’re a walking problem. Where you got
that message from?
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M: Ive always kind of, when I first started experiencing psychosis and I kind of got it
figured out, I didn’t want anybody to know because I kknew there was such a stigma
attached.
(she makes disclosure choices to protect herself from stigma)
Mom knew but I didn’t want anyone else to know because I knew it 373hat’s vital
for them to know. I just didn’t want it to be known. Um after a bit I did let other
people know and started talking to people about it. I noticed a change in some
people. Others there wasn’t a change. Like one friend treats me just the same but she
also knows I need help sometimes but I think that’s a good balance.
(Her description here sounds like there are some changes to this friendship)
She definitely has good balance. Another friend who kind of avoids it and is
awkward and doesn’t know how to react to it, that kind of shows me it is there and it
is a problem and so you know her avoiving it is kind of like we’ll have to talk about it
eventully. The whole not wanting to talk about it kind of shows that its soemthign
odd and she doesn’t want to talk about it or know more about it, which she ahs her
own opion about it, whether its right or wrong I have no diea. She definitely has a
problem with it it seems.
(managing relationships)
Her avoidant behavior gives oyu that message.
M: yeah she’s got a problem with it.
Are there anything’s, you’ve described really well. Im wondering if there is anything
your treatment team does that’s less helpful.
M: Lets see. They’re pretty good at listening if you have a problem with them, its
kind of a hard one.
So you bring up, if theres a problem, you get heard.
M: And they’ll do their best to fix whatever the problem is.
Got it. What do you think the experiences you’ve had of psychosis mean about you
and who you are?
M: I kind of have this, I went through this stage and still kind of think about it
soemtimes that I you know this crazy person living out in the world.
(she’s wondering about her identity)
Um you know while I like to see myself as normal sometimes I cant help actually Im
just kind of crazy. I try not to think about that because I don’t believe its true. But you
know seomtimes you sink kind of down into hat way of thinking.
Seems like that’s a little hard to acknowledge and talk about.
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M: Yeah it’s a bit hard. Cause I haven’t really told anyone that cause everyone will
just say no your not crazy and kind of just brush it off.
(managing other people’s opinions about being normal or crazy)
But its true for you. That you soemtimes wonder if that’s who you are.
M: Yeah
It looks like it feels pretty sad. That’s a pretty silent struggle?
M: yeah, so cause a lot of people don’t experience the symptoms.
(sounding lonely here)
And whenever someone’s talking about mental illness usually the first thing they’ll
go to is schizophrenia which is like this huge big thing. People almost see this as the
crazy of the crazies. So that kind of hurst when people talk about it like that and
people don’t know that I am, usually they don’t anyway. So that kind of hurts.
(Hearing others talk about schizophrenia hurts her inside. This seems to describe
internalized oppression.)
Clearly it would hurt, they also don’t know you it sounds like. But you do wonder.
M: But sometimes I do wonder if it is really this thing that makes you crazy but like I
said I don’t normally think like that.
It sounds like its there in the background.
M: Its kind of there in the background kind of a wonder.
(she’s wondering about her identity crazy-not crazy based on her mental health
diagnosis)
Anything else you think those symptoms might mean about who you are?
M: Um, well like I said they kind of did change who I was just having the voices. That
definitely changed who I was. For one thing, actually, the whole angel and demon
thing. I never really got religious so I find that kind of strange.
Because you’d think that would lead you there…?
M: yeah Id think Id be this like really religious person you know I was thinking Im
seeing angels and demons and really get behind the faith. But Im not very religious.
It sounds like its still a wondering question, what does that mean about?
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M: yeah and religion, faith is a huge part of people, what they believe in, so you
know that’s why I bring it up.
(Its sounding like faith and religion are a part of her identity)
It sounds like your in a question mode, want to say more about that?
M: Well I do, I am Christian and I do believe in that but I’m not avidly. I don’t push
my faith onto other people, I don’t go to church, I don’t really like I celebrate
Christmas but I don’t really show in anyway that Im Christian. I get along better with
Atheists than I do christians even though Im very stuck in my belief on Christianity.
But, you know I would just think with the whole angels and demons things like
going to church and being very avid, very strong about it.
It looks like its still a question.
M: yea I think maybe because when I went to church the things I was hearing weren’t
lining up with what I was experiencing so I just kind of fell back to believing my own
world instead of you know the church and things like that, that’s my guess, so yeah and
I think that did shape my kind of faith portion of it.
(The experience of psychosis impacted her faith somehow)
Could you speak a little bit about that, it sounds important.
M: yeah a lot of people in my family are Christian and my grandmother is, she does
attend a lot of churches and she’s like 3 credits away from being receiving a degree
to be a minister. So she’s pretty avid, not out there pushing her faith on others, she’s
not like that, but um you know its kind of in my family so it is kind of impoartnt.
Having your own faith or having a faith is important?
M: Kind of having any faith is important. Whether its you don’t believe in anything
or I don’t know something else.
It sounds like these experiences have informed that part of your identity that is a
fiath based person.
M: Yeah I think they have influenced that.
(ok…so this has shaped the part of her identity that is connected to having a faith)
It sounds like that is still, that process is still happening. Is there anything more
youd like to say about that process and your sense of who you are?
M: Lets see, um, hmm, lets see well um I just thought of another way the symptoms
influenced. Mostly it’s the simple things. Its taking naps when I was experiencing
symptoms highly, the only way if I was hallucinating or if the voices were really
really loud my go to thing was to take a nap. Because your sleeping, your dreaming,
ok you hear and see things it’s not the same its not hallucinating, its kind of a safe
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place, even after I got medicated and everything I still take a lot of naps I think that
kind of just developed over the years of my psychosis. Its not exctaly a sense of who
I am but its kind of a part of me now. So, um.
(so some behaviors that she developed as a response to having symptoms of
psychosis have become part of her)
Snd that sounds like does it impact or sape how you see yourself , so its an activity
that’s part of your life now?
M: Something that changed with my whole attitude. When I was going through
symptoms of psychosis I was actually a very agitated person. Not all the time but I
was more easily agitated than I am now. Especially when being woken up. I would
just be so very angry and now Im not actually and its kind of a shock to me even.
(she’s identifying that these behaviors or feeling agitated are not behaviors she
identifies with but rather attributes to the symptoms…this seems related to
managing behaviors more than managing her identity)
Because now when I get up in the morning Im not very angry. Im kind o calm and
relaxed and that’s a huge difference. Its definitely nice to be more calm and not so
easily agitated. And so I like that a lot.
Why it sounds like it has something to do with how you see yourself as a person?
M: It makes me seem less like a very wrathful person and it makes me seem more
patient which I always thought of myself as which now looking back I wasn’t as
much as um, so.
So you’ve developed pateitnce and kindness.
M: Much more. I had those traits before but they were kind of subdued almost under
the nager that I would easily come to its nice to have those.
(so the symptoms and the recovery from the symptoms have informed her selfperceptions)
They sound really important to you. You look like you have a sense of pride about
having developed those attributes through this process.
M: Yeah.
So describe yourself now that you’ve had experiences of psychosis.
M: Well you know the calm thing, that’s nice, um. Im definitely more I can concentrate
better on different things which is nice. Before there was so many things going on in
my head and you know I was still required to work but now without all those noises
I can actually concentrate much better so everything seems easier when I am
working on it which is very nice casue before everyone else was having such an easy
time with it and I was having such a hard time. But now its like Im caught up finally.
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(her again points to gains she has made as a result of symptoms improving)
More in line with your peers.
M: Kind of like at school, and work and school work. Simple things like reading.
Those are kind of hard when you’re hearing things.
(im curious how these activities do or do not influence her social life and
relationships with peers)
I can only imagine.
M: Um, lets see.
And it sounds they might impact how youd see yourself.
M: yeah I always thought I was kind of stupid you know. Kind of just slow um but
now Im just like no Im not. I just was you know going through a rough time. That’s
nice. (laughter)
(discovering something new about herself)
Where would you say you’ve arrived for now, having been thorugh that rough time?
M: In a much better place (mutual lauhhter), so there you go.
What matters most to you in your life?
M: Probably my friends and close family. I don’t mean aunts and uncles I mean
fsmily Im closest too whoch would, the cloests person in my family is definitely my
brother and the next is my mom. We’re very close and so yeah and I love that. I
definitely love my friends too. I think they’re very important to me in my life.
Especially since you get to choose your friends you cant pick your family. And one of
my friends in particular she’s like my saving grace.
I have one last formal question for you. What are your hopes and dreams?
M: My hopes and dreams. That’s a good one. I definitely want to travel the world,
that’s my biggest dream. More smaller one but still a dream I have is to become a
published writer. Definitly traveling the world, that’s a big one . I pretty much want
to experience everything culture, sights, different people, different cultures, just
everything. theres no specific place I want to go, I just want to see it all.
(typical activities for her age group)
The richness of the world?
M: Yeah.
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And you in it?
M: Yeah. Itd be nice.
Maybe where you belong in the richness of the world.
Anything you want to share before I stop our recording?
M: No, I cant think of anything.
Thanks
M: No problem.

Rain
K: Rain what has it been like to be 19 years old and experience symptoms of
psychosis?
R: Um, its kind of alienated me from a lot of people that weren’t my true friends so it
opened up a lot of good true friendships and kind of pushed away some false
friendships that I thought were good friendships but weren’t in the end that true
people I want to be around or associate myself with. Alienating and clarifying of
what matters in friendships.
K: Sounds pretty important.
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R: yeah its um definitely been a big life changing things that happened to me so…
K: can you tell me in other ways what its been like?
R: Its um the whole experience, what was the question?
K: [repeat q]
R: its kind of been a struggle to move forward its taken me about…ai got out of the
hospital about a year ago…and ahh its, I haven’t, I feel like its taken me a little more
time to get to where I want to go, like ahh I still live with my mom and ahh even
though im still 19 I just feel like I should have my own place. I am planning to move
out but its been a strugeel to get there. Slowed down development of autonomy.
K: is that like a change you’ve experienced? were you lvining on your own before or
is it more an expectaton that youd be on your own and that’s a change?
r: its more of an expectation that I was expecting to be on my own by now maybe in
college or having some sort of a plan I mean I have a plan in place now but its taken
a little longer to come together than I would have hoped. Changing expectations.
k: sounds like an unexpected detour
r: yeah yeah definitely
K: anything else come to mind about you?
r: its made me realize how much my family loves me that’s for sure. Um, its kind of
its I mean, ahhh…they’re just all there for me in their own way and kind of made me
realize how much im loved. I appreciate that. Appreciating family. And um, I haven’t
had really too many struggles with psychosis other than my first initial episode. Ive
had a few bumps in the road but …ive lost a couple jobs because of it and that has
been a struggle, and Ive had people tell me that I should get on disability and just
give up. Resisting oppressive expectations. But I don’t want to Im too young to just
give up right now. Resisting giving up on himself. I have things I want to do and Im
too young to do anything like that. I don’t even have the want or the need.
k; it sounds like you identify as a 19 year old who had this unexpected detour.
R: yeah exactly. I mean for the most part im no different from any other person my
age other than that ive gone through maybe a slight trauma, but everyone has
trauma in their life so…
k: yeah its kind of philosophically interesting to look at….especiallu in your time of
life..it doesn’t end, im 42 but it seems like theres a poignancy and an intensity during
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your time of life for most young people. in what ways have you changed since these
experiences started?
r: Um…Ive become more of an introvert than I used to be more of an extrovert. Im
still very much an extrovert with my close friends but I tend to stay inside more
often. And Ill go outside to do things that I need to do or to hang out with friends but
its nearly as often as I used to do. I used to like to skateboard, I don’t do that
anymore. I used to, I was very active and very I don’t know, I just liked being outside
more often than I do now. I just stay at home and watch netflix when I have my days
off…
k: it sounds like you’ve changed your sense of who you are…
r: a little bit but I think that’ll change when I get my own place cause um my friend,
my best friend (removed friends name) just moved back into town and we’re
planning on getting a place together and once that happens I feel like we’re going
one of my plans is for that is when I want to get a skateboard and we can go skating
again and start doing that again. Start getting some of that back.
K: im glad you got your friend back.
r: its actually perfect timing.
k: thank goodness for perfect timing
: in what ways have you stayed the same?
R: I still like the same things. I m very much into anmie and manga and cartoons. Um
I still like video games I still I sill like reading books. um..i still like writing. Um what
else…um…
k: well I know you spoke earlier about your friendships and im wondering …have
you stayed the same as a friend? have you changed as a friend?
r: um I think I have become more open with my closer friends. Ill tell them more
personal things and they’ll tell me more personal things in turn so weve become
closer in weve I only have two really close friends and their more like brothers than
friends too me. So…and im perfectly happy with just having two good friends. Ive
learned that having two god friends as preferred to having many mediocre even
terrible friends is id much rather have two great friends.
k: so that sounds like a change is how you value friendships and what kinds of
friends you focus on and what matters to you.
r: mhm
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k: any other changes in things that you value or activities that kind of inform your
sense of who you are? sound slike skateboarding is a big part of who you are..
R: I grew up doing it with my dad I was never the best I could never do ollies or..(/) I
finally got that down about a year ago. I started getting better but iw as always very
good at riding around at the park and doing the other side of it like doing different
lames in the skate park or just kee[ing up speed and momentum. I could always do
that really well. I just never really moved on from that and then recently, and about
a year ago I started expanding my skateboarding skills I guess.
k: awesome. how do your friends and family see you?
r: um, my mom always says im very….open and very relaxed and down to earth and
I mean I just I pretty much say it how it is I don’t let I tell people how I feel right off
the bat on my feelings. When necessary…I have a filter but when something needs to
be said I’ll say it. I consider myself a leader in many aspects of my friendships and
my family. I like to bring together my family and like ahh we don’t have big
thanksgivings anymore we have like each individual thanksgvings. Every now and
then I like to call everyone together and see if we can meet at grandmas or
something like that. Ive made that happen a few times.
k: Cool- is that something that’s changed since you’ve developed psychosis or is that
something that started before then?
r: it started before that. I mean before I had psychosis I went to military high school.
And I was a squad and team leader there. And I uh…I led the platoon for a little
while. Its pretty much like boot camp but for high school.
k: sounds lie you have a natural leader in you.
R: its more of a passive leader. I don’t like any…its kind of a different style of
leadership than in your face leadership. I’ll kind of nudge people, let people do their
own thing for the most part, like that’s what I did in the program. Let them do their
own thing unless I saw something that needed to be changed and then I would let
them know what they could do differently and give them my input and they could
take it how they felt. I mean it was very relaxed and most people appreciated that. I
was also going to get abck to my mom always says that Im wise. I don’t really see a
lot of these qualities but maybe its because I’m me—I don’t know…
K: what does that mean? she thinks your wise…does she give you examples?
R: Um…like Im trying to think of one. Im pretty sure she has…when I was in the
hospital I think she ..I had this moment…I had this joke about saying ‘in this moment
I feel like I could be a yoga guru’ because of how like how differently my life has
changed and I feel like I was helping people at the hospital. Llike I was if someone
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needed someone to talk too I’d talk too them. Or if someone needed to hear my story
to help them feel better I would tell them. Like this one guy, I cant say his name. he
had lost just about everything in his life and he was living off of he was seeling pot
and living off of disbality and he ahd no one he could trust and all his friends had
died because he worked a very dangerous job to try and kill himself. Like he worked
as something to do with being a fire fighter. I think he would fight fires in the woods.
k: yeah…
r: anything like that he could get to the most dangerous thing he could do and most
of his friends have died in those type of jobs and he had tattoos commemorating his
friends and all of that. But while he was in the hospital he seemed so defeated I felt
like I wanted to help him cause I he wanted to die but in that moment I felt like I
really wanted to live. I wanted to keep going as far I can in my life and just get past
this and it was really hard for me to understand what he was going through. I
wanted to try and understand and see if I could help him. And he said his family
didn’t really connect to him in anyway, like they just don’t talk anymore and that’s
what I got from it but ahh I shared a letter I got from my family to let him know that
there are people out there that do care about other people and I wanted him ….and
we just talked for hours about just about life and how things could be different if he
had someone to live with that cared about him and ahhh I almost wanted to offer to
do that for him. But I held back cause I felt like I would just be living for him and I
wanted to live for me. And I wanted to be selfish in that way. But I did want to help
him very badly but there’s not much that I…I had to take care of myself before I
could take care of him. Cause I was very…I was not safe spot, I was safe but I wasn’t
like thinking exactly right so I didn’t want to make any major decisions while I was
in that state. yeah.
K: is that caring part of you kind of the ‘yoga guru’?
r: yeah came out in kind of took over for awhile. I think it was just cause there was a
lot of emotions running through me. A lot of deep seated emotions. cause I tend to
hold in my emotions and I think it all just, part of my psychosis is that it just all came
bursting out at once over a few months.
K: a flood…
r: I remembet crying a lot in those two months and I never really cry ever. And or
crying a lot more than I did. I felt sometimes, I felt very sad sometimes I felt very
hopeful. Sometimes I would feel nothing at all I would just read my books and not
even care about anything. It was very strange.
k: it sounds like a big experience. How do you think your treatment team sees you?
r: Um I think they each see me a little differently. I think um one of my main she’s
like my uh I just..ok whats the word Im looking for…case manager, there we go, my
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first case manager I think she had a very good approach and I think she was personto-person, more personable. But my new case manager she’s a little aloof and
coming at this from a less person-to-person style more of a professional style, which
is fine but…I think the person-to-person is more preferable because you feel like
they actually um want to hear what you have to say. I mean she’s…the person I have
now Ive only met with her once but I don’t have really have much I don’t know I cant
say a whole lot about her.
k: it sounds like you have a sense or a vibe of how it might be different.
how do you think your treatment team sees you? you describe their style, can you go
one more step and tell me how you think they see you as a person?
R: Um, hmmm, (pause)
K: sometimes those interactions give people feedback or information about how the
other is perceiving them or how they see them, you know?
R: yeah I think she sees me I think they all kind of see me just as a guy that had
some…had this problem and is working through it and is for the most part pretty
normal and I don’t have I mean, Im pretty sure I think what they see me as a normal
guy who went through a very not normal thing and is trying to re-normalize his life
and they’re going to they’re trying to help that.
K: so in general they see you as a normal guy that might need some help.
R: Yeah.
K; and then theres this one person that because of her style might give you a
different message or, what do you think?
r: I just don’t personally like her that much. That’s my personal feelings.
K; I want to know what you feel and think.
R: (laughs) yeah yeah she’s kind of…I don’t know I just get a bad vibe from her that’s
really all it is. she reminds me of my aunt from my fathers side. Shes a little, she’s not
diagnose crazy but she’s pretty crazy. (laughs)
K: well I hope they use the (removed name of intervention specific to treatment
program) …(laughter x2)
so you can give that feedback, thanks for illuminating the range of experiences you
have. How do your symptoms impact your treatment teams views of you?
R: Um, huh, the worst symptoms Ive had since my first episode were is has been
anxiety. And um, mainly because of stress at work that’s caused me to take a week
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off sometimes at most and then Ill try and come back and Ill say, last time they said
HR has made a decision to let you go. But yeah….(bummer).
K: So when you feel anxious, knowing that your treatment team knows you’ve
experienced psychosis how do you think they see you. So theres the first question
kind of poked at this which is how they see you in general- and then knowing that
they know that you have these symptoms, how do you think it impacts how they see
you?
R: (long pause) they probably see me a little differently than most people.
…um…maybe there might be a little bit of fear behind what they feel cause they
don’t quite understand. Maybe some of them do understand, they might have had
family, why they’re in this type of work. But ahh…I haven’t personally come across a
lot of negative feedback not even from the treatment team. Im just I mean I think
most people have a misunderstanding of what its like what it is a misunderstanding
of what people are going through so they have a misconception of what that person
is and mayb, I mean its kind of like the only think I could really, nah that doesn’t fit
really….
k: I have a question to kind of poke at what you’re saying more, I think its coming up
in just a second maybe let whats coming up simmer for you and see if we get back to
it, it sounds pretty important as well, that perception and how you see it. My 2nd
question is related to your family and your friends and how your symptoms impact
their veiws of you. I realize those are two categories for some people, family and
friedns, please answer in any way, any genuine way you’d like and what makes
sense too you.
r: yeah. Um…I think some people see me differentl than others like my family and
my close friends see me as the same person as before they don’t really, they said I
had changed for a brief moment while I was like right after I came out of the hospital
my personality was different. I was more reserved I ahh didn’t really come out of the
house to do anything for the first few months. But ahh, they said they just theyre
very pateitn and waited for me to kind of come back because when this happened I
wasn’t even present in a lot of ways in my brain its like something took over and I
wasn’t even there and now Im back. And ahhh…I think they were just waiting for me
to come back and …. um. My family anf my two good friedns. I think my other friends
um, don’t understand and don’t want to take the time to understand I think theyre
theyre um ….kind of um…. I feel like theyre…whats the word im looking for…I feel
like theres a right word to describe this but I cant find it…I almost want to say
theyre fearful but that doesn’t wuite fit what im trying to say.
k: you want to describe fearful to me and maybe a word that summarizes it will
come too you?
R: its part of it, I would say fera is definitely a player in it, not all that’s rrally going
on. I think there is a adisconnect to what happened and I was also away from many
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of my friends before this happened and I talked ot them while I was away and then
all of a sudden I come back after having this big moment of scary stuff that happnd
that a lot of it might have gotten the story has gotten twisted. Some people said I
tried to kill myself, when that was definitely not true. If anything I was more likely to
hurt someone else than to hurt myself. I thought I was in the (removed specific
name) mafia. I was trying to prove myself to the (removed specific name) mafia in
anyway I could trying to gain reknown like in very strange ways though…like I
picked up garbage on the side of the highway for like 3 hours. and I went around
and I joined this cult in this small town its like this homeless community that would
help each other out. They gave me stuff and I would pass my things that I didn’t
need to other people. And uh there was a few scary moments like this one person
pulled a knife on me asking me what I was doing. I don’t know exactly what I was
doing in that moment I might hve scared him in turn or done something to provoke
that but from what I remember I was just saying I was going around telling people
this verse I found in this notebook someone gave me telling me I was what I thought
I had to do was tell people my sins under my fathers household or something like
that. I don’t know if that’s a bible verse or not or maybe I just dreamt up the
notebook. I don’t know if that was even real.
K; It sounds like that was a very vulnerable time for you.
r: yeah it was definitely um…but I remember a lot of my friends from that town were
telling me to message them on facebook and if I ever needed anything. So I definitely
made some good friends back in that town and I think a lot of people were trying to
help and understand what I was going through but I don’t think they no one could
be quite prepared for this unless you know what you’re doing. Even then its hard. It
took them a long time to get me back to me. I think that scares people because they
don’t understand, not understanding is a very scary thing. And can make people just
run away from what they don’t understand and ahhh I think that’s what my friends
are doing. They don’t want to face or try and understand what I went through.
They’d rather just move on and forget that they ever knew that person.
K: as a way to manage their own fear it sounds like, not that it doesn’t have an
impact of course. the enxt question kind of comes back to your perception of your
experiences, kind of what youre starting to talk about…what happened and what
that means. What do you feel and think about your experiences?
R: Um part of it was actually very good in a strange way. (please say whatever you
like)Um I have this one memeory of I for some reason I decided to leave (removed
city name) the small town iwas in and I just I started hitchhiking south down
towards (removed geographic location) where my best friend was I had the idea id
go live with him now. I was goingt o take the clothes on my abck and anything I had
in my pocket and just go and I made it about two hours out of town and uh I was
walking for a good hour and then I hitchkied for another hour. And uh this gypsy
type person gave me a whole bunch of blankets and cloteh and box of wheathins and
I remember a spoon and some painting supplies so I could paint peoples houses for
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money and he also gave me some spare change in acse I needed it and he told me I
could call his cousin in one of the next few towns He gave me his cousins num ber
and said I could stay there when I get there and that he’d hlpe me get down south.
And then he told me where this water source was and where I could sleep for the
night so I went down there and stayed there for the night. I didn’t sleep at all that
night. I just stayed up staring at the stars and had this very almost spiritual
experience where I stripped down naked and dipped myself slowly into the lake
until I was about waist deep in and I just sat down up to my neck and just sat there
for a couple of hours listening to the birds and watching the sunrise and …just kind
of watching nature and ahhh…kind of just sitting there and listening.
K: that sounds profound.
R: For a couple of hours…
K: what do you make of those experienevs?
r: I don’t know, its I feel like its just kind of part of me wanting to go abck to nature
and feel like what that’s like and even now I have those plans, this idea, a crazy idea
but I still w ant to do it, this is a new idea Ive had, um, when I turn, Im going to live
on my own for awhile with my friend (removed name), and stay with him and we’re
going to pay rent together and everything. And once I save up enough money Im
going to put it in to a bank account, gather some basic supplies, make sure I have
enough money to make it to whatever town Im going to go to next and have a little
leftover just for food and basic things I need and Im just going to walk around,
hitchhike across the United States and help people where I can for the most part,
just small things, like if I need some lady crossing the street I’ll help her cross the
street. If someone needs me to carry their bags or someone needs help with their
house err or anything just to go help people cause it’s a very wild idea I feel like but
part of it is I want to travel and see the rest of the United States Ive live din
(removed geographic location) my whole life. And there are many other ways I
could do this but it just feels like what I want to do cause that’s ..other people in my
family and friends of my family have done things similar to this so its not completely
crazy for people to do this in my family just go on kind of a journey to find who you
are and see what you want to do for the rest of your life. Just meet people and make
some connections with other people in the world.
K; That’s a very natural impulse and desire. What do you think these experienecs
mean about who you are?
R: I think it means I ultimately want to live for myself while helping other people.
Living for myself and others at the same time. By helping people it will be helping
myself cause that’s what I feel like im meant to do on this planet casue Ive always
had the urge to do that. Going through psychosis has kind of helped me realize that.
K: whats it like to know that or say that?
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R: I think Ive know it for awhile I just never really said it out loud other than to my
friend (removed name), he thinks that’s a very cool idea and he supports me.
K; right on. it is very cool. You’re my mom might say its wise..
R: yeah (laughter x2)
K: would you describe yourself now that you’ve had experiences of psychosis? and
even describe what matters most to you? you might have already covered that with
your natural desire to help other people and be part of the world and sounds like
part of the solution but maybe theres more ways you would describe yourself?
R: Um..Im very loyal to the people I care about. And Ill pretty much do anything I
need to for them to help them if they need someone to talk too I’ll be there for them.
If they need to help with anything Ill be there for them if they need me to keep their
secrets Ill keep their secrets. Unless its life threatening or something. Um…Im just
trying to be a person that treats people how he wants to be treated I mean that
golden rule Ive heard that my whole life and kind of really taken it to heart. I mean
most people hear that for their whole lives and then dismiss it as something that
doesn’t matter but I think that rule is honestly one of the best rules there is.
K: Sounds like its going to serve you well.
R: yeah I hope so (laughs)
K: last formal question…what are your hopes and dreams?
R: Um, I haven’t really decided that quite yet Im still getting there…
K: any inklings about what they might look like?
R: One day I do want to settle down and meet the right girl and have a dog,couple
kids nice country home not in the city, at first maybe in the city then maybe raise the
kids in the suburbs and then retire in the country somewhere. That’s kind of what
most people in my family do.
K: sounds like staying consistent with your family and things they’ve done, you’ve
mentioedn that a few times as important to you,
r: yeah family is pretty much one of the most important things in my life. Theres a
lot of things in my family Im disappointed about but I cant change that so I don’t see
why I should try. But im happy with my family that’s the main important thing. As
long as your happy with your family theres no reason to try and change it.
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K: is that something that family being so central to what matters to you, is that new
since you’ve experienced symptoms of psychosis ro has that been consistent the
whole time throughout your life?
R: its been consistent throughout my whole but since going through the psychosis
its become more prevealant, in my mind its become more impoartnt because I see,
Ive learned the value of my family more than what I knew before it. Ive kind of
learned what I have. you don’t know what you have until you lose it in a way. I didn’t
really lose it but I did see them all kind of come together for me. Even my dad who
never, I mean I was living with my (removed family member) when the psychosis
happened for the first time since I was like 8 years old whoch was very strange but
um he visited a few times and was very concerned and then my gramma and my
aunts and my mom, my brother never came. But I that’s one thing Im a little
disappointed is that my brother never came to visit but that’s ok, im fine with that,
ive come to learmt ahts ok maybe he wasn’t prepared cause hes a couple years
younger than so Ive kind of I haven’t let that bother me so much maybe if he was
older I would have wanted, more expected him to come more but since Im the older
brother he looks up to me and wants me, Ive always kind of beend a leader for him
too in a lot of ways but hes also always done his own thing but at the same time hes
kind of taken his own road. hes always looked ot me he always comes to me when
he needs something, which isn’t very often but when he needs it Im there.
K: sounds like you show up for him. thank you those are the formal questions is
there anything I didn’t ask you that you want to share that comes up for you?
R: I guess…I cant really think of anything.

Raven
K: So tell me whats it been like to be 19 years old and have symptoms of psychosis?
r: Um, whats it been like? I guess I guess ahh I think it makes I mean it can be
difficulty, it definitely can be diffcifult at times.
(It sounds like something is hard when he has symptoms…comparing to when
things aren’t hard, without symptoms)
When your experiencing symptoms it can be difficult to stay focused um, work,
friends, school, your passions stuff like that.
(life activities and life drive can be impacted by symptoms of psychosis)
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I guess it brings about a bit of self-awraeness I guess as far as awareness more of
what people maybe experiencing around you. If you can experience things then
what can other people be experiencing? I think um, in that sense it kind of opens
your eyes a little bit. (He’s talking becoming self-aware and becoming aware of other
people’s experiences. He’s talking about relating to himself and other people. He’s
talking about opening up to something)
K: Can you say more? It sound slike you have some awareness of like a difference
between you and other people?
R: Yeah. I guess umm I guess sometimes, psychosis, can in a way isolate you, because
I guess people don’t um, people, what your experiencing other people aren’t, and
you cant always explain things properly. Maybe not properly but in a way that can
be understood by other people so, it can be um isolating. It can also bring about
more awareness I think. More awareness as far as just, I guess knowing your alive in
some sense.
(Isolating. Explaining. He’s talking about making sense of his experiences and
making sense to other people. He’s comparing what he is experiencing to what other
people might be experiencing. He’s talking about becoming isolated and becoming
aware. He’s describing how becoming isolated and becoming aware might be related
somehow.)
K: Can you say that again?
R: I guess I knowing that your alive in some way you know really reinforces the fact
that you are feeling real emotions or your doing this, I guess you could say that on
some level I feel that way.
(Feeling alive, feeling real, making sense of life, making sense of psychosis…what
does that mean about his identity?)
K: Yeah. Say more, that sounds important to you, say more about that.
R: Yeah, well I think some of it is for me personally, I guess for me personally I
sometimes tend to get into ah periods where days are so out of time I feel like I’m
um, not self-aware, days as a whole, as far as just usually just going through the
motions. Just working project to project. you know, expediently, without really
taking time to think about it or relaxing or seomthign like that um, it can I guess,
sometimes, some symptoms can really slow you down and make you think a little
bit more about who you are, what you’re doing. Um, what occupies your time, what
occupies your thoughts, all of our time.
(Symptoms are informing his sense of who he is and his actions and his thinking.
Commanding his attention, informing his process of understanding his thoughts,
emotions, actions, identity.)
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K: That there sa lot of ways it can be experienced from isolating to deepening
because of its kind of command of your attention. I’m curious in what ways have you
changed since these experiences started?
R: Um, well I definitely ah grown in many ways. Um,
(Growing up.)
K: tell me about some of them
R: I think I’m much taller than I was before (laughter)
very good point
R: As far as um understyanding my how I work. I think ive grown quite a bit from
um the first time I did experience symptoms. I mean, whether or not…
Could you give a couple of examples, sorry didn’t mean to interrupt
I guess part of the biggest is Ive grown with how I respond to specific situations or
emotions and situations
(Responding to the context of his experiences)
where I feel that I am in a way can better control, while the emotion may exist, the
experience may still be there, or what ever it is, ah, I guess how my how Im going to
react to it has really changed drastically.
(Learning about how to manage the social and internal context of his emotions and
experiences. Developing skills to manage his reactions to his experiences. That
might inform his sense of identity….how he lives in the world, how he manages
himself, how he negotiates his internal experiences and his social envinronment)
From where I was, um, say with um, experiencing psychosis and falling into
depression in responding instead of um talking about it. Verbalizing how Im feeling,
really telling myself, acknolwegding how your feeling is definitely really important
thing to do.
(Choosing how to respond to psychosis seems important to him, “verbalizing” his
feelings sounds like he is relating to himself and his experiences of psychosis “telling
myself, acknowledging”.)
Otherwise you just kind of sit in this funk of you know this how im feeling this is
you know this is my life right now this is what im experiencing,
(Sitting in this funk…cutting himself off from his experiences of psychosis sounds
not good)
not really letting yourself have that, ok this is actually fine to feel that, rather than
just, looking outside of the box,
(Looking outside the box---what is he saying here? does it mean to look outside his
initial reaction on his feelings and thoughts? Is this moving from reacting to
responding?)
its really(lost word), its really diffciltu to explain what I trying to say
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(This is hard to describe…)
K: that’s ok, I think as much as I can following you. It sounds like it might be kind of
an abstract experience because its about personal growth. You know I don’t know if
theres a specific example. and maybe this question will help too is, Ways that you
have stayed the same and there might be ways you changed, like you’ve described
like an emotional awareness, and how you relate to yourself has changed.
Um, if Im getting that right, those are the biggest changes you’ve had?
R: I think so, yeah.
K: And that Im wondering if there are ways you’ve stayed the same?
R: Um, I think
K: and we can come back to this, we can skip…
R: Ok, um as far as staying the same, I guess um, maybe ways that I haven’t grown
yet…
(Staying the same is about not growing, so experiencing psychosis helps him with
growing as a person…)
I think…I guess…I guess more of the big ones for me is ah, um, well my response has
maybe changed when Im feeling a certain way, I maybe don’t really set myself up for
success.
(Here is this responding reflection and now its connected to succeeding and failing)
Um, but what I found is big, my negative responses too to much stress, and
soemtimes I um I think I overload myself a little too much without always leaving
room for that you know, that one little thing that ah, the unexpected stress. Um, I
know we don’t plan for anything like that but…
(He is reflecting on “negative responses” that are stressful and feeling overloaded
and vulnerable to “unexpected stress”. He’s talking about managing his experiences
again. Protecting himself from stress by planning ahead. What else might he protect
himself from…reacting instead of responding, choosing to “look outside the box”
rather than getting stuck ‘in the box’.)
k:Are there other ways, things you enjoy or um, things you don’t enjoy or activities
or parts of your life that have changed or stayed the same since you developed the
experiences of psychosis?
R: Um, as far as things I enjoy but don’t, I guess probably using pot was one that I felt
exacerbated my experiences the negative experiences. I thought I really enjoed it
but now I understand um that I can’t have that and um I cant be healthy and also
smoke pot. (changing behaviors, making choices)
K; And that may be for other people your age, that would be social, that would be
different
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R: yeah I mean its like a lot of, especially in the place that I live a lot of people that do
smoke pot, and are very open about that, it’s a very habitual part of their life but I
think that’s probably a big one that I changed, as far as did enjoy and don’t enjoy
anymore. (making changes, changing behaviors)
K: How would you how do your friends and family see you? Talking about that pot
piece made me wonder about your friends? How do you think they see you?
R: That’s a tough one.
K: You can start by expressing why that’s hard if that helps you warm up to
expressing how you think they see you.
R: I guess it really depends on ah, I mean your friends and family are pretty specific
terms. family obviously. I guess the reason I think that’s difficult is who I would be
specifically thinking about and then I guess I would think that’s really different
depending on which friend I was relating the question too. (differentiating family
from friends)
K: Why don’t we go through a couple of examples. It sounds like you do have this
discerned between people and that’s sounds important distinction for you. And how
they might see you so think of some examples where you might help me understand
those differences for you.
R: I guess with some friends it would be um I guess I think they would see me as um
compassionate and um concerned and caring for other people. Um, You know as
conversational. I’m using a lot of c words right there. Anyway (laugh).
Conversational. Yeah its different, scattered a little bit sometimes. Ah,
(being seen as compassionate and social are important qualities to him)
K: so it sounds like theres a certain group of friends that see oyu as compassionate
and caring, relational, communictort, um scattered, it sounds theres aother friends
that might see you differently?
R: I think so. I think so, um some might see me as um, whats the word im looking for,
um, hmm, I guess the word that pops in my head is weak. I think might see me as
weak, friendly, hmm,
K; where does that weak, can you give me an example why some friends maybe also
kind of what tells you that your friends see you differently?
A lot of communication happens through feedback that’s obvious or not so obvious, I
imagine your getting feedback that’s telling you this stuff.
R: I guess with some people I think sharing of ah of say um personal emotions or
experiences could be a sign of trust and respect I guess.
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(Analyzing range of other peoples responses, giving social context to those
responses, making decisions)
Um, you know really like opening yourself up to another person or other people
could be viewed as respect and building trust. I think wth other people though that
can be seen as um, the acknowledgment if even not having a good day or the
experiencing certain things could be viewed as weak and I guess that’s where Im
coming up with that word.
(describing feedback as a response to disclosure “experiencing certain
things”…sometimes affirming and demonstrating trust and respect…sometimes
pereceives others as seeing him as “weak” when he discloses his experiences)
weak-fragile…..driven
throw away traits….passion
K: Yeah, sure, do people give you like look at you a certina way or give you a vibe or
say things to you that they would fall in one category or another? that kind of safe to
share category, the other category is maybe not so safe to share.
R: I think it’s mostly nonverbal vibes. I think what you can see with eyes and face.
You can say oh yeah you know you can say one thing verbally and completely um
express a different, something different,
(“nonverbal vibes”= feedback!, process of attuning to others)
K: Yeah.
R: You know most people I think, especially the community I am in, its very polite
for the most part. Um, but I guess showing passion for some things could be seen in
conversation with with friends or some specific things I think passion for family,
friends, um, activties, music or toher things could be seen as um kind of throw away
traits in a way, which to me isn’t; but…
(here he is talking about passion and purpose….throw away traits)
K: And we talked about your friends, what about your family? How does your family
see you?
R: I think my family generally sees me as pretty driven. Um, I think well theres, it
depends, family as a whole, family partially.
K: yeah each are different again. think about it to you as a person, we’re talking
about identity. Maybe each person is different, maybe there are patterns in your
family, I don’t know.
R: I think most of my family would see me as driven and compassionate. Maybe
soemtimes a little annoying. You get under people’s skin, usually its just good fun of
course. I think generally happy.
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(describing family includes personality traits and not feedback about emotions or
‘experiences’ at this point, he sounds like he feels understood by his family, being
seen as compassionate and passionate/driven—is there a range for him drivencompassionate,
K: And so shifting that question about your treatment team, how you think your
treatment team saw you when you were involved with (removed treatment
program name)? This is one of the questions where Ive been assuring people that
whatever you share is private and that your answers are incredibly important, both
praises and any critiques for me to better understand what processes people go
through.
R: I think that’s a tough one to answer. I think I won’t deny it would be hard that, I
will just speak for myself.
K: whatevers genuine for you
R: I think it would be hard for people not to think, not to think that treatment team
just sees us as messed up people.
(assuming treatment teams view of him as “messed up”)
I think it would be hard becausr you know we’re sometimes much more honest
about how we feel, what we do and who we are with our treatment team then how
we are even with our own family.
(disclosure leads to “messed up” view of him)
Um particularly in my experience I think I discussed more with my treatment team
than with anybody ever. So in some aspect you feel like all your dirty laundry is out
there and you’re incredibly vulnerable.
(feeling vulnerable)
Um, I think it would be hard, I underatand why I would feel that my treatment tesam
would see me as messed up and driven and confused. You know all the noncompassionate sides of life.
(“non-compassionate sides of life”: being messed up, driven and confused)
But at the same time I mean I personally do think my treatment team um saw me as
a good person and um they cared for me and saw me as not just a patient but as a
human being and… yeah.
(being seen as “a human being” as “good”)
K: Um, sounds pretty important.
Yeah
K: Is there anything things the treatment team did to give you that kind of feedback,
both the feedback that your valued and a whole person and any feedback about the
messed up guy.
R: I think obviously there is professionalism,
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(so this comes up in other interviews this word “professionalism”)
you know this field requires requires professionalim or at least demand that there
should, um bt I think what really stood out to me is the commitment that the
treatment team would go out of their way to assist me.
(internalizing teams actions as commitment and needing assistance)
I think as far as beyond what I would have expected. and that you know whatever
you talk about in one session or one day doesn’t whether it was good or bad or
whatever came out doesn’t effect how we’re going to interact tomorrow. So I think
that was really important for me knowing that really whatever it was, whatevere
issue I was delaing with I could discuss it and my treatment team was going to be
just as committed.
Not just to make me happy or solve symptoms or issues like that but really get to
know someone, understand them and help them grow.
(feeling understood as a person)
It went far beyond just treating symptoms. I guess that’s what I think reinforces the
um I think that’s evidence right there.
K: How do you think, how did you symptoms impact the treatment teams views of
you?
R: Im sorry can you repeat that?
K: How did or do your symptoms impact the treatment teams views of you?
R: The symptoms…
K: Do you kind of get the question?
r:: yeah. Well you know Im not really sure. AS specfic to the symptoms I mean….I
guess personally I do, not the healthiest thing but when I think well you know the
treatment team experience helps people with similar things every day and so,
(what might this mean to him—that they deal with this “everyday”)
yeah Im not really sure I think. I don’t think the treatment team let specific
symptoms or occurrenecs alter um how they they viewed me I guess. I don’t think
that. I personally don’t think it would have changed how they viewed me as a
person.
K: It sound slike they did things like go above and beyond and really care about you
as a whole person…nnd it sounds like that’s how they saw you. Im wondering how
your symptoms how your symptoms impact how your family and friends view you?
R: Fa,ily I think, I don’t think it changes their perception very much.
(here he is perceiving the treatment teams views of him through their actions and
interactions with him)
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Um, you know the family that I come from follows unconditional love model pretty
well for the most part.
(being loved unconditionally by family)
As far as friends, I guess I don’t disclose very much information about that to my
friends. Um, mostly the experience I have had when I do disclose that is typically
very concerned. I think they may view me as I don’t like to use the word, I guess the
word I’d use is fragile or something.
(fragile…he gets cautious about disclosing personal information so that he can
protect others and himself …) (unconditional love…)
They have to almost be a little careful soemtimes with what they do or say. But its
like, its not a very I guess that sepcifxally with interactuins with friends who know
of symptoms. I don’t think it’s a very big issue in my life.
K: Fair enough. What do you feel about your experiences about having symptoms of
psychosis? What do you tihkn or fell about the experiences?
R: That’s tough. What do I think or feel. I guess I don’t think of it is strange as it was.
Its not as I don’t think its werid or anything like that. Um, this is a really difficult one
to answer.
K: Im going to ask you another question that might ehlpe us return to this one.
R: Ok.
K; So, the other question is what do you think those experiences mean about who
you are?
R: Well I guess that specific thing has changed over time. I guess I used ot think that
the experiences put, initially, that I had some ah much um, you know a deeper
understand of life I guess than my friends or whatever that was from that or just
being 16 years old, I don’t know. But ah, I think now I don’t view you know
symptoms or those experiences as being um, well it definitely defines who you are
and it doesn’t define your growth.
(somehow symptoms shape his sense of his identity but not how he grows as a
person—these seem like separate but connected processes)
I think you have to really separate, well not separate but just acknowledge your
growth as a person isn’t related to you know the experience of symptoms. I guess
that was maybe where I guess I have changed a little bit. Maybe there is a
connection there but…
(here he separates his growth as a person from his symptoms, separating identity
from mental health symptoms or ‘experiences’ is a process that is important to him)
k: what do you think about that? what are your thoughts about the connection there
if there is one, or just initial impressions even.
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R: I guess initially I thought kind of like what I was saying that my emotions were
somehow more you know in tune with human nature or the experiences were more
real aspects of life. But I mean experience is experience.
(making sense of his experiences, feeling in tune/attuned)
K: Real for you what you experience…
r: I guess its not to say that I guess what I see know that having some of that
experience you have to think of it from a…(clarified) an individualized experience as
far as um that’s the way I feel, this is what im experiencing,
(he seems to be validating his own experiences while allowing others to have
potentially divergent views/opinions of his experiences)
I think there is perhaps a um neglect of the reality of everyone around me and that I
mean just as much as my experience is real anybody 397hat’s’ experience is real it
can be just as real. It kind of falls into the, yes its self-awareness but I guess
everyone around you is also self-aware.
(becoming aware of personal experiences as ‘real’. it seems that others might think
his experiences are not real…he’s comparing here)
K: Yeah. so describe yourself now that you’ve experienced psychosis?
R: can you repeat the question?
K: Describe yourself now that you’ve had these experiences or symptoms of
psychosis.
r: Um yeah I think I have definitely grown kind of like all the questions I was talking
about before.
k: yeah they point to growth.
r: I think having symptoms definitely um has made me talk stock of myself, my
emotions and my reactions to them.
(describing developing perspective about himself)
Um, and to…its different now obviously where you are currently I mean, like
currently on every subject even at the time right now you’ve got it all figured out
and then a year later your like wow a year later you look back and you think wow I
knew nothing about who I was or um but I don’t necessarily think that’s so much
related to symptoms as it is related to personal growth.
(differentiating experiences he has that are related to psychosis and experiences he
has that are related to growing up. he is aware there is a difference for him)
Our response might change, or I think my response probably will change um just
based off where I am in life at the time. But no I don’t think, I mean I think Im
definitely have grown and have improved some with how I handle situations but I
wouldn’t say Im A ok 100% done with growing.
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K: That’s kind of a lifetime thing for most people.
Im wondering what matters most too you?
r: In life
k: as a person
R: I guess that’s something I really am trying to figure out. Um I mean its I think its
easy to throw out happiness or something, maybe for some people it could be if your
really able to live in the moment I think happiness is a great thing or…
what about for you?
R: I like talking about other people, generalities (laugter)
Let’s see
K: well you are very philosophical your personality, I like talking in big things too,
that’s fine, Im just curious if there are things that come up that matter most to you?
R: I think in the course of finding out about, especially in college where I am right
now its difficult to judge actually what you want whether youre looking at um carerr
success, is that what matters most to me? is it money is that what matters most? is it
finding a long term relationship? Or I mean I think those are just situational.
(finding out what matters to him is a process, moratorium)
As far as like I mean I don’t want to I don’t want to not be sad I don’t think that’s
whats most important to me. And I mean Im not always going to be happy, but I
don’t think that’s what drives me either, being happy all the time.
(sifting through possibilities)
Um, I think right now is that whats most important to me is really making decisions
based off of my um understanding of life. Maybe that is too philosophical. I guess um
I know small things, what do I want to eat today, oh yeah Im going to make myself
happy now but not just short term immediate but long term how do I want too um,
how do I want my relationship with my family to be?
(family matters)
um you know am I going to deciding what do you say, what don’t you say to people,
stuff like that I think.
(making decisions about disclosure)
I mean its really hard for me to not look long term with most things that I do. So I
guess making the right decision is most important to me. Even though nobody
makes it right all the time or even near all the time.
K: I ehar too congruent, consistent, you know, I don’t really hear you say all the time
or absolutes, more internal consistency with your compass, that’s what Im hearing
you say that that’s of high value and that’s a long term project.
R: I think that actually exctaly what I was trying to say.
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yeah cause I think when you have I mean unexpected life events are going to happen
all the time. And I mean you can’t control who gets sick, who does this, who does
that…um but you know I can control the, my response to it. So I guess that’s whats
most important, you know, choose the right response and maintaining a very solid
inner Zen.
(making choices----finding and developing an “inner Zen”, making conscious choices
about how to engage with other people, how to engage with life experiences and
who and how to share this with in his life…there’s a range of relationships and a
range of disclosure practices and a range of self-perception)
K: So this leads us really well to my last formal question for you…which is what are
your hopes and dreams?
R: Hopes and dreams…Well I hope to, well I mean I of course I can reach for
happiness, what I guess my biggest hope is to always…I guess you could call it a
dream, but being able to take stock later in life and look back and be able to say that
you made, that the big decisions you made, the important ones, that you really made
them for you um I think that’s not good or bad but that you definitely wanted it at
the time um, I guess some day Id like to have a some career that I could find passion
in that’s not a job. Something I enjoy going to everyday um, you know someday
having a family, something like that. And maybe that changes I don’t know.
(wants to be able to reflect and be clear about the purpose and context for why he
made life choices…this seems related to the “inner Zen”. he mentions the word
passion a couple of times which seems important to how he sees himself as a person
in the world)
K: awesome, I know you will get there, you’ll keep getting there the rest of your life,
you will continuously arrive. Perpetually arriving and becoming.
Is there anything that you wanted to share that I didn’t ask you that you want to
speak too or return too?
r: not that I can think of at the moment.
K: thank you so much.
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Appendix I
Redacted Transcripts Round Two Interviews
B12
K: Tell me what its like to share your life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs in your
relationships. And I’m specifically interested in three different types of relationships
you have in your life. Those are relationships you have with your family, your
friends, and your treatment team. And you can start anywhere you want.
B12: Could you repeat?
K: what Im interested in is to learn from you what its like, what your experience is
like for you to share life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs in relationships with
those 3 kind of groups of people. so if you want to start with your friends maybe?
B12: Yeah I only tell a couple of my friends like mainly the close ones that know me
well enough. So its not like all my friends know unless they ask because I don’t
really to keep it private cause there really is no need too and it could be used against
me if I were to keep it private. So I just let them know how I see things and how
things can be tough for me so if I start acting weird just give me some space and I’ll
be good. And for the most part its got some positive I mean they get it. but at the
same time you have the feeling like they might start treating you differently. Like
ahhh I guess like they’re like when they’re older like they start changing how they
are around you to compensate for it. You don’t want that because you want
everything to be normal because you don’t want to change anything really.
K; can you say that part about change again? you don’t want anything to change?
b: I kind of want the relationship we had to change based on the new information I
brought to them. (I got it) when I could have not told them anything and it would
have been fine and they would not have known anything was wrong so why would it
change I don’t want it too kind of a thing. My parents ahh… they probably don’t
know as much or in depth I guess. But um they don’t really tend to get it as well as
my friends so I just leave it at that so I just don’t go telling them anything. So they
know about it they just don’t know what to do so their not as open minded as my
friends. So I just don’t tell them. Um for the team I guess I tend to not tell them most
of my ideas usually because they sound werid and that’s kind under the description
of those are really strange ideas (ok) so I tend to try and not tell to not fit the
stereotype you know so I leave some of that out. Yeah I tell them all the stuff I go
through and they get it ok I guess. It seems the best out of the three to get it more in
a real world basis instead of like an office environment would be my friends. Cause
you know Im applying it in a real life scenario when they’re there. But now when its
in an office its like a test tube baby kind of thing you know its all controlled nothing
is, you cant really just randomly have things so its not as if I were to just go out there
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and start talking about it it would be different. I wouldn’t be able to act the same so
to me it wouldn’t be natural so I wouldn’t apply it if we were to talk about it outside
of the office. Cause we’re talking about it like in the office. they usually offer
solutions to issues I give them about my you know ideas and how I see things but
their solutions are coming from someone who doesn’t have it. So they don’t know
what they’re talking about (got it). kind of a thing. Like all they know is what they’ve
been told by other people so they know what I have but they can’t fix it. (They don’t
have the lived experience?) Yeah.
k: (turns off heater sound) So Im curiours if you would tell me what its like for you
to share those things inside of you. It sounds like you have three really different
experiences.
b12: yeah, u huh. Um well whne you tell anyone regardless of their relation to me
you’re basically rolling the dice to see how they react unless you do it a little more
wise like slowly increment them into it. So rather than just staright up tell em all the
things I have theire probably going to get pushed away bit vause when you start
carrying all these things you don’t know before they might get frustrated that they
didn’t know for such a long time. Or they might just take it differently like they
might look at how other people view it which could be a bad thing. So basically if
you’re going to tell someone you have to really read character and slowly increvate
them to the what you got (that’s actually one of the questions I have for you so I
want to go ahead and ask you that)
k: how do you make decisions about sharing your life views, thoughts, feelings and
beliefs with other people?
b12: mmmhmm…. well I mean basically if I feel like they should know because their
involved enough where they might see it and I don’t want them to think you know
its something random I want them to know why I was doing something like that
…ahhh then yeah slowly inceremtn them into ti I tell them ‘well when that was going
down this was going on’ you know this this and that ahh, it happens every once in
awhile. Ahhh basically just let me cool off kind of a thing so I just let them know
what they can do, what I’m doing, why I’m doing it and whats going on and that
tends to work cause most of your friends get it. So theres that and um I don’t really
have that setup with my parents cause they don’t really get it I guess so I can tell
them whats going on and their way of going about it and keep talking and keep
getting me involve and Im like I don’t want to talk about it I was just telling you
what was going on- this wasn’t a discussion I just wanted to let you know whats
going on just as a warning- just let me have the space type of thing you know? So the
tacttics I use for my friends don’t really work for my parents so you know I have to
find a whole other way around it, that kind of a thing. Which is kind of hard because
they like to keep poking and poking even if you tell them no.
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k: it sounds like you make decisions about what you share based on other people’s
responses to you and based on your um perception of how they might respond or
react to you…would change that or tweak that in anyway?
b: Um well I might just add that I use my strengths which is reading conversations
and body language and stuff like that…so I can tell how the conversation is going or
if they’re actually interested in the topic or something (ahh got it) so if I tell they’re
not really interested or getting somewhat uncomfortable then they’re probably not
ready to know all of it it stuff like that (got it.)
k: what about (thankyou) with your treatment team how do you make decisiosns
what of your lifeviews, thoughts and beliefs you share with them?
b: um well I mean they knw about some of the things but I don’t know it just seems
like when Im telling them it its not like Im not trying to get help its like Im giving
them a reason to be at work. Yeah its not like I don’t know they try and make it
personal thing but they have like 40 people they’re all intertwined with or whatever
so it doesn’t feel persaonl so you know whatevere I say to them they’re trying to tell
me what worked for these 5 people (I see). Just passed down then it slike o these 5
people did this and this worked, I don’t want that you know.
k: it doesn’t sound personalized enough for you to feel comfortable disclosing the
information.
b: yeah cause I give them the information and then they try and find someone with
the same information and then they try to find what they did to do it here but I don’t
feel like having the mystery fix Id rather have a personalized fix. So…
k: yeah absolutely…which so my next question for you…what happens for you when
you’re unable to or unwilling to express these things to other people?
b: um well I kept it like a you know very quiet about it for about 7 years, so but I
basically gotten used to it…
k: quiet about your thoughts and beliefs?
b: o yeah. basically the way to keep myself in check is the fear of judgment. So…
k: tell me what that is?
b: basically don’t do anything you know you’re going to be judged for and that was
my way of keeping myself from doing stupid things or looking stupid in public. You
know, like ahh those people who are just staring off and talking to things that aren’t
there. So I think about how other people will look at me and make that a fear and my
fear over conquers my urges to go talk to things that aren’t there.
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k: got it okay. Whats that experience like?
b: You’re fighting your natural will to go talk to things that aren’t there.
k: That sounds uncomfortable--b: Stressful.
k: Um, other experience you have when you’re unable to or unwilling to express
your thoughts and feelings with other people. If its helpful to think about it when it
comes up for you with your families, friends, treatment team or even other
relationships when that comes up.
b: Um, in what sense do you mean?
k: like unable to might be due to symptoms or experiences you’re having..unwilling
kind of means more like Im making an outside my symptoms Im kind of making a
choice to not express things right now…
b: you mean how it might hold me back from things?
k: yeah if it holds you back from things…im curious what the experinec is.
b: ok, yeah…um well I used to go and do things like all the time as basically
everywhere ahh nowadays I cant do that because at that time I still had it but
anxiety wasn;t a factor at that time. Anxiety takes a lot of my time now you know so
it basically holds me back because yeah I may want to go somewhete like I really do
want to go there….but initially its hard to get me to go there. Its like o do you want
to go bowling? I really want to go bowling but I tell them no I don’t. Yeah. Its like Im
not really controlling that.
k: so you exclude yourself uh huh…are there times when you’re in a social situation
and you’re like Im totally not sharing this information with these people?
b: um I don’t know like most people don’t even know about any of it so like if they
happen to know anything by a friend and they just ask then I just tell them because I
don’t really care cause I mean I don’t want to keep it hidden cause there’s no need
to…
k: it sounds like its also protective for you to be forthright with it so people don’t
think you’re not aware of whats going on, if you have an unusual behavior or
seomthing like that..
b: yeah. Like its basically Id rather them hear it from me than just someone else
second hand kind of a thing, which Ive had many of those kinds of experiences as
people tell other people that I end up finding out about it. Its kind of unsettling when
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you hear someone who has no idea about what your symptoms are so he has no idea
so he must be crazy. Im like no you know so..
k: it sounds like that assertiveness approach works for you.
b: theres always that fear when you;’re telling someone new …I just don’t care
anymore so yeah so its not a big deal for me.
k: and you said fear for you is also a motivator to a certain extent to manage your
life and your experiences.
b: yeah because if you don’t have fear you’re basically you don’t have much to fight
with like…
k” that sounds lintesretsing and impoartnt can you tell me what you mean by that?
b: well if you don’t have the fear of losing your mind then you’re going to lose your
mind then its basically if you let yoursrlf get worse and worse and worse of what
you could eventually become you know it if theres no fear to drive you away from it
you’re basically just going to walk to it.
k: I see.
b: which I prfer not to lose it.
k: thankd that helps me understand.
b: it has a lot of aspects when it comes to the symptoms.
k: I don’t think I quite understand the apsects part…
b: like every single like ahh symptom you have like you badically try to add fear to it
like consciously or subconsciously depending on the symptom um but usually add
fear to it that way you keep it in check. You badically if you don’t know what youre
doing usually the fight or flight is unsuaully influenced by fear or aggression kind of
a thing so you badically use that to your advantage for anxiety and panic attacks
stuff like that so you know you basically use it as a way to control things with
yourself.
k: got it, I see, yes. thanks for helping me get that piece. My next question is in what
ways do these experiences we’ve been talking about influence you as a person?
b: um influence me towards what like what do you mean?
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k: great question, I get asked that a lot. Kind of looking at influence your sense of
identity, shape who you are, how you see yourself, could be that its about some
behaviors you have. It could be about influenbce you as a whole person (describes
moving hands in cicrcles). as a human being.
b: yeah, um well it kind of changes oyur view on life a bit so its harder to basically
grasp what you want to do. Im like I don’t know Im barely, Im having trouble with
just living my life you know so its kind of changed my mentality of how I need to get
things done in a certain time. Because before I just wanted to go staright to college
do all these things, get done with it, I want to but its proving somewhat of an issue
you know all the symptoms and stuff. But um…
k: how do you see yourself because of that?
b: Right now I see that as failing because Im not on the track I originally set for
myself so..
k: and what about the experiences of sharing your thoughts and beliefs with other
people? how does that shape you as a person?
b: well ahh to me I don’t know it doesn’t really have a value like if you give it a value
that its truly something you should fear so I try to…like bring in a normal
conversation not something sincere were I need them to talk to me about it, like I
bring it in as a typical…think of it as a gosspy thing so if someone’s like ‘wheres this
person sick’ if they just brought it in as a casual talk you know its kind of how id
approach it due to a fact that I don’t want it to seem like a big thing.
k: and what do you think about what that means about who you are as b12?
b: it basically makes me feel like im holding back you know like im not really as…I
used to be more weird and more out there but you know eventually I’d actually go
out and do things.
k: yeah I saw you as a person out in the world going out and doing things and going
for it.
b: yeah um so it changed me in that’s sense my personality is different now, my
views are different, like you know kind of lost in a way the when you start growing
up you lose the magic in the world I guess you know where it doesn’t seem as
awesome as it originally did you know? so that kind of hits you and then ahh you
look at when you look you see a normal person growing up and you see a person
with this and then you see their bars are a lot lower on their progress of what
others would say is a successful life. so its kind of you know kind of ruins your
mentality a bit.
k: about yourself?
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b: yeah. its like the (?) itself is basically like a crippling thing yeah just showing the
statistcis alone not really seeing the person cases but seeing the average of cases
that don’t get too far..
k: it reminds me of being seen for who you are as a whole person. (yeah). you’ve
brought that up a few times, can you tell me more about that for you?
b: what do you mean?
k: being seen for who you are and how these experiences miss the mark or meet the
mark?
b: well how, you mean how others see me or how I see myself?
k: how the interactions influence you, and how you see yourself casue that gets into
a little bit of my next question as well…
b: we seem to be good at that hitting th next questions…
k: yeah we’re flowing…we’re on it (both laugh)
b: well I mean everytime you say what you got to someone else it basically takes
away the value of it, its not as intense I guess. you know, so its good in that sense if
you wanted to talk about it not a lot of people do, most people take it as a personal
or they take it as they don’t actually have it people are just saying they have it but its
not true it could be true but sometimes its not…so theres the whole denial thing. But
um its I guess how I would take it myself Ive had it since I was a kid. Its not going
anywhere. So I don’t really see a reason to pretend its not there cause I know its
there. So It seems like to me that my best way of approaching it is just act like an old
friend with it, make it, try and make less drama about it. I don’t feel like I need that.
k: yeah it doesn’t sound like that helps,
b: no for others I just basically you know if someone else takes it wrong I just don’t
care. Its, if they want to take it wrong that’s their problem, they’re not going on
living with it they don’t have to deal with it, so if they…its really weird, you have to
judge people by how they act around it.
k: did you want to say more about hat you kind of read in order to share with
people, in order to make decisions about sharing with them?
b: as bad as it sounds I kind of manipulate conversation cause that something I had
to do as a kid. Because f you have all these things you’re kind of at a disadvantage
you’d think you wouldn’t be able to make friends that well because most of the time
you’re not really there. So I basically developed a skill to make up for it. And that
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was reading conversations and energies and how you talk or say things and like for
instance a lot of my friends, they don’t even know it but I basically designed it so
that we would be friends. Such as like you know you say a topic, you see if they’re
interested and you basically see it as a percent value, and if you see a percent value
then you know its genuine interest. So you’d keep going upon that until you’re
basically putting them on the road and then everytime you want to see something
you basically put a tree there and then if they move around it or they hit it. You
know if they go around it they like it, they hit it it’s a stop don’t talk about it kind of a
thing. So I use that as my advantage to make conversation and make friends. That’s
why middle school was actually pretty popular but I kind of in high school had a lot
of friedns but I didn’t really care as much if people were my friend or not so I kind of
let that be as it is and just have the friends I had you know. So that’s what I mean by
that basically it sounds bad, manipulating conversation but I don’t usually do that
for self-gain or you know abd purposes.
k: I might add the word negotiating that you have a lot of mechanisms to negoatiate
and read cues about another person so that you can engage.
b: Yeah. Like I mean its like basically I look at it like okay, we seem to be quite on the
same basis but if I want you to be my friend I’ll basically make you my friend those
oringially the plan. I don’t mean like a normal- lets hang out I mean like Im using the
word play in a way like you wouldn’t think Im trying to be your friend until you
really o I guess we’re friends you know—its like weird how to explain that.
k: huh, it seems like you have a method and there’s a cautiousness about it and you
kind of come in from the side. rather than direct and its something you;ve developed
over time.
b: it works.
k: yeah, thanks for helping me get it as much as I can sitting in my seat…so my last
question for you is what helps you grow as a person?
b: Um…I don’t…to me if I were to meet successful people that have my symptoms
you know but I’d get to see that. To me it would get me past the whole bar graph you
know perecentage is lower kind of a thing that instantly hits you like well you’re
that statistic, the chances are you’re going to be lower. Id rather see some success
stories for once if that were the case then you know it might let me grow past what I
think my mental barriers are which probably isn’t; true.
k: so having those role models where you can identify in a pretty personal way very
specific experinecs …anything else help yu grow as a person?
b: umm its kind of if people were to get it more than what they see on movies, you
know, cause usually when you say schizophrenia it causes a bit of a controlled
chaos. You know its not really a, its like something you’d say in a hushed tone. You
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don’t really just straight up say that because people look at you instantly. If I were to
say this at a coffee shop, like not in a quiet, in a little bit of a louder…everyone would
look over and you might be treated differently. You know, it’s because people don’t
know how to handle that and they assume its crazy they don’t want to deal with it.
k: so that being said how would that change to help you grow as a person? it sounds
like you have a vision.
b: For me its ahh if ahh it didn’t feel like it was a burden to others. So what I mean is
other people’s approach to I guess the title would make it easier for me to dthings
you know, I wouldn’t feel as judged.
k: like what kinds of things?
B: Like I could just go out without having the feeling of what if someone sees me as
talking to nothing you know? Ahh and if people were to get ti you know its basically
the only way I could see it every being fixed or that as a solution it is a bunch of
celebrities just came out with it. You know as soon as you see a bunch of celebroties
doing that appranetly that’s a big thing and everyone will just change but not that
many people that do have it, the chances are they’re not functional. You know cause
when you’re a celebrity Im sure its not ay easier so …if they were just to go out with
it then people are just like oh yeah. Its usually a good thing or a bad thing if they see
this person as crazy it might just add to the title as just stay away from that person.
If they were to take it more of a civilzed approach where they don’t look as crazy as
they seem on movies and stuff like that it might add like a friendly face to a scary
name. It might change it a bit.
k: Like humanize it?
b: Yeah. which would make it eaisre for popel like me when they want to go and do
things.
k: like hang with friends, or like..
b: you know if you see an old guy like wandering around talking to things you don’t
treat him crazy you’re just like o he’s just an old guy- you go help him out. If I do that
people call the police and they think Im on drugs, its totally different. IT has a way
worse result. Yeah.
k: thank you, thanks for giving you a very small snapshot on something’s that have a
powerful impact on your life. Is there anything else you want to say reflecting abck
on what we’ve talked about before we’re done for now?
b: I think im good.
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Blue
K: What’s it like for you to share your life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs in
your relationships? And I’m specifically kind of curious about 3 different types of
relationships, with family, your friends and your treatment team.
B: Can you repeat the first part of it one more time?
k: what id like to understand is what its like for you to share your lifeviews,
thoughts, feelings and beliefs in your relationships?
b: um its incredibly important to me to be able to share my thoughts, views and
perspectives with those who are close to me whereht they’re family, friends, or my
treatment team. And how I go about sharing those views is very different for each
group of people. For my family I need to let them know how IM doing on a dialy
basis and I do share intimate details of my life with them however if they tend to be
more troubling details that would bring about worry or concern I tend to kind of not
bring them up or if I do decide to bring them up I word them in such a fashion where
it doesn’t cause as much distress. Um but I view my family as my closest of friends
we’ve and also my support system so I have a strong bond with all my close family
members and that is in large due to me have effective communication with them.
Um so sharing my views with them tends to, my family can be or at least members of
my family have more of a philosophic thought process as do I so I can go into topics
of spirituality and um you know cultural norms and what its like to operate within
this society so I have great discussions that are very in depth with them, very
intimate and very heartfelt. Um and that’s incredibly important to me because it
allows me to not only connect to them but to connect to myself. because often times
when im stuck in my head I cant effectively convey my thoughts to my self so in
speaking with somebody else it really helps for me to get in tune.
So with my friends it really depends on what kind of relationship I have with this
person if its two males I tend to have a more masculine approach to my I mean my
style of speech I use to the topics we discuss and with other men if its more of a
casual acquaintenace I’ll even notice you know just kind of I’ll use a totally different
language with them than I would a causal female friend. I think that has a lot of to do
with me evne, its not aggressive posturing but ther certainly is a level of posturing
involved with those kind of relationships. When I get more a deep life long
friendshuip with a male there still is a certain level of that I think that has to do I
have a group of friends Ive k owns ince I was probably about 7 or 8 years old and I
can be very open and honest with them yet I still do notice a difference in how I talk
you know. I talk like a dude opposed to a respectable gentleman. I mean that’s like
the liberal use of vulgarity or talking about girls or whatever it may be however I do
feel much more comfortable with more intimate male friends of mine to discuss um
how my workdviews and how I really feel about things. But typically it takes a little
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while to break through to that. Its kind of that casual hey hows it going isn’t that girl
attractive? It takes a little while to break through to the deeper layers.
with female friends I find and I do believe this is in large to my upbrining having
more of a connection with my mother than my father in regards to sharing my views
from a very young age uh I believ I feel much more comfrtblae around women so
theres no posturing and I ahh I feel much more comfortable getting to know them
not in a physically intimate way but in an emotionally and intellectually intimate
way than I do males. however I do have that relationship with some males but it
takes a lot longer to establish that bond. So that’s kind of how it goes with friends
um and with my care providers its more kind of like the nitty gritty its about what I
need to do in order to be successful in my life. And in my relationships and it all
comes down to effective communication and my willingness to be open and honest
and most important of all vulnerable. Cause often times it’s the things that trouble
me the most are the things that are going to make me the most uncomfortable to put
on the table. So with talking to my care providers I find its very important to be up
front honest with them and to get that stuff off my chest as soon as possible. maybe
that’s the first thing we’ll discuss in our visists. Maybe that’s overcoming obstacles
so that ic an move about life’s journey in a positive way.
k: thank you. So im curious if you want to comment at all about what your kind
inside experience is like for you- how it impacts your to share those things with
other people?
b: sure yeah, like internally, what I get out of it? (yeah).
Ok, I feel like when I don’t connect with another human being on a deep intimate Id
call it a spiritual plane because I believe in essence our spirituality is our abilility to
connect intimately with another human being and so I think what I get out fo that
interaction is I’ll get closer to my conception of God through those experiences so it
doesn’t have to I don’t have to sue that word its more or elss allows me to feed my
soul and it allows me to be passionate about life. If I don’t have that and I care about
having superficial connections you know as if like communicating with workw tih
somebody and moving about the day just from point a to point b just getting what I
need through talking to the gas station attendant or something or someone taking
my order or asking about the weather I don’t get that intimate connection and Im
not able to thrive and really feel the sunlight of life if Im not really making that
connection with people so I think it is of the utmost importance to have that.
k: it sounds like it’s the highest level of connection. how do you go about making
decisions making your lifeviews, thoughts, feelings and beliefs with other people?
B: well I have established a pretty tight knit group of people that I am capable of
trusting with some of these views and I mean that they are very sensitive if you
know a young man such as myself who believs in this masculine identity and
question and your sexuality your probably not something you’re going to shout
form the rooftops so Ive kind of um established a group of people that I can tell
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these things too and they’re going to be supportive and its not going to cause worry
or concern to them. Um this, I mean I have people with my Dad, I’ll share stuff with
him that’s on a more spiritual plane um but he;s my dad so Im not going to share hey
I think this might be. Im struggling with my identity here but I will choose the
appropriate person within this group of people that ive established to hsare that
information with in a constructive way where its not going to harm my relationship
where I’ll be abel to grow form it and the other person wont be affected by it.
K; very discerning (yeah). how about sharing things with other people in your life. it
sound slike what you’ve said so far is it detsructuve? is there trust there? um yeah
how else do you make decisions and if there isn’t anything else there than what tells
you theres trust? how do you make that decision?
b: I operate a lot on my intuition. I call upon the guidance of something else quite
often um to help me sue that discerning ability because you know I don’t know like
Id like to think I have a pretty like solid process that enables me to effectively
communicate with other people but I think a lot of it has to do with who comes
across my path at what time and I don’t believ that’s all me.
k: thanks. Would you say that was the same for family, family, friends and your
craeproviders? that decision making process?
b: um you know if not necessarily I do have certina rules I abide by like what kin of
information I’ll bring to what people. You know if its like a very pressing matter
that’s going to in my view greatly impact my life and its something that needs to get
resolved quickly I’ll go to my careproviders first you know. I’ll go to my, and I do
believe my sponsor and the network of people in alcoholics anonmysou is another
form of careprovider so I’ll consult with them or um the team at (removed
treatment program name) before I’ll bring it to other people that are close to me
because I believe they’re better equipped to deal with this in a quickly and um more
rational manner than other people Ive established more intimate relationships with.
K: thanks for helping me understand. What happens for you when you are unable to
or unwilling to express these things to toehr people. Um what happens is when Im
unable or unwilling to express my views with people is pain for me. I’ll go off on a
little side note for a bit. Pain for me is a pretty good motivator. I think that I have a
failr high threshold for pain. I can hold certain things in for quite some time. It will
kind of fester. These are things that I absolutely need to share with people and I
know I need to share with people and most of the time its not that Im unable to
share these thigns with people because I have such an extensive support network its
that Im unwilling. These things will impact my daily life, my thought process, at
times it will impact my actions and none of these are in a positive fashion so when I
do believe that my life has effectively become unmanageable then I’ll either kind of
fall off the path, make some rash decisions and go back to a very unhealthy way of
living or I’ll share it with somebody and balance will eventually be restored. So iw
ould sya what happens when Im unwilling to share these things with people is that
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Im either motivated by the pain that is caused by me not sharing and I’ll fess up or
this 412hat’s happened for quite some time but I’ll choose unhealthy methods of
coping like using drugs or drinking.
k: are there any other other circumstances when you’re unwilling to express these
things to other people?
B: yeah you know its um I can be unwilling to express certain veiws of mine if I
believe it will casue conflict with the other person. Im a very non-confrontational
person and so if I believe that me bringining something up is going to negatively
affect our interaction at that time I’ll typically wont say anything even if it would be
appropriate for me to say something then Ill sit on it until it bothers me enough. I
typically wont share it with that person right away but I’ll share it with another
person who is close to me and then possibly bring it up to that person again but
takes a little time.
K; thanks. so my next question is in what ways do these experiences influence you
as a person? shape who you are?
b: sure um well I would have no idea of my sense of my identity if I didn’t talk to
toher people. Ahhh so I would sya that my ability to communicate my views and my
feelings with other people allows me to hear their veiws and opinions as well and I
can kind of take what I want, what I like that they’re sharing and if Im in a deeply
spiritual conversation with somebody then I don’t typically hear a whole lot of
bullshit. And so I can can kind of discern that a lot of what someone is pretty
connected is of a psiritual nature and I can apply a lot of what they’re saying to my
life. In that kind of bolsters my identity because I’ll be like wow I really like what
you said that really resonated with my soul. I’ll go take that and I’ll put it to practical
use and see if it works for me it works and that could become something possibly
that I’ll regularly do so its very important for me to havr that back and forth so I
cans ee where Im at and see where they’re at so I can see if theyre right or wrong so
I can kind of use that to guide myself along.
K: powerful. im just taking it in for a minute. thanks.
b: so we’re actually at my last formal question for you which is what helps you grow
as a person? and you’ve touched in all of that in your answers but id like to ask you
very directly.
b: yeah well I had an experience recently where I know a lot of what I said before
was my identity and ahhh my athleticism and how I performed in that arena and
due to a recent complications with my knees I haven’t been able to do exactly all
that I want to do in that area so my views have shifted theire pretty greatly. You
know my formation of dienitty lies, what came from that is kind of a great revelation
and the formation of my identity not so much lies in the exterior what I do in my life
and who I perceive who I am in my activities, its more internally. And everything
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else is kind of just a bonuc for me. Its kind of like formation of identities is how I
interact with myself through interacting with the world. Its kind of all these things
the job, I wait tables but that deosn mean my identity is that of a server. I race bikes
but tht doesn’t mean Im a racer. Its like I go to school it doesn’t mean IM a student
its just all part of it and those are kind of extensions of what centers within my soul,
my being. I mean that’s where my identity lies truly within myself and within my
conception of spirituality or God or something greater than myself or the universe. If
I can receive power, enlightenment, receive light and that’s good form that and
absorb that than that where my formation of dienitty is and all that I do with that is
incredibly importa,t. You know I think that my phsycial actiavity what I do there is
fueled by that conception of spirituality. I think I am enable to do that through what
I have within myself and so goes it for all the other activties in my life. they’re all a
part of it and they all help to shape me but its not it. It is all that is within. Its anew
thought Im still working on it.
K; yeah its profounf. you know some of what of the greater seekers througut time
are working on it. I think you probably know that it’s the path of the seeker. (yeah.)
thank you. anything you want to add before we’re done about the experience of
sharing, expressing or not expressing?
b: I know that my life would not be what it is without struggle and Ive learned to
kind of, that theres one of two ways typically to deal with things and especially in
regards to thise things that really hurt and that’s you can share it with other people,
share the load, get solutions, get supplies in your life, move on, even though a lot of
times its going to be a process. Youll never not experiencve pain or you can hold it
all wihtint and um and then maybe you;ll get over it slowly but that struggle will
probably be presented agina in your life and ahh if you deal with it in the same way
its just going to be in this cycle so I think the only way to truly get over things and to
be your truest you is to express yourself.
k: thanks.
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David
K: What is it like for you to share your life views, your thoughts, feelings and beliefs
in your relationships? and this is kind of a complicated question. the relationships
Im really interested in learning about is the relationships with your family, your
friends and the relationship you had with your treatment team. And Im happy to
prompt you though any of that because theres a a lot of pieces.
D: yeah since I was thinking along the lines of does it mean like every kind of
relationship but thanks for narrowing that down. (you got it)
d: so im just going to start with the second half and my experience with the
treatment team I had since that seems straight forward. It was a pretty nice
experience. Although all the experiences weren’t good like had a few down days and
had to talk about them they were able to help pick me up after that and just keep
going through my regular days. So that helped out and they were pretty supportive.
I never felt like they were against me or doing anything against my wishes. It was a
very productive and positive relationship so that was straightforward one.
The relationships with my family uh well with my immediate family, my mom, my
dad, and my two brothers, its pretty nice since ah my mom and dad are always
pushing me like you should try and get good grades you should try and get good
sleep you should try and eat good. Although they might be a thorn in my side every
now and then since they’re parents like go to bed its late that kind of a deal. I feel
like its pretty nice that they’re supportive. Ahh my brothers well the younger one is
the one I have the better relationship since he’s a year younber and I lived longer
with him than the older one since he’s 26/27ish and he moved out when I was
around ten. And he was 18 then so he did his own thing. So it was a bit of a distant
relationship I had with my older bro but we’re a bit chill neutral but not close as I do
with my younger brother. Outside my family that is my cousins, uncles, grandpas it’s
a bit of a real distant relationship that we barely talk to each other since they have
this close knit family relationship since they’re mainly (removed ethnicity) it’s
something along the lines of oh you have to …you have to be pretty close and
interactive with your family members or they kind of forget you since they all have
the groups they hang around with like my uncles have their girlfriends and their
groups they hang around with and stuff uh my cousins do their own thing since
they’re seniors or juniors. You know they’re different age groups so I don’t really
hang around with them since they’re younger and yeah they’re always working and
doing their own thing and I usually don’t interact with them. So that’s pretty much
how I have a relationship with them. And with my friends as of right now I really
don’t have that many friends since they all moved to (removed school names) those
campuses and ahh my younger brother, my close friends, wrong name Nick, he just
shows up every now and then on vacations with my bro and he does pretty nice
things. We hang out, we go to restaurants, we do occasional parties, we do new
years and it was pretty nice since he came back (cool). And also I have my local
buddy try to remember was along the lines of (removed friends name), a European
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style name. I wasn’t quite sure the real on he goes by but we just call him (removed
friends name). And he’s a he’s a pretty neat guy since first of all he’s a bit of a
(removed ethnicity) and he’s huge. he’s like 6’ 7” hes a pretty tall guy and hes a
pretty chill guy to hang aroujd with. Hes not much of a talker and I got to know him
through my younger brother who used to go to school with him and we used to hang
out naturallu. And he goes to the local high school like I do and we hang out a lot we
go walking back from school so we occasionally walk by the airports (removed
street name) and we do pretty interesting conversations since we both have the
same kind of classes, play similar games and our relationship with our friends are
oretty similar since our relationship is in the hometown and everyone else has
moved. So we pretty much get along way more now that we understand each other
more. So that’s all the relationships I can think of now. (that’s great)
K: It sounds like a range of relationships. How do you make decisions about sharing
your lifeviews, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs with other people? So there’s the
sharing and ther’es like you said for example your firend (removed friends name)
and it sounds like you understand each other so maybe you make choices about
sharing things with him?
How do you go about doing that?
d: it goes to it depends on how much time ive been with them or my immediate
relationship with them. For example all my immediate family, my uncles, cousins
they know about my well-beong and my mental health and well their related to my
parents and word spreads really fast so I don’t really mind them knowing other than
outside my family and friends it takes a bit of my discretion about how I express
how I feel and my current health and what I believe in. For example with my buddy
(removed friends name) since he’s a bit of a European guy…ahh he has his own
deals that he deals with for example but I don’t know to what degree it took me
awhile to notice I didn’t 100% know but I knew 100% after he told me he’s a bit
autistic since he isn’t much of a talker he doesn’t really interact with people he
doesn’t really do his own thing he doesn’t do the mainstream stuff like go to malls or
anything in public. That’s his own thing since he’s a bit autistic so except he
functions pretty well so Im pretty gald for that goes for him. So with my friends it
depends on how close I am to them if Im very much interactive with them and I
meet them everyday then yeah I might tell them that I think this way about this
topic or I have this kind of condition or this kind of thing. It takes awhile to build up
a trust but it eventually happens. But for people I interact with daily that im not so
close with like my classmates ah work studies, teammates those kinds of things. I
usually keep to myself until when I have to and get what I have to get done. That’s
pretty much how I deal with how I express myself and how I feel and my health.
k: can you tell me, you used the word discretion. can you tell me how you use that
with people you work with and people you socialize with, like your friends and
family. It sounds like you have discretion between those two categories of people
and Im wondering about that.
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D: About how I… (how you make those choices) how I make those choices. how I
make those choices (like what drives those choices). What drives them is …ahhh if I
feel the need to or compeeled to give them a bit of more of a description of myself. I
cant really always be that guy that wears a sweater that goes to school that talks to
people. That’s pretty much makes me more along the lines of a broader person that
really is a bit vague and if I have to describe a few things along the lines of a boss if I
ever get a job or a dean or direftor if I go to a 4 year I might eventually have to tell
them along the lines of that I have a few things that I deal with and that it might be
either be a problem with them or it might be something they don’t really care about.
And they might eventually want to know about it if anything comes up. If I feel the
need to or compelled to than I’ll rpetty much tell them more about my details in my
current state. But if Im with a regular person going down to the mall, going to help
them out with a few groceries I will pretty much keep to myself. (Thanks)
k: so this is onto the next question which is still about sharing and expressing things
with other people. What happens for you when you are unable or unwilling to
express things to other people? what goes on?
d: when im unwilling to express ideas to toehr people? (yeah your thoughts, feelings
and bleiefs, yeah what happens for you?)
d: ah what happens for me im pretty much fine with not expressing things to other
people. like if im only going to meet a person for 5 minutes and prtty much not see
them for the rest of my life I pretty much wont waste my breath on them…and while
Ill give them a good greeting and a good farewell after we part I usually don’t lose
any sleep if I tell anyone about I feel this way about certain things or my health is
about certain things. I pretty much always have to think of something along the lines
of if its worth saying to them and if its worth it then I probably would. But if that
question doesn’t pop up in my mind then I probably wouldn’t the chances are I’ll
pretty much keep things to myself and the chancves are I will keep things to myself
if I real;ly don’t feel the need to tell them.
K; so it sounds like, the question ‘is it worth it’ is your cue to say Im’ probably not
going to share. (yeah). can you tell me what happens for you whne that question
comes up like what’s going on? what’s it based on?
d: its based on whether my interactuions with the person is going to be ser iec level
like am I going to be asking questions about homeowkr or scheduloing or times then
chances are Im rpetty much going to keep that as a service relationship and keep it
at that. If they’re like interested in hang out with me or want to see me more often
then I might eventually consider telling them more about myself because they’ll
probably do the same. so that’s probably one main criteria I have, unless they’re
willing to do the same for me I probably will.
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K: sounds like you have agood understanding based on the relationship or the role
of the relationship in your life. Like if its more intimate close versus we’re kind of
just doing business. (yeah). Thanks for helping me understand.
k: so in what ways do these experiences of sharing these things, and expressing and
not expressing influence you as a person?
d: it influences me to a point where I have to be cautious where I have to say
because if I tell them too early then they might have a skewed opinion about me
because I have certain mental health or certain health conditions and or I think a
certain way on a topic they might not like for example let’s say I give an opinion on
democrats or republicans and they have a differet opinion about democrats or
republicans and politics is always a dirty topic and if I mention like a small joke
about that kind of deal when I really don’t they might have a skewed opinion about
me or they get a more clear opinon about me and they’ll pretty much end the
relationship right there or not want to progress any further. So I have to pretty
much have to be cautious about what I have to say even if it wasn’t health related so
even saying a bad joke or not responding right to how they feel or not getting a
certain cue they might have a different opinion about me or create one that they
didn’t have before.
k: it sounds like it influences how you make decisions around developing important
relationships in your life. (yeah). and how does that influence your sense of who you
are as a person?
d: I think it makes me a more formal and respectful kind of person because I’m not
the kind of person that’s going to say this joke or this comment or this comment
about this topic because I can and I don’t care what anyone else thinks. Im not the
kind of person that just goes running their mouth just because they can. people can
do that becausr they have freedom of speech. To me it gets to a point of whether
you’re being a burden on other people with your opinions or your being yourself if
you’re expressing those kinds of things. I think Im doing both by expressing the
right opinions like hey that’s good that’s bad that’s funny that’s cool, that kind of a
thing. That’s me expressing those kind of things and if Im holding like if IM holding
backa reaction because I don’t think this is the time or place or its an inappropriate
kind of thing that people might get the wrong vibe. So Im always cautious about that
and respectful about not hurting someone’s feelings or getting on their wrong side.
K; and it sounds like the wrong side kind of the bunny trail into sharing things you
might not want to share with them about your mental health experiences (yeah).
How does that sit with you?
d: I think its pretty nice since well it could be nice and bad. First of all it makes me
approaching people makes me look like a closed book. And people might either look
at me as shy or boring or cautious and people will alwsy hve that doubt about me
and Im fine with that because of whats happened. And I think that’s good on my end
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because I think that for me its better safe than sorry mentaloity. Its better to like
hold certain opinions back or certain expressions back like my health. That will
always work. Maybe in a different time say like 5 or 10 years later when mental
health is more of a mainstream topic and people are like ooo you have this I
understand. so people can address it lke that. we’re getting there because, well I
think we’re getting there because people keep like with ADHD and attention
disorders and their’ in classroom where they have hard times teavchers understand
that and people are able to go out of their way and help them ahh I think that’s a
good start. But for now I pretty much have to keep closed tabs on those kinds of
things because you could say it’s a bit taboo right now.
k: it sounds like you protect yourself that way and you have this discretion around
who you want to form relationships where you share. Thanks.
k: we’re at my last formal question which is what helps you grow as a person?
d: what helps me grow as a person….ahhh….for me tis just how I grow as a person is
interacting with other people and understanding them or having a better view on
certain things like that’s sort of a muddy answer (you can take your time to roganize
what you want to say). A good way to show that from recent days or years is
when…tryin to word this, one thing that always comes up for me is uh school when
it comes, it’s a bit of a chessey or basic topic but for me ever since sopohomore
junior year of high school Ive always thoughgt of school as something along the lnes
of this is boring Id rather not be here id rather be doing something else now that Im
here at community college its something along the lines of even if I don’t want to do
it I should because how am I gping to do something productive or worthwhile if I
only have a high school diploma and that’s one thing that ive noticed with school
because with community college you don’t realy get all the young kids in one spot
you get like a bunch of age groups some of my classmates like parents or elderly
people or younger people that are homeschooled that are 15/16 and they’re going
to community college. Either way community college is a differet place from public
school It isn’t some place you got to because its free like public school. You’re there
because you’re using your student aide your using your money your;e taking time
off and its something that’s worthwhile to people so that’s one thing I always
thought was a bit different because I always thought if it as something you went to
whether you wanted it or not but its getting to a point where they are there because
they have too or want too so that’s one thing that changes for me overtime and
maybe things might change for me overtime since Im young, Im single, I might
eventually find special someone and I settly down and grow up and be a parent and
eventually like that when Im like 40, 30…somewhere along the lines of long term
future. That might change about how I feel about family or about friends or about
the community because I really don’t see. It’s a bit weird to see the (removed city
name) community as an entity because I see it as this is the place I live. It might
eventually change to this place is important I might eventually help out. Right now
that it’s a bit of a thing where I know its there but I don’t really interact with it. So
certaing things that are small and simple that might change in my life that I might
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not knw about it because Im young, that might change when I get older and I
experience different things.
k: what other kinds of things help you grow as a person for where you’re at in your
life right now?
d: Where Im at right now…ahhh, how I would say the other thing that changes my
mind about some things. People of positional authotriy like teacher. staff,
supervisor,s those are a few things that I tend to watch out for its not like Im
cautious of them because Im observant and Im learning how they interact in certain
situations see them as role models even though im almost 20 and Im seen as a role
model I just look at how other people who have exepreined life work it, for example
Ive had a few teachers already that have expressed certain problems in certain ways
for my English teacher right now, she’s a bit loose informal but during certain things
se lays down the law and says this is how it is it wont change. For example 3-5
people were lazy and showed up like 20 minutes late to class to a quiz day. She
rpetty much locked the door and said you’re taking that on your own time so that’s
one thing I saw that I was like ouch poor them but then on the other hand the
teacher has her job and has authority and she has to lay down the law with certain
rules and guidelines. Other teachers like my math teacher is very understanding
when it comes to certain tasks. We used ah think it was 95 math we used certain
web clients where we did our work and turned them in and it was a pretty rough
experience and the teacher knew that because certina things on the systen had
glitches for example at one point we didn’t have work for a week or two and people
wer like whats going on and then someone was like hey guys everything is due on
2015…so everything’s not on our tabs so we had homework that was due on the
techares paper except the online client was bugged and glitched to the point where
it was unqorkable and certain assignemtns would be due and students wouldn’t
know it. so the teacher was like yeah the client went bad so you have some extra
leeway on your work for the next few days or weels so its pretty nice that some
people are understanding and others are more of an authority figure when people
step out o line. Mainly I think that’s a good thing cause when youre authority
position like boss/teacher you really can’t let people walk all over you and let them
do what theyw ant just because you’re nice to them just like an old guideline my
JROTC teacher (removed person’s name) said- don’t mistake kindness as weakness
since it was used to be a (removed branch of military service) and he would always
have his subordinates have leeway with certain things but if they stepped out of line
he would lay down the law. Just because you’re kind and nice to someone doesn’t
mean they’re weak and soft and you should get away with certain things. Its nice to
see how Im able to use other adults who have progressed further in life as role
models and ahh ways of learning certain things and how to deal with certain
situations so its nice to learn off of different people..
k: wonderful thank you so much for helping me understand that. I rally appreciate
your decsriptions of observing people and notiing their differences and how that
might inform you and your own growth and we’re your headed. I relate to you in
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that especially people with power and authority. thanks well that um my last formal
question anything you want to share that I didn’t touch on that’s kind of related to
how you share, make decisions about sharing thoughts beliefs with others or how
they influence you as a person or what its like when you don’t want to share.
d: well something I touched on earlier that really does change in later times in the
same ages the whole idea of mental health being this taboo topic. Like if someone is
depressed someone will give the backhanded comment of man up, grow over it kind
of a deal. So that’s always one thing Ive really ahhh really stumped on its something
that is there but people don’t really want to talk about it and its harder for people to
express their different things like someone’s having a bad day because of this or
that. So maybe its just a hope that it will be less taboo in future years and people will
be able tot alk about it along the lines of hey are you feeling good today and it wont
be along the line sof a yes or a no kind of a deal.
k: where theres more discussion and relating as people. So im wondering if there
are ways that does sound clearly important to you and me to address the taboss. Im
wondering if you want to say when that does happen how that does or doesn’t
inform how you decide ot share in a given momebt with someone else- when you
hear that taboo stuff.
d: the reason I want it to be less of a, or more of a soft topic is ahh that I ..it would be
easier to tlak about medications I have to take, certain guiedleins I have to go by,
and people might pop the question,. why do you alwys have to get a good amunt of
sleep, why do you always have to follow this kind of schedule, why do you always
have to take this kind of medicine? whne it looks like you don’t have to on the
surface kind of a deal then I could go into a simple quick explanation about it
because its more of an open topic to tlak about and also it potentially it might be a
conflict of inetrest in a workplace like if I have a job and they might be worried
about me because of certain things and they might not be worried because they
know it so…ahh its just something that I hope changes because right now people
with mental conditions are frowned upon so ….
k: it sounds like there are parts of your lifestyle that you knowingly keep hidden and
it sounds like itd be really nice for you to not have to kind do all that negiatiating
around your lfiestyle.
d: yeah. it would be a lot easier if that were the case since as of right now when im
interacting with people (cell rings) so yeah it would be a lot easier if I could be able
to do things and I wouldn thave to keep things on tabs or discretions like this is easy
to talk about, this is more cautious waters I have to avoid,. It would be a lot nicer if I
didn’t have to constantly keep those on tabs.
k: and how would that influence you?
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d: it would make talking to other people easier because ahh for all I know a stranger
might have the same kind of deal with me and they could understand me they either
have their own kind of mental condition or their a regular person but they
understand so it would be an easier time to deal with that kind of deal.
k: sounds lije it would open up your social world in a whole new way.
d: yeah (which is important) yep. (alright).
k: thank you so much for your time, knowledge and wisdom. I apprectaite your
contributions very much.

K7
K Whats it like for you to share your life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs in your
relationships? And the relationships I’m particularly interested in are with family,
friends, and with um what used to be your treatment team.
k7: Yeah, I really don’t share my personal values or beliefs at this point in my life.
Ahh especially with family. I ah try to keep that just cuz its been kind of a no go zone
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in the past I just try and keep that ahh to myself and ahh yeah I guess ahh the
uncertainty of having a platform or not wanting to cause a…any trouble in the water
kind of a deal I usually keep those to myself.
k: so it sounds like you had en experience of sharing…thoughts and feelings, help me
understand what was that like for you or what is it like for you when you try to
share?
7: yeah I find myself ahh maybe Ill get a little too excited about something im
sharing or something along those lines kind of get a little over passionate in some of
those things that im feeling or sharing so I try just to not hsare those things with
family. Maybe with friends it’s a little easier but with family its a lot harder. Ahhh
k: it sounds like you have some kind of experience that’s going ont hat makes it
hard?
7; yeah I guess yeah I guess the differenecs between family and just past kind of
sharing of maybe not so true beliefs or things with the family. I probably I had a past
of doing that of sharing unreal things or unreal things or beliefs in my family and it
worried them even so sharing even maybe real things, even that’s a little difficult.
k: what about with friends, how it might be like for you to share?
7: yeah it can be allitte easier with friends just because ic an keep inc ontact I guess
and ahh theres not the history of that so if theres, it’s a litte easier to have an
opinion when im with a friend group or whatnot.
k: help me understand what makes that eaiser for you?
7: just ahh I guess the setting of it, just the hows theres respect between friends and
how that can be a lot different in the family unit. Theres a lot more freedom in the
friendship I think but ….yeah being with friends I’m not necessariy needed to do
anything. Im not needed for a role or anything so I can open up and share whereas
in the family Im needed to be something to somebody so its important that I meet
those expectations. Yeah.
k: its ounds like depdning on your role your able to share and it sounds like you
have a pretty specific role in your family. So what about umm with your treatment
team, and in particicularly in treatment for psychosis or having those kinds of
experiences, what was it like for you to share your thoughts and beliefs and
lifeviews with them?
7: that was like, it was in the beginning it felt it had the same difficulties as sharing
with families but towards the end of it it had I could share with friends and so that
role group or that expectation of fitting into a role so it was kind of left open so I
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could have the freedom too talk I guess actually vocalize what I believe or what I
believed or what I was experiencing. So in the beginning of treatment it was a lot
harder to do that because I didn’t know that was I guess I just didn’t know, I was
pretty scraed or didn’t understand it, after I developed friendships I could talk a lot
freer.
k: and which part, when you felt scared or didn’t understand something what was
that like for you in the beginning?
7: ahh its was um (especially, I should be more specific, in sharing your beliefs and
thoughts with people, how did those things go together?) in my mind the idea of
treatment wasn’t a big deal to me, guess it was looked at, I was raised to be brought
up that it was a big deal going into treatment so my only thing I held onto the most
was either that I was crazy, or that I couldn’t be crazy or something along those lines
just going into treatment which made anything I said very protected. I would just
protect what I ws saying juts so I ahh I guess it just took me awhile to trust the
treatment team.
k: and what was it like, you were protecting something?
7: Yeah (can you help me understand what was being protected? and how you got to
turst?) Yeah I think I was just protecting the possibility of whatever ebliefs I had, the
relaities of those I kind of knew that protecting myself in that way just ahh I knew
that I needed to still have me, I needed to have my own story and in my mind if my
thoughts, my mind weren’t valid that would defeat this whole story thing and it
would just make my purpose no longer valid. It was important that I held onto
something or at that I believed to myself so that I had a reason to keep writing the
story but…ahhh…after awhile the treatment team became part of the story in my
mind so it was ahh doable and I guess that as I started seeing them as people as
individuals, the treatment team, that’s when ahh I could trust them I guess and I
wasn’t so balck and white in my mind. I could slowly let, accept help.
k: thanks, yeah. so you kind of touched on the next question I have for you which is
about how you make decisions about sharing your life views, thoughts, feelings and
beliefs with other people. so you started to describe that decision making process.
7: The first thing I do I guess in like right now, today for the most part is I try I have
a hard time with relevance, just being relevant. Um so I first check that box if that
box is clear we can proceed. But I have to make sure what I’m saying is an
appropriate response just to make sure Im not way off in left field but I have to
make sure this is indeed what we are talking about.
k: how do you make that decision?
7: I just I just try to rethink I try to think of what somebody just said or just try to
think about it more rather than try to not jump to any conclusions or assumptions,
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just breathe and listen and try and come up with an appropriate response and make
sure its on topic, that kind of a deal. And then just ahhh I just try to keep my mind to
ahh I know for myself words can be a little choppy and if Im not careful can be a
little mean and they’re a little rough around the edges so I um try to say what I
would like to say not what I just react and say try and express what I’d rather
express in the situation. I don’t always do that but those are kind of the 3 things I try
and do.
k: me neither (laugh_. Yeah it sounds like it’s a real intentional process for you of
being aware what comes up in your mind and making a decision about what to
share. Is there anything else that informs your decision making process about how
you share, how you make decisions about sharing things that matter to you with
other people?
7: I guess watching other people. (tell me about that). Watching other people’s
interactions with each other can be really helpful.
k: what are you watching for?
7: Just too see what they what was appropriate for them to share at that time like
watching co-workers talk about certain things or they have a similar interaction
with a co-worker so I can watch and be like ok that was appropriate or that was you
know, that worked out for them. But…
k: anything else you watch for when you make decisions about whether or not
you’re going to share?
7: I don’t know about watching for but I do have to take a lot, sometimes its just a lot
of energy to share so sometimes I’d just rather not put the energy in, I think that’s a
common thing. But soemtimes its easier just to not.
k: Is that physical energy or just tired from the day? Or whats that energu thing?
7: sometimes its just easier not even making an effort just not have an opinion in
that situation. which I don’t know I thin its ok sometimes intentionally I don’t have
an opinion you know. But sometimes its just tired.
k: so what happens for you when you are unable or unwilling to express these
things to other people?
7: Well a lot of the times I think its, I think a lot of times I come off that I don’t care
about people or the situations and I just don’t you know at work somebody’s
freaking out over something that happened and I’m sitting here standing there
emotionless. And theyre looking at me, emotionless, and they’re like why don’t you
care? and Im like I do care I probably I feel like I care more than you do I just don’t
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know how to do that like you know, I don’t know how to necessarily express that at
the current time.
k: whats that like for you when you become aware and you’re not able to express?
7: It can be a little frustrating just sometimes its ahhh yueah I just I couldn’t imagine
my emotions in a different arrangement but I ahh sometimes it can be hard to relate
or not necssariyl relate its just hard to interact with others. Just ahh,
k: how does that impact your ability to share your thoyughts, feelings and beliefs?
7: yeah it makes it it can make it a lot diffcult a bit more difficult to share just
because I don’t necessarily understand I guess the other person very well I don’t
quite know ehere they’re coming from and that makes it pretty vulnerable to share
you have no idea, I mean you don’t even know this person at all and it feels like you
know….it can make it sometimes I feel like sharing personal I feel like I’m kind of a
jerk for saying this but soemteims sharing too much personal stuff is disrepsctful
you know. Like its just like it’s a co-worker or something, work is work we’re happy
and we do this but we don’t go there sometimes I know its not necessarily, I don’t
like that necessarily but its safe for me to have that view.
k: it sounds like its safe because it does something that is important for you in that
moment. what is that something?
7: it gives me a justification to be able to shut off different things and different
situations, not, I do care, not reacting kind of a deal. And that kind of gives me fuel
for that I guess, it makes sense. I can do a job I can work and I can do that fairly well
and I like that but inside Im definitely missing a whole part of the story on
interaction and just because I don’t understand it. So…its getting interesting.
k: so you have a hard time understanding other peoples interactions so that you can
understand how you might respond.
7: exactly, and how to relate and how to build friendships.
k: it sounds like…you brought up this word that caught my attention,
“425hat’s425cal”
im cursious about that understanding, wanting to understand other people so that
you can share your houtghs and beliefs with them, and then you have the experience
of vulnerable. and that vulnerable is kind of hanging out there for me, Id like to
understand how that relates to what we’re talking about.
7: Yeah I think that…just in I’d like to know more about who I am and what I stand
for but I, its changing all the time so I don’t know. So I ahhh, in my own life I don’t
have something really dependable, something really structural. I don’t have
anything to…I wont be able to keep going, to have a structure of, in my mind, or a
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structure of a way of doing things to depend upon when I’m not so clear or a little
chaotic or whatnot. I need a checklist or rule list in my mind that I can chock it up
next too and being at least my current list being vulnerable with somebody is not on
the list of to do so sometimes it can feel like if I go there I feel like there’s one person
at work who’ve I’ve developed a relationship with. She’s awesome she’s a got a
daughter my age but we talk all the time and we kind of have the weirdest, a really
good relationship but also like a really bad one too, we’re getting in fights all the
time, like no this is wrong, you know and it just, sometimes its like why did I even,
but we’ve been sharing things in our life but in doing that it opened up the good and
the bad and I don’t’ necessarily like that when Im at work whats going on this is
making work inefficient but its really good like I, its actually it reminds me in just
being vulenarble with her, the good parts come out. I feel compassionate when she’s
going through a hard time. I just feel like her grandparents just died or seomthing
like that but it wasn;t like, I couldn’t just brush that one off I felt that one. That was
good or bad I don’t know but it was definitely vulnerable.
k: it goes in this vulnerable category you’re still exploring, slowly.
7: slowly slowly yeah.
k: Is there anything else you want to say about what happens for you when you are
unable or unwilling to express you’re thoughts, feelings and beliefs in relationships
with other people. I know we’ve talked about work…those relationships.
7: yeah I suppose well its kind of funny. The best friendship I have right now. he’s
(removed unusual and identifying descriptors of friend) brotherhood. Hes got
tattos hes been beat up he ditched he banned the group he has bipolar so he deals
with that. so him and I when wer’e talking its great cause we can just talk. were
really close were really vulnerable with each other and its nothing weird but I think
its because we’re similar and we can share this thing, shre these things and it just
really workd. and it’s a weird friendship it works, its great. I love him talking with
him and ahh.
k: what makes it work?
7: that’s what im thinking
k: you’re sharing and able to share and theres something that stands out for you
that…whats going on?
7: theres an acceptance of like respect.
k: tell me about it
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7: hes a really outspoken atheist but he doesn’t talk hes not disrespectful. and ive
been for most of my life like a really religious person. and but yet we can go to the
bar and have a beer togtehr its just awesome we have this mutual respect for each
other and just acceptance of each other so I can be really weird. hes really weird
we’re weird around each other and its socially awkward but we’re comfortable with
it. and I cant I don’t have that with any other person in my life.
k: and what happens for your when you’re sharing that stuff with him? im imaginng
something’s going on on in the inside of you
7: ahhh yeah its something new because ive never experienced that being able to
have a friend that’s its ok with just being here right now or it doesn’t like Ive been
told by multiple people in my life I just always keep them here (is that like here a a
distance?) yeah or like they get upset with me hey why are you always over
here..and im always like im sorry right now im here im trying and I ahhh a lot of
people or some people have told me that the cool thing about the friendship with
him is that its ok theres this mutual respect that’s like hey…like that’s cool and like
you do your thing.
k: like he doesn’t need you to change in order to connect with you. which sounds
like makes you trust him more.
7: yeah absolutely. (so that you get vulnerable).
k: can you say that in your own words, id like to hear how you would describe that
process..
7: the only expectation is that im goingt o sya whatever im going to say that’s the
only expectation and that I have with him too. yeah I expect the same out of him you
know and its like a real acceptance that’s not this little game which is . we have
areally weird friendship but I tell you he’s probably one of the best friends I’ve ever
had.
k: sounds really authentic.
7: so yeah that’s….yeah
k: and you’re not having to manage filtering your role or what you should say or not
say.
7: yeah that’s what it is.
k: which means it might be less work and less exhausting.
7: yeah that’s it its great because its not like it’s a griflfriend and I don’t have these
roles, its great, its just a dude, just some guy I know. I think that’s important.
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k: which part? no role? im just a dude?
7: its just a guy we’re just hanging out you know.
k: its not a work relationship, family relationship, treatment relationship.
7: its like hey lets go play guitar.
k: sounds like something gets freed up inside.
can oyu tell me what that is?
7: I guess im not sure…(take a stab at it).
its just really refreshing I don’t have to calculate or fit into any role its like a its just
like rest. (sounds like you don’t have to protect yourself, sounds good)
7: its great. (find someone what a gift). yeah and I there’s a….and yeah we can just
straight up disagree with each other we’re just like no- actually I think you’re wrong
talking just like…and that’s good. Theres none of this like backlash like feelings
aren’t hurt theres no, yeah. (that management piece) yeah its gone (true friend).
k: im happy for you.
7: it is pretty cool.
k: those relationships are pretty cool. In what ways do these experiences inlfluenbce
you as a person? the experience of sharing, expressing, not expressing, what we’ve
been talking about. How do they influence you as a person, influence your sense of
who you are. Or who you’re becoming. Did I clarify enough for you?
7: yeah, its like inside theres a few times when I get ths clarity and its like the real
me. its never quite what im talking about now it comes forth. Its just great. I know
who I am and what I;m doing. and its just its fluent. it 428hat’s428 have the wrong
fit but that part of me knows who I am. And really appreviates everything around.
k: and how does that experience of sharing these things that matter too you, how
might that connect with there I am?
7: It can push it out a llittle bit but it can also create a lot of havoc and disagreemernt
in myself trying to figure out so maybe avoidance isn’t the best tactic
k: but it sounds like the havoc and trying to manage all that stuff a response is
avoidance and it sounds like another response is there I am. I found myself—theres
the havoc and theres also me.
7: yeah and ahh…I guess yeah I don’t know.
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k: Should I repeat the question? What im curious about…so we’ve been talking about
different experiences you have in sharing your thoughts, views, life experiences you
have with other people. and then making choices about sharing or not sharing. being
able to share, being unwilling to share, being unable to share all those pieces. And so
Im really curious about how those experiences influence as a person, kind of shape
you or not…as you understand who you are.
7: well sometimes its ah, sometimes it feels that is the defining role. like that is the
does what defines me as a person- interactions, relationships with other people.
k: the interactions and relationships with other people are what define you, I see
7: yeah sometimes I feel that totally believe that but I also have a feeling inside the
few times when I actually know who I am comes out and then that’s much greater
than but its kind of a compass I hold onto but just defining myself by what I
pereceive my interactions with others. and that can be not so positive sometimes.
k: and what about that other experience? so theres the not so positve one, the one
you mentioned, tell me what you understand so far- where it sounds like you’re
aware theres a you outside managing all those decision making processes.
7: yeah the real me comes out. its like this guy is happy. he knows what’s going on.
yeah. I don’t know where he goes but ahh yeah. Im just I feel like im most of the time
just managing when that guy’s not there. But when im alive I can pretty much do
anything.
k: whoch really leads us to my last formal question which sounds like its not about
your personal aliveness. but that aliveness when you find that person..what helps
you grow as a person? that alive person might be in there.
7: right now I think I could be off on this one but I think trying to be vulnerable with
people is helping me grow. I defint;y think that is huge at least where Im at in life
right now I think 429hat’s the key but that’s ahh
k: those are really the relationships that you talked about earlier where its about
where you can share theses things with people
7: yeah when its appropriate how do you
k: that leads you to this experience of vulnerability which helps you grow?
7: yeah so I think I need to be more vulnerable with people. I think theres so much
disagreement about what I give to people and what Im actually feeling. so then the
interactions im interpreting or experiencing with other people feel so awkward or
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feel bad beacsue that’s all that ive shared. Ive set that up almost. you know just the
not being real with myself or trying to fit into a situation.
k: it sounds like it comes from…sounds like a combination of unable to read people
and also an unwillingness and I don’t want to share because its outside my role
which doesn’t feel good to me.
7: yeah it kind of breaks that code.
k: whats that?
7: the code. I guess…leaving that role (the code of what?) the scroll in my brain (of
that checklist of ways to operate and how to interact?) yeah. and I don’t really have
this code written down but soemthings engraved in me. its not necessarily right (its
no necessarily wrong). so im trying to be more vulnerable in my life.
k: so that helps you grow. does anything else help you grow as a person?
7: well also in my life just trying to push it to the limit or push it past the limit just on
anything. (like…) ahh work, or stydying or learning enw things, readong books,
taking care of my grandma, I know I keep coming to stopping poitns in all those
areas. but im not like we’re doing it we’re doing this thing this is not ending now. I
think, id rather grow there than in vulnerability, so that’s we’re ive been focusing
my attention to (it sounds like your’e drive) yeah. I have to get that so much farther
you know. (how will that hekp you grow?) I don’t know (im curious). I’m hoping
that I just never stop short of any good thing. That’s it.
k: Thanks. I feel really touched by getting a better understanding what your
experience is thanks. Anything you want to say about what we’ve talked about?
7: I think that’s it.
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Marissa
K: Whats it like for you to share your life views, thoughts, feelings, and beliefs in
relationships with other people? Specifically Im interested in 3 different types of
relationships. Those are your relationships with your family, friends, and treatment
team? And you can start wherever you want to start.
M: OK I think I’ll start in the middle with friends. Lets see with friends it’s a bit more
difficult because I think they’ve heard a lot more, and this is true with family too,
they’ve heard a lot of stereotypes about psychosis, like different types of psychosis.
And I think its harder with family and usually they’re older and they’ve heard worse
almost. Like in grew up in an age that’s more closed minded I think. Like my mom is
pretty open minded but she still has more um experience with I cant think of the
word um…like rumors, like things like that, can’t think of the.. (stereotypes?)
stereotypes I said it like 5 times. Okay and so like I said friends also have that but
not that…things have changed drastically like people with my psychosis would
usually put in a mental institution for much longer and be given all sorts of different
treatments instead of just now, I don’t have to be in that position but before back
then you’d have to so I think that’s where the parents think differently a bit.
k: so whats it like for you when you share whats going on and things that matter for
you in that situation?
m: lets see probably it’s a bit difficult because I don’t hinkt they don’t quite
understand like um…I don’t think they quite understand obviously they don’t
understand whats its like but that’s not what im trying to get at…its kind of hard to
talk to them because its like they don’t understand um ….i don’t know how to
explain it lets see….(does it have anything to do with what you just said about being
in a different era?) yeah I think so….yeah (does that help you get at your thoughts
more?) yeah I think so its like they don’t quite understand um how it is that you can
um be so stable. Like I think especially with my mom. she’s had a lot of mental
illness in her family and she’s seen a lot of unstableness, that’s not quite the word
but um, and so she doesn’t quite understand how I can be so stable and is almost
like waiting for something to go wrong so its kind of hard to share when
something’s going right because then she’s like waiting for soemthign to go wrong.
And with my father its difficult because he is definitely more closed minded in some
ways. Um…Im saying um a lot, lets see he (a lot of people do, its very common,
myself included) okay…so and he just thinks that views it as theres something
wrong so then its hard to talk to him because its not quite something wrong its just
something that’s there. And so that’s hard too…so
k: can you tell me what hard is like for you?
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m: its just difficult to share then just what all is going on. with him tis better to say
the good things because then he’s like oh good things are going well. But then its
hard to share the bad things so I guess that’s good that theres a balance in the family
to say the good things to Bill and the bad things to mom I guess. But it makes it hard
to share the whole story with either of them. And you know there’s ups and dowsn
to the whole thing.
k: makes a lot of sense. what about with friends? Whats it like to share your
lifeviews, thoughts, feelings and beliefs?
m: well some are more open than others. Mostly I don’t talk about things like
religion. so with one of my she’s closed off so I don’t talk about like views I have
cause I more open minded than her so and she doesn’t, so if somebodies done drugs
she considers them bad. While I just think you know they’ve just done drugs its like
okay I don’t judge them too much about that or judge them at all honestly. Um cause
things happen but…um…
k: whats that like for you?
m: well its hard when we get on subjects like that and avoiding those kinds of
subjects and just being care free. Um and other friedns I have more seriours
conversations with like one friends we’ll talk about like philosphies and we’ve
actually said it would be fun to run a philosophy class together because we have
different views but we like to bounce them off of each other kind of like that’s
interesting and that’s kind of fun so… I think tis easier to tlak about um your kind of
views and ahhh lifeviews and everyting with friends because they have usually
much different ideas and for the most part wont reject you for them. At least if you
have good friends. I guess if you don’t have too close of friends that could happen.
k: it’s a different kind of acceptance or understanding. Um what about with your
treatment team? whats it like to share?
m: its pretty easy considering they’re pretty nonjudgmental. Um so Im fine with
sharing my religion and kind of views but I wont get too much into that because I
just I don’t know Im one of those people who doesn’t really talk about I unless its
brought up. So but so I ahevtn really talked muich about it with my treatment team
but I think it would be fine.
k: so is that true for sharing all your thoughts,feelings and ebliefs.
m: yeah I feel pretty fine with sharing all my thoughts, feelings and beliefs.
k: can you tell me what fine means?
m: oh yeah like I wouldn’t mind it at all. I don’t feel compelled to tell anyone but id
be happy in sharing it too.
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k: so a certain comfort is there (yeah).
k: okay so my next question is how do you make decisions about sharing your
lifeviews, thoughts, feelings and bliefes with other people. and other people again
are in those ctaegories of famil, friends and your treatment team.
m: okay yeah. well lets see it depends on if they’re open to ti. Like with my closed off
frend like I said we don’t talk about it and I thnk just how I make that decision is I
kind of have seen how she acts towards other people who she thinks are bad like I
said, um so I don’t really I don’t agree with that and I know we wouldn’t agree so I
don’t bring it up so…
k: can you describe what you observe that informs your decision making process?
m: um mostly things she said like um you know she’s very judgmental of other
people she doesn’t know like she’ll say o that persons smoking and that’s just awful
and you know makes tons of accusations or will be almost fearful of them like if
they’re a homeless person she’ll be fearful of them almost. Which I can understand
that to a certain degree I was high paranoia for awhile so I woudnt I would distrust
most strangers. But its still a bit odd to me just to pick out one group of people and
fear them more than others. Just because of how they look or their employment or
so Ive kind of noticed that with her and decided not to share some of my views.
k: why not?
m: because she’s a good person I think its just how she was raised and I still want to
be her friend. Um cause she does have a good personality and things like that, she;s
just a bit closed minded.
K; what about inside you when you’re making a decision. Im wanting a little bit
more understanding of hows it for you inside and whats going on.
M: okay, um…hmm…
k: I hear you’re identifying some values and places you agree or disagree.
M: I don’t really know what goes on inside, yeah I don’t know.
K: would you be willing to reflect on it for a minute (yeah…)
and thoughts you have or an experience that happens inside that tells you ‘not
sharing’..
m: kind of this not quite dread feeling but kind of just something mixed between
disappointment and dread. something mixed between those two.
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k: so when you have that experience…
m: just kind of decide not to share..
k: so that…what…?
m: usually ill try and say something not quite revealing, like revealing my ideals but
try and make her see it at a different view kind of like but this could be going on, but
try to make her see a different side of things…
k: any idea why you experience the dread or what that’s telling you?
m: its probably telling me that you know this probably you know isn’t a good place
to be in because I don’t really like listening to that sort of stuff so…
k: what about with your family and then your treatment team? how do you make
decisions about sharing?
m: yeah okay…try to see if they’re receptive…lets see how do I do that um…I’ll try
and like bring up a subject like in a hypothetical kind of a way and see if their if they
just scoff at it and if they do then obviously I don’t share because I don’t think
they’re opne to sharing or hearing my ideas but if they kind of just think about it or
yeah that’s possible then I’ll go into it more and that’s with both family and my
treatment team I kind of use the same method.
k: if IM hearing you correctly it sounds like you bring up a topic that’s a little less
close to you (yeah) in order to make a decision about whteher or not to reveal even
closer information (yeah).
m: and it will be somewhat similar like lets see if I can think of an example ummm
like with religion and I just asked what they though of atheists even though Im not
one…(kind of testing the waters) yeah kind of testing the waters and if they were
against the idea completely then I would know they were pretty closed off and I
wouldn’t feel comfortable sharing my religion.
k: okay and then whats it like for you to make those decision? what goes on inside of
you?
m: once again that feeling, if they are closed off then that kind of feeling of dread and
things come up and its like I think it sjuts this isn’t a good topic to share. I think
that’s mostly what its telling me.
k: whats that dread related too?
m: maybe people judging me.
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k: kind of making decisions about to do something or making decoisions about
judgment. (yeah). could you say in your own words?
m: um kind of just them looking at me negatively.
k: so that dread is like a cue.
m: yeah like they could look at me negatively if I shared whatever the topics was.
k: ok thanks for helping me understand that. sounds like you definitely go through a
decision making process that are unique to you around where you go.
m: yeah.
k: okay anything else you want to say about how you make decisions?
m: no I don’t think so I think ti covers it pretty well.
K: um so what happens for you ..kind of getting at the inside or outside…what
happens for you when you are unable or unwilling to share express these things to
other people?
m: yeah okay um…kind of this kind of sadness because kind of disappointment like I
said um probably because I feel like that’s part of me and then I cant share it with
someone. You know cause they are my values, my beliefs, my ideals and to not share
that is kind of like oh sad.
k: sad…becaue can you tell me why that sadness might come up for you?
m: its kind of sad because they’re not accepting who I am and just accepting parts of
me. but not the whole thing and I think everyone does that to some extent like
there’s part of people you’re not going to agree with obviously but to just kind of
ignore that completely or just shove it aside it just kind of almost insulting. So
yeah…and I think Im just disappointed because its like well for similar reasons but
its also cause their not accepting of the whole me.
k: yeah that would be a disappointment and you’re aware that’s going on.
m: yeah.
k: and is that true in these different relationships as well with family, friends and
your treatment team?
m: yeah definitely kind of across the board. with the treatment team I think it s abit
easier because I haven’t known them for years before. so I don’t have like this deep
deep connection and they’re not ingonring parts of me for years. so I think that’s
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easier than if somebody like a friend um doesn’t accept you know the values of my
life for years upon years than it kind of gets trying.
k: the impact is different.
m: yeah the impact is definitely different. so but other than that its about the same.
k: thanks for brining that up. so im curious about the ways in which these kinds of
experiences we’ve been talking about influence oyu as a person. so shape you as a
person, inform your sense of who you are is another way to say that.
m: yeah um…well ive noticed that Im not direct with things like with in this matter
cuase like I said I’ll bring up the subject but not close to me to see kind of test the
waters so Im not quite direct um and I think Ive learned that over the years. as a
child I think you’re very direct um…so ive definitely, that’s definitely learned.
k: how does that shape your sense of who you are?
m: I think it affects other parts of my life because Im not a direct person and Im very
like unless IM angry I wont say what im feeling. Uh in fear of hurting someone’s
feelings or creating frictio between us and I think that kind of links into it in being
not direct and everything.
k: id like to understand that a bit more…
m: I think its just most my life, not most my life but in recent years um learning
social cues and things like that and learning if somebody’s receptive of something.
ive learned to do that not just with my ideals but just like what they want to do that
day um so it does affect other parts of my life so like I try to please people I ve
noticed. And so then which is why I think I also hide my ideals. Ahh if I think
somebody’s not receptive of them. Just kind of pelase them or something.
k: and how does that serve you to hide them?
m: I don’t think it really does accept I might keep friendshops longer. so it does
serve me.
k: so it’s a way you keep friendships.
m: yeah it’s a way to keep friendships and Ive learned to just let things go too so that
alos um…helps is helpful cause I think I think a lot of people don’t let things go
enough.
k: how else do all these experiences shape your sense of who you are?
so I know you talked about some behaviors and ways you interact with other
people. and im wondering about when you look at who am I as marissa how these
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experiences might may or may not, how they do influebec who you know yourself to
be.
m: well lets see recently ive been thinking that maybe I shouldn’t try and please
people as much- this is very recent though, and try and voice my ideals more often.
And if you know because I haven’t as much as I like too and so that kind of has
affected me it seems throughout the years so now Im trying to change that?
k: what are you going after as a person?
m: im trying to make it so that Im more um open with my ideals and beliefs and so
that way people I meet will know who I am and either accept that or not. than I can
just live so…be mor open I think with myself and others.
k: thanks, anything else you want to say how this influences you as a person or in
any specific relationship?
m: um lets see…
k: like with your treatment team or family? how it shapes you?
m: lets see…um I know it definitely shapes things with people I first meet. Cause if
our ideals are too different than obviously I don’t I’ll either be insulted myself or
even if its something like my borthers autistic and if they bring up something
negative about that I’ll be insulted veen though its not me personally its still this
dieal I have so I know it definitely effects my relationship with people I first meet.
k: Making decisions about …
m: yeah about if our ideals are too different (like what to do) yeah…or
not…definitely and that’s definitely a process.
k: my last formal questionf or you which is what helps you grow as a person?
M: well these questions for one (laugh) ….
K: tell me about that
m: it kind of links into to questioning myself cause um you know and others
questioning me it definitely makes me step back and kind of view myself and see if I
want to change anything or if there is a need for change. So that definitely helps is
questions.
k: sounds like its gives you objectivity or perspective?
m: perspective yeah definitely.
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k: tell me how perspective helps you grow as a person?
m: well theres tons of perspective obviously…in the world um…but lets see,
definitely um just kind fo viewing things differently definitely helps me grow as a
person. so that helps and you know its very hard to view things differently after
viewing things the same way all your life. so its kind of good to ask questions and try
to at least and when other people ask me a unqiue question I always like that and
like to ponder it…(yeah) its very interesting.
k: it sounds adventurous almost.
m: yeah yeah definitely and that definitely helps change things like your midsets
always changing then and you’re always growing as a person I think.
k: it sounds like that happens in relationship with people.
m: yeah then someone asks a question that is unusual or unqiue I feel really happy
and it makes me like them more yeah so if they ask unique questions about the
world, or just about me and how I think it makes me self examine myself so that’s
always nice.
k: what helps you grow as a person?
m: whoa déjà vu, I think you’ve asked me this before or..
k: yeah I just asked oyu Im curious, and there may not be anything else I just want to
check it out and make sure I hear as much as I can.
m: lets see, meeting new people always helps because they’ll always have new ideals
and new questions to put it in phraseology we’ve been using. They’ll definitely have
new perspectives that I can examine and its interesting and that helps me grow too.
K: cool.
m: and I think also just traveling you know I love traveling I think that helps too just
seeing the different cultures. Even going to (removed city name) its so different
cause it’s a huge city, well compared ot here um and its interesting seeing how
people are different well people are different everywhere obviously but theres a
geberal mindset in an areas and its definitely interesting seeing the differenece
k: it sounds like differenecs and exploration really fuel you as a person.
m: yes definitely.
k:anything else on that one that you want to speak too?
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m: I think those are the ones.
k: those are all my formal questions is there antyhg y ou want to return to clarify or
share?
m: no I cant think of anything.
k: okay.
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Rain
K: Tell me what its like for you to share your life views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs
in your relationships (with family, friends, and treatment team)? Maybe you can tell
me which one you want to start with and I can track us going through each one of
those relationships?
And I can ask you again, I know were just getting warmed up.
R: Umm can I hear the question again?
K: Sure, whats it like for you to share your thoughts, feelings and beliefs in your
relationships?
R: Hmm. One more time.
K: No problem. So what Im going after is to know what your experience is when you
share things that matter to you. And things that matter to people are often their
thoughts, feelings, um beliefs they have, views of life.
r: ok
k: when you share those things in relationsuip with your family your friends and
with your treatment team. Is that getting at it more?
r: Alright. One second I gotta go outside.
R: Well I guess when I share about myself I don’t think of it as that big of a deal cuz
me perdonally I like being open with most people I mean its just feels better to let
people know than to keep it in I guess.
K: yeah can you say a little bit more about what that experience of feel better for
you?
r: its just its um nice to get some feedback on what other people think about those
experienecs and its nice to hear um…I guess its nice to hear some um whats the
word im looking for…I guess its nice to have someone listen and um someone they
don’t they cant understand everything but they can definitely um hmmm…they can
ahh… (take your time)….oits right there… (its ok, its alright, youre talking about how
they cant totslly relate to you but they can something…). I guess they can listen and
try to understand as best they can and the best thing is just being able to have
someone listen to you and just hear what you have to say.
k: yeah and is that true when you think about your friends, your family and your
treatment team? are there variations on that’s?
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r: it’s a little bit nicer to have your firneds listen to you . its almost like you expect
your family to listen to you, almost like they have an obligation to in a way. so it
doesn’t feel as special to me, its stille nice but, its nicer tot alk to people outside your
family. I mean you’re always around your family. I mean its nice to be able to talk to
your family. That’s an awesome thing to be able to have. I think friends and
treatment team is a little nicer cause they have an outside view of your life. I guess
they’re not, they have a different perspective so they have different things to say.
Well you kind of hear similar things like they see a closer I mean they kind of see the
same things I see so its not like hearing a whole lot of different feedback from them.
I mean they see different things but they don’t have a lot I mean I don’t know it
shard to explain.
k: like …
r: my friends have I feel a better perception of me cause in a way they know me a
little bit better than my family does. Cause I tend to talk to my friends more than my
family. And my treatment team I talk to them more openly than I do with my family
too.
K: it sounds like you have different experiences when you share things with these
different groups of people. or in these different relationships. So whats it like for you
to have those different experiences when you’re sharing? Like for you um. Your
inside experience I guess.
R: Umm, I mean their…hmm…its different in the way they’re hmm…well my mom
has always kind of been there for me and always been expected tot ake care of me so
I feel like when I have to bring something up to her, and when Im telling her about
my experiences…she’s alos in nursing so its almost like an everyday thing for her I
mean, of course she cares, she’s always attentive and listening its like she um
doesn’t I don’t know…it seems like my friends have more of a…ahhh whats the word
im looking for…more taken back view I guess. They don’t hear about this type of
stuff very often so they have a kind of a new, its new to them so theyre more
interested more um attentive when listening to me. Yeah.
K: It sounds like what you’re describing moves into my second questions for you
qhich is about how you make decisions about sharing those things, like your views
about life, thoughts and feelings with other people. Yeah. so how do you make those
decisions?
R: Ummm…(it sound slike you do decide, this is my family, these are my friends, this
is my treatment team, o shed light on that process for me if you would…)
OK um well usually ahh I recently went to a program thing where they were asking
us for feedback on how the team was doing and if we had anything and they asked
me if I wanted to share at their next workshop. So um I figured it was for a good
cause. I mean it just takes a little bit of time out of my day to go down there and tell,
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it might help other people like me decide to stay with the program. And seek, get
their lives going. I fiured if if helps people, hwy not? and it doesn’t take, its not, I
don’t mind sharing so I mean its not like a big deal for me. its really I don’t know its
it is personal but I …its not really that hard for me to share it. Like I thgought it woul
be harder than what it is. A
K: and is that true I hear you talking about sharing with people like at an (removed
treatment program name) workshop about your experience. And Im curious about
um thoughts, other thoughts and feelings and beliefs you have. so you have this
experience of psychosis and Im imagining you have thoughts., feelings and bliefes
that may or may not be related to that experience. Im wondering how you make
decisions about that?
r: ok, Ive never been very religious but Ive gone to church multiple times and just
explored my options with religon and faith and all that Im pretty open about most
part os my life I feel like. there are certain things I keep to myself like, my um, like I
feel like, Ill go to work and Ill be my work self but after that that’s kind of my
business for the most part. So when Im home its kind of…I try to keep my work life
and my home life pretty separate. Like when I worked at a pizza place they offered
they were going to take everyone out to go bowling. I prefer to not go to those types
of things because I don’t like associating my home life with my work llife. I meam if
it was work if it was whats the word Im looking for umm…if it swas mandatory then
I would have gone if its not then I would roefer not tog o just cuz its where I work
life feels like, I just try and keep those things really sepaartet. when im at work I
don’t sharer a lot with my co workers. I prefer to keep that a professional
relationshiop. I mean with certain people like with some people at work I;lfeel a
little more open with but ill still keep most things locked odwn for the most part
but….at home my home life is very different. im very open when im at home so…
k: it sounds like from your decsriup[tion like roles and values. like whats your role
as a empoyee and also what are your values like when you talked about sharing at a
workshop like value is speaking up if its going to benefit other people. (Yeah) Um so
that makes it kind of okay, or my role with my famiky is to kind of say whats up so
that hlpes makes decisions kind of your role and your values in a given situation
that’s what im hearing. Is there anything else you want to say about that questions
before we move on to the next one? again its about how you make decisions about
sharing life views, thoughts and felingsw ith other people. Actually one thing I didn’t
hear from you is with your treatmemt team and how you make decisions about
sharing that stuff with them…
R: My treatment team…at first when I first got out of the hospital I didn’t know wat
tot hink reallt. I was still a little. I was stable I just wasn’t myself yet so I was luckyli
the person I met with was very ..she was awesome but if it swas someone else I
would have felt probably less inclined to share so right off the bat I was very open t
shai g with her cause the first thing she did with me was to play alittle game just to
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get to know each other and feel more comfortable with each other. Sand I think she
let me win so…
K; its ounds like you make some decisions based on the persons apparoach or vibe..
r: yeah tis the general vibe I got from them…
k: could you give me a sense as to what that vibe might be?
r: yeah wth her like right off the bat she seems alright and I felt comfortabvle. At
first it was a little off putting because I had been staying at home for like th first
couple of weeks. I hadn’t gone outside for awhile. So having someone else from the
outside world was a little off putting. But after I got over that I was like pretty good.
I was fine. And um she felt she was very open and inviting and she wasn’t I doid t
feel threatened in anyway so that was very nice.
K: It sounds like you make decisiosn too about not sharing things with people? when
you have felt the word you used was threatened or some toher vibe?
r: Yeah (help me understand a little bit nore when you make those kind sof
deciosions, like the decision to not share..when you’re unable to or really unqilling
to express these things to other pople or in your environment with the other
person?)
r: Most times I don’t feel like sharing is when hmmm…when one of my friend
sintroduces me to one of his friends and like I get a usually when I first meet
someone you pretty uch determine if youre going to like that person or not from the
first meeting not from everybody like I met someone and can tell if Im going to be
cool with them or if im just going to have to ignore them for the most part. And ahhh
recently this happened one of my friends introduced me to one of his friends. I could
tell I wasn’t going to be comfortable with him so I just I mean I was just I just didn’t
decide to share any of my person life with him or any really let hom get to know me
at all for the most part cause I didn’t really care to have him in my life for the most
part. I mean if my friend wants to hang out with him and me I;l just be pleasant and
nice I just won’t put any effort into that relationship cause then I dnot feel that its
gonna benefot me cause I don’t want that relationship.
K: yeah so Im curious what happens whats going on the inside when youre making
that decision…like can you kind of tell me the vibe..or somebody says something…or
does something where you’re like huh…
r: yeah well um usually the type of pople that give me a bad vibe are just like they
act they don’t care about anything. They’ll have kind of a cocky almost overbearing
personality in a way like they’re very um, the feeling I get from them is usually just
like go annoy the crap out of me with almost everything they do. For instance I mean
this probably makes more sense than anything. Like theres this one guy from my
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brothers friend. he had like a axe break hand and he had a lighter and he was
making a little mini-flame thrower and that was I mean that would annoy most
anybody but that was really annoying cause he kept on doing it and I told him to
please stop it was annoying and pretty childish…and he just kept doing it so and
there ere other thinhgs before that made me not want tot alk to him or be around
him or share anything with him because like he’d he had this very like hmmm I
guess personality kind of in his um the egneral feeling from him was like off for me it
juts didn’t feel I just didn’t feel comfortable around him it was always like an itch
you couldn’t sctrach in a way (like a sense) hmmm? (like a storn g sense). yeah.
K: and is that true when you you’re working with your treatment team kind of a
similar like a sense or things you would add to that description? im not willing to
ind of share this stuff.
r: if someone resemebles someone I don’t like in a way so…then I tend not to share
with them. Like one of the team members looks a little bit like my aunt. And she kind
of she’s a little weird and I have had some strange experiences being around her so
whenever I see someone that looks llike her or resembles her in a way I’ll I mean I’ll
do my best to be civil and I’ve shared a little bit with her like as mucha s I feel
comfortable but I wont share as much as with other pople.
K: And whats weird is the physical resemblance..are there behaviors or um things
that say sharing whats really going on Im getting a hint…
r: well its not juts appearances its like also how they cat in away like how they and
um what really freaked me out at one momnent is that he, my aunt likes to drink
that kombucha stuff and I saw she looks similar and then she’s drinking the same
drink and she’s acting similar to my aunt so like completely threw me off and so that
was made me decide I don’t feel 100% comfortable with this person.
K; Sounds kind of uncanny.
r: it was super weird, it was like wait. Its not like I wouldn’t give if I had the
opportunity to get to know her better I would but… like I wouldn’t seek that out
necessarily.
K: Asnything else that as we’ve been talking you want to share about unable or
unwilling to express your thoughts, feelings or beliefs with other people? Kind of
that internal process um or what happens for you when you reazlie, when you’re
seeing this person, this reminds you of your aunt, what happens on the inside to
make a decision Im not going to go there.
R: I guess I think back to moments when I have shared with peope I don’t feel
comfortable with and it usually backfires in a way.
K: How so?
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R: Like um when I lived over on the coast and when I shared with a few people there
that I didn’t feel comfortable with they went around and told the whole community
of kids that were my age everything I said whne my understanding was that it would
be confidential between us. That sort of thing.
K: That sounds like it would be pretty uncomotrable.
R: Then again it is a small town if you tell anybody anything its going to get around
somehow.
K; t sound slike privacy and choice is important too you. Even though you’re an open
guy and want to share.
r: I prefer to have my privacy in certain situations with certain people, for the most
part I’m pretty open but certain things I like to keep to myself and I’d like to when I
do share those I like to share them with people I feel 100% comfortable with.
K: What kind of, those 100% comfortable people, what do they do or say, how do
you know you got a green light that you’re at 100%?
r: Umm…(Im kind of asking you to define vibe for me)…I tend to actually feel more
comfortable with people that are very similar to me in a way cause my close group
of freidns come from a similar background as me its really weird I didn’t even
search these pople out. We just kind of found each other in a way. Like we all have
never had a very big father figure. Like all of our fathers have either split up with
our mom and decided not to be involved in our lives or they are in our lives but not
acting like a very fatherly role in a way. And we umm…for th most part I feel like
peple that I get along most with and feel most comfortable with are ummm tend to
be just ummm kind of hard to describe…I guess coail butterfiles in a way so they’re
able to talk to most anybody on some sort of level they can start a conversation up
with anybody and …
K: it sounds like you’re a pretty easy going guy and you know when other people are
too. and you got a good sense as to when that’s not there and you make some
decisions about that. (Yeah.)
R: I mean I grew up in a hippie town…(lost recording HERE).
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Raven
k: My first questions for you is Id like to know what its like for you to share your life
views, thoughts, feelings and beliefs in your relationships and specifically your
relationships with family, friends, and when you were involved with the treatment
team?
R: Ummm…could you repeat the question?
k: absolutely.
: So the questions is about what its like for you to share your life views and your
thoughts,f eelings and beliefs in your relationships. and then there are kind of like 3
categories of relationships.
R: Mhmm
k: does that make sense to you now?
r: yeah I think so. I think for each group um its probably a little different. um like
how I feel about sharing certain veiwpoints or yeah lifeviews you could say um.
really not surprisingly enough probably with family is where you would express the
least ampount of your lifeviews, at least myself um…I think seomtiems with family
um I thin k lifeviews could be challenged a little more? I don’t know if that’s the right
word I want to say.
k: it sounds like you have an experience when you share with your family.
r: yeah I guess so um it depends on what it si there are definitely some things some
views I hold that id ont discuss at all with my family just because I know they
disagree. Um they hold a different view and so um, there not necessarily up for ahh
up for negotiation. I don’t know how to say or whats the right word. I mean we’re all
respectful to each other ahh for the most part but and with friends ahh…I think
probably Im most open with treatment team. Um as far as sharing those thoughts
rather I mean friedns is just um, I think Im understandg the question correctyly. I
mean friends I view as the younger you are the more you are concerned about losing
friends. Um so maybe the less willing you are to share those thoughts, in my
experience the older I get the less Im concerned you know my thought about some
aspects of life or how they’re going to interact in a relationship um…
k: so what kinds of experiences do you have when you share these things with these
different groups of people? Whats that like to share?
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r: Well I think it um depends on what youre sharing. Um if its like a very personal
belief or experience or whatever that could that would be very difficult for me to
personally share. Um and it would be most difficult for me to share it with family.
than it would with the treatment team or even friends. Um
k: can you describe the difficulty for me so that I can better understand that
experience for you?
r: I guess with family its um…oits difficult to ah….huh…well I mean it depends on
what im thinking of sharing but it could be um it could be ahh you share something
and (inaudible) with the school and you got this all theoretical idea or theoretical
experince or whatever I don’t know…I guess there could be speciif with my family
theres a lot of notion that um you don’t want people to worry so we’re not going to
tell you this or that. Um in my family members are even worse at that than I am I
feel but ahhh
k: it sounds like you’re describing how you make decisions about sharing these
things with other people. there’s something can you kind of help me understand
how you go about making those decisions about sharing?
r: well I guess for one it depends on whether or not I feel the need to share it. I mean
I don’t think my family needs to know every aspect of my life just like I don’t need to
know theirs. LIKE friends too and with family also I guess um theres the this sharing
this beneficial to any people or could it just cause a problem or cause worry? Then
um…is it I mean if it sis a problem is it severe or is it necessary to share or not? I
guess it kind of a checklist. I guess those things definitiely cross my mind when I
think about that.
k: and it sounds like…how did you make decisions about sharing your lifeviews,
thoughts, feelings and beliefs with the treatment team when you were down here?
r: well I think it definitely took me some time to be comfortable and express those
views but ultimately I did think to understand to have effective treatment as well as
a better understanding of myself I needed to have all those aspects out there
um…and that especially the treatemtn teams goal is to treat me and I 447hat’s447cal
want to make the most out of that experience. I think the holistic approach like you
have to be honest with all those views so its…its definitely nice to be able tot alk
about a lot of things that really you don’t feel comfortable about talking with family
with the treatment team. And so but yeah definitely took time to see this as not a
foreign entity for lack of a better term. That’s not the word Im looking for….that
sounds terrible…but ahh youre seeing the thing, like being a counselor or a therapist
as a someone there to help you rather than someone there to I don’t know I guess
my thoughts around treatment team changes drastically from the beginning until
the end so to speak. But ….
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k: so it sounds like you made different decisions based on where you were at in
relationship with those people.
r: yes definitely.
k: can you help me understand what guided your decision making process? what I
think I hear so far is you have some values and trust and your understanding how
your going to get help if you disclose this stuff. Im curious what went on inside of
you and how you made decisions about trust, like this is going to help me. A little bit
more of your internal process, decision making process or things youre reading in
your environemtn.
r: I thnnk I my decision making process involves trust and whether or not I think um
I think it sill goes back to is this going to be beneficial or harmful for me to say. Um..
k: how did you know that?
r: yeah so I guess initiallyl I would think tnat everything I would say that maybe was
a bad thing or an experience or pesky view would be bad to discuss or share about
because they could like I would think it would make my therapist think less of me.
UM…bad weird person or something. So I think definityl establishing once I felt that
trustworthy in smaller things, smaller views, smaller experiences than I felt
comfortable discussing bigger deeper subjects and that definitely did take me
awhile to establish that trust.
I was just going to say um..or go ahead I lost it.
k: oh Im sorry maybe it will come back. Im just curious about it sounds like we’re
getting closer to me understanding that you made you experience trust so that you
were able to share deeper thoughts, feelings with your therapist. Um and then um it
sound slike what Im thinkig is that a lot of times people make those decisions base
don seomthing happening- like o this person is looking me in the eye or not looking
me in the eye that helps facilitate those decisions. Or maybe it was something going
on inside of you that tells you can make this decision to trust. Can you articualet or
describe unqieuly for you to make decisions.
r: I guess um yeah maybe like myself noticing I guess picking up on the attentiveness
I guess I would say like the trust factor is definotly a big thing and I guess that’s
established through seeing every session that I had was always like I always had my
therapist full attention and was very involved and picking whatever road I wanted
to go down that day. Which is very rare in another setting to be able to talk about
whatever you want to talk about. So that definitely affected my decision process
whether or not Im going to share more. Its completely up to me, nobody is pushing
me and at the same time nobody is prohibiting me from talking about certain things
or not. So I think that 448hat’s448cal opened up my ability to establish trust. I was
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like oh this person is really willing to take whatever path I want to take. And very
obviously paying close attention to whatever I had to say and um and then over time
I would become more and more comfortable with that so it did take me awhile to be
more comfortable with that and I feel that I wouldn’t just outright decide that day
like o I want to talk about this thing that’s been bothering me or this or that but
because in the moment I would feel a sense of trust that you could, it was a safe
place to share certain things. I guess it wasn’t something I planned or anything but
um..
k: a more organic process that took place over time and you said that word it felt
safe and like you were heard and paid attention to so that you could share. I’m
curious about other relationships in your life and how you make decision, like with
your friends and your family.
r: yeah um with friends I think a lot of the same things apply um obviously there are
a few friends that at least where they just want to sit down with you and listen to
what ever you have to say for a period of time but um I think the same trust factors
are there um depending on the friend of course…
k: and what are you trusting them to do? it sounds like theres a comparison going on
for you in this experience. help me understand what that might be
r: yeah I guess um…well think…I think there are always comparisons maybe like
well I think for an example…so like a friend I had in high school who I was very close
with um um I was out to a lot of people that I was (removed sexual identity) and so
um when my friend told other people it was really like a big trust thing it really
broke a lot o trust there and it took a long time to reestablish even that friendship
but um…so like whe trust is broken which everybody’s had their trust broken at
some point in their life or another so um probably numerous numerous time but um
I think that we all, me specifically, I use genrealitiues but muself sepfcicially will
when Im talking with friends I;m juding them or the level of trust between us which
um I mean obviously its kind of a feeling you have or don’t have but at the same time
you kind of take into account whether you’ve trusted them before, have you ever
lost trust and um and also in a situation how are they feeling? like is it a good time
for them for me to share a view or is it or an experience or anything and are they
willing to share with me, I mean obviously they consider um which is different from
the treatment plan for the most part. treatment team not treatment team I menta to
say but…yeah so I think that’s as far as friends its probblay the thing I take into
account. And for family I guess along the same things apply but another point is
whatever I share really going to deeply affect them? which I think with the
treatment team I didn’t have as much worry about that but the older I get the less I
have with friends about that but with family you definitely have to take that into
account the situation they’re in.
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k: it sounds like you feel accountable to the stress level of your family and
accountability because of the closeness you all have? which is really different role
that your playing in your family then with other people.
r: yeah definitiely in my family we’re pretty close and ah at the same time
sometimes that closeness I mean I think it’s a good thing but at the same time
whatever you say about how your feeling can really worry other people really
concern other people or really upset other family members. Um because we’re all
pretty vocal with each other for the most part.
k: It sounds like you;’re almost protective of them and what they know um about
whats going for you.
r: yeah id say that’s probably true.
k: antying else you want to say about how you make decisiosmn about sharinf
views, thoughts and feelings with other people?
r: not that I can think of right now.
k: ok then we’ll move onto my next question which is what happens for you when
you are either unable or unwilling to express these kinds of things to other people?
and so that’s like what happens for you socially or internally or if you interpret that
question in anotherw ay that’s totally great.
r: mmmhmm…um…I think at this point in my life um whne I express those things I
think im still um I think its ok typically. I mean I don’t, already I don’t express my
thoughts or feelings to other people I guess.
k: whats that like for you?
r: I mean I can feel that it’s a little isolating a little lonely but at the same time um I
don’t know sometimes maybe this sounds weird (go for it), don’t worry…sometimes
you can make friends with what you’re thinking but maybe sounds a little weird but
it makes sense to me (I really want to know what you mean it sounds important).
Um well like have like a conversation with yourself I think however you’re feeling if
you can really step back and think of it from a logical view then its not so necessary
for me to share everything I’m feeling all, not all the time, but with people. how I
don’t always feel the need to share um specifically beliefs or whatever unless its
political but I’m always up for political talk but other than that um…but there are
definitely times when I feel a little lonely but I think that manifests itself in a lot of
different ways. You know socially and around I may even I maybe become more
reserved if Im feeling that way.
k: if youre feeling like not sharing or already feeling isolated and lonely.
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r: I think if im already feeling isolated then I’ll probably isolate myself a little more
initially because im like oh I need to live the life Im feeling inside (laughs) um but
then there’s typically a point when I try to logically place my emotions whatever
into o I feel this way, why do I feel this way, Im going to figure this out. Even if it
takes me awhile even if I don’t find it, find a conclusion I can usually not (?) and
emtion but try and transform it into something else more posiotive more feel good
emotion whatever it is.
k: is that kind of like you mentioned just a couple of minutes ago like making friends
with what you’;re thinking. Im wonderinh what happens for you at the other range
of what youre decsrbinh. sometimes you can feel lonely and isoate and then there’s
also when you don’t express things to other people, which is different from
experiencing loneliness.
r: ahha.
k: im thinking I caught that correctly.
r: yea. as far as me making freidns with myself or my emotions. Say Im feeling lonely
like I don’t have maybe overly close friend or a really close significant other or um
like a family member I can share with so that I don’t feel lonely, isolated. I mean Im a
long way from any of my family um and um you know I don’t think a phone call
necessarily, esepically with family members you never have the right amount of
whatever it is that gets feelings across but that…so say I feel lonely or angry really
tsake some time to think about all the other things Im feeling why im feeling that
way and then like yeah maybe im feeling lonely but maybe chock it up too this is a
point in my life that I get to really spend on me so maybe lonely is ok so maybe
that’s the positive side, it’s a positive thing that Im feeling lonely right now because I
really get to focus my life on me and really theres only a few times where you get to
focus solely on yourself. not solely on yourself but a large portion of your time solely
on yourself but um than be angry or if im feeling something hapeedn to me then I
can think well this is yeah im the only one thinking or feeling this right now but its
also like take personal like…the word im looking for….like its like I own it, its very
much me and so if it is then if IM feeling this way then its very much my thing.
almost like im very guarded over a lot of my emtions and so its my safe place
anyways to not discuss them
k: so it sounds like you can feel protected and that you also build connections with
yourself.
r: yeah I think a lot of people I know never want to spend time by theirself. Theyre
like o I get sad I get lonely. I really love that time think with myself and think about
how Im um approaching, how im interacting with people or thinking about things.
Really thinking about how you are thinking. I really enjoy that time um…
k: it sounds like it fuels some personal growth for you.
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r: I thin so definitely as far as how far I’ve come like maybe since I began treatment.
k: can you say that again im sorry…
r: how far I;ve come since I began treatment several years ago.
k: im so we’re tapping on anther questions I have for you which is what helps you
grow as a person?
r: I think just life experiences is the biggest um the biggest thing there that helps me
grow. I mean (could you name a few, or what kinds of experiences?) yeah. going to
school definitely has made me grow as a person. Let’s see there is life after high
school how shocking! I had no clue what. It’s really hard to envision life after high
school when your in high school. For one thing that does not exist but I think family
illness like my grandmother had a stroke last summer and went home over
thanksgiving break and winter break was it was an eye opener as far as learning to
be a caretaker and for somebody like grandma that’s kind of like a mom in that
sense and so that I think that helped me grow I think because um dealing with
illness is I think its much more taxing than dealing with money or my job. Its not like
emotionally very taxing for me. Um but definitely dealing with illness and illness
with an elderly family member um is like one of those times when emotions are
much higher than they typically are at than if im just going to school or going to
work um and so that I think that helped me grow even emotionally as far as seeing
understanding well its just feeling its sucks, sometimes emotions in regards to a
situation like that just suck, and theyre not fun um but then you know id go to work
and try and like my job was fairly mindless that I had so you could think your whole
day. And so I would spend a lot of time thinking about that and then even though it
sucks and theres little you can do and the emotions of it aren’t very fun over time I
was 452hat’s452ca to see a silver lining in the sense that placing the situation on
while theres a sense of duty there theres a sense of human compassion for what
you’re doing and um like separating the situation as bad as my emotion are making
it I think you know this is a bad situation we can let our emotions can overwhelm us
we just made it ten times worse than it really is because we let our emotions cloud
or completely just filtering through them Im not filtering through them um in a
good way. I think that I definitely learned that when Im in a touch situation how to
filter my emotions process them otherwise they just start to swarm up and then the
situation just got ten times worse since I cant function without the swarm of
emotions in the situation.
k: it sounds like you feel really deeply and experience life at a pretty deep level and
that reflection time is really key to your ability to make sense of things and there
upsides and downsides to it and it’s a really important part of how you grow as a
human being through life experiences that are challenging.
r: Yes absolutely, I think so.
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k: Im curious in what ways all these kinds of experienecs sharing your thoughts and
feelings with other people, growing as a person, expressing, not expressing things,
how those experiences influence you as a person. so influence your sense of who
you are as a person- and this is my last formal question for you.
r: I see. Um
k: and I can repeat that I kind of talked for awhile there…
r: thatd be great thank you
k: sorry about that…so Im curious in what ways the expeirnecs we’ve bee talking
about influence you., shape you as a person?
r: well I think we dfinielty, I think myself I have a definite set of values and
everything that are not very changing and then I think are pretty much set in stone, I
hope. And I think all the experinecs I have mold the rest of me and who I am, um and
so ive been fortunate to experience a wide range of experiences um and I think
every experience that ive had could shape me in a positive way or a negative way.
Um and I think have negatively affected me. Um and its really up to me to turn that
into a positive which takes a lot of self work. Maybe Im just not willing to do that
right now for some things. But for other things I am willing to um process through
and turn that experience into a positive part of my life and um or use that
experience maybe in a relationship with someone else like if someone else is
experiencing a similar thing. UM …I think im generally the same person when I wake
up everyday and I remember went to the hospital and I was going through a very
touch time emotionally or financiaully or myself, that experience wont completely
rock me that Ill be able to…um…huh…im just trying to think of a good analogy.
k: it sounds like youre describing experiences that have made you pretty darn
resilient in the face of some pretty difficult challenges. when I hear you say it wont
rock me that’s my version of what im hearing. is that what you mean?
r: I don’t think.. I thin my experiences to date have not completely stoned me off or
walled me off from anything. Anthing that happesn isn’t going to pierce my
emotional barrier- I don’t think that’s true. I just think that um I have the abiliuty if I
, most things, that one silver bullet that hits in everybody;s life but ahm I think that
im able to more effectively now than before absorb and experience and process it
and kind of send it back to the universe…im waving my hand to the universe so to
speak (I think I see your hand waving around) just kind of its there its been a part of
you, but its not completely consuming you right now. Um…and I think that’s become
a more accurate description of me than before. And I think there are certain
relationships and experiences that will rock me more- like specifically family things
um, things that would not be a big deal talking about, or discussing with a friend or
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my treatment team. Suddenly has huge weights and is much more intense and
severe when you’re with a family member.
k: do you want to say more about that piece how its different for you and influences
you?
r: family has a specific way. I mean its not their fault its just the nature of family or
the nature of my family when something happens we have this really great way of
letting everything get to us immediately. a big event or little diagreement
sometimes. sometimes just stupid things that we let immediately get to our
emotions and I think that’s all because for the most part we attempt to let our
guards down a little bit in the house um not all the time and especially it changes
family member to family member we let our guards down a little bit more- even just
one tiny little remark could effect somebody’s mood instantly and so theres that
experience. I think family is kind of the one realm um definitely the more you let
your guard down the more you’re boat wont float so to speak then when something
big happens. it takes a little longer to process through those emotions and feelings.
k: thank you. You’re a very reflective human being.
R: thank you.
k: anything else you want to ocuh on before we finish up?
r: not that I can think of no.
k: thank you for helping me understand what goes on for you in your lfie and
growth.
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Appendix J
Redacted Transcripts Round Three Interviews
B12.3
k: how do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of who
you are as a person?
b: um…well since I was really young (im going to hold this up can is sit a little closer
too you?) yeah. well since I was really going being judged was a huge thing. like it
stopped me from doing things because I didn’t want to mess up even like jump off a
diving board ..my judgment thing kind of steered me in certain directions. and then
on top of it you know if you one person thinks you’re crazy eventually that just takes
since first elementary school so you get bad judgment then it sticks with you
through middle school and high school. so yeah it was a big part I had to basically be
the most normal I could be and I didn’t really try that many new things which I wish
id because of the fear of doing something wrong or you know people just judging me
in general for it.
k: and when you experienced that kind of judgment how did you see yourself as a
person?
b: um…I don’t know like im I don’t know how to explain it I don’t like to be the
center of attention so if I mess up and slam off the diving board and hit somehitn g
or weord or whatever then people llike look at me. youi know how all those people
want the attention im like the exact opposite. so doing speeches in school that’s a big
one right there. it’s a its attention on you and then you say something wrong and
you keep stuteriubng or say um a lot youre getting judged and then you do worse
cause you keep thinking about it so that’s what youre asking that’s kind of how its
been affected me through school a lot of it and um some out of school things because
I don’t care to be the center of attention and be judged mainly cause since basically
im ahypocrite in this part. Im kind of a judgmental person so I know the extent of
what others can judge me for cause im that way. so that’s why I have that mental
block right there for it like I don’t know why I do and if I can do it then im sure
others can be worse aleways have that in my mind.
k: and do you see yourself in certain way as a person because of those experiences?
b: in what sense do you mean?
k: like who you see yourself as a person?
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b: well I used to be a lot more out going but not in the sense I go and do things
anymore like its slowly surely started sheltering me allowing me to do things
because of I didn’t want to get judged or anything.
k: it sounds like it shaped your choices and actions. is that consistent with who you
know yourself to be or is there a rub there at all?
b: well it didn’t really take over until after middle school cause during middle school
I was crazy like randomly joining other 456hat’s456 tables and freak em out and
just leave. then in high school um 9th grade evertything was different, high schools
way different than 8th grade so I tried to take it easy and go in and since it was a
different environment it required a different approach and my approach was to take
thing slow and not do anything obnoxious like I used to like get in trouble or get
attention from it. so by senior year I got really sheltered from it every single time so
um..
k: sounds like judgments really shaped your life experience in a pretty significant
way.
b: yeah, yep.
k: whats that like for you?
b: I don’t know it sucks I guess but I guess it works.
k: what part sucks and what part works?
b: well it works that I don’t have to be the center of attention I don’t care for that
kind of thing. it sucks because it stopped me from doing a lot of things, going to a lot
of different events because of it so I missed out on a lot but o well.
k: thanks. how does making sense of the experiences you’ve had with psychosis
relate to you personal growth?
b: you mean how are they both been?
k: like um…let me rephrase it a little bit, would that be helpful?
b: sure.
k: so as you’ve had these experienecs of psychosis and you’ve tried to make sense of
them or make meaning from them um..im wondering how that process has impacted
how you;ve grown as a person?
b: well I mean its it kind of also apply to the other one where it shelters you cause if
you see someone that’s looking around the room trying to figure out whats moving
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up there when theres nothing there it makes you have to always keep yourself in
check so it kind of sucks in that sense because at all times I had to be aware of what
im doing so im looking at things that aren’t there, and someone’s looking at me
looking at things that aren’t there and then I start talking to things that aren’t there
then they’re going to wonder what im doing so its also been a sheltering kind of a
thing its like at school and everything I have to basically look stoned just staring at
one place or make sure im always making eye constant with a person just kind of
focusing where it looks like im out of kind of thing cause if I just look around it
makes more opportunities for me to look at things that aren’t there. so im looking at
a wall that’s all im seeing if I look around and every different wall there’s three
different chances for me to see something instead of just the one wall. I always go
the single route try to have a normal schedule kind of a thing just cause if I do
anything sporadic cause new areas just mean more opportunities for things I
wouldn’t expect and if I don’t expect them it’s a little more hard to bounce back from
them kind of a thing that’s kind of how it is for me seeing weird things. new areas,
things like that. you don’t know what the sounds are from that area so you don’t
know if you’re imaging it or if its just the sounds form that area so if I were to go
downtown I don’t go downtown a lot so I don’t know what it sounds like in a normal
day, what kind of people are there, that kind of stuff id be really uncomfortable
because I don’t have a norm I don’t know what is normal around there so it takes me
longer to adjust to situations which is another drawback it means I cant just go jump
into things anymore the way I wanted to or am used to so I have to get used to
situations and then ill open up because I need to know what is normal for everyone
here that kind of thing so I can feel more comfortable I guess. it sucks like I cant go
out and do things randomly like go to a random place and have fun cause I might
just look around at things that aren’t there cause I don’t know what sounds or what
sights are there so I cant be as adventurous as I used to be.
k: it sounds like maing sense of psychosis has been pretty limiting for you and been
more like the director of your personal growth.
b: yeah I mean itd be nice to meet some other more adult cause most the people I
met are my age or younger and I seem to have a better grasp on it than they day so
its not helpful to have no one that’s doing better so I can talk to them and get some
tips from them. basically every time I go to the groups and everything im the one
that’s helping the families out I thought it was more like lets all figure out the
problems so basically at the groups im in I have to in a snese be a therapist and help
them out and tell them what to do and how to do it because they obviously don’t
know what they’re doing to help with the kid. basically im in a program surrounded
by people I still feel alone because im they’re having problems that are easy to fix
and they don’t know that and that sucks.
k: how does that impact your personal growth?
b: well if I had someone that was more experienced, knows more, id be able to
benefit and they might get me out of my shell but if they can give me some pointers
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to help me some problems im having I wouldn’t have those problems and therefore I
could go do things, it would help a lot.
k: anything else you want to say about your experience of limitations of making
sense of psychosis?
b: um…I don’t think so.
k: are there any flip side experiences you’ve had where making sense of it has
facilitated your growth in some way or your understanding of who you are as a
person?
b: um…well it makes you creative. so drawings and stuff cause since is ee things that
aren’t most of the time aren’t even possible things to live or exist when I take art i
really go to town on that really abstract as you can imagine its kind of fun so there’s
a little bit of positive but im not going for an art major so its pretty useless to me. its
little things like that. I have a really really good memory because of it. if I really want
to remember something cause from the doctors I went to they’re saying I have a
endemic memory think of it like a video memory a little bit better than
photographic. that’s why im able to learn the job im in right now.
so um but no its basically how I see it if I want to remember something I can just
remember ti or I can use just use my schizophrenia for it. which is weird for instance
if I want to remember a number I can see numbers in trees like I can apply what I
need to remember into projected images its kind of weird.
k: and how do those abilities impact your growth as a person?
b: well it kind of for school its kind of like cheating in a way you know but you
remember something and for instance she wrote it on the board and I can project t
on the wall kind of a thing just writer down all the answers I needed. it kind of
helped me feel better about school cause I did better at school but I was always bad
at doing my homework and stuff but I always did well on the quizzes and tests. it
always confused the teachers. You never do the homework but you always pass the
quiz. I get as and bs so you know its helped me there in that sense where im able to
not stress out as much about school is mainly the surroundings that whats stressful
just a lot of people most of which just annoying people jocks ad all that stuff, yeah.
k: and how do you see yourself as a person because of those experiences?
b: hmm how what dirction do you want me to go with that?
k: im trying to understand about identity so identity is often about how people see
us and then like kind of our reflections on that and how we see ourselves like on the
inside- that’s the direction, f that makes snese. your perception of yourself.
b: okay my mentality…what were you saying?
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k: s how you see yourself.
k: I meant the question initially was how when you talk about your experinces and
the abilities that you have because of the symptoms you experience live with how
you see yourself when you talk about that stuff.
b: I just want to make sure. it ahh its kind of a curse in a way though since I
remember I can tell you everything since 2. I can give you a date a time a season
when iw as 2 years old maybe even younger it sucks because if I get in a fight with
someone about something hwre youre supposed to remember they don’t remember
it like my parents have a bad memory. I can give them a date and time of when they
said something and they think it never happened so its really annoygn because
youre fighting a pointless battle about something impoarttm. its kind of annoying
for me because you know I have yet to find a way to put it to use besides little like
parlor tricks and cheating at the test at school, Its theres a lot of stuff I can do with it
I don’t have a direction to go with it.
its been like that its really frustrating I have these tools at my expense but I cant find
anything to sue it on.
k: that segway really well the next question that I have for you…which is about
personal potential. and in what ways does being connected to something bigger in
the world or in life um relate to your personal potential?
k: and I hear you describe the opposite like not being connedtd, whatveres true for
you.
b: how do I see myself as being connected to sometimes in the long run in the
world?
k: yeah be that a career or community or your family, anything that’s bigger than
you alone in the universe, how does that relate to your personal potential?
b: well I want to be in aerodynamics. if I could get some of my you know my memory
and my abstract thinking and put that to use I could potentially make new planes
that are better that no one would ever think of because how weird and out of the
box it is which could change it for everyone. if we all had a one person plane you
could just carry in your backpack weird stuff like that you wouldn’t think of hows
that possible. I live in the hows that possible kind of mentality things like that where
I can apply in way where everyone would be benefitting from my weird mentality.
if that’s what your asking..
k; it sounds like being connected to your career aspiration sounds like if you could
get connected youd get connected youd also relate more to your potential of your
life experienecs and what you have to offer.
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b: yeah since I have all these things my attention to detail is pretty good so things
like that or if I wanted to do coding I could make some of the best you know
defenses or need be offenses for military or stuff like that you know cyber war
leakage of information is a big deal so you know so my attention to detail and all
that you kind of have to have that for coding cause its really really specific. you can
do things like that since I would think of ways to get in through the defense of the
firewalls and stuff that you wouldn’t normally think of cause it would sounds like it
wouldn’t even possible cause if you know the right stone down it would have a
tumbling effect you have to think outside the box to think like the person trying to
get in things like that getting in other peoples shoes.
k: and what’s it like, it sounds like you’re not able to experience that connection to
something bigger and it impacts your relationship to your personal potential. can
you tell me what that’s like?
b: I could tell you all these possibilities on the other side of the river but at this point
and time there’s no bridge to cross it. well I have all the materials I need here to
build what I need to on the other side of the river but I have no way to get there.
k: I think I get it um, thank you. and it sounds like you’re in an exploration process of
bridge building.
b: yep you defined it.
k
; you want to describe that a bit more?
b: yeah cause every once in awhile you want to try a whack at it to see if you can get
across like you’ll try random things like a rope swing. it seems like with the river
every time you try and get across initially it looks small but as soon as you start
growing it magically just grows and it becomes a bigger problem while it keeps
moving around changing so it seems like an impossible task yet there’s one answer
and you have to find the one answer cause there are a lot of answers you tro to do. if
you jst do like old cartoons and run with a stick and pogo jump eventually you have
to keep trying to get to the other side. I don’t know how to describe it its one way.
k: it sounds like too sometimes you have experiences of feeling judged that might
get in the way of that process (yeah) can you tell me how that works?
b: to go along with the same analogy would be theres people that are on the other
side that are already there cause they don’t have the mental block thye just wlak
over they already know where the bridge is and I don’t and theyre just watching me
fail and they think it s a funny thing. and every single time I try and get across the
river I see them judging me. I see the way the already know how to do so its ah kind
of how it would be.
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k: then how do you see yourself as a person or see them for that matter?
b: I don’t know it makes me feel weak. I hate that feeling. it’s the worst feeling I think
I can you could ever say just to be weak on something that’s why I try to be you
know not the bets at one thing im just good at everything kind of a person that’s just
how I want things to be cause if youre not great no one judges you if your bad that’s
when you get judged so I like to be good not great. if youre great at one thing you
don’t have the time to be great at everything and I know failure is something you
just have to get used to so I try not to fail.
k: it sounds like you see yourself in a particular light when you have thoughts that
you’re weak or failing.
(yeah) whats that light you see yourself in?
b: well it gets depressing cause you know I mean I already feel like im the I guess
handicapped in a way for already having a different mental process than others
cuase im already judged for it in the movies were shown as killers were shown as a
bad thing so im already weak so everything further that im bad at just adds to the
fact that im weaker and I don’t like that and I try and fix it.
k: it sounds like the time you spend avoiding those judgments is pretty important to
protect what you have of yourself. (yeah) and your potential.
b: yeah cause I cant control having schizophrenia but I can control if im good or not
at sports you know I have control on that and that’s how it has to be so sounds like
when you have control or are kind of in charge of something you move more
towards who you are as a person? (yeah)
b: I mean the more you control things in your life basically the stringer youre going
to get I don’t mean controlling people or anything cause once you get in that you
start getting a foundation to control different things. think of it like a manager
moving up kind of a thing first you’re in control of think of it like mcdonalds or
something.
First you’re in control of the grill. You get moved up you’re in control of the person
controlling those people youre the manager now and youre in control of more
variety of bigger things. the more control I get good at the more eventually I can get
in control of things that effect me.
k: it sounds like it helps you chart your course towards your potential.
b: well the more I control I have it seems like the river gets smaller.
k: that sounds important tell me how that works.
b: cause I mean like usually it’s a handicap and its like trying to cross a over with
sandbags it just sucks so the more you can im able to control the less distractions th
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less stress I wont feel all this judged because I have less things for them to judge me
for because im able to cross the river the more control I can get.
k: it sounds like being connected to that larger vision you have for yourself is
incredibly important (yeah). you’re analogy makes a lot of sense to me. I think I
understand how that works for you, in a few minutes of hearing about it. it seems
like youre pretty intentional about the steps you take and what works for you to
become more of who you are as a person?
b: yeah cause I take things in stride. basically I make the game of life a strategy game
is how I play it just cause its in a game of strategy you’re in control of it everything
you do in your life is yours stuff like that and the goal is tow in, right? so…its just
how you have to do it.
k: and when you’re doing that whats your perspective in who you are?
b: well I mean its, I don’t know how to describe it how id be.
k: like your perception of yourself. sometimes you have this perception of seeing
yourself as weak and failing, that’s kind of an answer to how to you see yourself.
when you’re in this other experience when you’re strategizing towards your
potential.
b: I don’t know its…um lets see I guess I see myself as um you know like just when
im in control I have more power I get more I don’t know I guess relaxed and ill
actually when im in control im able to do more things so like originally I wouldn’t go
downtown but if im down there and im in control of who im with like if im not with
a bunch of random people I don’t know and I don’t like im more likely to be down
there when im in control im more comfortable doing things which ends up turning a
weak point of me going somewhere not going somewhere to a good or not great not
bad but good ahh you know attribute such as basic as going downtown with a group
of people I normally wouldn’t hang out with but I don’t despise.
k: it sounds like youre more living your life as you hoped for.
k: I have one more formal question for you. which is how have your experiences w
MH providers affected your sense of who you are as a person?
b: well ive had a lot of therapists and um its for the most part hasn’t really been that
great. how has it impacted your sense of who you are, those not great experienecs?
well one of them after two days of talking to me threw me in the hospital for suicidal
thoughts. makes you think wow am I really that fucked up. in two days of just
meeting me you’re that scared and just throwing me in the hospital. personal
reflection would make you think about what youre saying and you wouldn’t go tell
other people what youre thinking cause that’s going to get you thrown in the
hospital yet youre not allowed to tell them cause your going to end up getting
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punished for it, its really what it comes down too, then ive had, that’s just one, and
the I had another one where he basically would try and change my words and so for
me personally how I felt from it was that he was discrediting what im saying he was
trying to make me a miniature clone of him kind of a thing.
like yeah I see things on a daily basis and hed be like um you think you saw them,
think, the word think right there just discredited everything I just said and implied
that I am false casue I didn’t think I saw it I was I think I see things everyday but I
don’t think I see them, I see them. its frustrating when they think they’re so smart
they’re trying to do little tricks they learned in college when all there tricks most of
which come from studies on people like me so they’re trying to use weapons made
by people like me on me. Its sad when they think its smart cause I know what
they’re trying to do its just frustrating because most of the high level people are
supposed to help me I feel im smarter than them and they’re trying to use tricks for
dumb people.
k: it sounds like you have an experiences of being discredited and not seen and
almost like you need dot hide yourself
b: yeah plus the weird way to describe it, everyone describes me cause my age I
guess you say (say that again) since I’m 19 they discredit what im saying as me
going against them its just an experience I don’t know what im talking about yet ive
lived with it for over 10 years. so you know they just its just annoying plus I mean it
does form this weird curve ball. I feel like an old soul. Like ive done things before
like a lot so it just everything doesn’t feel new to me so im not as inclined to go out
and do things cause ive felt like ive done everything. it sucks when they talk down to
me like im this young person that doesn’t know what they’re doing but I have more
experience than them. Im not saying im better than everyone kind of thing im just
saying just the when it comes down to mentality they don’t know what they’re
talking about.
k: it sounds like you identify this part of yourself, this old soul part of yourself that
MH providers haven’t seen or gotten to know you weel enough to figure that out and
it kind of sounds like a central part of how you operate.
b: I mean its, ive had a lot of different kind of doctors and they’re just oh my god
they’re dumb, its bad cause I mean its bad they’re trying to pull tricks on me. when
you’re trying to trick someone at least make sure they’re dumb. cause you’re just
going to infuriate them and you know its like saying a joke when its targeted
towards them and you hope they wont realize it that’s questioning their intelligence.
If they’re not smart they wont get it but if they are smart i do try and say words that
are fancy they don’t understood as a person over there youd feel furious you know
what they just said and they wouldn’t think you would they assume your dumb and
they assume your so dumb you wouldn’t get the question or the joke. when I go to
an office or a therapist or whatever basically ive had four different doctors al did the
same thing and I wouldn’t get what theyre trying to do once you’ve been through
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enough doctors you don’t want to do it anymore and each one of them is doing the
same damn tricks very single time, its nothing new it just pisses you off that’s all it
is. then if you want to narrow it down to the groups, those kind of therapists its…
I don’t want to say their names,(its okay you can say what you like and if you tell me
how it impacts how you see yourself, you can say whatever you want, saying names
not names this is your experience). I don’t want to throw anyone under the bus for
any reason.
k: so I don’t have um this is all private information it doesn’t leave your and my
conversation and it certainly wont be transcribed people have said names in other
situations and I actually omit them when im transcribing them I just put in another
word, but youre in control, okay?)
b:okay alright.
well I mean (removed name) she basically takes what I say and tries to involve her
life around it like she had noting to do with energies, not one thing she never said
anything about it but as soon as I talk about…you know how when you enter a room
and someone just got in a fight and you didn’t hear anything but you enter a room
you feel like an intense moment something intense just happened, that’s what I
mean by an energy )a vibe) those are really easy to detect but every single motion
gets harder like if you can like the easy ones are like anger, shy, most common ones
but im mean like little subtle ones are the hardest ones to find, even like lying theres
an energy for, I can feel if theyre lying to me, I don’t mean like an educated guess or
they makeit obvious in the body language but it just a weird feeling. I was describing
this to her and then a week later and she comes back thinks she’s an expert on it.
every time I tell her something every time I tell her something, everything I live with
she looks it up on google. everything about that topic and that she comes back to me
with all kinds of information and she talks about her life around it and how she has a
life with it and im like you just learned about it cause she’s trying to make it a
lifestyle when its not a life choice.
k: and how does that interaction how you see yourself, I could guess but um maybe
it would be helpful for me to say what im thinking, and thank you, that it sounds that
you have these unique experiences that are unique to you and its important to you
to be seen and respected for that without making it messy and about something else,
and those are yours and its about you.
b: its like I have an invention and I show a friend. she’d be a friend and she makes a
shitty version of it its like she wants to think like that I find it as a burden yet she
thinks oh this can be fun im going to try it its infuriating casue I don’t want it. she
thinks o since I have the choice of having it or not im just going to have it, its like its
just like a punch in the face really so…
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k: do you see yourself, do you have an internal experinec of yourself when that
happens like ..
b: well its like being a monkey you know. im not theyre just like o everyone’s trying
to just study me, that’s basically all it is, like o wow they figured out how to climb a
tree. its like everything I do is not really significant or important its what they want.
k: it sounds like being objectified as a person.
b: yeah. basically.
k: im imaging that doesn’t feel very good.
b: no its kind of annoying.
k: I bet. do you want to say anything else about that one? like when its like wow I
just got objectified.
b: it just feels like im just in the program for them to have more fun because they’re
bored with the way they’re living right now. im just like a television basically. I just
project a lot of things they want to see casue its just interesting to them, its not you
know its not like its going to change anything they just want to be entertained.
k: sounds like being used.
b: yeah.
k: if that were me um I might wonder about them and I might wonder about my own
value as a person.
b: well and then she always keeps coming over with fixes and its always the
stupidest thing like things she looked up and IM like I don’t need looked up
information and she’s like well if you start getting anxiety take these deep breaths
and start doing this yoga stuff and im like im not going to do yoga at work.
you know I don’t have time for that I don’t want to do it she takes it personally she
says she doesn’t but she gets exteremly defensive whenere I say I don’t wnt to do it
if she didn’t care you wouldn’t be defensive so its kind of annoying cause she wants
me to do all these really stupid things she looked up like do your diaphragm or
whatever and im like I don’t need that I know how to breathe and I know breathing
doesn’t help me so she’s getting second hand informationa dn she rtysn to fix the
source.
k: it sounds like you pretoect the source because its impoartt to you.
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b: she’s trying but you learedn it form this person ad then you just looked up a
bunch of informatipn n the internet I don’t think that’s going to help you. its
annoying.
k: its a lot of management, is there anything else about how these experiences have
impacted you as a person or your personal growth before we’re done with the
interview.
b: not really its just if there were to be one thing that could change is you know if
youre supposed to work to help people don’t terat them as if youre better than htem
even those people looking at walls screming with a little tutu on they’re still eaual its
just annoying because it feel slike im being taking advantage of because im seen as
having a metal disability like I couldn’t be possibly useful to them so what im saying
it’s not as important,. they give me solutions when I tried the solutions 4 years ago
stuff like that.
k: sounds like there are other avenues that would be valuable to you.
b: why not hire people that have my stuff as therapists. why have people that have
no clue they only know from people like me, I kind of wish people like me but you
don’t even need to have solid people that are totally fine, I like the crazy people.
theyre fun, they make things more fun.
k: right on, thank you so much for sharing your experiences.
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Blue
K: Tell me and I don’t want to call you by your name…so we’re ging to jump right in.
How do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of who
you are as a person?
B: Umm…can you repeat that?
K: so im curious about how your experiences of feeling judged by other people
influence your sense of who you are as a person?
b: I feel as though like people judging me kind of allows me to not always its not
always the most effective way for me to tell what people think of me but it certainly
gets to the point the fastest. and so if im getting off track or im not feeling though
what im doing is right and I receive judgment for it then that can kind of um shift my
behaviors very rapidly. Um if what I feel, if what im doing my actions are already
kind of um outside of my comfort zone and I might be doing something I don’t deem
appropriate even like going aginst my intuotion or something like that and I get
caught or someone notices or someone happens to um comment on it or something
like that than that judgment can kind of snap me back into reality. so I think it can be
like a fairluy like um it can be a fairly positive experience but judgment is based on
other people’s experiences and not my own. so I would say typically that’s not the
case. typically judgment is not an incredibly helpful thing in my life and when im
feeling judged it I feel as though im solid enough in my community that if my actions
are in line with who I feel I am as a person and there in line with what I believ
morally and ethically than I think that ahh the judgment doesn’t effect my course of
action as it used too unless Im kind of already on the fence as to what im doing as I
mentioned earlier.
So in kind of forming more solid identity I if someone questions what im doing, why
im doing it or how im doing it um I don’t tend to change those actions as I used too.
People’s views on me and what im doing I would say im typically ahh my um ethics,
morals, standards are kind of in line with being on the what people consider good
behavior within this culture at least. So I find I don’t receive nearly as much
jdugemtn as I used too but when I do, its just not a big deal. It doesn’t necessarily
effect my identity or put me into action that could effect my identity.
k: okay, thanks.
How does making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your personal
growth?
b: um…I would say that making sense of my psychosis when iw as experiencing it at
the most hightened levels I just I cant I just absolutely not make sense of it…
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k: how did that impact your personal growth in that heightened state?
b: I would say it delayed my personal growth quite a lot but that was just in the
moment. I believe that actually having had experienced such severe symptoms um I
believe that positively impacts my level and rate of personal growth today because I
know what I have to do to take care of myself to not experience the svereity of those
symptoms. So in looking back at that and attempting, its not so much that ia ttempt
to make sense of it that doesn’t effect my personal growth because ive tried to dig
deep into my past before and look at the causes and conditions and why this was
happening, and why me and um…and itsa just not helpful for me because it just
doesn’t ive tried to make sense of it and I just cant and so um you know beyond
explaining it through you know maybe a chemical imbalance or something that I
cant comprehened something I haven’t actually learned about but I can put it into a
caterory and say oh it’s a chemical imbalance or its genetcis or its not my fault or
this and that can help a little bit.
Butum most important thing for my growth today in vieing the symptoms of
psychosis is what I have to do, what is in my best inetrest to attempt to not
experience those symptoms anymore. What I have to do to take care of myself to say
on an even keel emotionally, mentally, phsycially, spiritually.
k: and how do the things you do attempt to do um to stay away from psychosis
influencve your personal growth?
b: well it puts me I think they you know personal growth is an interesting term
because I think thatw e grow together and I think that attemptin to do all these
healthy things puts me in the in the ahhh in the presence some very influential and
very healthy and very helpful people who allow me to shape my identity and grow
in that way and so id say those activties are absolutely esstential to me finding what
I like, what im about and getting some help along the way.
k: so it sounds like its more about relating to your life without psychosis that
influences your personal growth in a positive direction. can you say anymore about
when you’re not doing that what happens to your personal growth, how that part of
psychosis might finrom you?
b: well when im not, for example if im deciding to not take my medication or im
forgetting um on a pretty consitent basis or im not exercising or im not eating
properly or im spending too much time with my girlfriend all those things start to
come back and um the symptoms start to increase and it delays my personal growth
because I look I don’t want to say I look first, ive estabn;ished behavior patterns
over my life that I seek comfort when im experiencing symptoms and it often tiems
they’re not healthy behaviors, they may give me temporary solcace but their not
actually solutions so I can kind of get an increase in symptoms, seek comfort,
continue increasing symptoms.
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So when I its been I would say its been a year and 7.5 months since I started this
journey of trying to lead a better life so I do have a little bit of time where I have
been able to establish some new habit patterns so those comfort seeking ways can
kind of get me in tourble are kind of ebceoming overshadowed with those healthier,
I feel like im conditioning my brain, not intentionally but im putting myself in good
places with good people so frequenyly that when I start to get a little derailed and
start to do those unhealthy things its very easy for me to fall back into a healthy
pattern. So I would sya the symptoms, those early warnigns signs those early signs
of psychosis or those symptoms that start t increase actually kind of they’re not
somuch like here it comes now, it can kind of be an early sign to switch my
behaviors and that can lead back into personal growth.
k: it sounds like for you following psychosis leads you away from your sense youre
growing as a person and there are these other parts of your life and when you follow
and invest in them and you grow as a person and psychosis is a part of that,
managing it, but it doesn’t sound like it’s the whole ball of wax. it sounds like its an
indicator for you.
b: yeah.
k: thanks. how have your experiences with mental health providers affected your
sense of who you are?
b: it depends…what kind of mental health provider we’re speaking of?
k: what comes to mind for you?
b: psychiatrists initially.
k: okay then let’s start there.
b: sure. um ive been um in some form of MH program or treatment since I was 11
and um ive had a lot of psychiatrists and as well as therapists and but psychoatrists
stick out first…before I go any further can you repeat the question one more time?
k: absolutely. you got it. so the question is how have your experiences with mh
providers affected your sense of who you are?
b: okay (and whatever you have to share I expect you might have a range,,im really
inetersted in how it influenecs you, its important.) definitely. I would say that um
psychiatrist have had both good and bad experiences with psychoatrists but I would
say that um ahh psychiatrists there seems to be I can just speak from experience I
don’t know what they’re actally about (whatever you’d like to say please…) sure, um
I feel like theres a bit of an emoiotnla disconnect between their patients or their
clients whatever they refer to their people as um. But so that makes it that makes
me feel as though I’m stuck you know, I have this condition or this disorder or this
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illness and that its something that can be treated with on a chemical basis and that is
not quite the solution im usually most interested in however I am on medication and
I find it profoundly helpful I think it’s a part of it I know its not the whole thing for
me.
So I find a lot of them fairly cold and its just very interesting thing for me because its
very vulnerable and very personal and intimate for someone to, for a human to
admit to another human being that they struggle with such a condition. You kno
that’s kind of in a lot of people;s perpections that would probably be considered
quiote the flaw. So um for them to write on a prescriptiomn and hand it to you and
spreak as though as if that is going to be it and take care of your symptoms doesn’t
seem to be a very helpful practice to me because I think it’s all inclusive because I
think every area of your life is involved I your recovery not simply whats going on in
your brain.
k: what kind of messages, when that happens, what kind of messages do you get
about who you are as a person?
b: that Im inherently flawed that ill be struggling with for the rest of my life, I’m less
than, um that I have to go here to feel well while other people are just okay. It makes
me feel not okay. It makes me feel unwell which is you know, I think Im doing pretty
good today. But on the lfip side of that Ive had almost nothing but good experienecs
with therapists and counselors and other mental health professionals that aren’t
involved in writing prescriptions.
k: and then how does that effect yur snese of who you are, those relationships?
b: it makes me feel as though my symptoms are managabel. Um and that this it helps
form my sense of identity outside my mental illness or my condition.
k: how does it do that or how do those relationships do that?
b: it comes down to allowing myself to be vulnerable with another human being
whose going to meet that vulnerability with compassion.
k: because that says what about you?
b: that its okay, its not the end of the world, its not some crippling illness that you’ll
have to fight tooth and nail with just to feel like you can live another day. They speak
of being able to thrive. You know, not get by. And when Im handed the prescription
and ‘this is what you need to feel normal’…this is what you need to be on par with
everybody. And that’s not…I don’t want to be on par with everybody. Im a unique
individual I don’t operate on par, I have my own kind of very unique experience. So
its really helpful I mean when I was younger we did like breathing exercises and
visualization and counting and that’s the start of it, maybe even more of the practice
itself it enables people to be able to build trust. Because those little things do work
but its kind of like, its not the pill, its me, I mean it could be a part of it but there are
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other thing I can use my mind to create a sense of well-being. I think that’s a big part
of it. My mind is not so flawed that I can’t trust it. I can use it to actually establish
some serenity and peace in my existence. It can be a helpful tool.
Other than that I think its just its I think its good for anybody that have experienced
psychosis, mental illness or nothing at all to have someone they can be incredibly
vulnerable with and share things they wouldn’t feel comfortable sharing with
anybody else because um you need to um establishing your sense of identity you
need to be free from all the contsraints of your mind and be able to really know
what you’re about you have to look at what you;ve experienced and what you feel
today even thought it might not be what society agrees with and what you’re um
persona you have a relationship agrees with or your family or anything. I think you
need to be true to yourself and being true to yourself is being vulnerable is opening
up, is getting rid of all that stuff.
k: and it sounds like when you’re supported in the room to explore that in a
relationshup with a MH provider it affirms your sense of who you are…what would
you say, that’s kind of my word, whats your word?
b: well I think it allows to like build a foundation llike I think all those secrets and
insecurities and all that kind of stuff your;e trying to build a foundation but the
ground you’re trying to buld on is just like filled with trash its very theres no way
you can clear enough room to actually build anything sturdy that will last. you knod
of have to celan the slate and make sure everything is okay so that you know when
things happen as they always do in life you have that security that knowledge of
yourself and who you are and its not going ot be like. Ive experienced like a domino.
maybe not a domino effect but I’ll have something, an insecurity that I haven’t told
anybody about and it just eats me and it burns me up and ive gotten over it
temporarily. Ive just struggles with it so much that Ive given up for awhile. And then
its still there, its always this kind of underlying doscomfort. Then something
happens in my life, it can be smething small like I get a flat tire, or it can be
something big like I get a major illness or something like that and that little thing
will come back up and just it will be that flaw in the foundation and I don’t have that
sense of identity. I can kind of build on top if it, I can kind of forget about it. but once
its triggered it can just bring everything back down to the ground.
I think its impoartnt you have that connection with somebody else so that you can
really can get down to the nuts and bolts of what you’re about and what you can put
up with and wht you cant. just finding out about the little tiny intimate details about
yourself so that you can survive life.
k: thankyou. so we’re onto my last formal question for you. in what ways does being
connected to something bigger in the world and/or in like relate to your personal
potential?
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b: um…you know I, whenever I go into a serious interaction where I know Ill be
tried or tested or could be ah a pretty big challenge that im entering I always draw
onto something greater than myself because I know that I don’t have all the
answers. But um so I feel like I have people speak of untapped potential when they
talk to people they haven’t fully understood their identity or what they’re capable of
and I think that like tapping into your potential is tapping into something greater
than yourself. Its kind of like something that you know call it God, call it the
universe, call it whatever you want. I say god I think it’s the Christian god I think its
like, it’s the Islamic god, the whatever power source Buddhists are tapping into its
that spiritual entity. Its all in one. Its all inclusive and I think that it something thing
that is not apart from me either. Whatever that power source is that lives within me
and whne I tap into it it kind of allows me to its like I work with it and it just, its
really kind of difficult to explain but it just feels like something else is flowing
thorugh you and kind of using your experiences to convey a message of just
compassion and peace and well-being. So I feel like it uses my experience thus its
not separate from me, but it is also something that probably also gave me those
experiences so its it is something definitely something outside of me but its
something that not separate either. It’s a difficult thing I try to figure out what it is I
don’t think I ever will. I know when Im kind of within that within the will of
whatever this energy source may be um there;s great potential there and I feel
different. Whenever Im kind of conveying that message there’s I can tell its right
there its helping me.
So its like speaking thorugh me so and whenevr im up aginst, my backs up against
the wall and I have absolutely no idea how Im going to get through seomthing I
know that’s it, I know that’s how Im getting through cause I always im going to come
out okay. As long as Im not running or fighting or hiding. Im there Im present and Im
trying to draw into something else then I feel like the results are always good.
k: how do those experiences influebce your sense of who you are in those moments,
when your in that flow and connection is happening, how do you see yourself?
b: um it feels very natural you know it feels pretty pure kind of like this is the one
truth. this is the universal truth. its kind of like that ive heard it referred to that
power is flowing through somebody and when youre putting it into language its like
the language of the heart. So I feel like um when its happening I feel like that is my
one true identity. Like my true identity is in that of something greater than myself
and when I am absolutely aligned with it, then that’s it. Like that’s kind of the
meaning of life for me, when im right there and feeling that presence its like kind of I
know Im exactly where I need to be and doing exactly what I need to be doing. Its
just kind of confirmation for me.
k: and when that isn’t synching up whats your sense of who you are and your
potential as a person?
b: I know its always there, I could go back out and drink and sue drugs and
experience symptoms of psychosis and itll still be there.
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k: how do you see yourself and your own potential when it isn’t all connecting up?
b: I don’t, I don’t. um you know its well that’s not true, it really depends on where im
at beacsue there are times when I don’t feel it at all and im going to (removed
treatment program name) meetings, Im using all the tools that have been given to
me im seeing my therapist im taking my medication im going to a church group and
theres nothing there. Theres no tangible connection but its like ive fallen into these
like healthy habit patterns that are in line with whatever this power source may be
and so I feel as though im still on the path, on this kind of god given path even
though im may not feel it even thought it may not be a tangible feeling and them um,
you know suddenly ill feel it again and that lets me know it was always there and it
never left me, that can be kind of a faith building exercise. I don’t really know what
the point of those absences are, or those perceived absenecs are. But I still have
pretty strong sense of who I am and I still feel pretty connected with other people
and its pretty, the one thing I don’t see as much is my potential.
k: tell me about that part.
b: so when I feel that its kind of like being in a flow state you are just from one thing
to the next wow you’re like the powers here, its here, it here, and then I turn off the
lights and go to bed and get up and here it is again. So that’s kind of like a beautiful
state of existence where you’re like don’t get fatigued as easily. You don’t get so
taxed because your head isn’t constantly trying to disassmble and reassemble and
assign meaning. Its just like its simple and so I mean even the most complicated of
issues can become simple when you’re plugged in. So when, but when I’m without
that and I’m still doing good things and I’m trucking along and know that Im on the
path, I may not know it in my heart but I know in my head Im sound morally and
ethically and Im doing no harm and this is where Im supposed to be but without
beng able to, without having that simplification that kind of its like my head knows
that im doing okay and im right where I need to be but my heart doesn’t and when
those two things don’t align and synch up then my head kind of takes over and its
kind of like I could be doing great and I could be doing good things but Im taxed
because Im doing it myself I don’t feel that power so its kind of like I can work
through things myself and I can process but its just like o my gosh you know, there’s
not being in a flow state Im still right there with that power but Im not as efficient I
feel.
And so its like when im running circles around myself with my mind trying to find
solutions that would be so intuitive before I don’t feel like I can conquer all these
perceived insurmountable challenges. But when Im in it its like if its in line with this
power;s will for me then yeah. Anything can happen, But when its just me its like im
just trying to make it through work and school and a girlfriend and if Im not drunk
by the end of the day then I had a good day. But when I’m in that flow Im like o my
gosh its kind of like a fanstay land some of the things that happened in my days are
beyond my wildest dreams.
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k: it sounds like personal potential is something you cultivate these habits around in
the hopes its going to flow and you have to have those habits even when you’re not
totally connected to that sense of flow or personal potential. It sounds like theres
some faith.
b: But I forget that its there and um but Ive surrounded myself with such powerfully
supportive people even when I forget its there Im still kind of on a set of rails. So
when Im not feeling it and Im having a crappy day Im just getting through a day then
I just say do no harm if I make it through the day without doing harm to anybody
else or myself then that’s all I can do. And usually when I live by that and try and
remain productive Im still in line with that will so its not like Ive had times where
Ive had a length of sobriety and then I went a drank. I can create a lot of distance I
mean I can create a lot of distance. The flow state goes away right away. And so it
may not be there all the time but if I can if I got my head in it and am listening to
people that are in the state then I find Im still in that groove and then it’ll just switch
back on.
k: it sounds like those relationships lift you up and help keep you going. like you said
the tracks or the wheels or something. still on track even when you cant find it in
yourself in the moment. (Right.) The other people are the reminder and the force
(Mhmm). Anything else you want to say or review?
b: no im good.
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David
David.3
K: how do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of who
you are as a person?
D: ahhh I wonder about that a lot, for me specifically when ahh I make a mistake
when its like I deal with money and I have to mainly with school people are like
ahhh hes short sighted you’re irresponsible. My older brothers a bit harsh on me
he’s like dude yeah you’ve got to think about this more. You can’t Half work college
and expect much out of it. And to a certain extent he was right. And half of that he
was getting on my nerves and I was thinking oh hes getting on my nerves but yeah I
should have taken out loans beforehand so everyone agrees that even me so. I take a
lot of criticism I get as a student and a person pretty seriously. Not as in like ahhh
they gave me a comment where I’ve done this wrong and I feel bad now. Instead I
take that as I know I made a mistake how can I do that better? And how I take that
as a person of my own actions mainly for online things because online is being taken
more seriously because people have made comments on facebook or read it and
have been reported and it hurts them in their job applications or it hurts them in a
public image like someone does a bad tweet and everyone hates them for the rest of
their life kind of a deal. so im pretty careful about what I say and I do find myself
deleteing a lot of comments because as soon as I post them because Im thinking
that’s bad and I should probably get rid of it. im always critiquing myself on what im
doing consciously instead of like my buddies who are like oh im just going to do that
and ask questions later kind of deal.
k: and how do you see yourtselr because of that as a person, when you feel judged.
d: for me when I get judged I see myself as ahhh it’s a bit of a weird one. Imperfect I
have my flaws. When people critique me and give me comments like you could have
done this better or you could have done this faster you’re a bit slow on this part ahh
I don’t take that to heart and say oh Im a bad person I’ll never be good I take that as
okay that’s a flaw I have so for me ahhh it makes me feel a bit more cautious when
im doing something because I cant go and help my mom file taxes because I might
make a mistake. I might have to learn that beforehand so that’s something im
moving into because of student aid books and my parents and do most of that but
they ask me for help in finding receipts and uh counting money so that’s something
ive been starting to do because eventually I have to learn to do those things.
k: so it sounds like you see yourself as a cautious person?
(yeah) and how is that for you? what are your thoughts on seeing yourself as a
cautious person?
d: ahhh most of the time I think of myself as a quiet reserved person because im
always cautious. I tend to not talk to people or come up with a bad impression
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because first impressions are pretty important and I tend to make that the most
impactful as I can do as a person. If a person doesn’t like me which has happened
before. I think okay maybe that person doesn’t like me so maybe I’ll just move on. So
I don’t really tend to think about it that much its not like when I feel oh that person
is probably not going to talk to me, its not like im going to lose sleep over it.
Its something like okay if I know Im a cautious person I probably wont be going out
as much or even to late night parties as I used to when I was younger I kind of used
to do that when my buddies were in junior senior year and I had a blast but
something’s have been a bit regretful like coming home late or ahh trying to dodge
out the neighbors kind of deal. Ive done some stupid stuff when I was way younger
but we’re all people. Eventually I have to learn that.
k: it sounds like you are pretty accepting of who you are as a person. (yeah). great!
what got you to be such an accepting person of yourself? not everybody’s like that.
d: its getting to a point where im starting to count the numbers on the calendar
since its like o man I can like blink and remember when I was like 15 or 14 and I
was way younger and I was just getting into high school and iwas thinking now im
getting into high school and now it’s a year over and past that and Im almost 20. and
ive time catches you pretty fast cause im thinking okay if im this way right now it
probably isn’t going to change and I have to accept that whether I like it or not. I like
who I am but now that Im getting older and I’m past my younger years of being a
teen, well almost, I have to uh move on with who I am because there are certain
things I cant change and there are certina things I can change and I’ll tend to keep
that the same cause I know who I am and uh getting older makes me feel like okay
Im probably going to be a cautious person probably going to be a quiet reserved guy
for a pretty long time. I don’t regret that its just who I am.
k: okay, great, thankyou. it sounds comfortable for you.
d: yeah it is. (cool).
k: um how does making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your
personal growth?
d: ahh my parents well, im going to start with my close family think of it and how I
personally think of it (sure). My parents ahh sometimes tey are concerned with me
they’re always asking the routine questions, how do you feel? hows your day going?
do you have any problems right now? and I say no im pretty happy right now since
just yesterday my mom asked are you feeling okay? and its pretty nice that they’re
checking in on me keeping tabs on me cause that’s to them as parents that are older,
40/50ish that’s one thing that doesn’t go away from them. they know Ive had
troubles they don’t want me to go back into the dirt and IM pretty thankful for them
that they’re keeping tabs on me but for them I could tell that they’re worried about
me everyday thinking something might go wrong, or I might do something, or my
feelings might change. and I understand that their parents and they’ve seen me at
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my lows but for me personally it happened to me when I was younger and I think it
was an awful thing for me never really enjoyed that never expected that to ever
happen. But that’s something that caught me off guard and hlp me grow as a person.
because ive learned how to deal with public services how to be a more polite formal
person because when I was way younger like 12/13 id be in my parents my face and
be like ‘o you’re nothing you don’t know who I am”. ahh youre nothing, and id
always be in their face and be 477hat’s477cally477 calling them names now im a
more quiet and submissive person because im more reserved and I understand that
about myself because when I interact with my parents it smore of casual small talk
and few word interactions because I don’t want to come off the wrong way and
disrespect them because ive hurt my parents before and I don’t want to do that and
for me it helped me understand okay I have this problem and I have to deal with it
and this is how im going to grow as a person, its not something that goes away when
you go to bed at night, its something that you constantly have to keep tabs on.
k: how does the keeping tabs influence your personal growth?
d: for me I uh early in high school id have to keep tabs on me and do my regular
things id always go out late with my buddies, am ½ and do the regular things and
have a good time with them but id really cant do that anymore because if im going to
be keeping tabs on myself and looking out for my own health I cant be reckless or
far out like I used to be I have to be more careful and more cautious and sometimes
well I ask myself this every night I go out on a regular walk. I ask myself like alright
how am I going to get home. And I ask myself alright this is a dark alley. This is a
pretty cautious area should I probably be here right now and if the answer is
probably no I shouldn’t be here. I probably shouldn’t be walking down a dark alley
and a gravel road. To me that’s a safety issue because you don’t know if there’ll be
like a small animal or a person. something that might ruin your day so I pretty much
use the opne lighted roads like highland all the normal streets first like 30 I tend to
use the opne public space people can see because for me growing up as a person
when you walk around at night you want to be in a well lit area so when so
everyone can see each other and I come across a block and they’re a stranger and
we give each other usual respect and space we don’t want to give each other trouble.
if we came across each other in a dark area there might be trouble so…I just use my
ahhh ways of keeping tabs on myself to actively ask mylsef questions, is there a car
coming across the road can is ee to the side of me because I wear glasses ad it can be
hard to see that kind of range, I have to constantly look across the road and I used to
just turn and move when iw as younger and I have vision problems and I almost got
hit by a car a couple of times. and this was like when iw as 13 not like a 5 year old or
a 6 year odl like learns okay I have to learn left and right before ic ross the road its
something iw ould just blatantly do and the cra would screech on their brakes. and
im thi king yeah that’s a bad idea I should probably look before I cross the street.
k: It sounds like in making sense of psychosis you;ve developed some personal
values and almost like critical thinking like how to think and how to think about
your environment and the choices you make.
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d: yeah that’s pretty true. one of the things that I do hold very highly now that ire
ally didn’t used to is safety because when I was like 8th grade freshman year and
throughout high school I was kind of reckless guy I would maybe cause trouble for
the neighbors and I didn’t really care what other people and causing trouble for
local community around me isn’t a good thing to do especially crossing someone’s
yard or property. It probably wont be too happy I had to learn that the hard way by
booking my heels and dodging the neighbors. Its a pretty stupid thing when you’ve
walking across the land and it says private property and no trespassing its pretty
simple and obvious but when you’re a younger kid sometimes you have to learn and
sometimes the old guy has to yell at you to get off his yard and it’s a bit of a jumpy
experience but I obviously learned that and then it caught on to me when I was like
17/18. okay safety’s a very important aspect if I get into trouble if I get hurt I’m
going to be held accountable now.
k: and how did your experiences of psychosis kind of influence play in to learning
those things.
d: it ahh two things caught on. One thing was personal health because I would never
take care of myself. I would stay onto myself for weeks on end. If it was winter break
id walk in at the end of the school day and then come out the next school day a
month later. That would be me on a regular day in high school. I really wouldn’t care
about seeing the light of day or getting out for a breath of fresh air or exercise. Now
when the sun’s out I tend to get out because I enjoy ahhh seeing the sky and the sun
because I never did that when I was younger because I would always be watching
TV playing vide games being on Facebook all the stuff. That’s something you really
don’t look at when you’re a kid. Its like oh I better watch TV or see the new episode
or put on mtv or something like that I would always be in my room, dark, all by
myself on a school season. I would always do that and eventually caught health
problems and psychosis caught on and that made it even more obvious and hey I
probably shouldn’t be in my room for weeks on end that probably wasn’t a good
idea.
k: it sounds like it was a catalyst for you to care for yourself and have habits that
were caring for yourself.
d: yeah it did so me catching onto psychosis ahh made me more self-consious with
my health because when I would back to when I was in high school my parents
would always have to do something for my health. Like Hector you’re late on your
shots go get them they would blatantly tell me that because I would not do that
because I would not care and I would ignore them and now Im always keeping tabs,
always dropping by (removed agency name). Ahh doing a few updates doing a few
check-ins in doing that constantly because that’s something ive grown to do because
ive had my experineces with (removed treatment program name) and psychosis so
my health wasn’t really a priority when I was a kid and I ten to do that now and the
second thing tied back to what I said. Safety I end to do a lot well I don’t do any
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stupid things anymore because I don’t want to catch anything with my neigh bors
and I don’t want to come off the wrong way so… that’s what I tend to do is be more
careful with my own safety cause I don’t want to do anything stupid like get hit in
the middle of the road r get into a fight with the neighbors cause I made a ssayy or
blatant comment with them sometimes I have problems with my neighbors and if
worse comes to worse I can close my windows and ignore them. So that’s how I
interact with people and how I constantly deal with myself. back when iw as
younger I would didn’t care about my heal;th and Id always have to get my shots
overdue because me but now I do that on a rgeual;r basis go into mosaic every few
months and go in and out always keep tabs on my health.
K: it sounds like respect for other people is important and that’s been part of this
too.
d: yeah.
k: thank you. how have your experiences with mental health providers affected your
sense of who you are?
d: it helped me a get a bit of identity with myself becausde when I first met my
provider at (removed treatment program name) not sure if I should say his name or
not (im the only person that listens to this) he’s helped me out a lot with growing as
a person because like its like when I came into my interactions with them I was like
a little hatchling an egg. And then when I was done with my whole session with
(removed treatment program name) I actually hatched and became a good bird. So
that’s how I think of my interactions with them. Hes a pretty nice guy, helped me
out, had a few recreational times with him so that was a good time and for me as a
person I had no idea who I am, I thought I was like this party guy whod be on the
weekends with my buddies having a blast ignoring the neighbors causing trouble
and then running around drinking energy drinks and going to bed at 6 am and then
waking up at 1 on the weekend that would be me on a high school day if you were to
see me 5 years ago when I was way younger. That would be me.
Now I talk to them and my first interactions with them when I was to tell them I
would stay up late at night I would do whatever I want and not give a poo about
whatever my parents would say he would say well dude that’s a pretty big red flag
you should probably keep tabs on yourself and go to bed and im thinking okay ill do
that. And doing simple things like going to bed on a school day at 9 oclock not 1am
was actually a pretty helpful thing even though obviously I didn’t understand that or
not even care casue I was a pretty cocky buck and that would be me and when I
went ot be early or actually on time or kept tabs on my homework somteims id have
a few late assignments but actually turn it in sometimes I would go to bed late but id
actually wake up for school on time but those simple small things he taught me to be
more formal with myself because I had more energy to get through school, not sleep
in class and actually go to class because sometimes I would, skip a few days and hed
be like dude you have to graduate. this is an important part of your life. And I will
admit that ive skipped a few days of school and he caught me lying to him because if
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he asked me have you gone to school and where are your grades and I would tell
him and he would pretty much know if id be lying to him so. that would be a good
trait that he had which is whether im honest to him or not. that’s one thing that he
helped me learn was that lying to people isn’t a good thing to do even though it feels
like an easy thing to do. So, being more on tabs with myself is something he taught
me because I legiteintly used to have this small yellow notebook in my back pocket.
And id pull it out and have I done things I have to have these list of things and the
crossed out things are things id done and the uncrossed out things were things I had
to attend too. Those things he taught me like a small list he even told me to my face
oh you should probably have a list with you so that you don’t forget something
simple and I actually did and it helped me out. And it helped me graduate high
school because id have that small yellow notebook in my back pocket to help with
my government class or help with all my state exams. because one thing I really
didn’t know as a high school even though I should have known as a freshman was
that I had to pass my state exams to graduate because even if I had a’s even if I had
b’s it wouldn’t matter if I had those grades if I wouldn’t pass my state exam because
ahh that’s a whole legal thing that the state has to do with the schools. It took me
awhile to notice I failed all my state exams beforehand and id have to pass them
senior year so I had to study for those ad get that out of my list. So the small things
he taught me I keep with me today like having a notebook or knowing what to do
second guess yourself not in a bad way but in a good way. Should I be doing this?
And those small things I keep with me I always use even though he’s not with me.
k: how wonderful sounds like he you learned a lot about becoming independent
successfully, that’s impoartnt.
d: yeah its pretty good.
k: any other experiences with mental health providers that have affected your sense
of who you are?
d: ahhh I feel more empathy towards other people now. because when I went to
(removed treatment program name) and I went to my first family group meeting im
thinking okay this is a waste of time Id rather be in my room playing video games.
That was my first impression and my parents knew that and they were like okay you
have to show up its part of your contract you have to do stuff…I had a few legal
problems and that was one of them.
And ahh first family group meeting my first impression ahh these guys are losers I
don’t really care about them and then when I actually saw them face to face and
hear their personal problems im thinking ahh they’re pretty similar to me they had
few run ins with their own problems they’re fmailies have had a few tears and so
have mine. That’s one thing I felt for them. they might have long hair or scruffy
clothes. They might be older than me, they might have a few financial problems but
my heart went out to them because they’re pretty much no different than I am
because they have psychosis, I have psychosis. They have (removed treatment
program name) with them I have (removed treatment program name) with me. So
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it made me feel like I actually felt a heart in my chest because interacting with other
people at (removed group name) was something very important to me because its
something I didn’t care about befprehand but I actually do miss those people a little
bit because I don’t know how they’re doing but they’re probably trying their best
because they know I am.
That’s one thing that ahhh that’s one thing (removed treatment program name)
helped me out is have a heart and feel for other people.
k: that’s something you carry forward for the rest of your life (yeh), thank you. Any
other thouights about experiences w MH providers that affected your sense of who
you are?
d:no other than those three: being more responsible with my health and my safety,
and feeling out for other people that’s what I personally felt for (removed treatment
program name) .
k: okay thanks, we’re at my last formal question. In what ways does being connected
to something bigger in the world and/or in life relate to your personal potential?
d: im not too sure. Im a pretty young person even though Ive done most of my
growth and development already cause in high school I was pretty reckless. But now
IM pretty much fully gown fully developed as a person but now the big question I
am asking myself is what am I going to do about it? Ive finished high school, finished
a year in college, probably going back eventually and ahh I have to wonder what im
going to do. I don’t know if im going to be an aid worker overseas, I don’t know if im
going to be a local guy fixinf bikes, fixing tires or being a lawyer or anything. I don’t
really know what im going to do in life and im taking it step by step and have a few
things in mind id like to do and I have to see if its going to work out. But for me if im
going to be a part of a bigger picture in life, I don’t know that. For me the most I can
do is be supportive of my brothers. My odler brother might not like me my younger
broethr loves me to death. And ah the most I can do is support my family and stay
the how I could describe it is be a happy beetle. Im just walking around in life and
enjoying a soda or a sandwich and living life as much as I can without ruining it for
others because that’s the most I can do is be happy and support my family, my
parents, my brothers. Whether they like me or not that’s up to them but that’s the
most I can do for them help my family and be a good neighbor. That’s all I can do
and I enjoy that. Its not like I have any regrets like IM not going to be the president
or be governor of (removed geographic location). Not going to be a big council
leader or something like that those things I might leave to other people. Whether a
public issue comes up I’ll speak up then but as of now I’ll be a happy beetle and
enjoy supporting my broethsr and my parents.
k: and it sounds like that supporting your family and ebing part of your family is a
way to be connected to something bigger than yourself and you feel like that’s a
really good contribution of your potential of what you can offer is your happiness
and oyur support regardless of what they think or feel. Did I get it?
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You want to elaboret?
d: you nailed it on the head. me being happy, interacting with the community and
my brothers, whether they’re living in (removed geographic location) or some far
away place. Ahh I support them and my older brother obviously doesn’t like me, he
gives me a lot of criticism. My younger brother loves me to death because I could tell
he felt a bit cautious and a bit sad when I had to wave goodbye to him and he left off
to his dorm and I went on home because I lived with him from birth to then and he
feels that and I do. I could tell he was sad when he left home and he had to say
goodbye to me and leave his bedroom, that was one thing that he felt and I felt and
we keep close even though he’s far away.
k: good, thatw as hard. is there anything else you want to return to what Ive asked
you already? I can go over the things we touched on.
d: the most I could say was my experience from (removed treatment program
name) to now is that they are good people, they’re very helpful people whether
some clients may feel backhanded or feel this is a waste of their time they’d rather
be doing something else. Honestly some people have had that feeling and think this
is a waste of time, they go to one (removed group name) group they leave and never
come back. That’s something about (removed treatment program name) will
probably will never change. Some people might go on to do their own thing and live
the life they lived beforehand and to each their own. If they want to do that then
nothing’s really going to stop them but seeing (removed treatment program name)
beginning end is worth it, they do look out for your best interest its you being more
private or you looking for more public support with other forms of public service so
that’s one thing about (removed treatment program name) they’re always for the
best interest of the person and I just don’t know how to explain it they do good and
they always will do good, that’s me.
k: so having had that experience how does that make you feel about yourself as a
person?
d: it makes me feel like im a more grateful person because to this day Im a pretty
prideful person and my quote honor is something I hold to myself pretty high. but
taking public services or any kind of support that’s not form your immediate family.
That was a big deal for me and my parents because my father is a very prideful
person and he ahhh kind of felt I could tell he had a blow to his pride when went to
multifamily group. He saw other parents in the same boat he was and he felt a blow
to his pride, that’s something he learned and I learned you cant always be prideful
sometimes you have to take help its not bad to take help. Most of the time it is good
to take help and ah taking help from other people is something me, my family, even
my brothers even understand and it’s a very important life lesson because
sometimes you cant do something alone. Sometimes you need help. and that is
something that I understand now. sometimes I might need public help sometjimes I
might need public services. Will I always take that option? Most of the time probably
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not, if I have to then I will. that is something that I learned about myself and Im a
pretty prideful person and taking help from other people is nothing to be ashamed
of.
k: that’s…incredibly put, I think I get it, it sounds like feeling connected to the group
and feeling connected to (removed treatment program name) the (removed
treatment program name) providers that experience was like belonoging to
something that was a good thing for you and for other people.
d: yeah.
k: it sounds like it helped you feel good about yourself as a person?
d: yeah it did make me feel better as a person because when I first went to (removed
treatment program name) my first impression was oh I feel bad, Im taking a servive
away from another person that might potentially use this and then that was a thing
that someone else that probably could need this more than me and that might be
taking away the opportunity for them. For me now that its all over I don’t see that
as the case because I have grown and I have grown and I have (removed treatment
program name) to the fullest and I have nor egret about it. Its one thing that people
might not be able to understand because some of my classmates would be like, oh
my parents are taking me to family counseling and they’re pretty rebellious to this
and taking help form other people is something a lot of people in this community
don’t like whether it be Hispanics, whites, blacks, Native Americans, a lot of people
in (removed geographic location) are very prideful and they will probably never
take public services even though its screaming at them at their face probably should
that’s one thing that is pretty engrained in this culture here, people will most of the
time will never take help. I just walked past the food bank here with an open door it
was completely empty no one was inside. Maybe a teller there just in case someone
shows up. Most of the time no one takes the help, even though its right there with
open doors. Its one thing I take away with a grain of salt and other people should
consider is whether it’s a family culture or a community culture 483hat’ be prideful
all the time. Take help when you need it it’ll help you out in the long run. Its one
thing Ive always noticed about removed geographic location) is people are prideful
and most of the time will never take help.
k: but it sounds like for you taking help really helped you grow as a person almost. It
helped you develop some pretty important parts of yourself and see the world
differently.
d: yeah it makes me pretty happy that im able to accept help not feel bad about it
because when I started getting public help in my high school years IM always feeling
bad like IM a let down Im taking help from other people. But taking help from other
people is not a bad thing.
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k: it sounds like learning those skills and belonging to the group and relating to
toher people kind of counteracts that initial this is wrong or Im bad for taking help.
d: yeah, its you nailed it righ there.
k: what did I nail in your own words?
d: you nailed was ahh people first timers going into something like easa shouldn’t
feel bad just because they’re getting help. I felt bad getting help initially but that
went away pretty quickly because I belonged there and being able to help other
people by telling my experiences and telling that o my days have been going good,
sometimes I worry about stress, sometimes I worry about if I might need to go back
on medication or if im going to get medication. thjose are constant questions that
run through my mind but now I don’t anymore because that’s something I can judge
on my own mind on the fly because ive been asking myself that quetsions over and
over and over again week to day everyday. That’s something that id always have to
ask myself and now I can just answer that on my own. So being new to removed
treatment program name) or any other public service shouldn’t be a bad thing and
people should know that and feel that. personally in their own head sometimes it’s a
good thing to get help and its not a bad thing.
k: im so glad you feel good about yourself and your choices.
d: yeah.
k: its wonderful for me to hear that form you, I couldn’t be happier for you.
d: thank you.
k: anything lese to say?
d: no I pretty much said my say (removed treatment program name) helpful and Ive
grown as a pretty decent human being. That’s me thinking of myself.
k: enough said, thank you.
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K7
K7.3
k: how does experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of
who you are?
7: I guess sometimes its uh uncomfortable but I kind of use it like I guess like fuel I
guess just ways I can change or ways I can do that I ahh. I guess I cant change what
somebody else feels about me unless by my actions. just being judged in general but
theres usually a reason for somebody having some type o f judgment so try to let my
actions speak louder and I don’t know I guess.
k: so it sounds llike you do experience judgment from other people. help me
understand what happens inside of you and how you see yourself when that
happens?
7: I guess for a long time I would agree with that judgment but now I kind of don’t
and I ahh I try to for awhile from the judgment iw as experiencing from my family
was me not amounting to anyihtng. like not doing anything not going to college not
raising the bar and ahh you know at first I felt a little hurt about that but part of me
was like hey I wasn’t doing those things so theres kind of reason for that so I started
trying to do my own thing and ahh hope I didn’t you know give in to the judgment
but you know I try to I guess find reason or and find reason so I feel good enough in
myself so any judgments are invalid in my eyes.
k: and then so it sounds like you um do your own thing to kind of build up your
sense of who you are?
7: yeah, yeah um just filling my life with different things that I couldn’t I guess that
would be ahhh I guess its hard to explain (take your time). I think that ahh as far as
you know judgment and that I experience from family or friends I try too basically
not be that I guess. I just do the opposite. I guess Im influenced by it, it’s a motivator.
That’s what it is, it’s a motivator.
k: towards what?
7: kind of raising a higher standard for myself for me right now all that is is work
that’s all im doing. but judgment is a huge and when I find myself working or trying
to achieve those thing I find myself I receive my own approval through doing that. I
think the only reason I believ a jydgemnt is because I agree with what the jdgment is
even though deep down don’t judge people but at the same time we make
judgments everyday and I think some of them are valid and whether or nto im
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having a hard time or anybody’s having a hard time it is what it is and you’ve got ot
do it and you;ve got to make something out of it.
k: it sounds like it helps you tap into your personal potential.
7: yeah I think that’s what it is for me, it can hurts for a little bit but I think its what
you got to do..
k: thank you. How does making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your
personal growth?
7: that that can be hard to I guess with psychosis is a ahh its hard to find its hard to
get a true reference point of growth. like I can hardly remember what it was to feel
18. I don’t know what that im sure everybody we all have similar emotions and we
all share that but its hard to express when reality is just gone its hard to have any
reference point to what growth or ahh, what was the question?
k: how does making sense of your experiences of psychossi relate to your personal
grwith? is that wlring okay for you?
7: would you say it one more time?
k: sure so ill say it a bit differently. It could be like when your trying to making
meaning of having experienced psychosis how did that process influence how you
grew as a person?
7: oh it 100% influenced when I was experiencing I don’t think I could separate it
even though I tried to.
k: can you tell me how it influenced your growth as a person?
7: yeah I when I w as experiencing psychosis it defineitly ahh I went from a party
scene to like the church scene you know it was like night and day just tryng to find
reason whatever I was expericnign psychosis or whatnot just this deep it was just
everything was accelerated and everything was just really fast and ahh still not
thinking of the question.
k: you want me to ask again? is it the wording?
7: yeah. one more time.
k: so you have the experiences of psychosis and it sounds like you went trhough
trying to make sense of them, what they mean about me, the world, what do they
not mean about that world? so making meaning, not making meaning, how that
influenced your growth.
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7: yeah as of today I definitely try to separate psychosis from growth and I can look
back and be like okay I’ve grown from here to here but its hard to have a reference
point ahh, im sorry im having the hardest time with this one.
k: shall we skip it and move on?
7: yeah maybe I can come back to it.
K: okay so how have your experiences with MH providers affected your sense of
who you are?
7: I think that really its had different impacts from different providers. ive had really
empowering relationships with providers and care and ahh trying to getting to
know who I am and who I want ot be and what I want ot be and its also had a
crippling fact as well like you are sick and your are this, this is what you are and this
is how you’re going to be. And that doesn’t work for me, I don’t know if it works for
anybody but as long as I believed the longer I believed I was sick was the longer I
stayed in psychosis. As long as I help onto that it was like a crutch or an excuse to
not pursue to not get out of it or not keep trying even though its still there just too in
some experiences with providers I just felt like not that they weren’t doing a great
job or anything but I definitely needed a change I needed to get out of the bubble of
being sick.
k: and how did that impact your sense of self when you got those messages?
7: when I was with people empowering me I really made strides in my life and I was
trying to go to school and I was trying to do these things or when I felt from a
provider I was sick or needed to do that I just simply didn’t do anything.
k: and how did you see yourself?
7: I saw myself sick I saw mysle disabled I saw myself all of the just being in
psychosis I don’t know im just one person but for me it’s a really vulnerable
experience and you kind of believe whatever anybody’s telling you right there
because theres no where else to go so one conversation with somebody can really
change most of your life direction and its like taking mushrooms for a year you
know it just didn’t stop and every single thing had meaning and everything had
weight and everything was really important and so when somebody’s saying your
sick and this is just your brain playing tricks on you and you believe that like your,
theres no coming back like you actually 487hat’s487 that (and what does that mean
about yu) you put on that hat, you put on that coat you might as well be stuck, at
least for me that was it (and what was that coat like what did that mean?) I became
psychosis like I am this, is my identity, and that was really not good. but ive had
really good experiences with providers that kind of broken that off and are kind of
like so what lets do something about this so…
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k: and how did you experience yourself when it was like lets do something?
7: when I experience myself I grew in endurance and I began to learn about what iw
ant and who I am and who I want to be and what I want to do and kind of that
freedom to struggle was there. without that empowerment there’s no freedom to
even struggle.
k: tell me how that freedom to struggle influences your sense of who you are?
7: that’s pretty much all I got now that’s who I am to this day.
k: f to str., that’s an interesting concept, what is that?
7: I guess well everybody experienecs that you know and I think I believe it’s a
common thread but its like a uh I mean whether I have a broken leg or not im going
to keep running the race its kind of just having more important things than having
more to live for than what’s holding me back so that’s kind of where the freedom to
struggle kind of comes in.
k: it seems like you see yourself in a particular light when you have that what is
that?
7: ahhh…to me I guess that’s just seeing myself as a person, just growing and just
holding onto ahm being an individual rather than being in psychosis I guess.
k: thanks. Incredible description, thank you. In what ways does being connected to
something bigger in the world and/or in life relate to your personal potential?
7: That’s pretty much all l I got you know like that’s ahh (can you describe that for
me how that works for you) yeah I uh if I don’t have the (can you say it again?) and
you you knid of have talked about this so maybe theres nothing more to say about it
but im going to ask (repeat question). so like ahh its almost like an anchor or its like
a structure of support to um no its more like a sail. (hoist the anchor put up the sail)
Because its like it pushes it moves it in a direction when a group or in making…sorry
im having a hard time this morning getting my thoughts, but its like…
k: it sounds like you have an image or metaphor that came to mind?
7: yeah being a part of something whatever it is even if it’s a negative scene or a
positive scene its like a unified direction, its like a current, a flow and kind of getting
in that and so to me its really important who im associated with and which direction
im going with different people and choosing where I surrender my identity to is
really important whether its you know ahh but I know that as far as my own identity
I need to be a part of something to keep to have a greater movement.
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k: when I hear you say sail I get the sense of being lifted or carried towards your
potential.
7: yeah that’s what Ive been trying to say. yeah its like a sail yeah its like a current
wherever this current could be going in alot of different directions or even if its not
the right thing Im still getting somewhere whether or not for me right now that’s
trying to get back into a church community not necessarily because I agree with
everything going on its generally a good group of people who are just honest and
they’re just trying to do a good thing. Id rather do that than hang out with a party
scemne cause that current is going a different way so Im not going to reach a certain
way not that im going to find my identity in the group but it helps my identity to be
in a positive group.
k: how does that kind of work when youre in this larger group with your sense of
who you are?
7: yeah with a sense of who I am its ahh it can be almost like a refining thing because
everybody’s got differences so you can learn more about myself I think than a group
of people or whatnot I learn a lot about myself just because there’s so many
different people out there and I realize wow im totally different from your o wow
were a lot alike so I think being in community or out and about is really important to
know who you are it kind of you know iron sharpens iron, I don’t know (it sounds
like a refining process) yeah a refining process sometimes it sucks but its how ive
gotten to know who I am the most by being in a group whether its disagreeing or
agreeing, I think community is huge to get to know myself.
k: and what your potential is or how does that relate?
7: yeah and then ah I for me I think that ahhh if I don’t stay in a group that has that’s
doing a good thing my potentials a lot less I guess you know.
k: why is that?
7: I guess I kind of become I guess just influence by the group just influenced and …
k: sounds like you lose your way. thanks. so we’ll go back to that question and theres
no force if you don’t want to answer or have nothing to say. (okay)
how does your experiences of making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate
to your personal growth? so your growth as a human being.
7: its hard to tell because that’s all I had and I don’t know any other way so I don’t
know what it would look like without psychosis so growing up ive only done it once
im only doing it once so without it I don’t know
k: so that sounds like your experiences of psychosis were like the main vehicle that
you were using to grow. so to separate it, theres no, its one and the same
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7: yeah I don’t know I try to separate it all the time like I can look back and maybe I
was experiencing psychosis or something?
k: but maybe for you it wasn’t separated so it informed how you grew as a person.
7: yeah yeah.
k: it sounds like it wasn’t separated ad that was a powerful vehicale.
7: yeah yeah it dfeinitly shaped evryehitn g because it effected I guess I wouldn’t
know how it effected just because I don’t know if I never experienced psychosis
moment I don’t know what that would look like.
k: based on what you’ve been through how has that shaped your sense of who you
are as a person? is that a better fit of a question?
7: yeah that’s its exctaly what shaped me as a person.
k: would you tell me in your own words?
7: yeah just the experineces that ive experienced with life or anything or just
growing up that’s who I am today. Yeah.
k: it sounds like those experienecs were your guide, your inspiration, your caution,
you used what you were experiencing to grow.
7: yeah there was no other option it just I had to grow from it and I had to learn
from my life I had to keep growing and I ahh that’s was so important about the other
questions, one of the first questions was with providers those things you know
without like if IM told that you know like somebody had a stroke and someone in my
family you know like you cant move you ight not be able to move yur left side I
know its hard too you have to move your left side you have to get up you have to do
that some providers ive had its like a symathy thing its okay you don’t need to go to
work you don’t need to do that stop stressing yourself out, in all honesty I needed to
go beyond what I thought I could do and with that came great empowerment and
now I will not be stopped. It like im a little crazy about that but you know im like
without growing in that part of my life without the that health that came from being
stuck and all of that and just experiencing ridiculous things I would be I don’t know
what I would look like I don’t know im really its kind of weird to say im kind of
happy now that a ) Im not experiencing what I was experiencing but b) that I did
experience what I experienced whether it was if it was just growing up it taught me
who I am it taught me . I mean it taught me more what I could be or what I could
really do and…
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k: yeah sounds like those experiences were your vehicle and you weren’t going to
get off your vehicle and you were going to stay on the road and no ones was going to
get in the way of your destiny. and you were very aware of receiving messages that
were threatening to get in the way.
7: yeah I had to cut out a lot. I had to…
k: like what?
7: I don’t like haning around the (removed treatment program name) building or
whatnot because I cant see myself like that you know (which is like what?) like its
hard to hang out with friedns that I have that aren’t doing things with their life. I
cant be part of…I suppose if I were addicted to some type of drug and I kept hanging
out at this guys house im probably not going to get off these drugs. I have to remove
myself from those environments because I cant afford to see myself as sick. I cant
afford to do that. That’s yeah and its working, its working so I mean and its cool
because for the first time you kno the great thing about (removed treatment
program name) my whole family was involved when iwas in the program and
receiving help from care providers that was an important time and important to
recgonzie that and this is a struggle right now but im really glad that dorr is closed
and that im no longer in that and now my family and I can see myself in a different
light. Now its not this broken person and its not this person who is sick or anything
like that. Yeah I experience things everyday and I still experience these things but I
don’t know any other way so I guess I don’t think its necessarily a bad thing
anymore.
k: sounds like you’re involved in a lot of different things in your life living your
potential and that the experiences are part of that but not center in anyway.
7: yeah they ahh they’re not and they can’t be they really cant be like I broke my leg I
cant really be thinking about that my entire life its just dumb things gonnna heal and
its going to be fine. Im not going to try to ahh if my legd hurting I shouldn’t go rock
climbing im going to be smart about it and im not going to drop a bunch of acid and
think im going to be okay.
k: sounds like there’s a middle ground.
7: yeah its really difficult separate growth from my experiences because in a way
maybe that’s why I think that is the sole reason why I feel free to struggle at this
point in my life without that yeah Im kind of ive got a forehead of flint now. Its just
(oh hard as a rock) yeah hard as a rock. and so …
k: it sounds like the opportunity to struggle informs your ability to become who you
are.
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7: yeah that’s exactly it. through the struggles Ive learned who I want to be and
when things are , yeah I guess Im just its produced ahh a lot in me but I ahhh never
thought Id be grateful but I kind of am you know?
k: yeah.
7: so yeah I don’t think I could separate them I cant separate grwth from that but I at
the saem time I do have to separate I cant say that I can I cant hang out with you
know some of my family still thinks Im sick or things like that and those when the
judgments come with that at this point in my life its like alright you can think that
but im going to go get another job im going to do this, im going to build this im going
to build that nothings going to keep me down. its cool because I don’t necessarily im
not defined by the judgments or anything like that.
k: sounds like your sensitized to know when they’re happened and it sounds like
you’ve developed a way to contain and protect this pretty important part which is
your identity.
7: yeah and that’s ahh…yeah I mean I do value you know what my family thinks and
people that are close to me but yeah…I know that Ive got to ..
k: and I wonder if some of that os growing up and separating from your family?
7: yeah that’s what everybody does.
yeah it makes me feel a lot connected.
k: its called becoming your own person.
7: and without separating myself from being sick I could have never done that I
could have never I…yeah…that wouldn’t have happened.
k: thank yu so mcu have anything else you want to say?
7: no.
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Marissa
Marissa.3
k: so I have four formal questions. so the first one is how do experiences of feeling
judged by other people influence your sense of who you are as a person?
m: lets see…well I actually did notice that like thinking people have been judging me
has effected me quite a bit. I just noticed this recently and like just people, or
thinking people are talking about me usually negatively um and I think It makes me
want to be a better person but at the same time it feels like im not good enough for
anyone. So I think that has um helped develop my kind of who I am um becaue I just
I try to be better like I said and so um I really try you know. Im trying to explain.
k: so it sounds like you’re aware that other people are judging you and that
influences your self-perpection like how you see yourself. It sounds like you do
something’s like behaviors in response to that. Im wondering what happens on the
inside when you think wow this person is judging me and now I see myself as this
kind of person or that kind of person. Or something like that.
m: okay yeah. usually I wont see myself as a certain person Ill just kind of like
respond and react to it. Like if I think somebody is judging me for something I’ll try
not to do it agina. (in order for what…?)
m: just maybe to protect myself um from being judged again probably. Um or like if
they’re judging me in a good way cause people can do that, then I will try and you
know re- do it again pretty much. Um but…yeah.
k: and how do you see yourself when that happens?
m: when its good judging I feel really good about myself but in my opinion it doesn’t
happen very often. so I think that’s why it kind of has more of an impact because it
doesn’t happen as often because them im just really happy.
k: would you tell me what its like when you get that bad judgment, how you see
yourself?
m: kind of as a failure. and hmmm um like im not good enough for whoevers judging
me sometimes family it oculd be a stranger too I guess but mostly family I care
about I don’t care so much about stranegrs judging me.
k: that sounds like its hard.
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m: yeah especially you know if you care about it?
k: anything else you want to say about seeing yourself as a failure when you get
judged by otger people or toher w ays you might see yourself?
m: well lets see um yeah. Wjhen its good judging then I feel kind of like like I am
worth something and that Im good at something you know and that make sme feel
like I said really happy. But it makes me kind of see myself as somebody worth like
kind of being around just to get to know. So yeah.
k: that sounds affirming.
m: yeah its really nice.
k: how does , I might have a questions later about that one. How does making sense
of your experiences of psychosis relate to your personal growth?
m: lets see, making sense of it? lets see. Um, lets see what exactly do you mean?
k: like making sense of psychosis can mean something about what does psychosis
mean about me, what do the symptoms mean? and that meaning.. (ok uh huh) that
meaning might be about me, making sense of having developed those experiences
relate to how you grow as a person in the world.
m: um well some symptoms of psychosis that kind of relate to how I see the world
and kind of who I am, you know I’m not very religious but I had symptoms, well put
labels too, an angel and a devil. Or a demon, you know whatever. The thing about it,
the funny thing about it is that the devil was never really evil and the angel wasn’t
always good. and so I think that kind fo builds into my personality that I don’t see
people as wholly evil or wholly good even if I think they’re a really nice person, I
don’t see them as wholly good. And um I think that’s helped develop me as I am kind
of made it so I don’t judge people as much either.
k: can you say more about how that influences you? it sounds pretty important.
m: yeah yeah. um I think its helped me a lot actually in ways like not seeing things as
black and white kind of seeing it as the gray area. like um..(take your time) thank
you. its just…
k: it sounds like something grew in you from that experience that’s about who you
are?
m: yeah kind of I think so, yeah and I don’t think would have ever like thought of you
know evil people being good if it wasn’t for probably my symptoms I think. I think
that definitely helped along the way in a strange way. But yeah I think that because
of that, “the demon’ 494hat’s completely evil it definitely made me see things in a
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different light like maybe not everybody that’s said to be bad is actually bad. so that
definitely made me rethink a lot of things um about the world and how I saw it so
yeah.
k: were there any perspectives that changed for you that stand out like on faith or
religion or treatment of toher people or relationships?
m: um I defonitly. oh one relationship that definitely changed we were never close
and he wasn’t exactly nice to me. So I always saw him as kind f evil and mean and
things like that but after a couple of years I almost forgave him for a lot of things and
strated getting abck in touch with him so that definitely changed and I think my
religion changed a lot. For a couple of reasons but one reason was because I had a
very religious symptomatic symptoms, something like that, religious symptoms and
I think one of the reasons I stopped, kind of faded away from religon was because it
didn’t match what was happening with me, it didn’t match with what my symptoms
were so I kind of faded away from the church. I think that’s one of the reasons.
k: and it sounds like these other experiences you had made more sense of ho you are
as a person, I don’t want to out the words in your mouth..
m: I think so cause I just kind of like going back to the angel demon thing cause
angels were good and things like that and we had to follow this strict path and
church usually. And Im just like um you know they cant, according to what was
happening to me, its not always set in stone and I think that we all have to find our
own path instead of this narrow pre-designated path that a priest is there telling us
what to do. So yeah I definitely found more comfort and sense of self just finding my
own path and believing in finding your own path than you know religion.
k: those sounds like pivotal experiences.
m: yeah. pretty big. (you want to say anything else about how they shaped you or
your sense of personal potential?) probably has over the years but its been so long
that I probably don’t notice it anymore, um…lets see um, im kind of I think one is im
kind of careful of what I say to other people- or I try to be. Im not very good at it but
I try. IM actually very open about what I say. I try not to insult people or anything or
you know even accidentally, and I think everyone does that but I think I learned that
kind of form my symptoms because I remember saying to my first voice that it was a
demon and because I said that to it became a demon.
So then I believed that words have a lot of power to them so that definitely made it
so that I um tried to kind of be careful about what I said because I realized how
much power they had so…
k: and it sounds like that shaped who you are and how you operate in the world in
other areas of your life.
m: yeah. like socially and mostly socially but um yeah.
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k: thanks.so my next question is how have your experiences with mental health
providers effected your sense of who you are?
m: lets see um I remember for a long time I swore I wouldn’t see a psychiatrist. I
didn’t like any doctor honestly. But is aw this one psychiatrists years ago when I was
just having a depression a really deep depression I guess I shouldn’t say ‘just’. but
um…it was a really deep depression and my mom was worried so she sent me to a
psychiatrist and we did not get along at all. we did not click on any level or anything.
And she like she wanted to prescribe me medication even though she thought
nothing was wrong with me. that didn’t sit well just a lot of things I 496hat’s like
tried to assume what was wrong with me without really asking me and so I think
after tat I was just like very I need to help myself um and i did actually with that
depression. I actually pulled myself out of it. Um which took a lot but um and I
remember when I told her I didn’t need her anymore and that id fixed it myself and
she didn’t believe me, this is the psychiatrist and not my mom, and so that just kind
of confirmed to me that she wasn’t that great. and for a bit I thought that all
psychiatrists were like that or therapists you know. (mental health people?) mental
health people yeah and then I met somebody that wanted to be a psychiatrists who I
loved very much and um it kind of made me rethink things because she was actually
out for the good of people and really trying. so that mad eme rethink again kind of,
which im glad cause but when I was in new mexico I was also like it was a different
state and I didn’t think it was as great there cause id been to the psych ward here in
bend and um it was much better, I was visiting I wasn’t you know…um but in new
mexico it wasn’t as nice and it seemed people didn’t know as much or seem to like
be more judgmental I think down there it was one of the reasons I moved back.
k: and how did those experiences impact who your sense of who you are?
m: that’s a good point, yeah. Well the first experience with the psychiatrist ahh like I
said it kind of made me think I had to do everything myself like if there was a
problem I had to fix it (because if there was a problem the relationship didn’t work)
like is aid I thought all therapists were kind of like that and that effected me for a
little bit because I didn’t ask for help and Id just try and be um and I didn’t tell
anyone anything that was happening because like I said I thought I had to do it
myself, but when my friend was looking into psychiatry and still is by the way and
she’s very serious about it, it kind of made me realize there are good people in the
field and I shouldn’t be so quick to judge and that kind of changed in me it just kind
of opened something I guess, more understanding or um…kind of like just I stopped
judging them and one way about them you stop looking one way at things it opens
you up to several possibilities.
k: it sounds like you changed as a person. is that what your saying?
m: yeah kind of, it just kind of changed my views on it and it made me think maybe
there were good psychiatrists out there and I just hadn’t found any yet. so when id
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did find easa was the next real psychiatrist I saw and that helped a lot actually and it
kind of ahh like people praise me for seeking help which was kind of strange for me
cause I kind of thought I had to do everything myself mental health wise. cause its
kind of like this unspoken thing mental health you know…but it definitely changed
things for me, it made me open up more just in every aspect of life honeslty. which
was a huge change because ei was very reserved. it wasn’t just about mental health I
opened up in a lot of other aspects just to people. it was actually really nice.
k: so that sounds like it influenced you as a person.
m: yeah yeah.
k: are there other ways those relsruionshsip have influenced you as a person? like
was there um something that they helped show you or facilitate or an interaction or
relationship you all had that helped you learn more about who you are as a person?
m: it definitely made me, I mean I never thought of myself as a closed minded
person, but they made me question a lot like just like a lot of things I never
questioned before and it made me realize I still had a long way to go. so yeah.(and
that helped you?) yeah. (why did that help you cause it wouldn’t necesserialy help
you..) yeah it did. Um it does because now im thinking more about different things
and like questioning more things and it definitely helps because I think Im more
open minded now than a year ago or even a year and a half ago, however long its
been. Its definitely made me like lets see, its made me more open so its made me
more accepting of a lot of things like of people, and situations. Ive definitely become
more patient cause I was patient before but now im not as easily aggravated and
very very nice.
k: and how do you see yourself now that your this new person, what are your
perpections of yourself?
m: well more patient like I said but just kind of not as lets see not as awkward as I
used to be kind of more open (maybe ore confident?( yeah definitely more confident
which is really nice (why is that nice?) its really nice to see myself as more confident
because before I didn’t think I was as much and I made a lot of mistakes trying to
please other people and kind of I wasn’t confident enough in my own abilities and
um…like abilituy to make friends and ability to please people but befriend and be
inetersting I guess but now im actually more happy with who I am and defninitly um
yeah I think ive changed for the better.
k: it sounds like your more independent (yeah definityl)
m: you want to say more about that?
m: yeah cuase I didn’t think…it kind of ties in with the confidence cause I didn’t
think id ever be abel to move out or anything and im still not confident enough to
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live on my own but I don’t think a lot of people can live on there on so I can accept
that. but I definitely want to move out soon with a friend and im relying less on…like
I got a job, and im relying less on my parents and its nice.
k: how would you describe see yourself? its nice because you see yourself as…
m: Free I guess, from like having to worry too much about them, im kind of free form
that I think they’ll be okay on there own but even two years ago I wasn’t sure about
that um…and so yeah.
k: and what might being free as a person mean about who you are?
m: I definitely value freedom I think. and I think a lot of people do. um (for you and
your own sense of who you are?) and it kind of just feels like I haven’t been free for
awhile like um kind of burdened by worrying about my parents, helping support
them, um and then like what my family thinks all sorts of things and what other
people think of me those things are kind o a burden. But now im not worrying so
much about them. Im working on not worrying so much about what my family
thinks of me and not supporting my parents’ cause I think they’ll be okay. so its very
uplifting and very freeing.
k: wonderful congratulations.
m: thank you yeah (hard work) its going to take sometime, one day.
k: it sounds like you know where you are though.
my last formal question.. in what ways does being connected to something bigger in
the world and/or in life relate to your personal potential?
m: lets see something bigger in life…relate to my personal potential hmmm,
um…lets see. I don’t really think of anything bigger in my life. theres like, I guess my
writing is definitely a big part and that is very I mean I could go on about writing. it
definitely helps me in a lot of ways.
k: can you say how it helps you cinnect you to your potneitla as a human being?
m: yeah definitely it just kind of makes me feel like kind of like I can get words out
there if I publish and kind of effect the world and kind of influence it in some way so
that’s definitely nice um…and definitely I think personal potential.
k: can you say how that works?
m: like just kind of trying t make people see things in a more open light I guess kind
of resonates with me and like um you know makes me feel like I could actually make
a difference in the world, which is nice cause im not a good speaker or politician, not
that Id want to be, usually those are what people think of when changing the world
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so yeah its definitely, im not expecting to change the world, but just a few people’s
minds you know, and that’d b nice.
k: that sounds like being connected to your writing connects you to what you have
to contribute to the world.
m: yeah.
k: anything else about your personal potential and connecting to anything bigger? I
would say my best friend and she definitely, she, we call each other plutonic soul
mates and um…we ahh she definitely brings out a better side of me and she makes
me strive to be better I think.
k: so being connected to her helps you tap into your own potential?
m: yeah definitely, it definitely brings out something kind of the strive to be better
and so yeah.
k: sounds like she inspires you.
m: yeah she does.
k: do you want to say anything about how that works?
m: I don’t really know how that works were just so close and we fit so well and she’s
just such an amazing person that you know, I like want to be just as good as her, I
love her so much (cries) sorry, sorry (youre fine you love her so much, its aweomse)
thankyou.
k: do you want to put words to how you feel inspired by that personal connection
with her?
m: lets see…I don’t know if I can explain it cause ahhh lets see she’s kindof you know
like I said so good that I want to be just as good as her
k: so who she is speaks for itself, awesome.
m: yeah, sorry its not sad tears its happy.
k: they look like tears of joys of gratitude and love those are great tears to have
m: yeah yeah,
k: well that’s my last formal question. unless theres anything you wanted to return
too. I don’t know that first question about being judged by other people influencing
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your sense of who you are I thought I had another question but I cant remember,
that’s okay. is there anything else you want to say about what we’ve talked about?
m: I cant think of anything. my nose is stuffy…
k: alright thanks.
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Rain
Rain.3
K: How do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of
who you are as a person?
R: um…hmmm…
k: and if you want me to repeat the question or change the language so it makes
more sense to you please let me know.
r: um…question one more time yeah.
k: sure how do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of
who you are?
r: what do you mean by being judged?
k: so what does anything come to mind too you like judged, like people’s perceptions
of you which can be like negative or positive and that’s often called judgment.
r: okay um…
k: does that make more sense?
r: yeah I mean I understood judgment I just meant like what does judgment mean to
you like an example.
k: sure okay so um lets see let me think of a good example. um…so im a working
mom and sometimes especially when my son was younger I work outside the house,
I have since my son was very very young sometimes in the community I live in it
seems like moms that chose stay home to raise their children would kind of look at
me funny when they found out the kind of work I do cause its really demanding and
maybe not include me in certain conversations or kind of assume I have like a nanny
raising my kid like im not involved and that’s a judgment cause they didn’t really
check it out with me and based on their value and their choices and kind of putting
those on me as a person rather than getting to know me and my choices and values.
does is that helpful at all?
r: yeah yeah um…
k: it kind of happens all the time.
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r: yeah definieklt
k: so im wondering for you how those kinds of experineces might influence your
sense of identity your sense of who you are. so like in my example my sense was I
started to question my choices like oh im a working mom am I abandoning my kid
am I a bad mom am I wrong in thinking that my kid is totally loved by me and
started really questioning myself because of those judgments.
r: hmm I guess I have my moments where um say today I was walking in the park
with my friend and um i didn’t really feel like talking a lot I was just enjoying nature
and just walking around and we didn’t talk like the whole time. I mean we said a few
things here and there but for the most part we were ah just walking and being quiet.
and some people might think that’s strange and I don’t really find that to be that
strange just cause im comfortable just chilling just being around him and not talking.
and I noticed I got a we got a couple looks and that might have just been my
perception of their looks being perceived differently cause I tend to ah part of this
illness is that I see something and every little thing is important sometimes not all of
the time just sometimes so that makes me think that they know about my illness for
some reason and draw they probably don’t im not doing anything all that strange. so
that just makes me a little more self-conscious in a way sometimes but once I come
out of that I just um I ll say that I recognize even if I do see them again is it really
going to matter in the long term or anything, no it doesn’t I mean…its just im going
to be me and me as a person right now is changing every day so…
I suppose I don’t really know who I am yet I still haven’t become the person im
going to be. I mean everyone changes everyday. you experience new things
something changes you everyday it could be small it could be big um…yeah I just
don’t ….hmm.
k: did you want to finish what you were saying?
r: maybe in a couple years ill know a little bit more as of right now I haven’t even
moved out of my moms house yet so…I got time before I know exactly who I am.
k: and when you have those moments of self-conscious do you have any sense like
does it impact how you see yourself? are you like …
r: umm…it can. not always um a couple of times it has…
k: can you tell me a little bit about when it has and times when it hasn’t and what
went on for you and how you saw yourself in those moments?
r: yeah um…ill use a recent one last night a couple um there wasn’t enough room for
me in the car to go out and go to this fat mansion party I guess and it made me kind
of wonder if I should be hanging out with those people just cause if they don’t want
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to, I mean they had said there was room in the car before and then so I was
expecting to go and then all of a sudden there was no room in the car and I had
made plans with them like a wekk ago to do this. so id been building up in my mind
of course and it didn’t happen. and of course if elt a little judged I felt like maybe
they didn’t want to bring me along for whatever reason a lot went through ym mind
like maybe because im a little bigger than most people maybe its cause I didn’t have
anything to offer. I had a couple bucks for gas not much else.
um…things like that little superficial things.
K; it sounds like sometimes those superficial things can go a little deeper like im not
wanted you know like do you ever, is that what you’re saying? it sounds like you
might reflect on that…what does that mean?
r: yeah I guess yeah,
k: how would you say it?
r: um…hmmm maybe …these people are people I haven’t really been in contact with
consistently for awhile. so I think part of it is um you kind of get what you put into
everything, for the most part is what ive found.
k: it sounds like it made you kind of reflect.
r: yeah. made me wonder if um even if I really honestly want to hang out with these
people myself. am I just doing it to ah get away for a little while? am I just doing it
cause I want to seem cool or popular or something like that. and ive had those things
before and it didn’t really do anything for me so…
I mean yeah it was fun in its own way just hasn’t really didn’t give me things
nowadays that I feel are more important. so…I think in a way its just grasping at like
things that maybe the media tells you is more important or they make it seem like
its I mean a lot of the people that have those things are they really happy and that
what they enjoy and live for and there are people that have it and are just like Robin
Williams for example. He was loved by so many people (yeah) and he seemed like I
mean he seemed happy at times and other times you can kind of tell. But he was an
amazing, he had a lot of talent a lot of you’d think he had alot of life in him and he
did and maybe it was too much for him.
k: sounds like what happened last night was more like a refining like clarifying for
you, like huh…what do I want?
r: its been a process I mean ive been having similar things like not this exact type of
thing but similar things happen with some people that are a little closer in my circle
cause I have a select few friends that I hang out with now. and ah little bit of drama
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has been springing up here and there normal stuff but…yeah its definitely been a
quite interesting these past couple months.
k: is there anything more you want to say about that experience of being judged and
how that impacts your sense of who you are?
r: uh I guess it kind of makes me um it makes you reflect a lot more but you can’t let
I don’t let you cant let yourself get lost in that either. so …for me I guess it makes me
its I think its kind of making me a stronger person or I don’t know if id say stronger
that’s not the right word I guess um…it’s a good character building time right now.
there we go.
k: nice huh…wow…thanks is there anything else you want to say about character
building? and how it relates to that judgment? or getting other perceptions put on
you?
r: ahhh… yeah um…right after the hospital when I got out the only reason I got out
so early was cause they had um my mom had helped me set up get set up with the
program where im at…and it um it comes up time to time with strangers and stuff
and sometimes you’ll get like a look or like a surprise look on their face or
something that its like its annoying at times and at other times I don’t even give it
any attention or anything I just kind of blow it off cause its not really worth
worrying about. I mean ive gotten used to it I guess. so…I mean some people ask
more about it and other people don’t. I think the people that are like maybe a little
more interested or want to take the time to clarify what it is and are um maybe a
little more worthwhile.
k: and when people take that time to clarify it sounds like it impacts, does it impact
you and how you see yourself in relationships with them?
r: um…not that ive really noticed. um…nothings really coming to mind.
k: no problem, how about we move on to the next question. (okay) thank you. how
does making sense of your experiences of psychosis relate to your growth as a
person?
r: um…a lot of it has to do with stuff about my dads side of the family. so what I get
from that is Ive met a couple people from his side of the family but I don’t have as
close a relationship with that side of my family as I do with my moms side of the
family so I just basically what I learned is that I want to find out more about that
side of my family and kind of learn a little bit more about my roots from both sides
of my family and considering doing it and I haven’t done it yet and Ive been and I
haven’t decided if I want to go there cause part of me just wants to move forward
but I also want to little I guess I can even learn a little bit about yourself from that I
think that would be kind of cool experience to go learn about where you came from.
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k: yeah, huh and is that connected in some way to making sense of psychosis for
you?
r: um for me yeah cause this happened when I was actually living with my dad so it
um…I mean its in my genetics too but I could have very well gone without this
happening at all. um…and psychosis for me just means that there is a chemical
imbalance in your brain that will bring up some deep seated problems and
transform them into a different shape and that shape can be many things.
It can be hallucinations it can be just your mind is you think differently and ahh
sometimes your not even present. The lights are on but on one’s home.
k: and how does that inform how you’ve been growing as a person, kind of that
meaning you’ve made? it sounds like theres some connection to your family or
returning to your roots kind of thing, and there might be something for you as an
individual? like how that’s impacted how you’ve been growing?
r: um…part of my psychosis is sometimes that I like to think um im part of a really
big family and that theres at least um one or two family members around at all
times. or maybe not a family member or a friend of the family or something and
theyre sometimes and they can be watching me or helping me …um and its not all
the time. its very rare and it only lasts for maybe a minute tops nowadays um…its
just sometimes it can be comforting sometimes it annoying most of the time I
recognize whats happening and im like yeah theres that again. yeah. I think it comes
from growing up and kind of taking care of myself for the most part um.. yeah. i
k: it sounds like maybe because that’s part of how you experience psychosis that
better understanding a family history that maybe multiple people on your family
might agree with and help you make sense of things and help you grow in a
particular way?
r: yeah.
k: thank you so much for sharing that with me. where there other parts of that you’d
like to say more about that? like how you might grow as a person if you discover
more about your family roots?
r: um…yeah I think it could um help me find a career path that I really enjoy it could
help me understand why I am the way I am sometimes. I could visit these places that
I come from and learn more about that culture and try and maybe live in that
culture myself for awhile and then move on and find something else that maybe I
like, not that I don’t like living in America. Um…who knows?
k: it sounds like you have family from another country?
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r: yeah a couple. not too many but a couple.
k: it sounds like it could be a facilitator of your growth like checking out whats real.
r: yeah.
K: I wish you all the best with that exploration and your plan.
r: thank you.
k: You got it. Anything else?
r: nope.
k: okay thanks. The next question is how have your experiences with MH providers
affected your sense of who you are?
r: the first couple that I cam into contact with were very hands off for the most part.
and then the second group of people I met were um more involved and a couple
would actually make fun of you and that was very off putting once I recognized that.
At first while it was happening I had bigger things to worry about so I had (?)…and
um but looking back its like wow, and then you work here and you have that kind of
attitude? [laughs].
k: it sounds like you thought more about the other people than having that impact
how you saw yourself?
r: yeah. I was very ah concerned about other people at the time. I was helping other
people in the hospital rather than focusing on myself at times. that could be for any
number of reasons, maybe I was doing it to kind of protect myself cause id idnt want
to deal with what was happening to me right now or maybe it was cause it felt good
to help those people cause it would help me. I think it helped me too cause I could
learn from them and they would learn form me and it was kind of like a community
type of process healing thing. at least there was a couple younger people my age in
there too and we kind of course the younger people all grew up together and were
rowdy and rowdier than normal yeah.
at times you would just talk about what happened sometimes and not in like a sad
way just in like a introspective kind of way but we would give each other our points
of view on what happened to them and give a different perspective from someone
who understand a little more. sometimes it got very um…whats the word im looking
for?...alot of the times youd go off topic um but there were key moments of like um a
shared clarity that you would all have like an ah-ha moment that like everyone had
it. and it would be kind of scary cause you would realize to what kind of happened to
you cause for me I was in denial about it for most of my recovery and every now and
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then you would kind of recognize exactly what would happen and then sometimes
that could trigger like a lot of anxiety that for me that’s what it was.
but after you have that anxiety attack you can come out of that better or come out of
it worse cause it can go either way. depending on um for me for instance I was
recognizing that I wanted to be a criminal and I had thought I was a criminal and I
thought I was from a criminal background for some reason. I realized I had the
capacity to do some pretty messed up stuff. Um something’s that I didn’t know I
didn’t do. I attempted to I thought I had um…take out as in like kill this person in the
hospital. he was I think it was cause he um I thought that he was like my
competition or something. and ah he was going to try and do the same thing for if I
didn’t do it to him first so I tried to strangle him in the hospital and they put me in
the ceire unit, they didn’t put me in a straight jacket they don’t o that anymore they
just shot you up or give you pills.
k: that sounds really scary.
r: (507hat’s507call by other person) um.
K: you alright on that end?
r: yeah. im fine yeah.
k: okay okay. so I was saying that sounds like it must have been scary for you and
other people.
r: um yeah its scary for you when you have that moment of realization that you have
it in you. and afterwards you just kind of let it go in a way. you don’t. you recognize
it and then you let it go. that’s what I did I mean I don’t think I can do that type of
stuff now but then I could have.
k: it sounds like you’ve had a lot of interactions with MH providers do you want to
say anything else about how those have impacted your sense of identity and who
you see yourself as a person?
r: um…I guess at the time it made me see myself as a …scary nuts whacko psychotic
any of those words…maybe that I wasn’t maybe I was going to be stuck in here the
rest of my life cause I wasn’t going to be safe around other people but nowadays I
just kind of see myself as someone that went through scary thing and now its better.
a lot better.
k: good good! it sounds like you answered earlier that interacting with MH
providers you kind of look at them differently rather than yourself depending on
how those experiences and interactions are. youre more like checking them out then
having that go into who you are.
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r: umhmmm. yeah yeah.
k: okay. sounds like you’ve got a pretty strong sense of who you are and your able to
protect that part of you even if people are goofing off or saying stuff where youre
like you shouldn’t even have a job.
that ability will take you far in life. its already taken you far it sounds like.
K: anything else before we move to our last question?
r: nope.
k: this is the last formal question, in what ways does being connected to something
bigger in the world and/or in life relate to your personal potential?
r: um…it gives me I guess an advantage. I have a different perspective that not a lot
of people get to have and it can be a good thing and it can be a bad thing but so far
its been nothing but good after that experience. I mean its ive probably taken a little
bit of time that other people have used to go to school or go to start working and
start moving up the later but um…im not thinking im thinking about going a little bit
of a different route than most people and hopefully it turns out well.
k: and is that, how does that relate to kind of being connected to something bigger in
life? how do you like tap into your potential as a human being?
r: um…
k: is like you’ve made it through this is that the connection like you’ve got a bigger
sense of the world and what can go on?
r: um…yeah.
k: yeah…
r: I guess um I kind of see the world differently now so I’ve got to figure out what
that means exactly for me.
k: sounds like a launchpad into this journey your own to discover that potential.
r: yeah.
k: you’ve seen the world in this whole big other way.
r: mmhmmm.
k: would you describe that in your own words?
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r: um well I guess before this I didn’t really think a whole lot about what else what
out there I was pretty happy with where I was at. now I kind of wonder more about
other cultures, how other people think and how other people experience the world
cause I was just looking through seeing the world through my eyes and the way
things changed for all the no’s maybe something maybe a little more primal took
over and I received or something I don’t know…kind of like I got some glimpses of
what I was thinking at like my most I guess what they would call most dangerous
and um it made me it makes me think how other people experience things and
they’re thought process and they’re whole history and less inward thinking a little
more um I guess the word I would call it is worldview. like what is their worldview
how do they perceive things how does their past um effect how they act and how
they even like live I guess. yeah.
k: wow it sounds like its opened an incredible curiosity inside of you.
r: yeah.
k: that your interested in continuing to explore that curiosity and where it takes you
in life and who you are.
r: yep [laughs].
k: what a ride.
r: yep [laughs]. it has its ups and downs but yeah.
k: yes it does. your’e going for it though it sounds like.
r: im preparing too, im on my way. im rolling this bog rick up the hill and then im
going to push it down I guess. that’s how I visualize it.
k: is there anything else you want to say about that last question or anything else
we’ve talked about that youd like to return to?
r: im pretty satisfied with what I said.
K: okay.
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Raven.3
K: How do experiences of feeling judged by other people influence your sense of
who you are as a person?
R: well I think um that um that feeling of being judged by other people I think it
greatly greatly impacts how you feel about yourself and at least how I feel about
myself because well I guess maybe it…if its like a negative judgment I think its really
easy for me to um take that negative judgment that somebody’s judging me in a
negative way and maybe Ill take that judgment and feel negative about that portion
of my life that’s like my go to…um um…feeling but its like a positive judgment from
somebody else I might just deflect and think they’re giving empty praise of
something like that. Its like easy to ahh let negative judgments of other people really
craft how I view myself whether that’s academically, or um musically or socially or
emotionally or something. Um I definitely let the I mean not always in the long term
I think but maybe in the short term with those negative things really um I think I
become preoccupied with the negative judgments people have of me rather then the
positive ones.
k: and how do those experiences influence your sense of who you are? like what
happens?
r: mmmhmmm… um like it can really effect my mindset or um the way I mean it can
change my well it s a difficult question.
k: would it be helpful if I phrase it differently for you because if the wording is hard I
can phrase it differently.
R: yeah that would be great.
K: so um it sounds like you do experience of judgment of other people and you’re
aware of those experiences, sometimes their positive, sometimes you may brush it
off sometimes they feel negative and so Im wondering how that judgment impacts
your identity. that then sounds like something happens inside like that means this
about who I am. does that make sense? is that helpful for you?
R: yes it is.
k: so how does that work for you?
R: um well I think that I think personally I have this um, and im not like constantly
thinking about this, I have this image in my head or this feeling in my body or soul or
whatever it is of who I am and what im doing and then some negative judgment,
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sometimes positive judgment can really make one thing ro another much more
prevalent like say o I really screwed up on a (removed identifying talent) exam or
something or my (removed identifying talent) teacher grilled me because I played
terribly or something like that and Im like a bad (removed identifying talent) or um
not ahh not good enough or something like that just not successful and that can
really change my how I think of myself and not all praise I think is empty. It really
does depend on the relationship or the person you’re being judged in a sportive way
by like there are some people that are or there are several who I have a great deal of
respect for and I think I know they wouldn’t um give empty praise. Um in which case
that I can um or that positive judgment could make me think or feel a greater sense
of security about um my progress and my academics (removed identifying talent) or
my abilities as a friend or family member and ahh. yeah I think overall it effects a
great effects the way I see myself significantly um probably more so when its um
the negative judgment is worse when its from somebody you deal have a great deal
of respect from or for.
And that can um really effect the way that I see myself as successful and
unsuccessful, good/bad, those are black and white terms obviously my mind thinks
more than that (recording?).
k: is there more you want to say about how that those experiences your impact your
sense of self? it sounds like you judge yourself if the other person judges you and
there’s value in the relationship. im just kind of surmising that from what you said.
could you explain in your own words?
r: yeah um….i mean whats the saying like we are the greatest critics of ourselves
something along those lines and I think that’s true that we’re really harsh on
ourselves sometimes. I like to think that to some extent I can in the ideal world
perhaps the reality we live in, not too much crafting but a little bit of crafting about
how you see the life you want to live and the person you want to be and the person
you think you are. and so I pretty much um…um…well lets see, (are you there?) yeah
im there sorry. (I know cause we cant see each other I just want to make sure, im
imagining you’re reflecting right now, no problem take your time). okay. um…
I think um for me specifically um and I know that’s the focus so I should be saying
me, um I will um I can really change how I think of myself or my life by like a good
old thinking session. like if I have some time to just sit down and really think I can
um I like to think things through a lot um, I have my own personal biases about
myself. if I have that time I can really process emotions, and judgments, and
criticism and all sorts of things um…other people’s judgments are kind of a catalyst
for increased judgment of myself.
I can um I think I mean it changes. it changes from day to day sometimes I could be
very steadfast and I view myself as being a steadfast person that is very focused and
doesn’t really let outside things cloud my judgment so to speak. my um focus I guess
maybe the word im looking for um and I see myself and sometimes I see myself as
somebody as maybe just a frantic college student that doesn’t know whats going on
and ahhh will let um my I don’t know its weird my identity can change a lot form
day to day in some sense.
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like I can kind of feel like an entirely different person depending on what you let
yourself talk yourself into who you are, what you’;re doing, how youre doing can
really change from day to day.
k: it sounds like your sense of self is fluid.
r: I think fluid, it think its um…well, I mean there are some days you know the you
just say what the hell is going on, I don’t understand, I really hope its not just me.
k: well its not just you, well if its only you and me then theres at least two of us on
the planet. I have the sense there are many more of like this is like upside down and
im upside down and whoa the universe is in a scramble and Im the egg.
r: yeah exactly.
k: youre not alone.
r: awesome. um…yeah I think identity is definitely fluid um my identity is…fluid, it
um in like a greater trend just to relate back to other people’s judgments effect
myself um… I think that kind of our identities can change a lot form the feedback
that we’re hearing. maybe not hearing but experiencing. um not even verbal but non
verbal or eyes, cause you know you can really tell from a friend or professor or
family member if they’re not …its really easy to tell. and then or they are genuinely
pleased or um happy or having an emotional or connecting moment or whatever it
is I think face to face reactions you can experience that without having to verbalize it
and that can really alter the person you are. one good thing in the morning or a
really good connection with like a family member or friend can really change your
countenance for the rest of the day and then you know soak up a very negative thing
or a judgment could really effect I mean there are obviously core values of my
identity that I don’t think would change or it would take a variety very drastic thing
for them to change especially a lot of social things and a lot of for me a big thing is
success and progress and I don’t feel if that is being satistfied then I can view myself
as negative or my identity could take a slap.
k: it sounds like the experience you have of yourself is malleable and you have a core
sense of who you are within that malleability in theta moment to moment
experience. like theres the core you and theres the robe of you that can shift
depending on the wind and the environment. I think I get what you’re saying your
very articulate.
r: I think that’s what im saying. I kind of rambled on a bit.
k: well these are complex questions. I mean im pleased to hear your responses and
experiences. im not asking you what color are your shoes. (that’s true). far from it so
I appreciate it. Theres actually a quote that I have carried around since, now im
going to sound old, but since I was your age, but I do have probably over 20 years of
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living just because im older and born at a different time, but theres a really cool
qupte I might forward you if I want. have you ever heard of james Baldwin, well he’s
one of the most renonwnd African amercian writers in our country that wrote about
when under great oppressive cicumstances and there was a quote isaw that was
about identity being like the robes of the desert, anyway ill forward it on too you.
r: awesome (you might like it, you sound a lot like James Baldwin to me), thank you.
k: is there anything else you want to say about that before we move on to the next
question?
r: not at the moment.
k: actually I have a reflection, it sounds like you do experience judgment from other
people and it influences you, it doesn’t sound like your core sense of who you are,
like um…could you speak to that before we move on?
r: yeah so I think that I have um well I hate to use the word values so I don’t want to
use the word values I guess core self as in I think I know who I am, I learn a lot of
things everyday but um what my likes and dislikes are and the kind of person I like
to think, the person I like to present to the world and that’s usually the same person
I present to myself, at least that’s what id like it to be instead of (?) and I think theres
a difference between who we are and how we’re feeling. theres a big difference
there and um I know people talk about the brain- and people say the brain and the
heart but ire ally think we can have very um complex emotions, negative or positive
or could deflate us or over inflate us and those emotions because of judgments or
other things could change the person we present or the not mask, the person
ourself, deep in ourself or whatever it is, I think that those emotions can alter just
how we perceive certain things. I don’t think they stay there for a long time like loss
or love or grief can really um…its like many layers like onions have layers but
humans have a lot of layers and but at the very center they’re still the core of the
onion and I don’t really know what that’s called in an onion but the outer layers can
well no I think this might make a little bit of sense. the only thing you can see on an
onion is the very outer layer however there re many other layers under neath that
but just cause you cant see anything else it doesn’t mean that they aren’t there, but
its still not the core. I like that analogy I think that was a good one.
um but theres obviously still there and they still effect the rest of who you are and
everything. um…so sometimes those inner layers can be effected a little bit more,
those can change but the core of myself is still the same I think it just depends on
whats changing on the outside.
k: awesome, thank you. (yeah a little weird but). but your describing a dynamic
process, thank you very much. we’re talking I just want to make sure to continue on,
we’ve been talking half an hour and I want to make sure its okay to take more of
your time, yeah or no?
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r: absolutely, if you have something planned later let me know but im pretty much
free the whole afternoon.
k: okay I’ll keep moving us along here. how does making sense of your experiences
of psychosis relate to your personal growth?
r: how does making sense of psychosis relate to my personal growth? umm…
k: and I can rephrase it if that’s going to be helpful.
r: yeah thatd be awesome.
k: so how did psychosis um impact how you’ve grown as a person and
514hat’s514cally making sense of having those experiences.
r: well I defeinitly think that making sense of those experineces was a very big
learning process that’s definitely for sure. um…the well I think during psychosis its
very or after its difficult to um well you knid of feel a sense of turmoil you don’t
really know what is happening you don’t really its difficult to comprehend, its kind
of like a there are too many things going on at the time to understand it so I think
most of my growth has been post-psychotic experiences um because I think that its
difficult to making sense yeah, making sense has come significantly after um after
experiencing the symptoms. Um…so (how has that even after related to how you’ve
grown as a person?)
I think it lets me see um I mean on one level it lets me see mental health a different
way and going into mental health it really make s me see and it makes me think
about it really makes me think more about kind of like my experience and in a wider
sense the human experience because I mean for me my experience is the only one
ire ally know but its more vivid now I think then, I think that’s probably 514hat’s
changed is my ability to understand just exactly how vivid reality is um because if
like its hard to, at least for me, I cant really like right now I couldn’t just honestly tell
you the way I can articulate it whether I felt or was experiencing psychosis its
nothing I can easily describe um and even if I didn’t have to describe it its actually
hard for me to think about it or put myself in that state its hard for me to even
imagine it.
I mean I can but at the same time its like um I guess…well I guess here’s just for one
um like if just I don’t know but if you’ve ever had like alcohol its hard to imagine like
if you’re not drinking its hard to imagine what being drunk is like for instance if
your not experiencing psychosis. But at the same time I think it’s just for instance I
think its like at the same time having had the experience that you can feel this way
and that you can perceive reality this way and life and it makes, I think now I’m
much more aware of one how I feel um…and I get a much wider sense like a much
wider spectrum of my reality now, I think that’s what Ive learned most about it is
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such a wide spectrum um…yeah. If that makes sense kind of (very much so thank
you, absolutely).
k: thank you. I think I could probably talk to you for days about that so im going to
move us on to the next question. I learn so much from these conversations.
How have your experiences with mental health providers affected your sense of
who you are?
r: um well like everything that’s changes overtime initially I think it made me feel as
somebody that had a problem. initially like wasn’t well, had to be treated, had to
required you know help that most people don’t need um, or maybe most people
don’t get unfortunately. Um and so that initially effected me as something that you
know me as a person was a certain defective broken kind of person um…it affected
me much more than an outer level that was definitely the inner onion but now you
know with a couple years after, its definitely um…I guess ic an see the positives. I
lkke to love pro and con charts um I love to weigh those kind of things so now
looking back my interaction with mental health providers um I can see just how
beneficial it was, how much more aware ot made me, I don’t think, I think the
gregious thing was really being able not even effecting myself but understand how
things effected myself. I think it okay it effected how I view myself as a person
because I thought I got a lot smarter in the sense I could really think how things did
effect me and I think that awareness wasn’t necessarily there before um , this is how
I feel, this is who I am and if anything looking back I think treatment has made me,
this is who I am this is how I feel. how I feel doesn’t necessarily affect who I am and
its not always easy to separate that but in a bigger picture grand scheme of things
um treatment definitely or my interactions with tx team, was…
k: how do you see yourself since you’ve developed those experiences helped you
develop sounds like an awareness of your feelings and who you are how do you see
yourself because you have those abilities?
r: I see myself as someone who is deliberate and um reflective. and ahhh…yeah.
k: and how do those qualities relate to the person that started out seeing themselves
as defective—so having those qualities or characteristics of being a reflective
deliberate person, how is that kind of compared to seeing yourself as defective
which is how you saw yourself when you started having those experiences with MH
providers and then there was this change.
r: I think its very different um…it definieitly, obviously it became beneficial but
um…I mean I no longer think that im a broken defective person which is cool (very
cool) its working a lot better for me (right on). I don’t ahh..think…was always
deliberate and reflective person but I allowed myself, analyzed myself in that way
and maybe I wasn’t able to um and…its difficult to compare those two viewpoints of
myself because in some respects I feel like im the same person and in some repsects
I don’t feel like the same person that would see myself as defective kind along the
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identity thing- the core remains but a lot of things have changed. I don’t know itd be
interesting to go back and see how I really felt.
k: sounds like the experience has brought you closer to your core self like
developing your core sense of who you are.
r: absolutely.
k: that’s what I hear you saying, kind of clearing away the clutter.
r: mmhmmm
k: and having some perspective on who yu are as a person by developing that
awareness.
r: absolutely.
k: thank you, is there anything else you want to say about how experiences with MH
providers have effected your sense of self? im going to ask you a double
question…any kind of the other side of that, any experiences with MH providers that
maybe didn’t facilitate this so much? um…or facilitated you seeing yourself um
differently?
r: um…like specific things or
k: how ever you want to answer, and if nothing comes to mind that’s cool,
sometimes people have the opposite experiences, just want to get your take.
r: I think there have been instances when um…where I think yeah, maybe some
interactions with the treatment team um it made me not think so deliberate or as
thoughtful or maybe kind of made me did feel defective a little bit. Not in hindsight
but at the time. Um…well huh. its not so im trying to think of huh, its hard to say,
kind of hard to answer.
k: if its too difficult we can move on, its totally okay.
r: okay yeah I think I kind of lost whatever it was I was thinking of.
k: in what ways does being connected to something bigger in the world and/or in
life relate to your personal potential?
r: um…could you say the question one more time?
k: do you want to say it differently? maybe its hard too because we cant see each
other…the cues are missing. um..so ahh how does feeling connected to something
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bigger in your like or the world kind of inform your relationship to your potential as
a human being?
r: I think for me its um I think its huge. (alright tell me how) so we’re all incredibly
connected with whatever way it is um you know however we describe it, its just a
generic term, were all pretty connected I think. but for me potential is also very
broad there can be a very broad interpretation of potential and so for me I like being
connected whether its um a friend group or family circle in a (removed identifying
talent) um. I mean you know that is a big part of my life, my career goal is all about
being connected to a big group of people, (removed identifying talent) . So that is it
just kind of a great question that fits me really well. I mean a large portion of my
time is trying to not even look at somebody and be really connected in time and
feeling of (removed identifying talent) and put a lot of intent behind something
we’re not even talking about or sometime not even looking at each other and hours
of my day is spent on that. And so in that sense like for me the coolest feeling in the
world is when youre like with 50 other people and you’re connected and
something’s working in a (removed identifying talent), you feel something and
everyone else is feeling it too, it’s the coolest thing in the world you’ve reached your
potential.
I mean if you lock in and everybody else locks in um…being connected is to
something bigger is huge for me. I think I don’t think I could be happy in life without
being connected to other things in a bigger way. I don’t think I could be happy like I
don’t know being like a one man show or a I don’t eve know like a hermit I don’t
even know, I really could not do that it would not work for me, I could not be happy.
Whether it’s a group of friends, (removed reference to identifying talent) um, a
dinner party, social connections, family connections, in both a career sense, an
academic sense, and emotional sense I think is huge. Um, I mean not everything is
um the majority of things I think um depend on being connected to something
bigger but even just in myself um I think connecting different areas or aspects of our
thoughts or our lives for me is at least maybe not something bigger as in like as a
umber of people or a group or kind of something you cant see but um I can see how I
think for some people religion or faith can be connecting something laregr, bigger
and that can be very monumental and impoartnt to the,. that’s not so much for me,.
ahh I think connecting with a lot of my own thoughts though almost like being
connected really within different areas of who I am as a like a grandson, and son, um
brother and all that and you know friend, and feeling like a (removed identifying
talent), academic, being a student and ahh I don’t know a person on the street
connecting all those different feelings and sublayer identities I don’t know that’s
also big but I thik that also plays a huge part of whatever it is that we have um… in a
more definite bigger group or bigger picture thing such as a job or a group a friend
circle or something.
Relating to potential ahhh well I mean that’s just kind of life is kind of for me you
just kind of keep going towads your potential so if all those things are clicking then
kind of the bigger the circle the better I guess.
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K: because…
r: umm I said the bigger the circle the better I don’t mean bigger in numbers I mean
bigger in quality. its better to have 2 close friends than 50 people that just kind of
like you.
k: it sounds like the quality of the connection is a pathway directly into your sense of
your personal potential and it goes both directions and that personal potential
hooks into the quality of the connection. Its this moving process between the two
kind of zones.
r: yeah. absolutely yeah. I mean we are incredibly social humans um and our
potential just you can only, your potential is useless unless its with I mean you’re
never going to get that unless your part of something else I think.
k: why? (I agree with you…)
R:I mean its like I don’t know I can understand maybe I differe with somebody like if
I practiced (removed identifying talent) for like 25 hours a day in atiny little room
all by mself and I never shared that and I was the best (removed identifying talent)
in the world and I never (removed identifying talent) for anyone, never (removed
identifying talent) with anyone or talked with anyone to me that I would gain value
from it but my potential as a person, yeah I might be technically th best (removed
identifying talent) in the world but I haven’t connected that on a deeper level with
anyone else. the only way you can really reach your potential is having quality
connections I by havng connections with a whole bunch of different people you
know they all have their unique experiences you can never have the same
experience between tow people its never going to be exactly the same. to me its like
I don’t know isn’t really a dollar sign to me like how much money you make its more
like how much are you going to get from those experiences like what quality of
those experiences like how you learned from it sometimes its wonderful and
sometimes it sucks. Overall being part of a bigger group or something is like you
have to have it I think reach your potential.
k: thank you so much ire ally appreciate you sharing your perspectives and your
experiences. is there anything else you want to say about what touched or do you
feel complete?
r: um you know I cant think of anything in the moment. im sure something will come
to me in a week.
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OTHER LISTS
Definitions of Central Category, Contextual Influences, General Consequence, and their
Properties, and Dimensions, after completion of theoretical coding
Making sense of psychosis is the central category. It is participants’ process of
determining how psychosis affected them and incorporating their experiences of
psychosis into their sense of identity.
Developing beliefs is a property of making sense of psychosis. It is the beliefs participant
developed about psychosis that were validating and invalidating to their sense of capacity
to fit experiences of psychosis into life and identity.
Validating beliefs about psychosis is one end of the dimension of developing beliefs. It is
participants’ beliefs about psychosis that validated their sense that they were capable of
fitting psychosis into life and identity.
Invalidating beliefs about psychosis is another end of the dimension of developing
beliefs. It is participants’ beliefs about psychosis that invalidated their sense that they
were capable of fitting psychosis into life and identity.
Degrees of freedom is a property of making sense of psychosis. It is participants felt
sense of varying levels of permission to make meaningful sense of psychosis.
Freedom to struggle is one end of degrees of freedom’s dimension. It is participants felt
sense of a broad degree of freedom to make meaningful sense of psychosis.
Feeling stuck is another end of degrees of freedom’s dimension. It is participants felt
sense of a narrow degree of freedom to make meaningful sense of psychosis.
Exploring relationships is a contextual influence. It describes participants’ relationships
with mental health providers, family members, friends, and social institutions.
Affirming relationships is one end of exploring relationships dimension. It describes
relationships participants experienced as invalidating.
Non-affirming relationships is another end of exploring relationships dimension. It
describes relationships participants experienced as invalidating.
Relating to personal potential is a contextual influence. It describes participants’
experience of a sense of access to personal potential.
Accessing personal potential is one end of relating to personal potential’s dimension. It
describes participants’ sense of access to a sense of connectedness to other people and
their larger purpose in life.
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Not accessing personal potential is another end of relating to personal potential’s
dimension. It describes participants’ sense of not accessing a sense of connectedness to
other people and their larger purpose in life.
Becoming who I really am is the general consequence of making sense of psychosis. It
describes the influence of making sense of psychosis on identity construction.
Incorporating psychosis into identity is the property of becoming who I really am. It
describes participants’ incorporation of psychosis into identity.
Integrated sense of identity is one end of the dimension of incorporating psychosis into
identity. It is the positive incorporation of psychosis into identity.
Restricted sense of identity is another end of the dimension incorporating psychosis into
identity. It is the negative incorporation of psychosis into identity.

